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PREFACE.

^T^HE following work must necessarily be very incomplete :

J- my knowledge of Sanskrit is small, and I have probably

omitted many valuable details from Greek and Latin and
English : and I have hardly been able to introduce any illus-

tration from any other languages : and it is certain that very

many will think that I should have done better had I devoted

myself to thoroughly sifting and working out some small

detail: (in fact, such was the advice which Prof. Brugmann
^' himself most kindly offered me). And indeed, had I been certain

that in the forthcoming volume^ of Brugmann's magnificent

work, infinitely more attention would be paid to forms (which

are the only reliable starting-point in Comparative Syntax-),

1 Comparative Syntax by Delbrlick.

^ - I mean this, that if we start to explain and reconstruct the history of

t-J e.g. the Latin 'Ablative' of the consonant-declension, the Latin 'Infinitive'

^ in -re, and the Latin 'Imperfect Subjunctive', on the assumjjtion that they

^ are respectively Ablative, Dative, and Imperfect, and nothing else, and if we
V admit, as we must, that forms were regularly used because they conveyed

X^ their own meanings, then, when ' Phonetic Law ' tells us that these forms are

^ (certainly or probably) not what we have assumed them to be, our construction

^ (however satisfactory it may seem) falls to the ground. ' Phonetic Law ' tells us

P^^
that nomine and mente are probably (at least partly) Locative, not only

^ Ablative, in form, and that the form in -re is possibly both Locative and
Instrumental, or one only, or sometimes one and sometimes the other, etc.,

anyhow not Dative, and that esses is probably a sigmatic Aorist, not Imperfect,

in form, and that therefore nomine and mente are probably Locative etc. in

meaning, and the form in -re Locative or Instrumental or both etc. in meaning,

and esses Aorist in meaning ; and common sense tells us that to deny that they

probably have these meanings, and to insist on explaining them as certainly
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and to Principles of development in language, and to the

exact extent to which our present evidence justifies dog-

matisms, than seems to have been paid in the Syntactische

Forschungen (if one may judge from the ideas which have

come into English Grammars through it), I might have left

this book unwritten, and have been content to wait patiently

until the appearance of the new work, and until it had become

known to English readers. As it is, this final result seems still

far distant, and, if my work, very shadowy, very incomplete,

and very inaccurate as it is, beyond all doubt, yet does some-

thing towards illustrating the innumerable difficulties and un-

certainties, and the many tangled or broken threads, of Com-

parative Syntax, and does something (however insignificant)

towards making Syntax somewhat less uninteresting, and some-

what more a field of enqtury for the majority than it is at

present, I shall be satisfied.

If many of the results are, or seem to be, obviously wrong,

I must ask the reader to carefully bear in mind that this is

not a learned work (as Delbriick's work will be), and that,

as I have clearly stated throughout the book, on almost

every page, the suggestions are only meant to be sug-

gestions of some possibilities^ and not of certainties : and

I think it will be found that in this respect my work makes an

almost entirely new departure. It would be very nice if

almost the whole history of Greek and Latin Syntax before the

times of which we have evidence were capable of being mapped

out neatly, definitely, and with certainty, as it has been

usually mapped out hitherto, chiefly on such suppositions as

that because some constructions occurred in the Vedic hymns

(2000? B.C.) therefore the Latins developed these same con-

structions and no other constructions by their side. It would

be very nice and funny to know that ever since the earliest

times the Greeks and Italians, before venturing to form a new

construction by analogical extension, ran or swam in the

direction of India to ask if this analogical extension existed in

Ablative, Dative, and Imijerfect in origin, in only consistent if e.g. we call wktos,

Kvpov airoOavbvTos and irov ; Locatives in origin, and the Historic Infinitive a

Present or Past Indicative Tense in origin.
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early Sanskrit, and, if it did not, forbade any one in Greece or

Italy to use it on pain of death : in fact the theory tliat we can

map out certain portions of the history with certainty pre-

supposes very many very ludicrous incidents.

I would say one word to any one who may think this book

worth criticising. When e.g. Dr Verrall writes a work which

gives a new theory as to the plot of the Ion, it behoves the

bona fide critic, in any Review which to some extent represents

national scholarship, to criticise this new theory, and to say to

what extent and why he considers that its views are right

or wrong: obviously the Review should accept notes on smaller

points (such as the meaning of crrec^r;) either separately as

isolated notes, or before or after or in course of the criticism

of the main raisoii d'etre of the book : but no bona fide

criticism should be accepted qiid criticism without treating

fairly of this main contention.

I have noticed that in more than one Review the tendency

has been, of late, not to criticise the broad and distinguishing

facts, and the main features, but to give a bite here and there

like a gnat or a flea : and I have noticed that often a book,

rotten as a whole, and rotten in most details, rotten, in fact,

from skin to core, is treated as severely or leniently and

so gets the same ' character ' as a book which is on the whole

admirable, but which errs (as nearly all books must err)

in some details. It is not that actually false statements are

made—a false impression is however infused into the reader's

mind, none the less—bvit all sense of proportion is hereby

lost : e.g. a right principle is many times more important than

a wrong detail, inasmuch as this principle comprises, ipso facto,

a quantity of right details. To dote upon a thousand items

(sometimes to the exclusion of an exceedingly practical and

undeniable principle of common sense), characterises very much

of German work, much of American work, and not a little

of English work. Attention to minutiae deserves greater praise

than it obtains among men : but it is apt to overlook the fact

that, if we once really grasp the principles of one instance,

we often thereby grasp the principles of the other 999. The

1000 instances are also somewhat tedious to one who leads
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a busy life in other spheres, and who yet would know something

about the Principles that underlie those details.

Might I ask my critics to remember that my book has

at least one main contention, viz. that our evidence does

not often justify that dogmatism with which pre-historic forms

or constructions have hitherto been mapped out as certainties,

and that many views hitherto stated and accepted as certainties

still remain to be proved to be certainties?

The new matter in this book is, roughly speaking, as

follows

:

I. It is maintained that, in giving the pre-historic develop-

ment of most constructions, certainty is impossible and possi-

bility or probability is the most we can attain to : and that the

neatest and most definite results are usually also the most

inexact.

II. Some Principles of development in Syntax (e.g. Analogy,

Implication, etc.) are first given, together with some instances

from Greek and Latin which may jKirtially illustrate them,

and then it is suggested how constructions may possibly have

been developed from possible original meanings in accordance

with them \

III. Some of the disadvantages of grammatical categories,

and of a certain class of literal translations, are estimated.

IV. It is maintained that, because a construction occurs in

some one language of the Indo-European group, it does not

follow from this that it certainly occurred or was certainly the

1 If such Princii)les of development in Language, etc. were insisted on

(e.g. Princii3le I: that a word or a construction need not necessarily have

the same meaning which it originally had) very much adverse criticism of

a writer's style or phraseology might be avoided. To take one instance, a

recent tirade on the English of the Kevised Version might have been left

unwritten: for, apart from the occasional bad taste and want of moderation in

the language, many of the arguments fail to hold good for the simple reason

that the Eevisers are not attempting to reproduce original English idioms,

but are, to a great extent, writing in the best English of to-day, in which many
constructions have become irreproachahle, which in early English either did not

exist, or would not have been correct English if they had been used. To

criticise, as this critic does, is like censuring a business-man for no longer

wearing the swaddling-clothes which once were appropriate.
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only construction used in some other language of the same

group, but it generally follows that it may possibly or probably

have been one of the constructions once used in that language.

V. A few pJiilological suggestions are given, as well as a

brief consideration of how far some of the dogmatic results of

the New School are certainties (v. Appendices I. ad fin. and V,

ad fin. for the final conclusion).

VI. The uncertainty as to how far different meanings were

original, or later developments, and as to how far they were

originally denoted by distinct forms, and how far by forms

differentiated to express distinctions of meaning, is strongly

emphasized : (v. Appendices III. and IV.)

VII. Some details are :

(a) The Infinitive in Greek and Latin.

(b) The Middle Voice and Changes of Voice and Time

(v. Principle XL).

(c) The three origins of Prepositions.

(d) The possible original unity of the Accusative, and the

possible original unity of the Genitive.

(e) The possible importance of the Locative.

(/) The Future Indicative was often the same thing

as the Aorist Subjunctive.

(g) The Latin Aorist-Perfect.

(It) The treatment of Mixed parts of speech.

(i) The original meanings of Imperfect, Middle, Relatives,

Subjunctive and Optative, Indicative, and the Neuter, etc.

The following are the chief authorities :

For Morphology, etc.: the grammars of Brugmann, Victor

Henry, King and Cookson, Iwan Mliller ; suggestions in the

Classical Review : e.g. the Early Italic Declension (Lindsay),

the Gerund and Gerundive (Con>vay); the -r of the Latin

Passive (Conway), Conway on Vomer's Law in Italy (for the

Latin Aorist and Perfect forms).

For Sanskrit Instances : Dr Peile's Nala, and some lectures

on Nala by Mr R. A. Neil, of Pembroke Coll. A few Vedic

hymns (Delbriick), and some lectures on them by Prof. Cowell.

The Sanskrit Grammars of Whitney, Monier Williams, and
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Max Mliller. To all these authorities I owe a very great debt,

practically all the small knowledge of Sanskrit which I possess.

For Greek Instances : Thompson's Greek Syntax. Monro's

Homeric Grammar. Hadley's Greek Grammar. Middleton's

Essay on Analogy. Goodwins Moods and Tenses (especially),

etc.

For Latin Instances : The Latin Grammars of Roby, Allen

and Greenough, Madvig, Postgate, etc.

For some of tJie Principles: {inosthj, in their application to

Phonetics and Morphology/). Wheeler's Analogy and King and

Cookson's Grammar (for Analogy and Contamination). Paul's

Principles of the History of Language (very valuable, though

the Principles are only scantily applied to syntax). Curtius'

Greek Grammar Explained. Hale's Cum-Constructions (the

last two books apply some Principles to the history of Syntax).

For Details of Greek and Latin Syntax

:

Roby's Latin Grammar (especially for some ideas on the

Gerund and Gerundive and the Dative of the Agent).

Hale on Cum-Constructions (for the general method and for

the uses of the Latin ' Subjunctive ' with cum, in so far as they

go back to a * potential ' origin).

Hale on Sequence of Tenses, in American Journal of Philo-

logy (for the theory that the tenses of the Latin 'Subjunctive
'

in Dependent sentences had once the same meaning wdiich

they had in Principal sentences).

Isaac Taylor's Origin and Home of the Aryans (for the

main features of the map in Appendix I.).

Goodwin's Moods and Tenses : (for ideas on the original

meaning of the Subjunctive, Aorist, and Imperfect, and partly

for the original meaning of irpiv, and of fir] with ot) and

SeSoiKa, and for the classification of conditional sentences).

King and Cookson's Grammar : (the division of Dependent

sentences into Final and Conditional, and the Development of

Parataxis into Hypotaxis, and the history of the Relative etc.).

Monro's Homeric Grammar : (the meaning of dv and Kev

and some uses oi rrplv, and many instances, and the 'Article ').

Classical Review :

Carter on the Aorist Participle (most of the points suggested
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in this paper I had already written, long before it appeared,

in the second part of an article on the Aorist, in which I

tried to account for every use of the Greek Aorist as going

back, ultimately, to a single meaning. The first part of this

article was not accepted by the Classical Review, but most of

it will be found under ' the Aorist and Imperfect' etc.).

Bishop : verbals in -To<i in Aeschylus.

Weymouth : the Greek Perfect.

Wheeler and Conway : Grammatical and Natural Gender

(very useful).

Conway: the Latin Gerund and Gerundive (very good).

Postgate : the Latin Future Infinitive in -turum (partly).

A. Sidgwick : Personalisation in Greek (very suggestive).

The American Journal of Philology : The Schema Pin-

daricum : Hanssen on the Latin Adjective: Gildersleeve on the

stylistic effect of the Participle in Greek : etc.

This book is chiefly intended for candidates for the Classical

Tripos at Cambridge and for Moderations at Oxford, and for the

Sixth Forms of Schools. For forms below the Sixth, it may be

open to objection : for it tends to upset many established beliefs

(e.g. that mensae and domini are certainly Genitive, and that

regeres is certainly Imperfect) and to introduce a new spirit

of enquiry and ' scepticism ', and it would often substitute what

is accurate and vague for what is definite and wrong, and,

above all, much of the work is too advanced for lower forms.

Such objections seem generally to stand apart from the con-

sideration of how far the new ideas may be probable and

interesting to the boy, and how far they train the boy to

be accurate and to think for himself, rather than (to take

the other extreme) to perform the function of an industrious

parrot, or of a very improved phonograph.

Part I. contains some original and eo.rly meanings, some

Principles and five Appendices ; Part IL, which will be published

shortly, will contain The Syntax of the Noun (including the

Cases Genders and Numbers, Prepositions, and the Adjective),

the Verb (including the Voices and Tenses and the Subjunctive,

Optative, Indicative, Imj)erative, Infinitive, Gerund and Gerun-

dive and Participles) and the Sentence : Part II. will also con-
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tain discussions on the Relative Pronouns, the ' Article,' Con-

ditional Sentences, Silver Age Latin, New Testament Greek,

and Compound words. Part II. will also contain the Indices

for both Parts. I am afraid that, in spite of the Table of

Contents and the brief Index, Part I. can hardly be conveni-

ently used as a book of Reference until a fuller Index has been

made : and as the rest of the work would make the book

nearly treble its present size I have thought it better to put

it in a second instalment with the full Indices.

I owe my best thanks to the staff of the University Press

for the great care and patience which they have shown in

the printing of this work, and to Mr Bowes for his sug-

gestions as to the headings etc., and the title of the book.

King's College,

Cambridge.
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lection of data, must to a great extent leave unsolved .
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COEKIGENDA.

V. also Additional Notes.

P. 16, 4 lines from the bottom, after the words ' I have a striking,' add

" (this might have been the original meaning of the Active also, in which case

the development of the Active would be as follows, and differences between

Active and Middle would be the result of differentiation.)"

On p. 18 (The Indicative), 12 lines from the top, after the words "A. the

Indicative," instead of the words "which stated... was a fact" read "which

connected a person or thing with the idea of action or put such a connection in

the form of a question."

On p. 19 (four lines from the bottom) for " (-2) " read " (4)."

Pp. Ixxxv—c (Appendix III.) " Mr F. W. Thomas connects the a of e.g. feram,

eram, ferebam, ecpepofxav with Sanskrit i and the I. E. Indeterminate vowel (a).

This is a very valuable suggestion : it would not alter the main contention of

Appendix III, however."

On p. xciv, Footnote 2 ;
" Mr H. D. Darbishire has kindly pointed out to

me that uoi-*-uei^*-ui, and so (uidi), ulnum, ulcus go back to oi onJij. This

does not become a certainty till someone proves that Latin could never have

used an ei form in the Perfect and in o-stcms : can we state this dogmatically,

with our present data ?
"



INTEODUCTION.

Methods of Philology.

Philology, in its provinces of Phonetics, Etymology, and

Morphology, has of late years approached nearer and nearer to

an Exact Science. Oddities like ' such and such a derivation

would do well enough because the meaning is appropriate ' are

no longer tolerated as they used to be. The results of Philology

may, roughly speaking, be summed up as follows

:

" Changes of sound in a language extend to all people who
have intercourse with one another in that language, and to all

luords in which the sound, which is affected, occurs under the

same conditions " (v. Appendix V.).

Now strictly speaking no sound can be proved to occur

under exactly the same conditions in any two words : since no

two words can be proved to be used with exactly the same

frequency, and with exactly the same emphasis and position in

the sentence, in exactly the same connexions and associations,

by people of exactly the same class and neighbourhood. Even
a single word does not always occur under exactly the same

conditions (in the case of moenia and miinia the different

meanings of the word constitute the different conditions). With
this very exact interpretation of the words ' under the same

conditions,' the law cannot assert dogmatically e.g. that, in

Latin, if an original oi becomes oe in one word, it always be-

comes oe in that same word—much less that it always becomes

oe in every word. The dilemma is obvious : if wc say that the

conditions must be exactly the same we must formulate one or

more phonetic laws for every word, and must formulate no

M. T. 1
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single phonetic law applicable to any two words : then and

then only shonld all our phonetic laws be absolutely without

exceptions—if they be correctly formulated. If, on the other

hand, we say that the conditions need not he exactly the same,

e.g. that what is law for a sound in a verb must be also law for

the same sound in a noun or particle, and for a monosyllable or

trisyllable, we must, ipso facto, give up that clause of Phonetic

Law which denies any exceptions.

And the New School have been very justly censured for

combining two incompatibilities: (1) interpreting their defini-

tion 'under the same conditions ' too widely, and as meaning

'under the same general conditions,' and formulating a ' phonetic

law' on the strength of words which occur under the same

general conditions only, and (2) denying the existence of any

exceptions to this ' law.' If this absolute invariability of

phonetic law is to be insisted on, the only course seems to be to

insist on the difference of condition being the cause of every

apparent irregularity, and to illustrate what is meant by

differences of conditions. And, since there must be many
differences of condition, in the growth of words, which we
cannot possibly realise, a little less dogmatism in stating ' laws,'

and a little less dogmatism in condemning suggestions which

seem to slightly violate the ' laws ' without any difference of

condition apparent to us of the 19th century, might help to

conciliate to the New School those of the Old School who at

present resist modern improvements. A glance at some of the

differences of condition in Phonetics must surely show that, in

criticising a suggestion on the ground (^f its violating a Phonetic

Law, we may, quite easily, be putting under the law an

instance which differences of condition put outside the sphere

of the law (v. further Appendix V.).

The following differences of conditions are suggested as

specimens : most of them appear in different grammars, and

the technical names are used here for the sake of brevity.

1. The influence of Analogy—(many prefer to call certain

analogies by the name ' Contaminations '). These subdivisions

are not necessarily mutually exclusive (v. Wheeler's admirable

pamphlet on Analogy).
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A. Where the forms are not connected, but

(1) The meanings are cognate (e.g. words for

'sitting').

(2) The meanings are contrasted (e.g. words for

' united ' and ' separated ').

(3) The meanings beh^ng to the same category of

words (e.g. numerals and names of seasons).

(4) The functions are alike (e.g. second persons

singular),

(5) Association arises from mere sound or rhythm

etc. almost entirely apart from function and meaning (e.g. v.

Bloomfield on the History of the Rece.ssive Accent in Greek).

B. Where the forms are connected, and

(1) The meanings are cognate.

(2) The meanings are contrasted.

(8) The meanings belong to the same category of

words, etc. etc.

2. The Preservation of Archaisms or the Revival of

Archaisms (e.g. (?) natural in Lucretius).

8. The Borrowing of Foreign words.

4. Differences of Dialect (e.g. Rufus is a dialectic form).

5. Differences between the speech of the higher and lower

classes.

6. Differences of Accent and Stress, including word-accent

and sentence-accent (cp. agitur and ([Uid agitur ? ^ quid igitur ?

whence igitur ' therefore ').

7. The preservation of an older form beside a new form

to convey a differentiated meaning (.sense-doublets) e.g. moenia

beside munia.

8. The position of the word in the sentence (sentence-

doublets : cp. perhaps ovtw and ovrwi).

9. The date of a Phonetic Law (e.g. fiovaav<^ did not

become ixovads till the law that d became 77 in Ionic had ceased

to operate).

10. An inaccurate representation in writing, or the preser-

vation of some older graphic representation after tlie pronuncia-

tion has changed.

1—2
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11. Metathesis, Prothesis, Epen thesis, Dissimilation, Apo-

cope, which sometimes come very near to being ' sporadic'

12. A form arbitrarily imposed by a certain person or

class.

13. Above all, some different phonetic condition, such as

the nature of the preceding or following sound or sounds, and

the position of the sound in a word, whether initial, medial, or

final, etc.

Every week, almost every day, words which were regarded as

exceptions to a ' Phonetic law ' are being proved to be really

due to some difference of conditions, i.e. to come under some

other law : one may almost go so far as to say that it is being

proved that these words would have been exceptions had they

been other than what they actually are.

Methods of Syntax.

To bring every word under a law and to justify its forma-

tion, i.e. to prove it to be regular, is the grand aim of such

Philology. How does the modern treatment of Comparative

Syntax compare with the enlightened views on Morphology ? It

has to deal with a vast array of facts, which are, generally

speaking, lucidly arranged (as e.g. in Madvig's Latin Grammar):

how has it dealt with them ? does it try to prove that con-

structions are regular, and that the formation of all, or of the

great majority of them, is justifiable,-—in a word that they

would be almost exceptional if they were other than they

actually are ? Strangely enough, there has been scarcely any

attempt to apply a number of principles like those of Morphology

to the province of Syntax: yet it is quite clear that anyone who

would treat of Comparative Syntax must first thoroughly grasp

not merely the uses and instances which are found existing, but

also the main principles which must direct his treatment of

these uses. It will be seen from the following pages how

frequently modern research and criticism tests or rejects a

theory, or says one construction is used ' for another,' on some

entirely inadequate ground : f(ir instance, a theory is frequently

considered utterly absurd, or a construction weird, if English
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does not show an exactly parallel development : a li air-splitting

ignorance ventures to oppose itself to an undoubted tact in

language, and often to several fundamental principles of develop-

ment in lansfuaije. One illustration will suffice : grammarians

lay down as an equation that 8pdaov = ' do thou,' and then often

take for granted a phenomenon well known to be exceptional,

viz. that the development of the meaning of Spdaov in Greek

was exactly parallel to that of ' do thou ' in English. Hence

oiad' o Bpdaov was often regarded as a strange construction

used 'instead of something else which is more like English!

for, say they, ' thou knowest the thing which do thou ' is bad

grammar in English, and therefore in Greek also : but surely the

parallelism between Bpdaov, Bpu(ri]<i (cp. <pep\ w reKvop, vvv koI

TO Trj<i vrjaov fi.ddr)'^^. Sophocles), Bpaaai ere Bel, and a con-

struction like ov BovXevTeov roy? vovv e^oj^ra? toI^ kukcos

<^povovai (where ov BovXevreov is, logically, ou Bel BouXeveiv),

and the parallelism between the rare /i?) Bpdaov, and fxy Bpdaj]<;,

suggest that olad' o Bpdaov might have meant in early times

' thou knowest the thing which thou art to do ' (colloquially we
say ' you know what you've got to do '). Have we any right to

demand a Greek construction other than that which we hnd

actually used, in fact, to stigmatise as a mistake that which we

find actually used, unless we have first proved that there was

no possibility or probability of any principle of language de-

veloping this construction out of some other construction, i.e.

unless we have first proved that this construction had absolutely

no raison d'etre ? Mr W. G. Hale has said that ' the task of

the syntacticist is to find for every construction either a direct

descent from some construction that is acknowledged to exist,

or a genesis in the working of some natural psychological

influence upon such a construction ' : a better definition of the

task of the syntacticist it would be hard to find and we owe

Mr Hale a great debt for not only being almost the first to

really insist on this duty, but also for trying to carry it out

himself in his work on the cum-constructions.

In tracing to original sources the constructions which we
find existing, we must work very cautiously : we can, with

' If this be the right reading.
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some approximation to certainty, apply the results of ' Phonetic

Law' to the surviving- forms in many constructions; often,

however, the result of the application of ' Phonetic Law ' will

be infinitely more shadowy than would at first be supposed

(v., for instance, the various explanations of a form like pede

given in Appendix I. and of ames in Appendix IIL and v. also

Appendix V.), and important reservations will have to be

made. Secondly, we can estimate, more or less, what the

pre.sent meaning of the surviving forms is. Thirdly, we know

the main Principles of the development of Forms and of Syntax,

thanks chiefly to Paul's ' Principles of the History of Language.'

Fourthly, we have cognate languages, in different stages of

development, from which to make inferences as to original

meanings and subsequent developments.

From these considerations it must be clear that, since from

the beginnings of syntax thousands of years must have elapsed

down to the earliest time of which we have evidence, there is

very little ground for dogmatic statement as to what happened

during those thousands of years. From a study of the Com-

parative Syntax set forth by Delbriick, Monro, Allen and

Greenough, and others, it must be clear that hitherto there has

been very little written on many departments of Comparative

Syntax which does not consist in dogmatic statements as to

what has happened during those thousands of years. It must

therefore be clearly understood that, in the following pages, I

mean to suggest original meanings and subsequent develop-

ments, not as in any way certain, but as those which seem

to me to account best for the existing constructions on the

recognised principles of development in language.



CHAPTER I.

THE MAIN DIVISIONS OF SYNTAX.

The most impuitant subjects to consider, in Syntax, are the

Noun, the Verb, and the Sentence.

Under the Noun, we may consider the Cases, Genders, and

Numbers. This lieading will also include the Adjectives and

Adverbs and ' Prepositions.'

Under the Verb, we may consider the Voices, Moods, and

Tenses (and the Participles and Gerund and Gerundive, etc.).

Under the Sentence, we may consider the development of

the Subordinate sentence out of the Principal sentence.

In giving the chief characteristics of an author's syntax it

will be found useful to remember these three divisions and

their subdivisions. For instance in giving some of the charac-

teristics of Homers sijntax

:

1. Under the noun, we may say that he uses the cases

very freely, and often expresses by a simple case what Attic

Greek would express by a ' Preposition ' governing a case

(vreStft) Trecre), and often the case or the case + the ' Preposi-

tion ' has a Local or Temporal meaning, where in Attic the

meaning is metaph(jrical ; that he often uses a plural verb with

a Neuter Plural, where Attic Greek would use a singular verb

;

and that he uses the Dual more than Attic Greek uses it.

2. Under the verb, we may say that he uses the Middle

of many verbs of which Attic Greek uses the Active {opwixau)
;

that the 'Infinitive' is used more often witli the meaning of

the (?) Locative or Dative of an Abstract noun, and its original

meaning can be more easily tiaced, than in Attic Greek; that

the original meaning of the Subjunctive and Optative can be
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more easily traced, and that these moods have freer and more

numerous uses, with and without av and Kev, than in Attic

Greek, which often uses the Indicative where Homer uses the

Optative : that Homer can use an Optative in ahnost every

construction where he uses a Subjunctive, but not, vice versa,

a Subjunctive wherever he uses an Optative, and that, in

Homer, one form of the Subjunctive (e.g. -aw, -aea, -aei) has

not yet been set apart from other forms (e.g. -w, -779, -rj) to

express, mainly, future time (v. Appendix III.), and that the

Perfect often has, practically, the meaning of an Aorist

Present, and that it often denotes a state.

3. Under the sentence, we may say that he sometimes

uses Parataxis where Attic Greek would use Hypotaxis, that is

to say, that the development of two sentences, originally inde-

pendent, into one independent sentence and another dependent

on it, is in Homer often hardly begun, though often it is in full

progress or completed (e.g. it is sometimes impossible to say

where a construction like rrju 8' iyco ou Xvao) irplv fMiv kuI

yypa<i eireiaiv has two sentences 'I will not release her: old

age shall come upon her first ' or one sentence ' I will not

release her till old age come upon her' or has a meaning

between these two meanings), v. Principle XII. 3 (a).

These are a few of the characteristics which this triple

division of syntax suggests : it would of course be pointed out,

also, how Homer shows the development of the demonstrative

and personal pronoun into what is later called the Article, and

how he shows the old construction, the intermediate develop-

ment, and the new construction, side by side.



CHAPTER 11.

SOME POSSIBLE ORIGINAL AND EARLY MEANINGS.

Noun :

Cases : There were and are, roughly speaking, at least

eight cases in Greek and Latin,

Fossihbj at one time pure steins ^ without case-eiidings

were used for at least four case-meanings, Nominative, Voca-

tive, Accusative and Locative : if this was so, then the exact

meaning originally came from the context etc. e.g. a stem

nomen or (?) 6vo/xa would have been used in constructions like

the following

:

' a name (is) given
'

' I know a name '

' Balbus by name '
:

then certain endings (the origin of which is very obscure) came

to be attached to this pure stem in order to make the meaning

clearer: e.g.

s to denote that the thing was the subject : or sometimes

the long vowel of the stem marked the stem as subject

(e.g. Xecov beside Xeovr-o<;) :

m to denote something like ' to the extent of the house '
:

es, OS, s to denote that the house defined a substantive

notion

:

^ We have no right to pooh-pooh this theory ; everyone says that we have

no evidence for it, but we have the only evidence which is essential, viz. the

evidence of forms : we have mensa, x^pa, and nomen and nama and ovo/xa, and

Xi^eii' and vyoman, and yu2ia(driru), and /jLeya\6(TroXis}, and angui(mauus), which

evidence shows to be pure stems, whereas tliere is no evidence of any kind

to show that they ever had case-terminations of any kind.
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ed, od, d to denote ' from the house '

:

ai to denote ' to or for the house '

:

a to denote ' by, with, with respect to, the house '

:

i (or bhi), to denote ' in, at, on, about, etc. the house.'

But (1) Case-endings were not always added: e.g. there is

no case-ending to denote the subject, or the compass or extent,

in words like nomcn, nomina (plural), ovofxa, ovo/maTa—these

are, apparently, pure stems, and are traces of tiie original use

:

vyoman, and similar formations in Sanskrit, were (cp. Xve^ev -^

Xveev^Xveip) originally pure stems, but, in certain contexts,

meant ' in the sky ' : i.e. ' bird Hies sky ' -^ ' the bird flies

in the sky ' (cp. the English of niggers and of Red Indians).

(2) There were other case-endings besides those given

above : e.g. dhe(n), Greek 6€{v), to denote ' from,' de, Greek Be,

to denote 'to,' bhi, Greek (f>i, to denote 'at' etc.

Noniinative: case of the subject, the person or thing spoken

about

:

Vocative : the person or thing addressed : originally an

exclamation, like the Imperative (cp. ' Hi !

' which can mean

'O Jones' or 'Stop'): so, properly speaking, the Vocative was

not a case :

Accusative: the compass or eHent of a verbal notion: 'I

strike to the extent of the boy ' and ' I strike to the extent of a

second ' and ' he advances to the extent of one mile.' The

direct object of a transitive notion becomes very soon dis-

tinguishable, viz. ' I strike the boy ' : at the other extreme

comes the Accusative of ' Respect ' (trcmit artiis and dXyel r-t^v

Ke(})a\i']v) : between the direct object and this Accusative lie

many uses. A division might be made into

A. ' direct object of a transitive notion '

:

B. ' compass or extent not the direct object '

:

A -f- B. ' instances sometimes nearer to A, sometimes to B,

sometimes between A and B.'

(C. ' Double ' Accusatives :

D. Accusatives with ' Prepositions.')

An instance of A -t- B would be ' Caesar advanced a three

days' journey,' which niay be sometimes nearer to A ' Caesar
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made a three days' journey,' sometimes to B 'Caesar advanced

to the extent of a three days' journey,' and sometimes between

A and B.

Tliese three cases have, to a certain extent, the same history

in Greek and Latin :

Dative : perhaps the person or thing to or towards whom or

which an action etc. is directed—it corresponded roughly to the

English prepositions ' to ' and 'for '

:

Instrumental or Instruniental-Guniitative: the attendant

circumstances of an action, including means and accompani-

ment—it corresponded roughly to the English ' 6^,' ' ivith ' and
' luith respect to.' Possibly all these uses came from ' means.'

Locative: apparently in early times it expressed 'j)lace

where ' and ' time when
'

; but its present uses can be best

realised by a rough comparison with all the uses of the English

prepositions ' in^ ' at,' ' on^ ' over,' ' about,' ' aniong,' and ' 6y '

:

Ablative: apparently that from ivhich separation takes

place : the meaning ' according to ' (cp. ex lege) seems to have

been partly derived from a meaning of ' starting from something

as a standard (e.g. of comparison) '

:

Genitive : defined a substantive notion in any kind of ivay.

The English 'of is much too narrow. Apparently the

Genitive could define a substantive notion in all the ways in

which other cases could define verbal notions, although the

desire for clearness would often prevent its use.

As to the theory that all Genitives are either ' Objective ' or

' Subjective,' i.e. represent either an Accusative (Object) or

Nominative (Subject) it is almost incomprehensible : the objec-

tions are

(1) many instances of Genitives do not correspond to Ac-

cusatives or Nominatives : e.g. ' a man with a long nose '

;

(2) many instances are both Objective and Subjective

:

e.g. iniuriae civium may be paraphrased b}' ' the citizens

(Subject) suffer injuries ' or ' they injure the citizens ' (Object)

;

(3) the nearest paraphrase of o (pofSa Tm> TroXe/xLcov is not

' the enemy (Subject) fear us ' nor ' we fear the enemy

'

(Object), but perhaps 'the fear within the enemy' (Locative)
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and ' the fear caused by the enemy ' (Ablative), or ' the fear

about the enemy ' (Locative).

The equivalence of the Genitive with substantives to the

other cases with verbs etc. can best be realised by the following

' Predicative ' uses.

Accusative and Genitive: 'What right have you to touch

him ?

'

[quid tibi hunc (Plautus) or huius tactio est ?]

' He has a pain in the head

'

[aXjel Ti-jv Ke^a\i]v and capitis dolor].

Dative and Genitive :
' A war was carried on for the sake of

defending

'

[cp. proHciscitur cognoscendae antiquitatis, and decemviri

legibus scribundis].

Ablative and Genitive :
' He made a journey from Rome,'

' The journey was the result of ill-health.'

Instrumental and Genitive :
' He struck a blow with his

hand/ ' He was a man with a long nose.'

Locative and Genitive :
' There was a man at Athens,' ' It

was at a late hour in the night,' ' He showed i^roficiency in

riding

'

[cp. vvKTo^ and vvktI 686v enToirjaev].

Nominative and Genitive :
' The city of Troy.'

Theoretically, perhaps, the Genitive was originally used in

dependence on the substantival idea e.g. of 'journey' in 'he

made a journey,' and the Locative etc. in dependence on the

verbal idea of ' he-made-a-journey ' or ' he went ' etc.

These five cases, Dative, Instrumental, Locative, Ablative,

and Genitive, have not remained separate in Greek and Latin.

In both Greek and Latin one or more of them have been fused

together, so that there are certain cases (e.g. the Latin

' Ablative ') which are not single cases, but are compounded

of two or more cases (e.g. the Latin ' Ablative ' of Ablative,

Locative, and Instrumental).

But cases have amalgamated differenthj

(tt) in Greek and in Latin :
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(h) in some declensions and in others

:

(c) in the singular and in the plural.

The nature of this amalgamation has, hitherto, been grossly

misunderstood (v. Appendix I.): the facts seem to be as

follows : suppose a form A denoted certain meanings (a, b,

c, d, e, f) and a form B certain meanings (d, e,f, g, h, i) : then

suppose that A has used the neutral-ground meanings d, e, /as

a stepping-stone on to the meanings g etc. [once denoted by B],

and conversely that B has used the neutral-ground meanings

d, e, / as a stepping-stone on to the meanings c, etc. By this

process, and by analogical extension, A and B may both come

to express the same meanings a, h, c, d, e,f, g, li, i: when this

has been wholly or partly accomplished it is natural that

language should either

I. preserve both A and B with all these meanings : or

II. set apart A to denote certain meanings, and B to

denote certain other meanings : or

III. fuse the forms A and B into a single form, having all

these meanings : or

IV. drop the form A (sometimes or always) or the form B
(sometimes or always) : or

V. employ one process sometimes, and another process at

other times (v. Introduction to Latin ' Ablative').

Again, supposing that A denotes a, b, c, d, e and B denotes

e, f, g, h, i, and supposing that in some declension A and B come

to have the same ultimate form AB—AB will denote a, b, c, d,

e, f, g, h, i: if, then, in this declension it makes no difference

whether the form A or the form B be used to denote all these

meanings, then it may come to pass that, on the strength of

this neutral ground, A may be extended to denote some of B's

meanings and B some of A's meanings.

It is probable that the amalgamation of two or more cases

into a whole was due to the cases having some meanings in

common, and also sometimes to their having some forms in

common.

The following outlines of possibilities will be more fully

discussed at the end of Appendix I.
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The Latin ' Genitive ' singular is in form (and therefore in

meanino) sometimes Genitive (e.g. mentis), sometimes Locative

(e.g. animi, mensae).

The Latin ' Ablative ' Singular is in form (and therefore in

meaning) sometimes Ablative (e.g. animo, mensa), sometimes

Instrumental (e.g. animo, mensa, pede), sometimes Locative

(e.g. pede).

The Latin 'Genitive' Plural may be Adjectival.

The Latin 'Dative' and 'Ablative' Plural may be some-

times Locative and (?) Dative (e.g. animis, mensis), sometimes

(?) Ablative (e.g. pedibus, or is it partly Instrumental ?).

The Greek 'Genitive' Singular is sometimes Genitive (e.g.

%ft)pa?, Trarpo?), sometimes Genitive and Adjectival (e.g. \6yov),

and sometimes Ablative (e.g. %wpa?, irarpos:).

The Greek 'Dative' Singular is sometimes Dative and

(?) (?) Instrumental (e.g. x^P^- ^^y^p)' ^^^^ sometimes Locative

(e.g. %f»/?a, \6ry(p (?), irarpi).

The Greek ' Genitive' Plural may be Adjectival.

The Greek ' Dative ' Plural is sometimes Dative (e.g.

'^oopai'i, Xoyoiq) and sometimes Locative (e.g. x^pai';, Xoyoif;,

Trarpnai).

It may be taken as an approximately correct rule that

whatever be the surviving form or forms of the Amal-
gamated Cases the meaning is the same : to this rule

there are exceptions, but it may be illustrated by the fact that

the Locative animi has the same meaning as the Genitive

mentis, and the Ablative and Instrumental animo as the Loca-

tive and Instrumental mente.

Genders :

The (juestion of the genders is very perplexing; it is, briefly,

tliis : was the distinction between masculine (e.g. dyp6<;, ager,

dyado-i, bonus) and feminine (e.g. wyjr, vox, dyadrj, bona)

originally one of sen; or not ? Another question is. How did

tlie neuter arise ?

The neuter pluraP seems very likely to have been, in origin,

the same as some feminine singulars (e.g. repidsa), which,

I Joliannes Sclimidt's theory.
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from originally expressing an abstract collective noun, deve-

loped into

(a) feminine abstract singular (e.g. repulsa ' defeat in the

abstract ') and

(b) neuter concrete plural (e.g. repulsa 'concrete defeats');

perhaps, however, this theory only applies to a certain number

of neuter plurals and feminine singulars in a.

The neuter sinr/ular (which has a peculiar form only in the

Nominative Singular and in the Nominative and Accusative

Plural) perhaps was originally a pure stem without Nominative

or Accusative case-ending (e.g. nomen, noniina, ovoixa, 6v6/iara),

or the Accusative sometimes extended to be used with the

meaning of a Nominative (e. g. bellum, to dyadov), by what

is called a proportional analogy of forms rather than of

meanings\

Numbers :

There was a singular number, denoting one person or

thing, or a collection of persons or things viewed as a unity

(e.g. populus, TO 7r\r}6o<i), and to some extent, a plural number

denoting more than one person or more than two persons.

The questions about the numbers are :

(1) was the ' Dual ' (or the number denoting two persons or

things) an Indo-European formation, or was it, like the Geni-

tive in o(or e)sio (Greek ov, ev, Sanskrit and Zend a.sya),

confined to several dialects of Indo-European ?

(2) was the Plural originally distinct from the Singidar?

s is the t^^pical Plural letter (e.g. dominis, men.sis, pedibus (?),

pedes, X,o7ot9, ;!^ft)pat?, iraTpdat etc.): but was there originally

anything plural about e.g. the i of Xoyoi, x^P^^^ domini etc.,

or the endings -um and -wv, or were these endings originally

only incidental to words with plural meanings, the plural

meaning coming, perhaps, fi-om the context ?

1 i.e. nomen (pure stem) had the meanings of an Accusative ami of a

Nominative— in other words nomen (Accusative) had the same form as nomen

(Nominative) : hence the tendency was to give to the Nominative of certain

words of another declension also the same form as the Accusative, i.e. to create

beside the Accusative form (helium) a new Nominative form (bellum).
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The Verb:

Voices :

Apparently there were originally two Voices, Active and

Middle.

It is quite obvious that the Passive is not a necessity of

language. If ' the boy is hit by the ball ' then ' the ball hits

the boy ' etc. The Passive came sometimes from the Active

and sometimes from the Middle.

As to the Active it was either (a) Transitive ' I strike the

boy,' or (b) Intransitive ' I strike ' : it is possible that neither

use was derived from the other, but that the Transitive sense

came from the Accusative case (q. v.) : the Intransitive can

develope into

(c) the Passive: [if we postulate an original legesi, the

second person singular Active, then both legere and Xeyei may

be Active in form and sometimes Passive in meaning]—the

development may have been something like this: 'I strike'

or(?) 'I have or am connected with a striking' -^-'I am struck':

cp. English 'I hang the picture,' 'I ring the bell' and 'the

picture hangs,' 'the bell rings' etc.:

(d) the Reflective [(?) lavare and Xovec]—the development

may have been parallel to that of 'I wash' meaning 'T wash

myself,' and ' I shave ' meaning ' I shave myself,' the inter-

mediate stage of meaning being, perhaps, ' I have a wash,' ' I

have a shave '

:

(e) tlie Causal [sisto and larrj/xi]—the development may
have been from ' I stand ' or (?)

' I am connected with a stand-

ing ' to ' I make (someone or something) stand '
; cp. English ' I

print something '= 'I get something printed.'

The Middle either originally had the same meaning as the

Active, in which case its developments into (a) (h) (c) (d) and

(e) need no explanation, or it originally meant something like

e.g. ' I am connected with a striking ' or ' I have a striking'-^

(a) ' I strike '—either with an Accusative of the direct

object or with e.g. a Genitive, originally defining the substan-

tival idea of ' striking': [alad/ifo/xai, vidi, nieminij:
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(b) ' I strike ' (intransitive)

:

(c) 'I am struck' [legeso -^Xeyov, legere (?)]—cp. aca-

0r]<Tiv e-xet (in bald English) ' it has perceiving,' ' it is connected

with perception ' ^>
' it feels ' (e.g. 6 vov<;) or ' it is felt ' (e.g. i)

XvTTT]), and cp. the history of Active and Passive words like

amabilis, pransus, factus, volvendus, pitiful etc. (v. Principle XL)

(d) 'I strike myself [XoveraL and lavaso (?) ^lavare]:

cp. ' I have a wash ' meaning ' I wash myself,' ' I have a shave

'

meaning ' I shave myself.'

(e) ' I get someone struck ' [StSdaKOfMai toz/ TratSa] : the

development from ' I have or get the striking,' ' I am connected

with the striking ' to ' I get (someone) struck ' is not very

difficult.

The accepted theory that the Middle originally meant

(1) ' I strike myself ' and

(2) ' I strike (someone else) for my own interests,'

fails to explain how davovfjuai comes to mean 'I shall die' and

StSaaKOfxai t6i> iralha ' I get my son taught,' and is open to

many serious objections.

The Latin Passive may be illustrated by the following

words

:

legere: either Active (legesi -^\e^ei) or Middle (legeso

-*-Xe7ou):

legitur : possibly—if I may use forms which are not actually

found—id legito (toOto [e]\e'yeTo) meant e.g. ' it is or was chosen,'

and id legunt ' they choose it,' side by side with which was

another 3rd person plural id eligur ' they choose it '
-^' one

chooses it ' -*'it is chosen ' (cp. on dit cela = ' that is said '), and

the two forms for ' it is chosen ' viz. id legito and id eligur were

contaminated into id eligitur or id legitur (v. Principle V.

B. 8):

legiminl : possibly Dative of an abstract verbal noun used

with the meanings of an Imperative (cp. Xvaat, and English

expressions like ' to bed !
'

' to work !
'

' to the Mansion House !

'

'to heel!' etc.); and exteudcd to the Indicative by propor-

tional analogy ; i.e.

M. T. 2
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Imperative legite (cp. Xejere) = Indicative legite (cp. Xeyere :

legite later became legitis beside legis and legimus): hence

beside the Imperative legimini Avas created an Indicative legi-

mini. Or else legimini = Xeyofievoi, and the participle was used

with the meaning of Xeyo^evoc eare (cp. Sanskrit uses, e.g.

drstavantas = ' we have seen'): vos would have once been ex-

pressed.

leg! : probably originally ' to or for a choosing ' (Dative

of an abstract verbal noun), developing into a Passive just as

'good for eating' (Dative) = 'good to be eaten.'

Moods and Tenses : v. Appendices III. and IV.

Apparently there was, at one time,

A. the Indicative, which usually stated something as a fact,

or asked whether something was a fact, and

B. the Subjunctive and Optative, which had the general

meaning of futurity, into which the tone and context etc.

infused the ideas of e.g.

(«) prophecy and promise ('you will do this anyhow^') or

(b) command, tuish, or duty ('you will do this if you do

what I wish you to,' ' you shall do this ') : or

(c) concession (' you will do this, for all I care ') : or

(d) possibility^ (' yo^i will do this under certain circum-

stances ' -*' you might possibly do this '):

{e) all the above uses put as questions.

Both Greek and Latin set apart certain forms of these

moods mainly to denote prophecy and p>romise (a), and Latin

created a new form in -bo for this meaning. Other forms of

these moods were reserved, in the main, for the meanings (b) (c)

and (d). But although Greek and Latin were alike in confining

certain forms mainly to (a), (Greek used certain Subjunctive

forms, and Latin, perhaps, certain forms both Subjunctive and

Optative) yet they differed in one respect—the Latins elsewhere

used the Subjunctive and Optative indifferently, and some-

times dropped one form or the other, partly because they had

1 This is a later development, probably: sometimes we have, between {a)

aud (ti). what is probable or expected.
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the same meaning : i.e. the two Moods amalgamated in Latin

;

whereas the Greeks apparently sometimes created a distinction—
Greeks were given to seeing or creating subtle distinctions^—
between the Subjunctive and Optative, Where this distinction

does exist, it is rather that between command and luish, and also

hei\vQQn present and future purposes, etc. and jMst purposes, etc.

c. The Imperative, which was originally mainly an exclama-

tion ; cp. \e>ye, lege, ' say,' ' choose.'

Apparently there was originally one tense which derived its

exact shade of meaning from the tone and context etc. This

tense one may call the Aorist: in the unaugmented Indicative

forms this Aorist had a vague and flexible meaning almost but not

quite corresponding to e.g. 'your doing this is a fact,' in other

words connecting 'you' with the idea of 'doing tins,' into which

connexion a definite meaning could be infused by particles or

by the context and tone, viz. e.g. (roughly speaking)

(1) Present: 'Your doing this is a present fact.'

(2) Future :
' Your doing this is a future fact ' (occasionally

also ' do this '),

(3) Past: 'Your doing this is a past fact.'

(4) General :
' Your generally doing this is a fact,'

Of these four meanings

(2) was more clearly denoted by the Subjunctive and

Optative Moods, and so was rarely expressed by the Indicative

[e.g. quo fugimus ? ' whither are we to fly ?
' iroc c})evyofj,ev ;]

(3) was more or less confined to the Greek forms with the

Augment (the Augment being a sign-post of past time), and

to the Latin forms with the Aorist s (e.g. dixi), or with redupli-

cation (e.g. totondi), or with the Middle ai -^ i (e.g. vidT) with

or without a vowel-variation of the stem, etc.

This left the Aorist Indicative (commonly called the Present)

to express, as a general rule, (1) Present time and (2) General

' It is possible, then, that tlie history of the Aorist and Terfect, and of the

Subjunctive and Optative, was tliat Greek diifereiitiated what Latin amalga-

mated.

2—2
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time, although traces of the old freedom of this Aorist do

survive.

As to (2) in the sense of command etc. it was rare, because

the meaning of command etc. was more clearly expressed either

by the Subjunctive and Optative or by the Exclamatory

Imperative, which was admirably adapted for commands.

As forms of the verb which were not originally ' finite' one

may suggest \vaov, Xvaai, legimlni (v. Principle VII.), and

the first person singular in o or &> which was conceivably in

origin a noun of agency.

The Infinitive was not originally a Mood at all, but an

abstract verhal noun : the Greek forms in -at [e.g. Sovvai,

opaadra] and the Latin forms in -i [e.g. capi, sequi] were

apparently Datives of abstract verbal nouns, originally meaning
' to or for a taking ' etc. The Latin forms in -e [e.g. capere

;

cp. genere] were apparently ' Ablatives ' [i.e. Locatives only,

or Locatives and Instrumentals', or Instrumentals only, etc.],

originally meaning ' in, at, on etc. a taking,' and ' by, with, with

respect to a taking,' etc. The Greek forms in -v [e.g. Xveiv] were

apparently pure stems, into which a simple meaning, such as a

Locative meaning, was originally infused by the context. For

a pure stem without case-ending and with a Locative meaning

cp. Sanskrit vyoman='in the sky.' We may then, roughly

speaking, call the Greek forms in -at, and the Latin forms in -I

Datives, and other forms, in Greek and Latin, 'Locatives' (this

is, of course, inaccurate), and for the origin of the distinction of

voice which we sometimes find between the Dative (Passive,

e.g. Xajjb^avea-daL, capl) and the ' Locative ' (Active, e.g. Xafi-

^dveuv, capere) we may compare the English Passive Dative

' good for eating' = ' goodi to be eaten,' and the English Active

Locative ' good at eating ' = ' good at eating (things).'

J Nothing could be more typical of the New School than the 'Phonetic Law'

that final a -* e (on the strength of the equation (?) pe(le = 7re5a), without the

proof that the Latin -e of pede is always or ever derived from -a. It is possible

that the -e of pede sometimes goes back to -a, but it is also possible that peda"

in Latin entirely dropped out, because its meanings were already denoted by

pedi'=. This 'Phonetic Law,' therefore, may have done a great deal of harm to

Syntax, not so much l»y merely being wrong as by being stated by the New

School as if it were incontrovertible.
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The Participles were, apparently, in early times both

Adjectival and Verbal in meaning : they qualified a person or

a thing or an act, and were at the same time capable of certain dis-

tinctions, such as that between Active and Passive, and between

contemporaneous past and future time—such distinctions were

originally, to a very great extent, infused by the context into a

vague and flexible meaning: e.g. into a vague idea correspond-

ing to the bald English 'having a ...ing' the context infused a

definite meaning—e.g. past active (pransus ' having dined '),

past passive (actus 'having been done'), future passive (arXT^ro?

' not to be endured ') etc. etc. Later on certain forms became,

by a process of differentiation, narrowed down to expressing

certain definite meanings; traces of the old freedom of use are,

however, frequently met with. The ' neuters ' of Participles

could, like the neuters of other Adjectives, be used with the

meaning of abstract verbal nouns (cf. maturate opus est ' there

is need of hastening').

The Gerundive was, apparently, in early times a Participle

or a Verbal Adjective with a flexible meaning, into which the

context alone could infuse a definite meaning, e.g. 'taking,'

' taken,' ' being taken,' ' to be taken ' etc. The ' neuter ' of this

Gerundive could be used as an abstract verbal noun (the

Gerund) = ' a taking.' Later on the Gerund and Gerundive

v/ere narrowed down to certain stereotyped meanings and certain

stereotyped constructions.

As to the Tenses, it is possible tliat the Aorist, when formed

by the root in its weakest form or by the root + s, came to be

mainly confined, in past time, to expressing an act as an act,

and developments from that idea— it regarded an act or acts as

a complete whole, from a bird's-eye point of view^ The act or

acts regarded as in progress may be merely the Aorist in a

different shade of meaning, just as 'he was engaged in doing

this last summer ' is another way of regarding the fact ' he did

this last summer.' And distinctions between this Progressive

(sometimes denoted in Greek by tlie root in its strong form or

by the ' modified' forms of the root, e.g. the root + suflfixes etc.

and in Latin by a form in -bam in past time) and the Aorist

may have sometimes given rise to still further distinctions,
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such as that between an act as an act (Aorist) and an act as

still going on, i.e. begun or attempted, but not completed

(Progressive), v. Principle X. 6 and Appendix III.

It is possible that the ' Perfect ' (often a reduplicated root,

with or without 'vowel-variation' in the stem) originally ex-

pressed, like the Aorist, an act as an act, and in Greek came

(chiefly by diftorcntiation) to be used often of a permanent

state etc., whereas in Latin it came to be often confined to

past time, just as the Sigmatic Aorist did, and so these tenses,

expressing a past act as an act, or the present state of affairs

resulting from a past act, amalgamated into one tense. How-
ever it is not inconceivable that the Perfect originally, or in

early times, denoted a state, and hence sometimes the act

resulting in that state. This would form a bond of connection

between the Latin past Aorist ('he did it') and the present

Perfect (almost ' he has done it ').

The following outlines will roughly illustrate the Greek and

Latin uses

:

In Contemporaneous (or ' Present ') time neither Greek nor

Latin distinguishes the Aorist {ttolgI, facit, ' he does it ') by a

separate form from the Progressive {iroiei, facit, ' he is doing

it'): the Perfect {ircrroi'qKe, fecit, not quite ' he has done it') is

to a great extent distinct from these two tenses, but in Latin it

amalgamated with the past or sigmatic Aorist (' he did it ').

In Future time Greek and Latin scarcely distinguish the

Aoristic and the Progressive ('I shall do this' and 'I shall be

doing this ') by separate forms : the Perfect is sometimes dis-

tinguishable from the Aorist and Progressive in meaning.

In Past time Greek and Latin did distinguish between the

Aoristic and Progressive (Imperfect) and Perfect (Pluperfect) to

a great extent. Latin created a form in -bam to denote, mainly,

an act in progress ; in Latin also the past Aorist (' I did it ')

amalgamated with the present Perfect (? ' I have done it ').

The Sentence :

It is said that all sentences were originally independent of

one another : but the existence of the Greek Relative with any

other (original or) early meaning than that of a Relative is not
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borne out by Sanskrit und it is not absolutely proved by any

Greek use. It seems certain, however, that the Moods and

Tenses originally had the same meaning in Principal and in

Subordinate sentences (or in sentences which became sub-

ordinate). Instances of the development of the Principal into

the Subordinate Sentence (or of Parataxis into Hypotaxis) would

be the Latin Relative, which was, apparently, like quis and

Greek n^ and ttoi, originally indefinite or interrogative : e.g.

' Is any merry ? ]

Some one is merry : > let him sing psalms'

Who is merry ? J

might -^' let the man who (defining relative) is merry sing

psalms.'

Similarly in rijv S' eyw ov Xucrco irplv fiiv kcll jijpa'; eTreiaiv,

' I will not release her : old age shall come upon her first

'

might have been the original meaning : we should here have

two sentences. These two sentences might have ^-one sentence

with another subordinate to it, viz. ' I will not release her till

old age come upon her' (v. Principle XII. 3 (a)).



CHAPTER III.

SOME PRINCIPLES OF SYNTAX.

Before beginning the outlines of Syntax it will be as well

to illustrate some of the Principles on which constructions

have developed from the above original and early meanings.

A few words nuist be said by way of preface

:

(a) The following explanations of constructions are only

intended for some of the possibilities : a knowledge of other

languages, besides Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, and English, would

extend the possibilities, or make them approach nearer to

probability or make them retreat further from the ground of

probability

:

(b) The English parallels are only suggested as rough
parallels and are not necessarily intended for good English :

(c) A more elaborate discussion of some points is

reserved for the Appendices :

(d) Some Principles (such as the use of the Concrete

form rather than the Abstract form) are not discussed here to

any great extent, as they are so familiar.

I. The present meaning of a construction is often

different from the original meaning [cf. the present

meaning of Avords with their original meanings] :

This Principle is very important, and one illustration will

serve as an introduction. If the Genitive originally defined a

substantive notion, and if mentis (dubius) irehioLo {deeiv) show

Genitives no longer defining substantive notions, but standing

as attendant circumstances of a verbal notion, then the present
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meaning of these Genitives is different from the orisfinal

meaning. If this Principle be clearly comprehended an

enormous number of the difficulties of .syntax disappears at

once.

(1) Be8oiKa fjurj eXBrj : the present meaning is certainly 'I

fear that he will (or may) come.' No one can fairly agree with

Gildersleeve (American Journal of Philology ix. p. 161) that

this is a trace of parataxis. The original meaning may have

been ' I am afraid : let him not come,' implying ' I am afraid

:

there is a possibility of his coming '
-^

' I am afraid that there

is a possibility of his coming ' or ' I am afraid he will or may

come ' (one sentence with another subordinate to it) ; similarly

ov 1X11 'iXOrj : the maiu^ (perhaps not the only) origin of this

construction, meaning ' he will certainly not come,' may have

been that yu.^ e\dr) 'let him not come' implied 'there is a

possibility of his coming,' and later on came to express this

meaning: ov denied the possibility of his coming: cp. Plato ixi-j

dypotKorepov y to aA-T^^e? elireiv, meaning ' perhaps it is rather

boorish to sj^eak out the truth ' (cp. Principle X. 7).

(2) The Case after a Comparative (cp. Principle III. (J): the

Greek 'Genitive' and the Latin 'Ablative.' Some possible

early constructions are

(a) the Ablative (cp. Sanskrit) : the original meaning

may have been either ' starting from B, A is greater,' ' A is

greater taking B as one's standard of comparison,' or like 'A is

different from B,' or sometimes nearer to the Ablative of the

standard, sometimes nearer to the Ablative of 'difference';

(6) the Genitive : the original meaning may have been

' A is B's superior in greatness ' : cp. fMi]rp6<; StSa^^ei?

originally ' his mother's pupil,' aov Sa/xet'i originally ' your

victim,' fjiTjTpo^ (j)t\'r]6€L^ originally 'his mother's darling,'

^-'taught by his mother,' 'subdued by you,' 'loved by his

mother' (v, further the Genitive case).

(c) Instrumental (occasionally found beside the other

two cases in Sanskrit) ' A is greater compared with B.' This

may be partly due to the analogy of ' A is not equal with B.'

1 Goodwin.
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The prescut meaning uf fxei^wv tovtov (Genitive and

(?) Ablative) and niaior illo (Ablative and Instrumental) is

perhaps nearer to the original meaning of the Instrumental

than to that of" the Genitive or Ablative.

o. T7]v 8' ijoo ov Xvaco irpiv [Xiv Kal 'yijpa'i eireiaiv (cp.

Principle XII. 3 and v. the end of the last chapter). It seems

that in most sentences a Trplv or ttw or rrpoTepov was originally

essential to the first half in Parataxis. That is to say,

although it is natural to say ' I won't go : I'll be hanged first,'

it is not natural to say ' I won't go : I'll be shaved first,' if we

mean to imply 'I will go when I have been shaved': the

original form 'I won't go yet (or first): I will shave first' is

natural, and in course of time the irplv etc. in the first clause

ceased to require to be expressed, cp. Principle VII. (below).

When the two sentences ^- one sentence 'I will not release her

till old age come upon her ' it is natural to extend the con-

struction to the positive ' I will release her before old age come

upon her,' where the paratactic meaning of ' I will release her :

old age shall come upon her first ' is impossible.

4. olaB' o Spaaov : when Spdaov (v. Principle VII. 4) has

come to mean ' do thou,' it may -^
' thou shouldest do ' (cp.

' Love thy neighbour as thyself ' = ' thou shouldest love thy

neighbour as thyself), 'thou knowest the thing which thou

shouldest do ' might have been like our conversational ' you

know what you've got to do,' i.e. practically a command.

5. Dative of tJie Agent (cp. Principle V. B. 2, and v. the

Dative).

The present meaning of the Dative of the Agent seems to

be that of the Greek ' Genitive ' with vtto and the Latin

'Ablative' with ab : we cannot distinguish between the mean-

ings of parendum est mihi ' I must obey ' and parendum est a

me ' I must obey.' This Dative may have been, in early times,

a kind of Dative of the Possessor (cp. haec est mihi doraus

' this is my house '), hoc est mihi agendum and actum ' this is

my deed,' into which the context etc. infused a meaning ' not

yet done ' or ' already done '
; hence ' this has to be done, or has

been done, by me' [v. also Appendix VI.]. The remark of
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Furneaux and most Grammarians about the Dative of the Agent

denoting sometliing which was to the interest of the agent is

of course inapplicable: est mihi moriundum means that 'death

or dying (abstract) exists for me,' and not that ' someone has

to die for my interests '—we may say that the abstract idea

(e.g. ' deed,' ' gift,' ' death ') was originally looked upon as

existing not as an advantage for the person but as a possession

of his or as connected with him.

Another origin of the Dative of the Agent which will apply

to some instances may be that e.g. notus ' known ' comes to

mean 'familiar' and so governs a Dative, just as words like

' friendly '
' easy' etc. govern Datives.

6. Quamvis with tJie 'Sabjuiictive' : cp. naturam expellas

furca tamen usque recurret for the original meaning, which was

perhaps not very different, whether quamvis was expressed or

not : quamvis meant ' as you like ' (almost ' as much as you

like ') and ' you will do it (you are to do it, you may do it, you

might do it), as much as you like, yet...' might ^ ' although

you do it, yet...'

7. idv e\6r] o-^erai (cp. Principle XI. 1) apparently some-

times developes from ' if he comes or shall come he will see ' to

' granting or supposing his coming he will see ' : when this has

happened one can say, by extension, iav eXOrj 6pa ' granting or

supposing his coming he sees ' i.e. ' whenever he comes he sees,'

where eXOy, though originally future in meaning, has no longer

this meaning: cp. si or cum veniat videt.

It is also possible that a form which was not ' present ' was

preferred to a form which was 'present' {el ep^eraL Spa)

because it did not imply that 'he does actually come."

8. The ' Ablative ' with iitor—e.g. utor hoc, utor papavere :

the present meaning is that of an Accusative of the Direct

1 It is ({uite obvious that iu tav HXdrj opa, 'whenever he comes he sees,' the

time of ^Xe-ri is not future (or rather is not merely future), and that, if A^rj was

originally future in meaning, it has changed its meaning. This is a statement

of the difilculty. The explanation obviously lies apart from this and, I think,

in the development of t'af ^Xdji {oxf/erai) from ' if he should come (he would see)

'

to 'granting his coming (he would see).' Ouc frequently finds that what is given

as an explanation is really nothing more than a statement of the difficulty.
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Object : the original mcuning may have been e.g. ' I have

employment in this ' (Locative) and ' I have employment with

this' (Instrumental) -3^ 'I-make- use -of this.' Allen and

Greenough and most grammarians class this ' Ablative ' with

utor, like the ' Dative ' with ^pw/xai, as instrument, means, etc.

But surely the nearest equivalent in English is ' I use some-

thing,' and the 'Ablative' has nut a very different ultimate

meaning from the Accusative which is found in Plautus.

9. ' Genitives' like vvkto'^, ttov and tlie ' Genitive' xihauliite:

' He went for a walk at night,' vuKr6<i 686v e7roi7]aev, and ' In

what place did he go for a walk ?' ttov [tottov, cp. Principle VII.]

6801^ iiTOiijaev ; 'in what place did he go for a walk?' show a

Genitive dependent on a substantive and not on a verb : from

such uses it is a small extension to vvkto'^ oSroTTopec, ttov oSm-

TTopei ; where the Genitive depends on a verb, and is practically

equivalent to a Locative. The change is apparently not so

much a change of the meaning of the Genitive as of the word

on which it depends. Sometimes we have instances where a

partial dependence on a substantive may have been felt : e.g. oi

/juev Svaofjbipov 'T7repiovo<i ' some at the setting-place of Hype-

rion,' and S/juIXov ttoWov irreXdwv 'advancing some way (making

some progress) in the throng,' and ve<^o<i K ov ^aivero irdarj-i

yaii]<; ' there was seen no cloud over the whole earth.' Again,

in a sentence like ' at the sun shining the heat is great ' (rjXlov

\(i/jL7rovTo<; /jbeja to Oepfiov) we have a Genitive depending on a

substantive Oeppuov, and a participle XajjuTTovro'^ added in agree-

ment with i]\iou : from tliis it is a small extension to 'at the

sun shining it is hot,' where we have a Genitive no longer

dependent on a substantive but on a verb, and practically equi-

valent to e.g. a Locative [v. further under the Genitive in

Greek]. The Ablative origin is not discussed here, nor in 10

(below). Many transition uses may be seen in Homer.

10. The ' Genitive' with ala-ddvofxai., Kparw etc. (cp. Prin-

ciple IV. 7 and Principle V. A. 1). The present meaning is,

perhaps, that of an Accusative of the direct object of a tran-

sitive verb: the original meaning might have been 'I have per-

ception of this thing,' ' I have dominion over, I am master of,
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this man': cp. tovtcou ^aatXeuei 'he is king of these men' ^
' he rules these men,' and Daunus agrestium regnavit populorum

(Horace), which is partly due to imitation of the Greek. The

Greeks and Latins often expressed a person as 'doing' some-

thing rather than as ' being' something—it was more vivid, and,

in these instances, alaOdvojiat and Kparw were obviously terser

than ala-drjcnv e^ft) and avroKpdrcop elfjii or Kparn^; e^&) etc.

11. Optative of Indefinite frequency in past time (cp. Prin-

ciple I. 7): et eXBoi iSoi \Jiv\ meant, in early times, 'if he comes

he will see': this sometimes ^-'granting or supposing his

coming he will see'—hence et e\OoL elSev [dv] originally meant
' granting or supposing his coming he saw [on that occasion],' i.e.

' whenever he came he saw' [cp. also 7, above].

Some practical conclusions from this Principle (which I

have only partially illustrated here) are as follows

:

(a) What is called the literal translation has often no

longer the meaning which the words have for speaker and

hearer; but the meaning which they may have had hundreds of

years before—the meaning which, for purposes of merely trans-

lating (i.e. of giving the very nearest equivalent, in good

English, of good Latin and Greek), we should absolutely ignore,

however interesting it may be historically. Schoolmasters often

refuse to allow a boy to give the nearest equivalent, in English,

of Greek and Latin constructions—they demand a ' more literal

translation,' which misses the exact shade of thought—and yet

they refuse to accept a 'literal translation' of good English into

Greek and Latin, partly because it often misses the exact shade

of thought.

(6) If one gives a certain original meaning to a case or

mood etc. it is not a sufficient objection to this theory to say

that this meaning is no longer present in a construction of this

case or mood etc. There can be little doubt that the Ablative

originally corresponded roughly to our 'from,' 'out of etc., and

that the phrases e^ 'laov, ex lege are ecjuivalont to what was

once expressed by plain Ablatives : but wo cannot fairly say

that the Ablative did not originally correspond (roughly) to our

'from,' 'out of etc., simply because the present meaning of
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these phrases may be 'equally,' 'legally': for it is possible that

this meaning (' manner ') was not original, but developed, with-

out a corresponding change of form, from a meaning like

' starting from equality or law,' ' taking equality or law as one's

standard.' Monro and Delbriick quite fail to realise this.

(c) If we classify constructions according to their original

meanings we often have a different result from the result of

classifying them by their present meanings [v. 8 above].

On Principles II. and III. v. Appendix I.

II. Because a construction occurs in some one language of

what is called the Indo-European group this is no proof that it

certainly occurred in another language of the same group, still

less that it was the only construction in that other language,

but it suggests that it may i^ossihly have occurred in another

language at some time or another in a few or many instances.

Starting from being different dialects of the parent speech,

with a foundation of forms and syntax in common, all the

languages have to a greater or smaller extent had their own

gradual and separate development, which might differ according

to the climate, the organs of speech, the food, the scenery, the

surrounding countries and peoples, the conditions of literary

development, and the character and modes of thought and

political constitution and customs of the people who formed the

language.

Thus, because we say ' deficient in ' (Locative), it does not

follow that Greek used only a Locative in this construction.

And because Sanskrit used a Locative Absolute, it does not

follow that Latin used only a Locative in this construction : the

evidence of hoc dono accepto (Ablative and (?) Instrumental)

disproves it. This principle might be illustrated ad infinitum :

it has been entirely ignored by Delbriick and Allen and

Creenough in their treatment of the Latin Ablative, and by

Monro in his treatment of the Greek ' Dative.'

They pretend that because early Sanskrit used certain

cases to express certain things, therefore Classical Latin and

Homeric Greek also certainly used these cases to express these
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same things, and could never have come to u.se any other cases

to express these things.

III. In Greek and Latin there are certain Syncretistic or

Amalgamated parts of speech (cp. Principle VI. and Chapter

TI.). Amalgamation (cp. Chapter II.) is of different kinds. Tiie

following scheme seems to give a few of the possibilities :

but (v. end of Appendix I.) it is farfrom complete.

In Latin : {a) the ' Genitive ' is Genitive (e.g. mentis) +
Locative (e.g. animi) + a fossilised Adjective (e.g. animorum)

:

(b) the ' Ablative ' Singular is Ablative (e.g. mensa) +
Instrumental (e.g. mensa and mente) + Locative (e.g. mente)

:

(c) the ' Dative ' and ' Ablative ' Plural is in form apparently

(?) Dative (e.g. dominis) + Locative (e.g. dominis) + (?) Ablative

or (?) Genitive (e.g. turribus). These forms have also been ex-

tended over the meanings of the Instrumental case in the

Plural, unless turribus is partly Instrumental

:

{d) the 'Subjunctive' is Subjunctive (e.g. ferat or dixerit)

Optative (e.g. sit or dixerit)

:

(e) the ' Perfect ' is Perfect (e.g. amavi) + Aorist (e.g. dixit) :

some forms cire, as it were, a blend of Aorist and Perfect forms,

containing an element of both.

In Greek : («) the ' Genitive ' is Genitive (any singular form

may be Genitive) + Ablative (e.g. Trarpo? before dentals) + a

fossilised Adjective (any ' Genitive ' Plural)

:

Q)) the ' Dative ' Singular and Plural is Dative (e.g. \6<y(p,

Xo70i?) + Locative (e.g. pi'iixan, pi'jixacn, \6<yot<;). These forms

have been extended over the meanings of the Instrumental case

in the Singular and Plural, unless e.g. Xoyo) is a form of it.

By Amalgamation of A and B into a whole it is meant that,

in most constructions of the Amalgamated whole A + B, the

meaning is the same whether the foi-m which survives be always

A, or always B, or .sometimes A and sometimes B, or a blend of

A and B : to take an instance, by the Amalgamation of the

Ablative and Locative and Instrumental into a whole it is

meant that in most constructions of this Amalgamated whole

(the Latin ' Ablative ') the meaning is the same whether the
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form which survives be Locative (e.g. his donis acceptis), or

Ablative (e.g. hoc dono acccepto), or Instrumental (e.g. hoc dono

accepto): this does not apply to every declension.

Now we have to try to refer back any given construction of

these Amalgamated parts of speech (e.g. hoc dono) to their

original sources (e.g. to say whether hoc don5 is, in origin,

Ablative, Locative, or Instrumental). We must obviously

decide on some definite plan. Allen and Greenough (v. p. 245

and Appendix I.) would say (and 99 out of 100 grammarians

would agree with them) that in a construction like hoc dono or

his donis egeo, it is Ablative only, and in a construction like hoc

dono or his donis utor. Instrumental only, and in a construction

like hoc dono accepto or his donis acceptis, Locative only.

Whatever its form, it is supposed by them to vary its origin

according to the context, and its origin is to be decided by

the meaning, apart from the form.

But this is ridiculous : suppose dictu is ' Ablative in form,'

then we do not call it Nominative directly it has the meaning

of a Nominative (in e.g. difficile est dictu (|uid fecerit), but we

call it an ' Ablative ' because it is an Ablative in form, and we

realise that here (cp. the English Dative ' it is hard to say what

he has done ') the ' Ablative ' has extended over the meaning of

the Nominative, and we have to show how it has done so, rather

than shirk the difficulty by calling it a Nominative. Similarly,

if hoc dono is Ablative and Instrumental in form, strictly

speaking it caimot be (as most grammarians call it) a Locative

only, but it is Ablative and Instrumental in meaning also : we

have to show how an Ablative and Instrumental can extend

over a Locative meaning, just as, vice versa, we have to show

how a Locative can extend over e.g. Ablative and Instrumental

meanings in his curis liberare. Again if irehloLo (6eeiv) is in

form Genitive and Adjectival, it is in meaning Genitive and

Adjectival also, and we have to show how a Genitive and Adjec-

tive can extend over meanings once denoted by e.g. the Locative

of ' place where.' Again no one would call the ' Subjunctive
'

in tarn stultus erat ut abiret an Indicative, merel}' because it

exprcsised a fact, and not the original meaning of the ' Subjunc-

tive ' (e.g. futurity): everyone should call it 'Subjunctive,'
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because it is 'Subjunctive' in form, and should try to explain

how a ' Subjunctive ' can extend over an Indicative meaning.

And everyone ought, strictly speaking, to apply the same test

to every construction, and refuse to accept such rubbish as that

hoc dono accepto or (it clamor) caelo is Locative only. We
must, then, start with the fact that the only real test of original

sources is the test of forms :

We may take it as a general rule that a certain form

was used because it conveyed a certain meaning, both

for speaker and hearer, "which was required to be con-

veyed, and not because some other form could also express that

same meaning. The latter construction is interesting as a

parallel, rather than as a cause, of the first construction. If ' A
is used where we should expect B,' then, however interesting it

may be to have expected wrong, we have not explained the

origin of the construction A nor the reason why we have ex-

pected wrong—which generally is that Greek and Latin con-

structions are not directly modelled on English idioms, but were

developed by Greeks and Latins !

If we have a Latin form which is Optative it must be

Optative in meaning also (e.g. sit); a Locative form must be

Locative in meaning also (e.g. domini and Trarpi) ; a Dative

form must be Dative in meaning also (e.g. x^jxai); so in

referring back these amalgamated parts of speech to their

component parts, the forms should be the only guide : strictly

speaking, probably every domini is a Locative and every regis

is a Genitive : but as domini practically has exactly the same

meaning as regis, it is more convenient to call both domini

and regis Locative and Genitive. And again x^l^^^
'^^ Dative

and 'xPovl is Locative : but as x^f^^^ ^^^^ ^^^® same meaning as

xdovi it is more convenient to call both ^a/xat and x^^^'^

Locative and Dative, although, strictly speaking, we ought to

call x^f^^^ Dative only and x^ovl Locative only.

As a rule the uses of the Latin Ablative and the Greek

Dative are referred to one of the original headings only, on the

ground of the uses of the cases in early Sanskrit. But because

a construction was used in one language it does not follow that

it was certainly used in another, or that it was the only con-

M. T. 3
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struction in that langnao-e, but it follows that it might have

been one of the constructions used: e.g. 'it's me' is found in

English, but where is est me found in Latin, and e'crri ^e in

Greek? [cp. Principle 11. above].

On referring amalgamated parts of speech to their origins

one has, for purposes of convenience, to refer every construction

to both origins, possibly :

1. animi dxhius : the Genitive of this Declension apparently

does not survive; it would be animis perhaps, or else animos

[v. end of Appendix I.]. Animi (mente) dubitare and dubius

'to doubt, and doubtful, in one's mind'; animis (mentis)

dubitatio ' doubt in one's mind.' Then extensions are natural

from animi dubitare and dubius to animi dubitatio (which has

entirely superseded animis dubitatio) ; from animis (mentis)

dubitatio to animis (mentis) dubius and dubitare (v. Principle

v.): some forms dropped out because there was no need to

have two forms to express a single meaning.

(This does not take into account the Ablative and In-

strumental constructions.)

2. magni emere—plvris emere: pretii was probably originally

expressed, but the construction came to be quite clear without

it, and so it could be dropped : cp. calida (aqua)

—

varepala

(y/xepa)—mea (re) interest, v. Principle YII. Strictly speaking

probably magni is Locative and pluris Genitive everywhere

—

but as they have the same case-meaning it is more convenient

to call them both Locative and Genitive

:

with emere e.g. a Locative would be used—emere magni

:

with emptio, or equos, a Genitive—emptio or equos (?)

magnis or pluris.

Then, by extension, emptio magni from emere magni, and

emere (?) magnis or pluris from emtio or equos pluris (v.

Principle V.) : then some forms died out, e.g. magnis was en-

tirely superseded (cp. vvKr6<i and wktI). This does not take

into account the Ablative and Instrumental constructions.

3. mea {re) interest or med refert—Caesaris interest or

refert : mea and re between them apparently contain the forms

of Ablative, Locative and Instrumental

:
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The original meanings may have been among the following

:

(a) mea re fert : fert = ^epet 'it tends,' ' it goes': {(f)ep€i

KUT ovpov ' it goes with the wind ') : Ablative ' according to

my interests' (cp. ab re eius and ex tua re and ex mea sententia

' according to my wishes or views '), Locative ' in my interests,'

Instrumental ' with my interests ' : then re became glued to

fert, by constant association :

(b) mea re interest : interest ' there is something between,'

' there is a difference, '
' it makes a difference,' ' according to, in

the sphere of, with respect to, my interests ' : then re became

unnecessary in this context, and so was dropped (cp. repetun-

darum (rerum) and Principle VII. and footnote at the end of

Appendix I.).

4. prude7itta or veritate confidere : (the Dative origin is not

considered here) : here we have the forms of all (?) three cases,

and the prudentia or Veritas might have originally expressed

the source of the confidence (cp. de prudentia confidere).

Ablative ; or the sphere of the confidence (cp. in prudentia

confidere ' to trust in '), Locative ; or ' with respect to or by

means of,' Instrumental.

5. rd\ri6e<i dvOpwiroiaiv ov'^ evpLaKerat: dvOpwiroLaiv is

in form a (?) Dative and Locative. Possibly no Instrumental

survives in Greek except in adverbs like dpia, /xerd, TrdvTTj,

SiirXr] etc. : original meanings might have been ' the truth is

not man's discovery ' (v. Principle I. 5) -^ ' the truth is not

discovered by men,' Dative : Locative ' among men
'

; the

Instrumental ' by men ' (cp. Sanskrit) has apparently been

superseded by the other two cases ; i.e. perhaps after two or

three cases had come to have the same meaning, one form was

allowed to fall into disuse while the other form or forms

survived with the meanings which were once denoted par

excellence by the disused form : or is Xoyo) Instrumental also ?

6. fxel^cov TovTou. It is in form Genitive and Ablative (?),

V. end of Appendix I. : in meaning it might have originally

been Genitive 'his superior' and Ablative 'greater starting

from him as a standard of comparison ' etc. (cp. Principle I. 2).

3—2
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7. Subjunctive and Optative:

quaiuvis sit (Optative) or ferat (Subjunctive): v. Piinciplc I.

G: the present meaning is 'although it may be,' or 'although it

is' = quamquam est. It is usually given as jussive, but it must

be remembered that the negative is non, not ne^quamvis

originall}^ meant (almost) ' as much as you like
'

;
' it will be,'

' let it be ' (concession), ' it might be ' wore (possibly) early

meanings.

8. dixerim (hoc unum dixerim) : perhaps both Subjunctive

and Optative in form (v. Appendix III.). It is generally called

a polite or modest assertion : but the Latins were not given to

modest assertions :
' I will say,' ' let me say,' ' I wish to say,' ' I

might say ' are all possible early meanings.

9. dixei'it aliquis :
' someone will say,' ' let someone say,'

' someone might say ' are all possible early meanings.

10. Deliberative: quid faciam? (quid sit ?) 'what will I do?'

(Irish and Scotch) cp. ' what will you do ?
'

' What will poor

Robin do then ?
'

' what do you command or advise me to do ?

'

* what can I do ?
' are all possible early meanings.

11. Aorist and Perfect: haec dixi—as Aorist it would

mean 'I said this in the past'; as Perfect (?) 'I am in the

present condition of having said this.' Often the meaning may
lie between the two, and lie between expressing a past act or a

present state of affairs : hence haec dixi ut scias or scires

:

In referring constructions of amalgamated parts of speech to

their origins a parallel construction with a particle or

preposition may be used as evidence,

e.g. veritate fidere (4 above) : cp. de veritate, Ablative ; in

veritate, Locative

:

'Ablative' of manner, e.g. bene 'well,' cp. ex aequo ('fairly'):

cum (summa) virtute, and the Greek iv SUy 'justly.'

IV. Logical Grammar is often different from formal

Grammar : i.e. the exact shade of meaning of a construction

from the form by which it is expressed (cp. Principle I. which

is not always distinct from this, and tJie Addendum to this

Chapter)

:
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1. (a) iiiortuos Caesar meant, not ' Caesar when dead,' but
' the death of Caesar,' ' the fact of Caesar's dying '

:

(h) olSd ae fi7] ovra ci'yadov (cp. ou Sceyvo) ae fit] ovra

eKelvov) meant, not ' I know you not being good,' but ' I l^now

the fact of your not being good ' (almost olha to ae /u,7] elvat

dyaOov : hence the yu?)), which shows that though the form is

personal and concrete, the meaning may sometimes be abstract

:

(c) ruptae assiduo lectore columnae (Juvenal) meant ' the

columns broken ' not ' by the assiduous reader,' but ' by the

assiduity of the reader or reading ' : Pliny says of a country

imbecillis cultoribus fatigatur ' it is spoilt by the weakness

of the cultivators or cultivating ' : cp. Propertius formosa

Lycoride mortuos 'slain by tlie beauty of Lycoris,' and occisus

dictator pulcherrimum facinus videbatur ' the slaying of the

dictator was thought a very noble deed '

:

(d) media Italia ' in the middle of Italy ' : tota Italia

' through the whole of Italy '

:

(e) cupidus huius rei ayendae ' desirous of doing this thing,'

not ' desirous of this thing being dune '
: v. end of Chapter.

2. Marte populata nostra : curatus inaequali tonsore

capillos : here, what is in form a person (Mars or tonsor) is in

meaning a thing, ' war ' and ' shaving '

:

The principle underlying all these instances is the preference

of the concrete form to the abstract form : the meaning was not

always concrete, and often the concrete form satisfied the eye

and the ear rather than the mind, which grasped the abstract

meaning. One or two things may be noticed : firstly, Latin

often denoted this meaning by tJie order of words, putting the

adjective or participle in the emphatic position. Greek could

also produce the same meaning without the 'Article': e.g.

Kpeia-aoiv yap rjcrOa firjKer wv rj ^wv rv(f)\6<; (Sophocles), where

the meaning is Kpelaaov tjv (to) ere fxrjKeT eivat (v. A. Sidgwick

in the Classical Review). But more often it denoted this

meaning by means of the ' Article '

: e.g. Kpeiaawv i)v o dycoif yu-?}

yeyei'Tj/jiii'O'i, where the meaning is Kpetacrov ijv to [xrj ryeyepijadat

TOP dywva. Secondly, it is possible that this meaning was not

always present ; e.g. in ' 1 know this thing ' we have a complete
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sense, and ' that it is so,' ' being so ' may have originally been

added epexegetically (cp. the Accusative and Infinitive under

Principle VII.). Then, when olha tovto ovtoo^; 6v, or olha tovtu

0)9 oi/TCt)? ex^c, -^ ' I know that this thing is so,' we can say

fjSee yap d8e\(})e6v cof eiroveiTo (Homer), meaning 'he knew

that his brother was in distress
'

; cp. Latin Quid censes hunc

ipsum S, Roscium quo studio esse etc. (Cicero). This form

may have been preferred because, just as the Nominative of

the main subject often comes first in the sentence, so the

introduction of the second subject may have been made early

in the sentence : cp. in the Bible ' Whom (not Who) say ye that

I am 1

'

It is to be observed that the Greek participial idiom with

verbs of perceiving etc., to which sensit medios delapsus in

hostes (Vergil) is the nearest equivalent in Latin, is almost

entirely due to the substantive + the participle having had an

abstract meaning : cp. evptaKO) Kv8o<i i)fuv 7rpoayiv6/j,evov

(Herodotus) ' I find the accruing of additional glory to us ' i.e.

' I find that it will accrue to us' : v. Addendum to this Chapter.

3. (a) The instances may also be called instances of

Contamination,' v. Principle V, B.

'AXA.' ovK ^ArpetSr) ^Ayafjbefxvovi, r]vhave Ovfioi

ciXXd /ca/cco? d(f)L€c. (Homer.)

Here, formally, the subject of the' first line is the person

who displeased, or the circumstances, or the conduct of the

person ; logically, Agamemnon is so far felt to be the real subject

(' Agamemnon was not pleased ') that the sentence goes on as if

he had been the real subject.

(h) ol TToXefiiot 01 fjbkv dirrjeaav ol he e/jceivav—here 'the

enemy ' are put into the Nominative, perhaps not because the

Nominative has any strict grammatical construction, but because

the enemy are felt to be the logical subjects, or persons spoken

about. (It is just possible that similarly Tpwa<; Tp6/j,o<; viriiXvde

yvla shows a logical Accusative of the same kind, or else ol [xev

is logically ' partly ' : v. further the Accusative, C.)

(c) Ka\ SiaXeyofieva avru) eSo^e fiot ovto<; o avi-jp eivai

ao(j)6'i : here eSo^i fioi is perhaps logically eSo^a, somewhat as
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8oK(o 'I think good' is ofteu, logically, BoKet fMot 'it seems good

to me ' : or else 8ia\€j6/jbevo<; is logically ' as I was conversing,'

and is put in the Nominative because it is felt to be saying

something about the real subject of the sentence, iyco.

(d) fiera ravra rj ^vvoSo<; r/v, ^Apyecoc /xev opyy ')((i)povvTe<i—
here, perhaps, rj ^vvoZo<i i-jv is, logically, ' they joined in conflict,'

and 'Apyetot is Nominative in apposition to this logical Nomi-

native.

4. TO arpdrevfia iiropi^eTo alrov KOTTTOvre'i (Xenophon) :

TO aTp<iT€vfia is, in form, a neuter singular, in meaning a

masculine plural (' the troops ') : KoinovTe'^ is made to agree

with the logical meaning : cp. iKvrs ingenti suhiere feretro

(Vergil).

5. ov hovXevreov tov<; vovv e')(ovra<i rol'^ KaKcci<; (f)povovaL

' the wise must not serve the (?) foolish ' : SovXevreov is, in

meaning, SovXevecv Set : and sometimes the sentence is con-

tinued with an Infinitive as if SovXeveiv Sel had been actually

written : e.g. TravTa')(ov Trotr^reov a av KeXevr] i) iroXi.^ rj ireideLV

avrrjp. (Cp. the Introduction, olad' o hpaaov.)

6. Early grammar was, to a great extent, logical as well as

strictly grammatical. An Accusative could be governed by a

transitive notion : if an adjective or noun had a transitive

notion, it could govern an Accusative of the direct object : if a

verb had not such a notion, it could not govern such an

Accusative, except by analogical extension, i.e. such an Accusa-

tive was governed less by 'a verb in name' than 'by a verb in

nature ' : cp. hunc tactio ' touching this man,' ae (l)v^ip,o<; ' able

to escape you ' : a + versari hominem (cp. spernere hominem)
' scorn, spurn, loathe, a man ' (formally, ' turn away from ')

:

i^-iaraaOai 'rroX.iv (cp. XeLireip ttoXlv), ' leave, ([uit, a city

'

(formally, 'rise out of): and Sanskrit offers an enormous

number of instances (where often English has no transitive

equivalents) of adverbs, substantives, and adjectives governing

Accusatives originally in virtue of a transitive notion.

7. A Genitive could similarly depend, not only on a sub-

stantive (every substantive is of course capable of having a

substantival notion), but also on a substantival notion, even if
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it were expressed by what was formally an adjective, adverb, or

verb : dvaaaei or /SaaLXevet originally governed a Genitive in

virtue of its verbal force, ' he is king,' ' he has dominion ' (aided

by the analogy of the Genitive with the substantive groups,

'king,' 'dominion,' etc.: v. Principle V.). Similarly eimpo-

Trevovra (Herodotus Vil. 7) governed a Genitive originally be-

cause it was, logically, ' being eTnrpoTrev'i.' The Greeks and

Latins often preferred to express a person or thing as ' doing

'

something rather than as ' being ' something : cp. also Principle

I. 10.

8. Dulce ridere, rjBv yeXdv. In ritlere and jeXdv there is

no formal substantive, but there was once a logical substantive

' smile ' (' to give a smile ' or ' to smile a smile '), which dulce

and i]8u qualified just as e.g. dulcem would qualify risum.

Then, ultimately, the meaning became ' to smile sweetly.'

9. et TL dWo fij] ^o^epov l8etp...d7rai>Ta...: here e'l n is,

formally, a singular, but logically it is practically a plural

' whatsoever things,' and airavra agrees with this logical

meaning : similarly in ouSet? eKOiv 8i,Kaio<; dXXd -v^e7et... (Plato),

ovSeU €KO)v SiKaiof is, logically, a statement about ' everybody,'

and this ' everybody ' is the subject of yjreyet.

10. Vei'hs compounded luith ' Prepositions' which were for

the most part adverbs in origin, were not always compounded

with them formally; it was often sufficient that the meanings

should form composite notions, even if the forms were

separated by many intervening words : cp. oi;9 ttot air

Klveiav eXofJbrjv (Homer) where oi;? was governed by the transi-

tive idea ' I took ' and Alvelav (originally) by the transitive

idea of ' I deprived ' contained in aTro and ekofxip, whicli words,

however, are not formally compounded.

V. Analogy and Contamination :

Analogy is the most important influence in the formation of

language. To take a simple instance, we know how to decline

tabula not because we have learnt to decline it, but because we

know how to decline mensa, and the declension of tabula was

worked out by a (semi-unconscious) proportional analogy, thus

:
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mensa : mensam, mcnsae, mensa : : tabula : x, y, z. x = tabulam,

y = tabulae, z = tabula.

Similarly if a child says ' it bitted me,' the child forms the

word ' bitted ' by proportional analogy, thus :

love : loved : : hit : x. x = bitted.

This sounds very abstruse, but it is really very simple.

In Morphology we see how Analogy brings words which are

connected in meaning into formal connexion tuith one another—
so in syntax there is a tendency for words which are connected

with one another in meaning to take the same construction as

one another (either occasionally, or usually, or always).

A. 1. With Kparco 'conquer' the natural construction

would seem to be the Accusative of the direct object—when

Kparw meant ' I am the victor' or ' I have the victory,' it would

naturally take the Genitive: cp. Principles I. 10 and IV. 7,

So that there was a struggle between the Accusative and the

Genitive. The Genitive superseded the Accusative because it

was frequently used with Substantives connected with Kparco

by a common meaning of ' victory '—e.g.

(a) Kp(iTo<;, avroKptiTcop :

(6) dKpaT}]<; :

(c) vIki], Seo"7roT?;<?

:

(d) rjcraa, SovXo'i, i.e.

(a) luords connected inform and meaning

:

(b) tvords connected inform and opposite in meaning:

(c) words connected in meaning, not in form

:

(d) words opposite in meaning and not connected in

form. These groups are not always separate.

It must be obvious that the use of the Genitive would, as a

rule, be frequent or the reverse with verbs, etc., chiefly in

proportion to the frequency of its use with substantives con-

nected in meaning.

2. One would expect {d) to have the least iiiHuence, but it

is important: 'parted from' is quite clear, but on the analogy

of '(no longer) joined with' etc. we say 'parted luith' (cp.

Sanskrit) and ' differ luith ' (discreparc cum), on the analogy of
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' (not) a^ree with ' (congruere cum) : perhaps ' buy for sixpence
'

was partly due to the analogy ' sell for sixpence,' i.e. ' sell in

order to get sixpence.' In Greek the ' Genitive ' case is

Genitive + Ablative, and some Greek 'Genitives' are hai'd to

explain satisfactorily apart from D, e.g. with words of 'be-

ginning' ' hitting,' ' touching.' They may be partly due to the

Ablative with words of ' leaving off,' ' desisting from,' ' erring

from,' ' leaving go of or 'keeping away from.'

The Latin-Greek Dative with verbs of ' taking away ' is

partly due to the Dative with verbs of ' giving to '—and so it is

possible that the construction with words of ' abundance ' may

extend to words of ' want ' and vice versa.

3. sunt qui viderint means ' there are people who have

seen ' and practically = sunt qui viderunt (as a rule) : non sunt

qui viderint had, as one of its meanings, ' there are no people

who can have seen ' -^ ' there are no people who have actually

seen ' = non sunt qui viderunt : hence, sunt qui viderint, by

analogy, is used, meaning 'there are people who have actually

seen ' : (cp. Principle V. A. 3).

4. ripofXT-jv Ti TTotolfjii, rogabani quid facerem : meaning
' I asked what I was doing.' The question, put directly, is tc

eiTOLOvv ; quid faciebam ? or quid feci ? This is chiefly on the

analogy of the deliberative question : these constructions origin-

ally meant ' I asked what I was to do or what I could do etc.,'

which sometimes -^
' I asked about my course of action,' which

again sometimes ^^ ' I asked what I was doing '
: cp. o'lofxat

irouicraL 'I have ideas ) , ^ ^, , . <• -^ > < t xi •
i t

, ,
y about the donig oi it -^1 think i

thoughts)

shall do it,' or ' I think I did it ' : (cp. Principle XI. 5).

5. The French treasons : they are connected with one

another by no other link save that of being names of seasons,

yet I'ete feminine (cp. aestatem) becomes masculine because it

is associated with the other three seasons, which are masculine.

Similarly in Greek there are many instances—in some the

exact analogy can no longer be traced—akin to y eparj ' dew

'

extending i] to Spoao'i ' dew.'

B. There is another branch of Analogy called Contamina-
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tion : it is very rarely separate from analogy. Two normal

constructions are combined in a single construction, which must

necessarily clearly convey the required meaning. The cause of

the new construction is sometimes the desire for brevity, and

occasionally for a striking effect, but sometimes Contaminations

are unavoidable. Many people say ' Don't come unless you can

possibly help it ' by a natural contamination of ' Don't come if

you can possibly help it ' and ' Don't come unless you are

obliged.' Hundreds more instances like this might be quoted,

^iXLTTTTo'^ 7]vpe67] eW'k^odTuv is a contamination of '^hXltt-

TTO'i ek "Ai^coTov cnTrjXOev and ev 'A^cotw (e'/cei) evpeOrj, and

abdere se in aliquem locum of abire in aliquem locum and in

aliquo loco (ibi) se abdere.

1. Unfulfilled Pmyose in Greek: ri fi ovk 6Kr6iva<; o)?

eSei^a /xjjTrore ;
' why did you not slay me in order that I

might never have shown ?
' expressing ' but I have shown.'

Normal constructions are :

el' fie eKretva<i eSec^a civ ovTrore.

eWe or el 'yap fxe e/creiva'^, fcal {ovt(o<;) eSet^a /ju/jTrore.

Tt /x6 ov KTeivei^, foj? hei^o) [xi'^iroTe
;
(the actual words in

the past if they had been spoken).

These are combined in the above construction : no other

construction conveys the meaning so well : w? (JW) /j,)]7roTe is

necessary because the idea of purpose or object has to be

conveyed: Sel^aifjbi might have been used (would have been

used by Homer), only it would not clearly express ' but I have

shown,' i.e. that the purpose was unfulfilled, whatever it might

imply. The past indicative was preferred because it put the

matter beyond recall : the other moods had not the Augment

and so could rarely express past time unmistakeably : cp. the

unfulfilled condition in Present time el eiroiei ijSUei av, si

facerct erraret, where the past tense was used partly because

it puts the matter beyond recall, which idea the 'present'

optative could only imply, but could not clearly express.

2. Scriheris Vario fortis et hustium victor Maeonii carminis

alite (Horace). If aliti were the reading Vario would be Dative

of the Agent—a normal construction in poetry ; on the other
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hand, if alite be the correct reading—it is the harder reading

—

Horace is too correct in his Latin to use a simple ' Ablative ' of

the Agent without ab. It seems that the Dative of the Agent

(cp. Principle I. 5) developed from e.g. hoc est mihi agendum
' this thing is my deed ' into ' this thing is to be done by me,'

where mihi = a me : scriberis Vario (Dative) logically = scriberis

a Vario (' Ablative ')—then alite is put in the case to agree not

with the Dative but the ' Ablative '—in other words scriberis

Vario alite is a contamination of scriberis a Vaiio alite and

Vario aliti, helped out by the intervening words, and by the

Dative and 'Ablative' having the same form in this declension.

8. x'^ovl Treae : cp. English '/ go tJiere' = 'i go thither.'

xdovl like TTOi is a Locative form, and so it originally expressed

' place at which
'

; as English ' / go there ' is partly due to

contamination of ' I go thither ' and ' I shall be there,' so ')(^dovl

Trea-e was partly due to contamination of ' it fell to the ground
'

and ' it was on the ground.' The Locative expressing purpose—
Latin egit visere (Horace)—is partly an extension from the

Locative expressing ' place to which.' The reverse contamina-

tion takes place in Greek %a/iat ' on the ground ' (Dative) and

ei9 ^EiK^c'nava ciTroOavelv, a contamination of ' to go to E.' and
' to die at E. ' : cp. the English song

' If I were to tumble in

It's a fact I couldn't swim

And quickly to the bottom should be.'

Other instances would be the dialectic English ' he isn't to

home,' insula Delos in Aegaeo mari posita, ol ev ru> 'Hpatcp

Karaneipeu'yoTe'i, KaraKXeleiv e? rr/t' vvjaov.

4. quin abl: originally qui-n(e) in this construction was

perhaps an adverb (Locative etc.), somewhat equivalent in its

meanings to our 'at wliat,' 'in what way,' 'on what grounds,'

etc. etc. and so the original meaning of qui-n(e) abis ? was

something like ' why do you not go away ?
' this developed into

an imperatival meaning, practically ' go away,' and a contamina-

tion of the phrases ([uin abis ? and abi (which had the same

meaning) produced quin abl, which construction was one reason

why quin came to express ' nay.'
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5. Rediit paullo post quod se ohlitum nescio quid diceret

:

rediit quod oblitus esset meant 'be returned because he said be

had forgotten' (the Indicative oblitus erat would make the

writer responsible for the statement oblitus est, and would

make the writer give oblitus est as the cause for rediit)—and

rediit quod se oblitum dixit is good Latin also. These are

contaminated in the above construction.

6. eh]aav 8' av ovtol Kpf]re^—the Optative which, origin-

ally, practically had the meaning of a future (cp. Chapter II.),

is here partly due to a contamination of ' they are ' and ' they

will prove to be '
: cp. hosiers' ' This glove will be your size.'

7. The Ejnstolary Aorist and Perfect (e.g. misi, eVe/u-v/ra,

TreTTOfi^a) are partly due to contamination : suppose A writes

to B—then A's point of view is ' I (A) am now sending,' B's

point of view is ' A has sent ' : these are combined in misi,

eTre/A-v/ra, TreVo/i^a ' I (A) have sent.'

8. legitur (in the following account of the -r of the Latin

Passive I hope I may be excused for using a form which, I

believe, is not actually found anywhere). It is possible that

Latin used a form parallel to the Greek {i)\e^eTo to express ' it

is or was chosen' i.e. id legito : side by side with this id legito

' it is or was chosen ' another form id legur or id C4igur came to

have the same meaning, viz, ' it is or was chosen.' Apparently

these two forms legito and legur or eligur, having the same

meaning, were contaminated in a single form legitur or eligitur,

meaning ' it is chosen.' As to legur or eligur' (cp. Umbrian

ferar, ier, Oscan lamatir, karanter, vincter. Old Irish doberr,

Sanskrit nemur, adur, avautsur, apavisur), it was originally a

third person plural active, alternating with the form in -nt (cp.

vhwp beside udntos -^ vharos:), and later on set apart to express

the impersonal ' people choose or chose,' ' one chooses or chose
'

(cp. ferunt ' people say ') : then e.g. eligur id (like the French

on dit)^"'it is chosen,' just as ferunt eum abiisse often logic-

ally means ' it is said that he departed.'

The following instances are (juotcd almost everywhere,

1 Conway in tho Cambridge Philological Society's Proceedings, Lent Term,

1890.
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but it may be as well to repeat them here, although they are

the stock instances.

9. eVro? (or ttXi]!') el yLtj) is due to a contamination of iKT6<i

(or 7rX7]v) 'apart from' or 'except' and el /xy 'except.'

10. fi6vo<i Toov aWwv is due to a contamination of ' he

alone of all ' and (perhaps) ' alone as distinct from the others.'

11. /idWov i] ov is partly dne to a contamination of

' I'ather than ' and ' rather and not '—cp. ' better nor him,' and

certain Sanskrit constructions
; the French plus qu'il n'avait is

partly due to a contamination of ' more than he had ' and ' he

had not any more,'

12. d^io\oyooraro<; tcov Trpoyeyevrjfievoyv is partly due to a

contamination of ' more worthy of mention than the preceding-

ones' and 'most worthy of mention of all'—cp. Milton's 'fairest

of her daughters Eve.'

13. ol iic TTj^ vr](Tov is partly due to a contamination of

'those on the island' and 'those who (would) start from the

island,' or make it their d^op/xt) etc.

14. T7]v ^l\okt/]tov ere Bet '>^v')(^))v 07rco<; ... eV/cXe-v^et?

(Sophocles) is partly due to a contamination of ae Sel..JKK\e7r-

reiv and KeXeuco ere oiTOi'i eKK\e-^ei,<^.

15. l\Xe(jov <yvov<i on 8La(f)dap'T]ao/jievov<; cwtoik; (Thucydides)

is due to contamination of ypov'i avTov<i Sta^Oaprjao/jLevov;

and oTt SLa(f)dapr}aovTai, which would have the same meaning.

VI. Amalgamated parts of speech (cp. Principle III. and

Appendix I.) do not necessarily contain every construction

which their component parts have ever had, and no construction

which any other part of speech has ever had : e.g. the ' Genitive

'

in Greeh is Genitive + Ablative, but it does not contain every

construction which the Genitive and Ablative have ever had,

and no construction of any other case (e.g. of the Dative).

It is usually thought heresy to say that there was any

connexion between the Genitive and Locative in Greek : but if

vvKTU<i aTTTjXdev, Kvpov riTTodapopTO^ aTrfjXOei', irov icrrl
;

(v.

Principle I. 9), ttoWov rifidrat (cp. Principle I. 9 and III. 2)

etc. etc., are 'Genitives' with the meanings which once could
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not have been expressed by the Genitive or Ablative but had to

be expressed by e.g. the Locative, what is the exact advantage

of denying that the ' Genitive ' has here extended over a

Locative meaning ? No one, I think, denies that ttov ;
= a

Locative ' at what place ?
' or that Kvpov diroOavovro^ is

equivalent to a Locative Absolute in Sanskrit ; some try to

distinguish between i'vkt6<; and vvktI by saying that jwktI =
' at night,' vvKro<i ' at a certain time within the night,' without

pointing out either

(a) the exact difference between the two meanings, or

(h) why the 'Genitive' should express 'time within

which ' any more than the Locative does, or

(c) whether it does do this and does not also express

' time at which.'

To illustrate the above Principle, it seems that

1. The Genitive + Ablative in Greek does not contain

every construction which these two cases have ever had—e.g.

with verbs of ' depriving ' the Ablative would seem to be the

original case, and yet we find not only an Ablative but also a

Dative, rwSe dcfyelXero (cp. Latin and v. Principle V. A. 2).

Again, with substantives the Genitive would seem to be the

original case to express the 'possessor'; and yet we find

"Ej/cTopi 9viJb6<i beside ''E/cTopo9 OufMo^.

2. The Genitive and Ablative in Greek have extended

over certain constructions of other cases : e.g. we have already

seen extensions of the ' Genitive ' over the Locative's ground
;

again, it seems that the Dative was the original case to

express the 'purpose' or 'object' of a verb (cp. the Datival

' Infinitive ' in Greek and the regular Sanskrit construction),

and it seems that the Genitive was not originally used here
;

and yet we find, in Greek, r)\de tou cK^acpelv, and rov fidWov

levai Ta9 irpoarohovi avTu> (Thucydides) (cp. Tacitus, proficiscitur

cognoscendae antiquitatis). Again, the 'Genitive' seems to

extend over the Accusative of the direct object of a transitive

verb (where it seems that the Genitive could not have been

used originally) in its construction with aladdvofiai, Kpardo, etc.

(cp. memini in Latin and v. Pi'inciples L 10 and IV. 7).
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Similarly, the Subjunctive and Optative have amalgamated

in Latin : but they do not contain every construction which the

Subjunctive and Optative have ever liad, and they do extend

over some Indicative constructions: e.g. in trudebantur ni

instruxisset, trudebantur is an Indicative extended over a

construction originally, perhaps, confined to the 'Subjunctive':

tantus erat timor omnium ut nemo ex urbe excederet is a

' Subjunctive ' extended to express ' fact,' a meaning originally

expressed by the 'Indicative': the same will apply to certain

Tacitean constructions wnth donee, quanquam etc., and to

Classical Latin constructions such as the Indirect question and

the ' Subjunctive ' with cum. In other words, tlie grammatical

divisions which one makes must not bo too hard and fast

(cp. Principle VIII.). Any one case has, in some language or

other, neutral grounds with every other case (if we exclude the

Vocative): cp. difficile est dictu, w^here dictu may be an

Ablative, Locative, or Instrumental, or two of them, or all three,

in form ; and yet its present meaning is often that of a

Nominative: e.g. difficile est dictu quid fecerit = * saying what

he did is difficult
'

; in jjSee dSeXcfieov w? eirovelro, nSeX(f)€6p the

Accusative is in meaning practically a Nominative «Se\^€09,

which might be substituted ; 'lA.too irToXleOpov show^s a Genitive

with the meaning of a Nominative "Wiov. in dulce est mori,

mori is apparently Dative with the meaning of a Nominative.

Such neutral ground uses are to a great extent the inevitable

result of Principles I. and V. (Analogical Extension).

However, Mr Monro (p. 129) seems to think that the

Accusative cannot have had any single original meaning (not

because he has not yet found one out, though this would

perhaps explain his conclusion most simply, but) because

' no single principle will explain all the uses and yet

exclude all the relations expressed by all the other cases.'

According to this objection, he ipso facto condemns his

own theory as to the origin of the Greek Dative, because in

rolaiv n^eiXero (p. 135) it has the same meaning as an

Ablatival Genitive (p. 147). The objection implies that if the

Accusative had an original single meaning distinct from that of

every other case, it could never, even by a development of
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thousands of years, have extended by any Principles of develop-

ment in language (e.g. Principles I, and V.) over any single

meaning of any other case, and that, conversely, no Principle of

development in language could possibly have made any other

case come to express the same meaning as the Accusative:
for, according to what Mr Monro implies, if he does not actually

express it, had a single analogical extension of this nature
taken place, then, ipso facto, the Accusative would be proved to

have never had a single original meaning.

VII. On supplying definite words : with calida, magni,

med (ivterest), vo-repaia and 'St Paul's' (and the list might be

easily extended)— it is less incorrect to supply the words aqua,

pretii, re, v^iepa, and Cathedral, because these words were once

essential to the meaning. But in most constructions no
definite Avord can be safely supplied, and the following formula

is safer. ' The construction used was that which would have
been used if a certain class of word had been actually expressed

'

—an actual word was not expressed because it was not needed,

and would often have manned the rapidity or the passion or the

spirit of the expression. In Latin especially the verb came at

the end of a sentence, and the sense ought not to be complete

before the last word has been spoken. Now in passionate

exclamations the context, the tone of voice, and the gesture, and
expression of face made the meaning quite clear before the verb

was reached—and therefore there was no need to put in the

verb.

1. TJie Accusative in Latin, and the ' Genitive' in Greek, in

exclamations : e.g. O hominem impudentem ! w twv irapvoTrcovl

here originally the construction used was that which would
have been used if a verb of emotion had been actually ex-

pressed—it w^as not expressed because it would have been

unnecessary or feeble : cp. ovk et? KopaKa<; ; where airei at the

end would be inexpressibly feeble. The present meaning may
be different, and some uses may have another origin.

2. 'Accusative and Infimtive' in Exclamations: mene in-

cepto desistere victam (Vergil), e>e iradelv rciBe (Aristophanes):

perhaps miror te capere originally moanf (in bald English) 'I

M. T. 4
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wonder at you, viz. at (or about) your taking,'* dico te capere

'I mention (?) you viz. about your taking,'* iubeo te capere 'I

give you an order about taking '
^^

' I wonder, or I say, that you

take ' and ' I command that you take,' or ' I wonder-at, or

mention, your taking ' and ' I command your taking ' : te was

then, originally, the direct object of a transitive verb^ and

capere a Locative of an explanatory nature—then te capere,

without changing its form, changed its meaning (cp. Principle

I.) and became equivalent to quod tu capis, ut tu capias, or

tua(m) captio(nem). Hence, when this has been accomplished,

te capere can be used without a transitive verb to govern the

te, e.g. iniquom est te capere, where te capere — quod tu capis,

ut tu capias, or tua captio. In Exclamations, e.g. tota te ferri,

Cynthia, Roma ! {ifxe iraOelv rriSe), the same construction was

used which would have been used if a verb like irascor or a

phrase like iniquom est had been actually expressed. Such

verbs or phrases were not expressed, because the meaning was

clear without them and they might have marred the passion.

In Hoc verumst tota te ferri, Cynthia, Roma ! (Propertius), hoc

verumst comes first, and so does not mar the passion.

3. Te ut ulla res frangat ! Here also when impero ut hoc

facias 'I command as to how you are to do this '^-' I command
that you (should) do this,' one could say iniquom or incredibile

est ut hoc facias ' it is unfair or incredible that you should do

this': hence in te ut ulla res frangat! originally the same

expression was used which would have been used if an

expression like iniquom or incredibile est had been actually

expressed. The present meaning may be different, however.

^ Just as the Optative in Indirect Statements in Greek seems to be derived

from the Optative in Indirect Questions (e.g. rjpeTo irbrepov d-q gave rise to ^^77 6'ti

d-q, v. under the Subjunctive and Optative), so it is possible that the Indirect Com-

mand 'I order you about (Locative) or for (Dative) taking' -^ e.g. 'I order your

taking'; and that 'I mention your taking' is an analogical extension from this:

in other words iubeo te capere (capl), KeXevoo <t^ Xafiuv {\afx[-ia.ve(ydai) ^ e.g. 'I

order your taking,' and hence, by analogical extension, we can say dico te capere

(capl), (p-qfil (Xi Xafidv (Xafj-^dfeadai), meaning 'I mention your taking' (v. Prin-

ciple X. 12). But it cannot be proved that iubeo te capere was an earlier

construction in Latin than miror te capere.

" Goodwin's remark that the Infinitive was first a Dative, and ' then later on

allowed to take a Subject in the Accusative,' is remarkable.
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4. \vaov and Xvaai. Originally, apparently, Xvaov was an

Accusative of the Object or Purpose, closely akin to the

Accusative of motion to (v. under the Accusative and cp., in

Latin, lusum it Maecenas), and Xvcrai was a Dative ; both

meant, then, 'to or for a releasing' (cp. (nrrjXOe Xvaai), and

\v(T-o-fM differed from \vcr-ai, in having an extra suffix o

added to the Aorist-stem. Apparently at first the same

construction was used which would have been used if a verb

like 'go!' had been actually expressed: there was no more

need to express it than there is with our Imperatival Datives

or (?) Accusatives ' Home !
' 'To heel

!

' 'To the Criterion !

'

'To work!' 'To bed, to bed, Sleepy-head!,' or with the Sanskrit

Accusative of a verbal noun used with the meaning of an

Imperative (e.g. asyatam = 'sit down,' Avhich is just like asya-

tam yati ' he goes to sit down ' or ' he sits down '). In Sanskrit

the Dative of a verbal noun is sometimes found with the

meaning of an Imperative, etc, A Latin parallel of a Dative

used with the meaning of an Imperative would be legimini

(v. Chapter II.), if it originally meant 'to or for a clioosing,'

(cp. nomini) : we may also compare ava ' (rise) up.'

5. The Historic Infinitive: hostes fugere, Romani sequi

' the enemy fly and the Romans pursue them ' is the present

meaning (approximately): originally perhaps the same con-

struction was used which would have been used had sunt or

eunt etc. been actually expressed. Whether there was any

Locative meaning (' the enemy are engaged in flying '), or any

Dative meaning (' the enemy are, or go, for pursuing '), over

present in similar constructions it would be hard to say.

Perhaps fugere and sequi had already sometimes become

equivalent to vague ideas like our ' a-flying '
' a-pursuing

'

before these constructions were used. For the non-expression

of sunt etc. (partly because it spoilt the rapidity and terseness

and vividness) cp. ventum Romam {— ventum est Romam), and

the Sanskrit participle (frequently), e.g. drstavantas = ' we have

seen,' and our English 'Faded every violet, all the roses'

(Tennyson), and legimini (Tudicativc) if = Xeyofxevoi.

4—2
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VIII. Categories of Uses :

Categories of uses have been described as ' nicknames of

uses,' and as ' things which describe in the abstract what is

ah'eady clear from the translation itself, and which belong to the

province of translation rather than of Grammar': they are never-

theless indispensable, if their importance be not overrated.

The following points may be suggested :

1. Categories of meanings in themselves do not necessarily

explain how a use has come about. If we say that Jones

comes imder the category of ' a human being,' we do not explain

Jones. If a boy, after conscientiously looking out a con-

struction in a grammar, finds that it is 'a genitive of quality,'

he learns nothing of the history of such a genitive, and as a

rule finds that the book tells him what lie knew already. He
is often taught to regard this ' nickname ' as reaching the

extreme limit of human knowledge, and generally the result is

that either he never thinks of enquiring further (this is a usual

result), or that he thinks he understands all about the con-

struction (tliis is the fatal result). It is seldom that too much
attention to categories alone does anything to a boy's interest

in grammar except to quench it.

2. Categories do not necessarily embrace every usage and

every example: e.g. we find in no grammar 'a Genitive of

commemoration of victories won at,' such as iopral YlvOicov

dycovcov (Pindar) suggests !

3. They are not necessarily lantually exclusive: this is

most important : a construction cannot always be referred to

one heading or 'nickname' alone: if there is any doubt, it is

safer to refer it to two or more headings :

(a) a-re(f>avot poZwv may equally well be called Genitive of

' Quality ' and of ' Material ' : and some might also call it

' Partitive ' Genitive. There is no need to say, ' But it is more

probably Genitive of so-and-so,' for every sensible authority has

almost an equal right to maintain his own ' so-and-so,' and so

the chances are that all are right, until one be proved ivrong.

(6) tuet'iir se armis : armis gives both the manner, and

the means, and the instrument of the defence.
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(c) ' Objective ' and ' Subjective ' Genitive : the instances

where these two ideas meet, according to the different way in

which one happens to paraphrase them, have ah'eaJy been

iUustrated (v, 'the Genitive' in Chapter II.).

{d) Internal and External Accusative : it has been usually

considered that the Accusative had no single meaning originally,

unless, as is thought by some who despair of finding this meaning,

it originally meant anything and everything, from introducing a

second subject (Paul) to expressing any kind of adverbial force,

e.g. manner. The orthodox view is that the Accusative had

one form but two meanings, which are practically always to be

distinguished, viz. ' Internal ' and ' External ' Accusatives : the

External Accusative is the direct object of a transitive verb

;

the Internal Accusative ' repeats the notion already contained

in the verb ' (only the Latin verb generally is the last word in

the sentence, and this Accusative must be very clever to repeat

a thing before it has been said once') : there are many Accusa-

tives which do not come under either heading at all satis-

factorily : these are a ' sort of Internal Accusatives '—a phrase

which, like many abstract phrases, considers itself about as

safe from criticism as it actually is safe from being understood

by a schoolboy. The Internal and External Accusatives are

illustrated thus : airovhcf^ (nrevheiv is Internal Accusative, as

aTTovScL'i 'repeats the idea already contained' in cnrivSetv—but

w^e cannot altogether separate from this a'n-ov8d<i TroielaOai,

which is therefore ' a kind of Internal Accusative,' or ' an

Extension of the Cognate Accusative,' etc. Again, vPja irot-

elaOai is External Accusative, therefore a7rou8a<i iroidadai is

also External. Which is it really I As a matter of fact, it

seems that when e.g. [xiav vvKra evSetv approaches in meaning

to ' to spend one night in sleep,' it resembles an Accusative of

the Direct Object, when it approaches in meaning to ' sleep to

the extent of one night ' it is nearer to an ' adverbial ' Accusa-

tive—but the ordinary use of evSeiu fjuiav vvKra we camiot refer

to either heading exclusively—and so we had better refer it to

both (v. further 'the Accusative').

I In fact it can scarcely bo (Iciiied that it is usually tlio verb which repeats

the notion already expressed by the noun.
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4. They have not always one moaning only :

(a) ' Partitive ' Genitive (cp. Principle XIII. 3).

Most Partitive Genitives have a certain bond of connexion,

in generally admitting of being roughly paraphrased or trans-

lated by one of our Locative prepositions (e.g. in, among) or

Ablative prepositions (e.g. from, out of). But some distinction

must sometimes be made between

(1) those in which the governing substantive applies only

to a part of the governed substantive, e.g. perhaps ir^fia

TToraixov in one of its senses of ' a drink of part of the river,'

where ' drink ' does not apply to the whole river (cp. eScoKe toov

eavTov 'he gave some of his property,' ene/xylre tmv AvSwv 'he

sent some of the Lydians '), and

(2) those in which the governing substantive applies to

the whole of the governed substantive—e.g. ytte/9o<» tou 6\ov,

not 'a part of a part of the whole,' like (1), but ' a part of the

whole whole.' (Cp. eScoKe rwv eavTov ' he gave all his pro-

perty.') But both (1) and (2) meet in English
''

y in or
ci T)cirij

J

p ( the river , , ,, • ,• • • i i i
• .iirom^

, ,
. and also are oiten nuustinguistiable m the

( the whole *

negative ' he did not drink some of the river' and ' he did not

drink any of the river.'

Perhaps it is this which has made many confuse the two

classes: but (1) is a comparatively small class, (2) a com-

paratively large class. Grimm endeavoured to explain the

Accusative with verbs as denoting a complete mastery of the

object (e.g. \ayx<^i'(o rov /cXrjpov), and the hosts of Genitives

with verbs as denoting an incomplete and partial mastery of

the object, corresponding to the small class (1) of Genitives

with substantives (e.g. Xay^dixo rov Kky'jpov). One objection is

that if this meaning underlies all Genitives with verbs, it would

also underlie the majority of Genitives with substantives, i.e.

common Genitives to the analogy of which the Genitives with

verbs are largely due : whereas we see that class (1) is a small

one with substantives, and class (2) is a different kind of Geni-

tive, and does not denote partial mastery of the object, and so

must be left out of the question, even if it has the same name
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'Partitive*.' This mistake of Grimm's will illustrate one disad-

vantage of too much attention to mere categories.

Here the identity of the names of the two kinds of Geni-

tives has been the cause of the error.

(b) Predicative Dative

:

(1) The Latin Predicative Dative originally differed from

other Datives (e.g. of the purpose, etc.) only in being the

singular Dative of an abstract or semi-abstract noun, going

typically with the verb 'be'; est voluptati originally, perhaps,

meant something like 'it is a potential pleasure,' often implying

and later on coming to express that ' it is an actual pleasure '

:

just as when we say ' I have had an enjoyable day,' we no

longer mean ' a day that might have been enjoyed,' but 'a day

that has been enjoyed '

: Greek only presents a parallel in the

Infinitive, e.g. Kuue<i ^vXaaae/xevat 86/j.ov : cp. the Sanskrit

Dative. The possible influence of the negative non est volup-

tati ' it is not a possible source of pleasure '
^-' it is not an

actual pleasure ' on est voluptati = ' it is an actual pleasure

'

has not occurred to Roby : cp. Principle X. 2 and 3.

(2) TovTo fiot /SouXofievw iaTi shows an altogether ditferent

'Dative,' where possibly the 'Dative' (of the possessor or person

with reference to whom) might be paraphrased—e.g. ia-TL fxot

rovTO by e';^&) tovto—then ^ou\ofiev(p would, with e)((o, become

/SovXofievo's, and we may almost compare tovto vrpa^a? ^X^-
The word ' Predicative ' is used for both, and has led King and

Cookson to confuse the Greek and Latin constructions. The

Greek is called ' Predicative ' not because the Dative of an

abstract noun is equivalent to a Predicative Nominative, but

because the Dative of a participle, agreeing with a Dative (of

Possessor, etc.) practically expresses in itself the main predica-

tion, and is perhaps etpial, logically, to a finite verb, e. g.

^ovXa/jiai.

1 N.B. a second objection is that the iipplication of the rule to common
Genitives with ahddvo/xai., KparCi, etc., and often in Sanskrit even with vei'bs of

'giving,' etc. (e.g. 'give (us) immortality' can be rendered by a Genitive in Vedic^

is absurd. Why should the Genitive with al(x0dvofiai differ radically from that

with (ucd-qin% ? Monro also (p. 144) makes them differ radically (" in most ' Geni-

tives' the action of the verb docs not affect the person in a siilliciently direct and

unciualitied way ").
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(c) ' Tlte Double Accusative'

:

As a matter of fact, although many have tried to discuss

' the origin ' as if there were only one origin, any two Accusa-

tives combined with a single verb etc. deserve this name,

strictly speaking : it will be seen under ' the Accusative '
that

even with a very limited interpretation there are several

kinds.

{d) 'Quality' or 'Description ' may be simply a quality, but

it may also be the material, which is frequently regarded in

the light of a quality: cp. 'a man with a long nose ' ('quality')

and ' a table of wood ' (quality and material).

0. Categories are often misleading :

(a) They lead us to regard as separate, and as to be altogether

distinguished, constructions which overlap, and which really are

all connected together, more or less closely, by some unity

which occasionally analogy etc. has obscured. With the

Accusative the effect of hard and fast classifications (which are

all different in different grammars) has had a fatal effect in

obscuring a possible original unity of meaning.

(b) They so often depend on the instinct and taste of the

individual, rather than on any principle of language, or any real

distinction existing in the speaker's mind when he used the

constructions, that there is little likelihood of any two grammars

always producing the same result : as they are used to-day,

they admit oi no final criterion of correctness ^oy the school-boy:

his master, his grammar, the annotator of his book, and last,

but not least, his own self, fre(]uently arrive at diffeient conclu-

sions, and so, if he does not give up grammar, he at least ceases

to think for himself, and ' leains by heart.'

(c) They lead us to see distinctions where the real dis-

tinction between two constructions (e.g. vvkt6<; and vvktI) is

almost entirely that of relative frequency of use, and not that of

meaning.

Still, they are probably indispensable, and valuable, if

made with the clear understanding that—to sum up

—

1. They do not account for uses, i.e. for how they have

arisen, but arc nicknames of uses which we find existing.
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2. They do not necessarily include every instance.

3. They are not necessarily mutually exclusive.

4. They do not necessarily express only one meaning.

5. They depend largely on the taste of individuals, rather

than on any real distinction in the speaker's mind which we

can be sure of.

IX. The connexion between Greek and Latin is

close : they both had the same foundations and materials, and

differed rather in the extent to which they developed any con-

struction. To call a Latin construction a gixiecisiii is not

enough : it must have been formed on the model of construc-

tions already existing in Latin : e.g. proficiscitur cognoscendae

antiquitatis (Tacitus) is called an imitation of the Greek dirtjXOe

Tov 'yvwvai—but this construction has a Latiu model, bellum

abolendae infamiae, wliere abolendae iufamiae defines bellum
' war for the sake of doing away with the disgrace ' : hence

bellum facit, or pugnat abolendae infamiae : one can rarely say

that in any construction Latiu influence ends and Greek begins

:

Greek rather brings out a latent capacity in Latin than creates

an entirely new departure.

Thus, taken as a whole, ' Graecisms ' are not constructions

alien to Latin, and constructions to which Latin took a bold

leap, but constructions for which Latin had a latent capacity,

and to which it crept by short and almost imperceptible stages.

If one may use an ilkistration, they are not like Greeks in

Latin clothes, but rather more like what Latins in Latin

clothes would have become after staying for some time in

Greece. Of course some Latins who had been longest in

Greece would become very like Greeks in appearance, but

there would generally be other Latins in varying stages of

development.

We must suppose that since, as a rule, the ' Graecism ' was

intelligible to a Latin, it was, at the most, an analogical exten-

sion from intelligible constructions which already existetl in

Latin. It is therefore not an adequate explanation of a Latin

construction to simply say that it is a Graecism ; one must also

try to show the Latin constructions of which it is an extension.
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X. Implication :

A construction may originally express one thing and imply

another : later on it may come to actually express the second

meaning and no longer merely to imply it

:

1. siDit qui viderint (v. Principle V. A, 3) in early times

expressed 'there are people who (will or would or) can have

seen '
^-

' there are people who have actually seen ' by means of

the negative construction.

2. ' enjoi/able' originally expressed 'able to be enjoyed'

^-(sometimes) 'actually enjoyed'—this is partly through the

negative 'not able to be enjoyed' implying 'not actually

enjoyed,' and partly from the past uses ; one does not usually

say that a thing is able to be enjoyed unless it actually has

been enjoyed (v. Principle V. A. 3).

3. Predicotive Dative : est voluptati (cp. Principle VIII.

4- (6) and the Sanskrit Dative) originally was a Dative of

Purpose etc., ' it can be a pleasure '
-^ ' it actually is a pleasure,'

partly through the negative ' it cannot be a pleasure ' implying

'it is not a pleasure,' and partly from the past (cp. decemviri

legibus scribundis 'decemvirs serving the purpose of writing

down the laws '

^^
' decemvirs who did draw up the constitu-

tion ').

4. tautas erat timur oiiininni tit nemo ex iirhe excederet,

in early times e.g. ' so great was the fear of all that no one would

(naturally) have left the city '-*' that no one actually left the

city'; tliis is partly through the negative, for 'that no one

could leave the city ' implies ' that no one did leave the city,'

and also through the past idea: one would not ordinarily say

that the fear was great enough to prevent their leaving unless

one knew that it actually did prevent their leaving: cp.

5. w<TT€ and the ' Infinitioe'—wcne was in early times an

Ablative of the ' Relative ' meaning ^-
' in which manner ' ' by

which means ' (v. under the Ablative case): apparently it was

not the re which meant 'and' (cp. Latin que), but the re which

generalised or added no meaning at all (cp. Latin tjuisque

'whosoever'): so wa-re = co? : ovtw^ eiroLTjcrev ware eipyeiv

TovTo ' he did it in a way which tended to prevent this ' (or

' by which he purposed to do so ')
^-

' he did it in such a way
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that he actually prevented this': this again (?) is partly through

the negative. Then, when ware eipyeiv tovto -^ ' so that he

actually prevented this ' (= ware elp^e tovto ' so that he

actually prevented this '), Greeks sometimes used ware ovk

eipyeiv tovto meaning ftjcrre ovk elp^e tovto : v. further under

the Infinitive for another origin.

6. Imperfect of an attempted act in Greek and Latin

:

in early times there was in the past an Aorist ' he did it,' whicli

apparently sometimes, in certain contexts, had the Progressive

meaning ' he was engaged in doing it ' (cp. ' he did it last

summer' and 'he was doing it last summer')—the Aorist

denoted an act as a complete whole, the ' Progressive ' an act as

in progress : the Aorist denoted a complete act ' he did it ' and

hence the ' Progressive,' by contrast, an act not completed, or an

act still in progress—hence an act begun or attempted but not

completed. The idea of the attempt not succeeding originally

came from the context. If we are told by Thucydides that Cleon

iTravexfi^pet Ta elpi]p.eva, it is even now chiefly the context

etc. which tells us that the meaning is ' he was engaged in back-

ing out of his words (unsuccessfully).' Again if Philoctetes

(Sophocles, 252) can say ' Thou hast not heard any report of the

miseries with which I 8icoWvfn]v,' the mere fact of his speaking

proves him to be not yet dead, and gives the Imperfect the

force of * I was perishing (but did not actually perish).'

7. (Cp. Principle I. 1):

fir] eXOrj, originally expressing ' let him not come,' implied

and later on came to express the possibility of his coming : ov

denied this possibility, and BeSotKa expressed 'I fear this possi-

bility.' In Plato's hands p,)) djpotKOTepov y to d\i]6e<i elirelu

' it may possibly be rather booiish to speak the truth ' almost

expressed, thanks to the well-known elpwveia, what others with

more bluntness would have expressed by ' it certainly is so.*

8. ov irdvv was apparently like our 'not altogether,'

which originally expressed ' not perfectly,' but later on, thanks

to the tone and emphasis, can come to practically express what

it originally only implies, viz. ' not at all.' This expression

might have originally been used by the Greeks because it was

more refined and polite.
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9. et eTroiijaev r/8iKi]aei> dv (si fccissot errasset) : this cer-

taiuly (as a rule) practically expressed ' he did not do it,' but

such an idea must have come mainly by implication, and by

contrast with and differentiation from the form without av,

which never expressed this meaning. Of course originally the

implication must have come chiefly from knowledge external

to the sentence itself, el eTrolijaev did not in itself express ' he

did not do it ' (cp. el eTroltjaei' i]hiKi]aev, where ' he did not do

it' is not expressed), neither did rjSlKijaev av do this in itself

(cp. el irouja-eLep rjhiKi^aev av ' whensoever he did it he did

wrong,' where 'he did not do it' is not expressed) (v. further

under the Aorist and Imperfect Indicative).

10. TJie Inceptive Aorist: i/BaalXevcre, ivoaijae, ea-)(e,

meaning 'he began to reign,' 'he fell ill,' 'he came into posses-

sion.' Originally these words simply expressed a fact ' he was

king,' 'he was ill,' 'he had possession': but often, especially if

we do not hear of the man beiug ill, or being king, or being in

possession before a certain day, and if we hear of his being ill,

or being king, or being in possession after this day, the natural

implication is that he began to do these things ou this day.

11. Tt9 ovK olhe; qui.s nescitl originally, like so many

Rhetorical questions, asked for information, but ultimately

expresses, practically, a statement ' everyone knows.'

12. <l)r]fxt ae dirievai, and dico te abire (cp. Principle VII.

2), if modelled on KeXevco ae aTnevai and iubeo te abire, at first

had an abstract meaning like ' I mention your departure,' some-

times implying what later on they came to actually express,

' I say that you are going away.'

13. EnOIEI and EnOIHSE on Statues etc. The usual

ex})lanation is that EIIOIHSE meant 'A made this Statue'

whereas EIIOIEI called attention to the labour spent on the

task. Now besides the objection that no one could think of

writing on a picture ' A spent a great deal of trouble over this

—it may be bad, but it has taken a long time,' there is another

objection, viz. that EIIOIHSE would probably, by contrast,

have come to express ' A did not spend labour on the task.'

The meanings of evUa ' he is or was the victor ' (cp. eKpciret),

eriKTe ' she is or was the mother,' jj^Uei ' he is or was an
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offender against justice,' KadevScov (not 'while he was sleeping'

but) ' while he was a sleeper,' etc. etc., point to EHOIEI as

being the vivid and graphic form of iToii)Tri<; riv or iarl ' he is or

was the maker': the Greeks often preferred to express a person

as 'doing' something rather than as 'being' something, cp.

^aaiXevei 'he is king.' Any tense distinction between 'A

made this ' and ' A was the maker,' would disappear where the

emphasis fell so strongly on the person (A) that the verb

('made this' or 'was the maker') might almost have been

omitted.

In conclusion, then, it is possible that a certain construction

which originally expressed one meaning may, thanks to the

context, the tone, and the ea-pr'ession of face, and to developments

in negative sentences, etc., imply and later on (by constant asso-

ciation) come to often actually express some secondary meaning.

XI. Changes of time came as a rule through the

abstract and were helped out by the context :

1. eav eXdr] o-yjreTai 'if he comes (we seldom say 'if he

shall come'), he will see' ^ 'granting his coming ho will see':

hence eav eXdrj opa = ' granting or supposing his coming he

sees,' i.e. ' whenever he comes he sees ' (cp. Principle I. 7 and v.

under the Subjunctive and Optative).

2. el eXdoL, Ihoi av ' if he shall come he will see ' ^-

' granting or supposing his coming he will see '

: hence el eXdot

elhev (ai^) = ' granting or supposing his coming he saw,' i.e.

'whenever he came he saw' (cp. Principle I. 11 and v. under

the Subjunctive and Optative).

3. dirwXo^Tjv et /xe Xei^|rel<i means ' I am done for (cp. Latin

pei'ii si me adspcxerit) if you (shall) leave ' me

—

d7r(oX6/j,yu

originally meant ' I perished ' -^ ' my perishing is a fact ' : hence,

if the context makes it clear, 'my perishing is a future fact.'

4. uTretfxc originally meant ' my going away is a fact,' or

it simply connected 'me' with the idea of 'going away'-*

'my going away is a future fact' (the idea of futurity coming

fi-om the context) : cp. ' The other said " I go " and went not'

—

this explains the Deliberative Indicative irol (peuyofxef ; and (juo
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fiigimus ?—tho}^ are extensions from ^evyofxev and fngirnus,

meaning ' our flying is a fact,' hence ' our flying is a future

fact,' if the context made this clear: cp. (Horace)

sed bellicosis fata Quiritibus

hac lege dico, ue nimium pii...

tecta velint reparare Troiae,

where dico practically = dicam, because into the idea of 'my
telling is a fact ' the idea of ' a future fact ' is infused by the

context (ne... velint).

A good instance is queni metui moritura? (Vergil) meaning
' whom was I to fear as I was going to die ? '—metui meant

'my fearing was a fact' or connected 'me' with the idea of

' fearing in the past ' : the context (moritura etc ) shows that at

that past time alluded to the ' fearing' was future.

5. rogavi quid facerem, '^po/mrjv tI ttoioi/jli : originally ' I

asked what I was to do,' sometimes-*'! asked about my course

of action,' which sometimes, again, -^' I asked what I was

doing in the past'—if the context made this meaning clear :

6. oiofxat iToielv, originally ' I have an idea about the

doing '
-^' I think I am doing it,' ' I think I was doing it

'

(especially, if rore etc. were put in as a kind of augment), or

' I think I shall do it '—later on, the Aorist generally denoted

past time (Troiija-ai) and the 'Future' (Tronjaetv) future time,

leaving the Present to express contemporaneous time : so otofiai

evTv^ijaat -*' I think I shall be successful ' or ' T think I have

been successful,' from the abstract ' I have an idea about (my)

succeeding, or success': cp. 'he asked about the journey,' which

could (according to the context) mean a present, past, or future

journey.

7. si revenit reddani: English' 'if he returns I will

1 Those Grammarians (and they are too numerous) who call the many
English idioms of this nature ' loose inaccuracies,' etc., are on the wrong tack

:

the development from ' if he does this' to ' if his doing this is a fact ' and hence,

in certain contexts (e.g. ' if he does this he will die'), to ' if his doing this is a

future fact, ' is as perfectly natural as one could wish : similar explanations

apply to ' I would come if I had time,' ' he would have come when he saio you,'

'they will respect him when they nee him,' ' if the Lord himself had not been

on our side they had swallowed us up quick,' etc., etc. It is really a loose

inaccuracy to call a prevailing construction a loose inaccuracy !
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restore' has the same idiom : 'he returns' is future to, and not

contemporaneous with, the time of speaking : this is through

the abstract ' if his returning is a fact.'

8. trudebantur..ni..invasisset (Tacitus): 'they were being

thrust' -^' their being thrust was a fact or certainty,' which ^^

' their being thrust would have been a fact ' owing to the

context ' if something had not happened.'

There are other explanations of changes of time : (a) is

Roby's :

((/)
' tlKtt the present moment is on the borderland ofpast and

future and so can easily step into either territory '
: this sounds

right in the abstract, but in the concrete it means that ' I am
doing this at the present moment ' can easily step into the past

'I did this' (e.o-. 30 years ago) or into the future '1 will do

this' (e.g. 80 years hence): moreover this only explains the

present meaning a future or past—not dircoXo/jLrjv.

(h) 'that the future or the past is vividly called to the present,

in the same way that a picture of a past or future scene presents

that scene as if it were actually going on before our eyes' : this

suits some instances, especially the narrative present, and cp.

perhaps English * says he ' = ' said he ' : but it cannot always be

used as an explanation and does not explain d7T(o\6fMi)iK

Changes of voice also come fVom the abstract, as

a rule :

In French we get a development through the Reflexive :

e.g. il se casse 'it breaks itself is not so near a translation as

' it is broken.'

9. amabilis means 'suitable for loving others' or 'suitable

to be loved by others '—this comes from the abstract, which

can be paraphrased by ' admitting of, or suitable for, loving or

love.' Cp. English ' pitiful,' ' fearful '

:

10. aptus sequi, and aptus capl originally meant 'suitable

for following ' and ' suitable for taking '
: the first ^-the Active

'suitable for following others,' the second -*the Passive 'suit-

able for being taken ' (v. furtlu'r under the ' Infinitive ').
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11. a}'crOr](Tiv e-y^ei (cp. Aristotle) originally meant (in

bald English) 'it has or admits of perceiving' -^ (Xvirr]) aiaOrj-

(Tiv ex€i' '(pain) is or can be felt,' and also -^ (i^oO?) aia07](TLv

€')(€t, ' (the mind) feels or can feel.'

12. English ' / hang (the picture),' ' I ring (the bell)

'

seem to show that the verbs ' hang ' and ' ring ' were originally

Active: they may -*the Passive '(the picture) hangs' and
' (the bell) rings ' through the abstract ' has or is connected

with hanging or ringing ' : cp, the Greek Active form Xer^ei =
' thou art said.'

13. dederat comain diffundere, in early language 'she had

given her locks for a scattering about,' might develope into the

Passive 'to be scattered about' (perhaps in a context like ventis),

or into the Active ' to scatter things about ' in a context like

' wine-glasses on the table '
: the same applies to Greek eSoaav

[tottov Ttva] oiKelv ' they gave a place to be dwelt in, or inha-

bitetl ' (Passive), eSoaav [dvOpcoTrovi Tiva<;'] OLKelv ' they gave

some people to dwell ' (Active).

14. tlte Middle (q. v.) was either oi'iginally the same as the

Active in meaning, or else had an abstract force like ' I have or

am connected with a striking,' or 'I have or am connected with

a blow ' -*' I strike (others) ' or ' I am struck (by others).' ^

15. the Gerundive (q. v.) had originally an abstract force:

agendus 'connected with doing' \iroi7}T6<i\ ^-meaning, according

to the context, ' doing ' (cp. (?) volvendis mensibus), Active, or

' being done' (cp. (?) cupidus huius rci agendae), or 'to be done'

(cp. haec res est mihi agenda ' this thing is for me connected

with doing' -*'this thing has to be done by me').

16. Tlie Participle in -tas in Latin was originally ab-

stract (cp. maturato opus est ' there is need of a hastening
'),

and it meant, also, ' connected with doing,' but came to be

mostly confined to past time : it sometimes -^Active pransus

' having dined,' usus ' having used,' but generally -»-the Passive

actus 'having been done': cp. the Greek tXt^to? 'enduring'

and aTXrjTo^ ' not to be endured.'

1 Mr Middleton in an Essay on Analogy in Syntax (wliicli contains many
useful instances) says that the Middle ^the Passive was due to 'Contamination

of Function '—no more ! !

!
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17. In certain kinds of English we find 'a-going' meaning
' going ' (Active), but we also find ' the ark was a preparing

'

meaning ' was being prepared ' (Passive).

18. The development of the Reflexive from the Abstract

is quite easy : if we say ' he had a bath,' 'he had a shave '

(?),

' he had a feed ' the natural conclusion generally is that he

bathed himself, shaved himself, or fed himself, unless anything

tells us that such was not the case. The same will also apply

to the Greek and Latin Reflexive (v. further under the Voices).

19. ferendum, the neuter of the Adjective ferendus -a -um

(v, above 14), and used as an abstract verbal noun, meant ' a

carrying': it could dovelope into the Active or Passive according

to the context; e.g. utilis ad ferendum 'useful for carrying'

would be Active when it applied to an omnibus and Passive

when it applied to a walking-stick.

XII. Constructions (especially in Homer and Plautus)

iv)deli fairly admit of botJi the old and the new meaning, may he

classed as possible transition iisages :

(1) 6 KTeiva<i : originally the Aorist was timeless, and

derived any idea of time from the context : in the Greek Indi-

cative the augment acted as the context to denote a sign-post

of past time : the original meaning of the Participle would be
' the slayer '—cp. o BovXwadfievo^ ' the enslaver '—this -^' the

man who did slay in the past' in a context like airWavev : 6

KTe[va<i here can be put down to a transition stage, between

'the slayer' (abstract) and 'the man who slew '(past): cp.

^dpiaat fioi (XTroKpivd/jLevof; ' do me a favour by answ^aing ' [not

' first answer me and then do me a favour '], eXade 'iTou]aa's or

\a6(t)v eTToiriae ' he was not observed in doing it' or 'he did it

without being observed '

: these instances show that the Aorist

was originally timeless and abstract

—

tovto irou'jaaq u-nrfKOe

shows how the Aorist can now often express past time. A transi-

tion stage between the old timeless use and the use to express

past time may possibly be seen in olha tovto ^evofxevov ' I know
of the occurrence of this event ' or ' I know that this event

took place in the past.'

M. T. 5
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(2) The Homeric Article was originally apparently a de-

monstrative pronoun: ?;
8' a/xa rolai, <yvvr] Kiev meant originally

' and she, viz. the woman, went with them '
; this seems to show

one old sense of the article : whereas avrap eVet^' 6 jipwv can

be more safely referred to a transition stage between ' then he,

viz. the old man,' and ' then the old man.'

(3) (a) rrjv S' 67C0 01) Xvaco irplv fx,tv kol yijpa'i eireicriv

(v. under Chapter II.) : Leaf and most others print this with a

semicolon after Xvaco, giving it the old meaning ' I will not

release here : old age shall come upon her first '—others say

that irplv is here a conjunction as much as ' in order that,' and

that we have here one sentence and not two. It is safer to

call this possibl}' a ti'ansition stage, with a meaning between

the old and the new.

(b) The same may be said of ov rrplv KaraSvcrofieda irplv

fiopaifxoi' Tjixap eTreXOr], Od. 10. 174, where the possible old

meaning ' we will not go down first : first the day of doom
must come,' and the new meaning ' we will not go down (first)

before it come ' seem to us equally admissible : especially if we
suppose the first irplv or irporepov or ttq) etc., to have been at

one time usually essential to the meaning : v. //. 18. 134, and

survivals in e.g. Herodotus (ov irporepov Travaofiai Trplv rj eXco)

and Sophocles (toG fiy irporepov rovce reivat... irplv oS' e^rjKOL

'X^povo'i) (for it does not seem natural to begin with a plain

denial ' we shall not go down ' if the practical meaning is ' we

shall go down—but not till...': however natural it may seem

to say :
' I won't go : I'll be hanged first,' if the practical

meaning is ' I won't go at all ') : then, when once the meaning

had, by constant usage, become clear without the first Trpiv,

etc., its form could still be retained, but its formal expression

does not necessarily prove that a paratactic meaning was still

the only one (cp. Be in the apodosis, which is liable to misin-

terpretation if we do not realise Principle I.).

(c) ovSe fiiv avarrjaei<; irplv kol kokov aWo irddrjada, II.

24. 551. Here it is possible to see an original paratactic mean-

ing (though, perhaps, the objection given in (h) suggests that

the expression of the first irpiv, etc., had now become unneces-

sary, and that therefore the meaning of irpiv had already at
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least approximated to ' until ') : but, beside the paratactic ' nor

wilt thou raise him (yet); thou art first to suffer ill besides ' it

is impossible to exclude the hypotactic 'nor wilt thou... until,'

and we may perltaps call this a possible transition usage.

Such a method seems to avoid dogmatism and absolutism

where they are out of place, and to give some concrete expla-

nation of the history of such constructions, and may be found

useful especially in Homer, where we seem to often have the

old, transitional, and new construction side by side (v. e.g.

the uses of ' Prepositions,' ' Conjunctions,' ' Relative pronouns,'

etc.). We cannot gauge "Homer's" exact feeling so precisely

as to say that each construction is certainly old only, or new

only ; and, besides this, if the old became the new, it probably

did not become so except by gradual stages, and an absolute

division into ' old ' and ' new ' practically denies the present

existence of any intermediate use.

XIII. The meaning conveyed by a case or mood
etc. must often be distinguished from the meaning
conveyed by the governing word :

1. egeo iiiedecind : Bet (mol tov larpov : always called

Ablative of separation : the idea of separation or want lies in

the egeo and not in medecina ; the case therefore does not

express separation as its present meaning but perhaps ' that

in respect of which ' the want is felt or medecina = medecinam.

2. si valet bene est, el tovto iroiel dSiKel : valet is usually

called an Indicative of supposition : but valet really expresses a

fact, and si a supposition.

3. Sume 'Partitive' Genitives (v. Principle VIII. 4 (a)):

fiepo<i TOV o\ov, pars Italiae : the idea of part lies not in

the Genitive but in the governing word fiepo'i—the Genitive

here is perhaps of the same kind as in ' double of tiie whole

'

(contrast ircofxa Trora/jiou 'a drink of a part of the river'), 'a

part of the whole whole '—cp. koivcovw twv XRVH^'^'^f^^
' I give a

share of the whole money,' av/x/xeTia^a) t?/? alrLa<i ' I have a

share of the whole blame.' Kparo) aov is called ([uasi-partitive

to mean ' I have a partial victory over you ' as opposed to

vLKw ere ' I have a complete victory over you '—so Kparw aov
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' I have the victory over a part of you ' would correspond to the

small class irojfxa TTora/jLov ' a drink of" part of the river '

—

according to this view (as I have already pointed out under

VIII. 4 (a)) the large class of Genitives with verbs has a tiny

class of Genitives with Substantives corresponding to it. Gram-

marians have mixed up the two classes /u-epo? tov o\ov and

TToofia TTora/jLou into one class, under one name ' Partitive,' and

then they have applied this name to Genitives with verbs.

The objections to Grimm's theory are, then:

(a) The ' partitive ' meaning generally makes nonsense :

e.g. aladdvoixai rovTov : ^aatXevco tovtcov : e(f)l€cr6aL ttXovtov :

K.VK\0)7r0^ K€^6\(OTat.

(b) It separates alaOdvofxai tovtov from al'at>j](7L<; tovtov:

^aaiXevco tovtcov from l3acn\ev<i tovtcov : ec^Uadat ttXovtov

from 6/3(09 ttXovtov.

(c) The class of partitive Genitives with Substantives is

small, and so with verbs it would be necessarily small also.

4. ' Bativds Conimodi et IncoiiiiuocW : very many gram-

marians put under this heading instances where the idea

of benefiting or injuring either lies in the governing word

(e.g. 'help' 'resist' 'friendly' 'hostile') or was not present

in the speaker's mind at all, i.e. instances where the Dative

had no idea of benefit or injury but simply expressed the

person or thing affected by an action : e.g. (a) quid facies

huic ? is classed under this heading by Kennedy, and also

(6) the Dative of the Possessor with est, where the writer

really spoke of a person as (a) acted upon and as (6) possessing,

without stating the ' action upon him ' or the ' possession

'

to be for his interest or the reverse.

5. Goodwin (p. 142) calls the tense in et ti<; tovtov tt'lol

ciTreOvrjaKev a tense expressing 'a ciistomari/ or repeated action :

if he has any reason for saying this, it is that the general sense

seems to imply that 'this' might have been frequently 'drunk
' whoever]

of.' But surely in ' if any one] drank of this, he died ' there

coidd be no idea of ' whoever drank of this repeatedly or

habitually died
'

; apply the case to a man A.— ' A. drank of
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this': the apodosis will be ' A. then died' not 'A. frequently

died.' The Imperfect and Aorist found here probably ex-

pressed simply a fact which resulted whenever the protasis was

fulfilled, i.e. when any one drank of this, it was a fact or con-

sequence that he died. Repetition is expressly avoided by

such conditional sentences : if I say ' whenever you did it you

did wrong,' whatever I imply I do not state that you frequently

did wrong-, for suppose you say ' I did it once '—then the

apodosis is not ' you frequently did wrong,' but (granting your

doing it once) 'you did wrong once.' Goodwin misses half the

point of the general condition by saying that the tense definitely

states what really the whole sentence even does not go beyond

implying.

6. In te ut ulla res frangat! the 'Subjunctive' does not

express indignation, etc. by itself, any more than in el yap

eXdoi the Optative expresses a wish by itself: the indignation

probably lay in the tone and in the ' aposiopesis ' originally, in

'O that anything should crush you (is terrible),' 'O if he should

come (I should rejoice) '; for the non-expression of the words in

brackets v. Principle VII.

7. In epx^rai oirw^ tovto I'Stj how far is it the Subjunctive

(Goodwin, p. 3), or ottoj? and the Subjunctive, which expresses

' purpose ' ?

8. It is very frequently stated (by practically every Gram-

marian, in fact) that when a ' Preposition ' governs a case, then

that case expresses generally the meaning which the ' preposi-

tion ' expresses. To take instances, in constructions like ab

oppido, in urbe, ad urbem, diro and e/c t?;9 -rroXew;, ev rrj iroXei,

et<? rrjv iroXiv, oppid5 and 7rdX.e&)<? are said to always express

' place from which,' urbe and iroXet ' place where,' and urbem

and TToXiv 'place to wdiich': is this so, at any rate in most of

the instances ? is not the case-relation expressed by these

words (}uite different to what it once was ? This is really a

most important question in tlic Syntax of the Cases, and I

suggest this view as to the present meanings : ab oppido {(itto

and e« TJ/f TroXeo)^) are nearly logically eijuivalent to the old

construction of the simple Ablatives of the stems of these two
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words (cp. e.g. Sanskrit case-uses): i.e. in ab oppido, ab shows

the relation of the idea of ' town ' to some other word or words

in the sentence, just as in oppidod the od (roughly speaking)

once showed the relation of ' town ' to some other word or

words in the sentence. This can scarcely be denied. To say

then that, in ab-oppido, oppido itself always expresses ' place

from which' is akin to saying that, in oppidod (oppido -|- od),

oppido always expressed 'place from which.' Surely in most

instances the case-meaning of ' place from which ' has left the

case-ending and the stem and now is expressed by the 'preposition'

and hy that alone: the stem and case-ending have, as a rule, no

more definite meaning of ' place whence ' here than the pure

stem once had without its Ablative ending -od.

I should suggest that in perhaps the majority of the

Classical instances (including most of those above) the case-

endings did not, in themselves, express any longer the same

meanings which the ' prepositions ' express : the case-endings

often have about as definite a meaning in themselves as la ville

would have with 'prepositions' like de, dans, and a, etc.

XIV. Because two forms are different it does not

follow, ipso facto, that their meanings are always differ-

ent, or even that their meanings are sometimes differ-

ent. Some grammarians start with the notion that different

forms must necessarily have different meanings, and, on the

strength of some few instances in which a difference of meaning

is or seems to be present, formulate a hard and fast rule as to

when one construction should be used, and when the other

should be used.

The Greeks often ' desired some new thing ' even within

the limits of a single sentence. Again ; time throughout

which, within which, and at which, are more or less distinct

in positive sentences, but in a negative sentence (e.g. 'through-

out, within, the night, or at night, she does not sleep ') the

distinction often disappears : again, what is the case-distinction

between TreptTeWo/mevai^ 6)paL<; and ireptrrXofjievoiv ivtavrwv ?

between vvkt6<; and vuktl, between ttou ; and eu rivt tottw
;

between egeo medecinam, medecina, and medecinae, between
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potior regni and potior regno ? This list might be easily

extended.

It must be borne in mind that new constructions are

not always created to fill a gap, and to express a meaning

not already expressed by any form : often we have a natural and

clear construction to express a certain thing (e.g. in Sanskrit,

the Ablative with words like ' separated '), and yet another

construction is made because people could not help making

it—it was such a natural analogical extension—(e.g., in

Sanskrit, the Instrumental with words like 'separated,' on the

analogy of the Instrumental with words like ' united ').

One principle underlying syncretistic or compound parts of

speech is not so much that a certain idea (once expressed by a

certain form) ceased to require to be expressed, as that some

othei' form came to express that idea; and so the first form

ultimately often died out, or became ' contaminated ' with the

second form, etc.

ADDENDA.

A. Addendum to Principle IV {Logical and Formal

Grcwimar)

:

1. Some uses of /x/] in Greek (cp. IV. 1 b).

The fx?) iu €Kptve /i?) 'AplaTO)vo<i eivai A')]fiap't]Tov TralSa

(Herodotus) was perhaps due to eKpcve fii) eluai being originally

logically equivalent to 'he stated in reply the fact of. ..not

being' (cp. the regular to fj,r)...€Tvai...). The same will apply

to 1X7] with words of ' swearing ' (originally meaning ' I swear

the fact of this thing not being so '—cp. to /xrj tovto elvat) and

of 'denying,' partly due, originally, to contamination—v. Prin-

ciple X.—of ' I state the fact of this thing not being so,' and of

' I deny the fact (jf this thing being so': indeed to is sometimes

found in this construction, but it nuist be remembered that

when the construction began probal)ly the 'Article' was still
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to a gi'eat extent deictic ami had not yet fully acquired the

meaning which it expresses here.

2. Some uses of the Latin Participle (cp. IV. 1 (a) and

IV. 2, pp. 37, 38).

Kennedy says that in instances like T. Manlius locutus fertur

(Livy), fertur Prometheus coactus (Horace), Graecia collisa

narratur (Horace), creditur velificatus Athos (Juvenal), etc.,

esse is always omitted. I doubt this. Was not the origin of

these constructions, in some instances, the original looical

equivalence of the noun + participle to e.g. ' the speaking of

Manlius '
* the compelling of Prometheus '

' the crushing of

Greece '
' the studding of Athos with sails ' etc. ? The ultimate

meaning may be different. Such instances may sometimes be

partly due to Greek influence, but are really natural extensions

from constructions like (a) mortuos Caesar.

B. Addendum to Principle VII {on supplying Definite

words)

:

el ryap expressing a wisJi (cp. VII. 3, p. 50), e.g. el ryap eXdoi:

here, perhaps, in early times the same construction was used

which would have been used had an expression like ' I should

(have) rejoice(d)' been actually expressed. There was no need

to express it, owing to the voice, gesture, and context, etc.

The ultimate meaning may be, 'O would that he would come !'



APPENDIX TO PRINCIPLES II. AND III.'

(Appendix I.)

On referring to their origins the constructions of

Amalgamated or Syncretistic parts of speech: e.g. the

Greek 'Genitive' and 'Dative,' the Latin 'Genitive' 'Ablative,'

'Perfect' and 'Subjunctive:' (v. Chapter ii. and the Cases).

It may be said, by way of preface, that syncretism evidently

has two possible beginnings to work from,

(1) connexion of forms, and

(2) connexion of meanings: and that when two forms have

become ultimately identical in some constructions or have

(originally or by later development) identical meaning in some

constructions, then the tendency may be for the forms to

become identical in other constructions also, and for the

meanings to become identical in other constructions also

:

e.g. suppose a form A denotes a + b + c + d + e, and a form B
denotes e +/+ g + h +i, A and B have a neutral ground e,

using which as a stepping stone A may extend over /, g etc.,

and conversely B may extend over d, c etc.; or again, suppose A
comes to have sometimes (e.g. in some one declension) the

same form as B, then A may come to borrow B's form else-

where (e.g. in some other declension) or vice versa.

Now ever since Delbriick's pamphlet (18(J(S) on the uses of

the Locative, Instrumental, and Ablative in early or Vedic

Sanskrit, down to the new Edition of Allen and Greenough's

Latin Grammar (1889) and that of Monro's Homeric Grammar

(1891), it has been almost universally thought correct to refer

^ Much of this Ajipendix is a repetition and taniplification of Ciiaptor ii., and

of the Cases (Chapter iv.).

M. T. a
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well-nigh every construction of mixed cases to only one original

source, without, as a rule, considering whether the forms

justify the conclusion. The fact is to be emphasised that,

where there are two or more views as to the original source

to which a construction is to be referred, the different views

are almost tliough not quite invariably given (as by King and

Cookson) as alternatives, or as difficult to decide between

(and difficulty implies ultimate possibility), not as ' both

equally possible or probable in the present state of our

evidence.'

The treatment of the Latin 'Ablative' may be considered

first, because it is fairly typical of the treatment of syncretistic

parts of speech. It is almost entirely on the ground of

Delbrlick's collection of uses of the Ablative, Locative, and

Instrumental, in early or Vedic Sanskrit (possibly 2000 B.C.)

that grammarians down to Allen and Greenough (1889) have

reassigned almost every construction of the Latin Ablative to

one of the three cases only, or, occasionally, to a second source

as an alternative. The following table is from Allen and

Greenough, p. 245 : for a brief criticism v. the middle of this

Appendix.

/ 1. Of Separation, Privation, and Want.

I
2. Of Source (participles of origin, etc.).

3. Of Cause (with gaudeo, dignus, etc.).

4. Of Agent (with ab after Passives).

5. Of Comparison (' than ').

1. Of Manner, Means, and Instrument.

2. Of Accompaniment (with cum).

3. Of Objects of the deponents utor, etc.

4. Of Degree of Difference.

5. Of Quality (with adjectives).

6. Of Price and Exchangfe.

1. Ablative (from) -!

Instrumental

Ablative (with)

3. Locative Abla-

tive (in, on, at)

^ 7. Of Specification.

1. Of Place where.

2. Of Idiomatic expressions.

3. Of Time and Circumstance.

4. Ablative Absolute.
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According to this table, the fusion must have been almost

entirely the result of these three cases having had some forms

ultimately indistinguishable. A somewhat similar treatment

of the ' Ablative ' appears in practically every grammar which

attempts any Comparative Syntax, and this treatment is left

uncriticised in Reviews, i.e. it is tacitly accepted as correct and

up to date in England.

When, however, we consider on what principles this treat-

ment rests, and what extraordinary things its supporters must

admit in order to justify it, the inevitable results are simply

astounding. The present and orthodox doctrine in England is

practically this, when reduced to its legitimate conclusions

:

" Early Sanskrit (of perhaps 2000 B.C.) used the three cases

to express certain relations : therefore it is certain that Latin

(say of 100 B.C.) used these same cases to express these same

relations : in Latin the three cases amalgamated, almost entirely

owing to their sometimes having the same ultimate form : but

we still attribute almost every construction of the amalgamated

three cases (occasionally with difficulty) to some single one of

the three, regardless of what its form may happen to be."

Some of the most obvious and important objections are here

suggested

:

1. 1\\ later (i.e. Classical) and even in early Sanskrit, we

find not only the single case to which Allen and Greenough

refer many constructions, but also, with little or no difference

of meaning, one or both of the other two cases used occasionally

or frequently : e.g. the Absolute construction is occasionally

Instrumental as well as Locative, Accompaniment is occasionally

Locative as well as Instrumental, and Cause is sometimes Abla-

tive, sometimes Locative, and sometimes Instrumental; v. further

in the middle of this Appendix, and in Appendix II. This

fact is, by itself, sufficient to render a great portion of the

Table in Allen and Greenough inadequate and incorrect.

2. If we consider the following rough design of a section

of the Indo-European family, as the latest theories suggest

that it may have been, we shall best see the truth of the

matter :

a 2
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The details of Geographical position, etc. are not represented here : only
an exceedingly rough approximation to accuracy is intended.

Umbriau
Earliest records

perhaps 300 b. c. (?)

Represents a Dialect of the single language, just as

' Doric' is a Dialect of Greek, and Oscan of Italian.

N.B. Some would place Armenian differently.

When Italian and Greek, and Greek and Sanskrit + Zend,

were, as it seems probable tliey were, neighbouring dialects of

a single language, differences of usage, both in forms and in

syntax, may have already begun. Then the 'Aryan' or 'Asiatic'

group moved away from Europe to Asia, and, when we first

find it, it has already developed for such a long time by itself,

and separately from Greek and still more from Italian, that (very

roughly speaking) the important sound-changes of the vowels

e and o to short a, and of e and o to a, and of k to (;, have

been already accomplished : those who realise the gradual and

almost imperceptible character of phonetic change can best

realise the length of time which we must allow for these and

other hardly less important growths. In the face of this

evidence of a long development of Sanskrit, which was separate

and different, phonetically, from that of Greek and Latin, no

one has a right to say that the syntax of Greek and Latin of

2000 B.C. was exactly the same as that of Sanskrit of 2000 B.C.;

yet, even if we were to grant this identity, we could not ignore

the probability of developments in Latin, distinct from the
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usages of old Sanskrit, between 2000 B.C. and 100 B.C. This

will be more fully discussed below.

And it is not a consideration of Phonetics merely as Phonetics

which opposes such a conclusion ; for i^honetics probably have

an important influence on the development of Syntax. If we
look at the forms of the Dative and Locative in Sanskrit and

Latin, we see that Latin -i might look like both a Locative of

the o- declension, or of the i- declension, and a Dative of the

consonant-declension, and the form -is in the a- and o- declensions

might possihly be phonetically both Dative (a -f ai -F s -^ ais -*

ais -* is ; o + ai + s ^^ ois -^ ois -^ is) and Locative (a + i -F s -^ ais

^"is; oi or ei + s-^is), whereas there was not this identity of

form in Sanskrit. Again, if we look at the forms of the Ablative,

Locative, and Instrumental, in Sanskrit and Latin, the final d of

the Ablative did not disappear in Sanskrit, but did, in Latin,

at any rate after long vowels : again, the Instrumental and

Locative did not, phonetically, become ultimately identical in

form in the consonant-declension in Sanskrit, and present other

differences also.

The influence of the many diverse phonetic conditions of

Sanskrit and Latin Syntax is not to be ignored. And, besides

this, there were other important differences in the conditions

under which Sanskrit and Latin Syntax developed—such as

differences of scenery, climate, and food, neighbouring countries

and peoples, political constitution, and customs, and character,

and manners of thought : such differences of conditions consti-

tute the chief reasons why no two languages have exactly the

same development. Thus, if ever Volapiik were spoken by all

nations, after a hundred years it would probably have diverged

into many different dialects of Volapiik, and hence into many
different lancruages.

And even this list of the differeut conditions of Sanskrit

and Latin is not exhaustive.

A. Early Sanskrit Syntax was in a more prunitive state of

development than Latin Syntax of 100 B.C.

(a) To a great extent simple cases are used rather than pre-

positions governing cases: in fact a great number of adverbs
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have not yet developed fully into prepositions, but are still

adverbs, in the main (and (1) ad<led to define and strengthen

a relation already (?) expressed by the simple case, or else

(2) combining with a verbal to form a new notion which

governs a simple case, or else (3) governing a case by them-

selves as many adverbs can, cp. ' together ' + instrumental
' with ;

' ' away ' + ablative ' from ;
'

' near ' + accusative ' to ; ' 'in

the neighbourhood '+genitive 'of:' and v. under the Accusative).

And it is of the utmost importance to realise that the definite

meaning expressed by a simple case was, as a rule, at any

rate ultimately different to the meaning of a case when really

'governed' by a preposition. There is a great gulf between

the meaning of Carthagine ' at Carthage,' Roma ' from Rome,'

where the 'at'- notion, and the 'from'- notion, lie practically in

the case-endings themselves, and of urbe, and oppid(3, in e.g. in

urbe, ab oppid5, where the ' at '- notion, and the ' from '- notion

lie almost entirely in the prepositions. We can easily define

the case-relation of Carthagine and Roma to the verb: can we
in the same way define the case-relation of urbe and oppido

to in and ab, in e.g. in urbe, ab oppido ? (v. under the Cases).

There are other phases of an early date in the other depart-

ments of Syntax : the development of Parataxis into Hypotaxis

is still in its infancy except that the ' Relative ' is a real

Relative, and not a Demonstrative or Indefinite or Inter-

rogative Pronoun, etc. In particles and in the subjunctive and

optative we can still easily see the old paratactic meaning, even

if it is no longer the meaning, or the only meaning, which the

construction conveys. In the 'article' we can still easily see

the meaning of a demonstrative or personal pronoun, even if it

is no longer the meaning, or the onlj- meaning, which it

conveys. Sentences are generally short, and connected by

simple 'and,' 'but,' 'then,' etc. if connected formally; they are

not woven into complex and artistic periods.

And, to return to the cases, not only does early Sanskrit, as

a rule, denote a definite relation by a case-suffix, while in

Latin the preposition often extends over the old function of

the case-suffix, and leaves the case-suffix sometimes little,

sometimes nothing, of its old force, not only is there this vastly
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different meaning denoted by the case-relation according to

whether it is governed by a preposition, or a simple case not

governed by a preposition, but

(h) In early Sanskrit a variety of constructions (as of

forms) exist side by side often with little or no difference of

ultimate meaning: in a later stage of language some might

be dropped in some declensions, and others in other declen-

sions, or other equally important developments might take

place.

(c) As time and civilisation go on, so the need for the

expression of new ideas arises : and new ideas can be conveyed

either by forming new creations, or by analogical extensions

from already existing creations. For instance, one point of

view from which price was at first regarded (perhaps as the

means of obtaining something) might possibly have altered in

a thousand years or so, and this alteration niight have given

rise to a new construction. Even if Latin did once use only

the Instrumental to express ' price,' how can we tell that Latin

never used any other case, or even that, before historic times,

another case did not extend over and swamp the Instru-

mental ?

The possibility may be illustrated by the following figure

Instrumental-

Locative

(d) In Course of time, even though a language may

already have a construction which denotes a certain meaning

(e.g. an Ablative to denote 'parted from') quite clearly, it may

yet extend some other construction (by analogy) to express this

same meaning as well (e.g. an Instrumental to express ' parted

with' on the analogy of phrases like 'no longer united with:')

such analogical extensions are unavoidable, even if some may

think them 'unnecessary:' v. Principle XIV.

These and others are differences between the earlier and later

stages even of a single language, and not unlike those between

the language of Homer and the language of Demosthenes.
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And, if an early stage of Sanskrit has been shown above to

differ in its conditions from an early stage of Latin, and if an

early stage of a language from a later stage of the same

languaire, how ixioat will be the difference in the conditions

of development between an early stage of Sanskrit and a later

stage of Latin

!

Besides the difference between the early and later stages

of development there are also what we may roughly call

B. Literary differences between Sanskrit and Latin : some

are suggested here.

{a) Sanskrit abounds in compounds. Some Tat-purusa

compounds normally contain a noun in the second part defined

by a noun-stem in the first part, and, logically, governing it

almost invariably in the way in which a noun governs another

noun in the genitive. Though grammarians say that the first

noun defines the second noun in other case-relations, in reality

there will be found to be scarcely any instances where a

genitive would not be the possible, or even the nearest, syn-

tactical equivalent. What a vast difference it might have

made to the Latin cases had Latin preferred compounds like

igniuomus to syntactical expressions like ignis *uomitor, or qui

uomat ignem.

(b) Early (and much of later) Sanskrit is poetry, and to a

great extent the language of prayer and praise, and so its

Syntax should be considered from a very different standpoint

to that from which we consider a Syntax which Prose usage

has narrowed down into certain channels : a glance at Cicero

beside Catullus or Lucretius shows how different the Syntax of

Prose is from the Syntax of Poetry belonging to the same

epoch
;
poetry, in its forms and constructions, is varied and

free ; it can use the new or the old, the strict and conventional

or the boldly extended, the lucid or the suggestive. Latin

Prose has this variety and freedom curtailed, and is, above all

things, unmistakeably clear and explicit.

Other features, especially prominent in later Sanskrit, are

e.g. the use of the Instrumental and Passive in preference
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to the Noiniiiative aud the Active, the almost entire absence

of 'oblique speech' owing to the use of ' iti ' (which almost

answers to our inverted commas), the Accusatival Infinitive,

the growth of an Indeclinable Participle (originally Instru-

mental of a verbal noun, cp. Latin it volando), and the Participle

used with the meaning of a finite verb.

If, then, we consider what right we have to say that, be-

cause early Sanskrit developed an Instrumental use to express

some relations, therefore Latin did so, and never developed any

other, we find that this cannot be proved even if Latin be the

direct descendant, instead of the somewhat distant cousin, of

Sanskrit. Allen and Greenough's view savours strongly of the

old illusion that, because Sanskrit has the oldest extant litera-

ture, therefore it is, if not the parent language, yet more like

to it, in every respect, than Greek or Latin ; it further seems

to imply that the cousin (or son?) in Italy never developed any

construction without first seeing whether the cousin (or fixther?)

in India had developed it

!

3. An obvious question is : Can we not, in any one lan-

guage, conjecture why two or more parts of speech have

amalgamated ? Can we not infer from this why the three

cases in Latin amalgamated more or less closely ?

Now, by way of preface, two things may be said

:

I. The only classification which the strict Philologist can

accept is probably the classification by forms—(though even

this is apt to be dangerous, if carried out without excessive

caution, v. end of this Appendix, and also Appendix V.). If

we have a Genitive form wkto^;, or a Genitive form Kvpov

airoOavovTO'i {uTrrjXdev), or a Genitive form ttov ; we must,

strictly, classify it as probably a Genitive, even if it seem to us

to have the present meaning of an original Locative : and, if

we carry out this principle (with more reservations than Modern

Philology thinks it essential to make), if we are so strict as

to call vvKT6<i, Kvpov airoOavovTO^;, and ttov; Genitives, al-

though they may now have the meaning of original Locatives,

what must we call e.g. animi, mensae, Trarpl, but Locatives,

and, very possibly, Locatives only : if their meaning does not
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seeiii to us Locative, then it is because we do not realise how
far a Locative might extend under the influence of the Prin-

ciples of Development in language, such as Analogy, Contami-

nation, Implication, etc. Of one thing we may be quite

sure—a form had its own meaning and was not used simply

because some other form had, or had had, the same meaning,

but because it had tins meaning itself. If another form

had, or had had, the same meaning, this must be regarded

as an incidental circumstance rather than as a cause. This

should be a commonplace, but we are told that ' the genitive

TrehloLo {deeiv) is used because ' (not although !)
' the case-

meaning here originally was expressed by the Instrumental

case-form.' We must, strictly, on the principle here maintained

(which perhaps often excludes mere considerations of conveni-

ence), call simus optative, because it is still optative in form, even

ifitmay have sometimes extended over an originally subjunc-

tive meaning, and we must call feramus subjunctive, because it

is subjunctive in form, even if it may have sometimes extended

over an originally optative meaning. If we once begin to classify

by meanings, saying that a certain construction has an optative

meaning only, and another construction a subjunctive meaning

only, we shall often have to maintain theories against facts

:

whereas, if we classify by forms (and make the necessary

reservations), we have phonetic law as our strong fortress

against criticism, and besides this we are consistent : for, if we
always call Sanskrit optative forms optatives, even when they

may have a meaning originally denoted by the subjunctive, we

must do the same with Latin optative forms.

II. Secondly, we should imagine, a priori, that, if two

forms expressed originally or ultimately identical meanings in

some or many constructions, then in these constructions and

hence, by analogical extension, in others also, one of three

things might happen, though of course the two forms might

continue to be used, side by a side, with a meaning generally

identical, and perhaps occasionally different, owing to traces

of an original meaning or owing to later differentiation.

1 . The two individual forms might be fused, by contamina-

tion, into one single form made up of elements of both.
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2. One tbrin might be disused, partially or wholly, in some
constructions, and the other form might be disused in other

constructions : v. under the Cases.

3. One form might be disused altogether (or only survive

in fossilised expressions no longer associated with the con-

structions to which they originally belonged) and the other form

might (with these exceptions) be used everywhere.

On the other hand we should perhaps imagine that, even if

the forms became identical by phonetic law, still, if the meanings
were not ultimately identical, the one form would continue to

be used with its two meanings kept quite distinct. Of course

I do not maintain this as certainty. But we see that amare
' be thou loved,' amare ' thou art loved,' and amare the

infinitive are (at any rate ultimately) identical in form, yet

they have no identity of meaning parallel to mente from a

possibly Locative origin, and mente from a possibly Instrumental

origin. That identity of meaning can arise from mere identity

of form all by itself is, generally speaking, prima facie improbable.

Let us first take the Latin Aorist and Perfect Indicative,

and consider what were, possibly or probably, the early forms

of these two tenses in Latin : of course tenses were not as a

general rule formed by adding terminations to stems, but by
analogical extensions from a few primitive types and so on :

but the analytical method is more convenient to us, if used

with all due restrictions ; again, the changes produced by the

union of the final letter of the stem with the initial letter

of the termination (which were probably Indo-European) are

not represented here. The table is from Conway, with a good
many alterations. It is far from certain, as o28a seems to be

made the crucial test of what the diphthong in the first syllable

was : whereas Latin i and Sanskrit e can equally well go back
to ei, an Ablaut variation.

PERFECT ACTIVE. PERFECT MIDDLE. AORIST.

noid-m uid-ai e ueid<?sm e deiksm
iioid-tha uid-sai eueidass e deikss

uoid-et uid-tai e ucid,7st e deikst

iiid-iuos e ueidasmos e deiks-[,<]mos

uid-te(s) e ueid,7ste(s) e deiks-te(s)

uid-nt(i) e ueidc^snt e deiksnt
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It will be seen that, according to Phonetic Law, perhaps

the two tenses are or become identical in, practically, no single

fonn^ : that is to say, the ultimate amalgamation of the forms of

aorist and perfect in the sigmatic perfect must have originated

not from any identity of form, but from partial and possibly,

by analogical extension, complete identity of meaning. Looking

at the forms, which are sometimes a mixture of active aorist

and active and middle perfect forms, sometimes (possibly) a

mixture of the active and middle forms of the perfect only

(any dogmatism is quite out of place), we cannot suppose them

to have been produced by anything else but the originally or

ultimately (complete or almost complete) identity of the mean-

ing of these two tenses of the Indicative.

Let us now take the Latin ' Subjunctive.' Here we find

forms which are either optative (e.g. simus) or subjunctive

(e.g. feramus) used with no difference of meaning, or with

practically no difference of meaning, i.e. we know as a certain

fact that, whether the surviving form be optative or sub-

junctive, the meaning is the same. And yet, phonetically, it is

possible that there was hardly any identity between the forms

of subjunctive and optative (but v. Appendix III.). Here again,

then (just within the limits of possibility), we must suppose an

original or ultimate identity of meaning (whether complete or

partial) to be the chief cause of the identity of the meanings

of the forms which survive, whether they be optative or sub-

junctive.

Thirdly, let us take the Sanskrit subjunctive and optative :

in early Sanskrit \ve(?) may perhaps see a distinction in the use

of the subjunctive and optative, vaguely corresponding to the

distinction in the use of the Greek subjunctive and optative in

Homer. Or else we see their meanings practically identical.

Lastly, we have the almost entire disuse of the subjunctive

forms, except with certain stereotyped forms and meanings (e.g.

as an 'Imperative' 1st person singular), and the regular use of

the optative forms with the meaning which optative and sub-

junctive could once both convey almost e([ually well. Here

' Perhaps the root-aorist ought also to be considered: for it might possibly

become identical with the Perfect e.g. in the first person plural : v. Appendix IV.
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again there is no identity of form: it is the identity of meaning

which causes the subjunctive form to practically drop out as

being unnecessary ; on a somewhat similar principle we do not

use two pairs of cricket boots for one cricket match.

Fourthly, let us consider, on the one hand, what may
possibly have been the early and ultimate Italian forms of the

Genitive and Locative singular of the a- and o- declensions,

and, on the other hand, the early and ultimate Greek forms of

the Genitive and Locative singular of the o- declensions : for a

fuller account v. at the end of this Appendix.

LOCATIVE. GENITIVE.

Latin. o-declension

ei)
? oes-^ois^is^ etc.

a-declension fii -^ae ri(e ?)s^^ris

Greek. o-decleusiou

"1

otrio^ 010-^ 00-^- ov

ecrio-^ €L0~^ €o~^(ev or) ov

Is there any phonetic identity between the ultimate forms

of Genitive and Locative in these or other declensions except

that of the Genitive singular and Locative plural of the o-

declension, e.g. animis ? and yet, do we not find that in the

Latin o- and a- declensions, and, in certain dialects, in the

Greek o- declension, a Locative form is used, not only with

some Locative meanings, but also with meanings which must

once have belonged to the genitive only ? In the Latin o-

and a- declensions, and in the Greek (dialectic) o- declension,

the genitive form is rarely used, and the Locative form is

the regular one, whereas in the Greek o- declension the

Locative form is rarely used, and the Genitive is the regular

form. What conclusion can we draw save that the disuse of

one form and the use of the other form in one declension,

and the reverse in another declension, is due to the Genitive

and Locative having ultimately identical meanings (not forms)

in many constructions—apparently this alone can account for

the practical identity of meaning, whether the form be Genitive

or Locative.

1 o + es might conceivably produce -ois-^cis-^is: but -eis is the earliest

Italic form I think.
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The forms of the Greek Dative, Locative and Instrumental

might possibly have developed thus, phonetically : for a fuller

account v, at the end of this Appendix.

DATIVE. LOCATIVE. INSTRUMENTAL.

il-declcnsion. Sing, fi + ai^-ai^s-^-^rj 'a + i^»-a^?7 ri + a-^;i-^77 (pos-

riural fi + ai + s-*- ."iis^»- ats a + i + s -^ ais sibly at some time

identical in pro-

nunciation" with

V)-

+ a^ w (possibly

at some time

identical in pro-

nunciation 2 with

o-declension. Sing, o-fai-

e-l-ai-

+ 1

e + i-

Plural + ai + s-^6is-^ots

Consonant (x) consonant + ai^ xai

declension

e + ii^-T].

+ i + s-^ ois

consonant -|- i-^ xi consonant +a^ xa

It is just possible that V7]t, and words like it, might arise

from nauai -^ naai -^ nai -^ vi]l (Dative) as well as from

naui -^ nai -^ vrji (Locative).

These are so7ne of the possible data which we have before

us as to the history of Syncretistic parts of speech—we have

before us ultimate (complete or partial) identity of meaning

which seems rarely or never (the Greek Dative and Locative

are excepted) to have originated in identity of form as the

result of phonetic law : we may lay down as a general rule,

that the possible surviving forms of the Latin Ablative, Instru-

mental, and, excej^t in the a- and o- declensions, the Locative,

convey practically the same meaning, but that in the consonant-

declension the Ablative form, in the u- declension the Instru-

mental form, have possibly died out (but v, the end of this

Appendix). But, whatever form is used, the meaning is practi-

cally the same : i.e. tlte three forms, where they survive, and if

they do all survive, have the same ultimate meaning. Judging

by the many relations which are shared, with practically no

difference of meaning, by two or all of the three cases in

^ Xo-iJ-ai is probably from x^m-at, a Dative (of the stem x^"/"- X^f/"-) which

has extended over a meaning once Locatival, just as perhaps the Dative

X67W has: (cp. eh^'EiK^oLTava airoOavelv and Principle V. B. 3.)

- And v. end of Appendix V. for -w. •' E.g. before an initial vowel.
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Sanskrit and English, we may state as a possibility that

the ultimate identity of the meanings of these three cases

may have preceded any identity of form, and that one form

may have been dropped before it became identical with one

of the other two. To take an instance, supposing 'price' to

have been expressed by Instrumental -a and Locative -i, with

ultimately identical meaning, it is possible that Instrumental

-a may have been disused in this construction while it was

still between a and e in sound, and that the Locative -i may
have been always used in this construction (with the meaning
common to itself and the Instrumental), while it was still

between -i and -e in sound—or vice versa. So that, in this con-

struction, Locative and Instrumental might never have been

identical in form, but, while they were still different in form, one

would have been dropped, exactly as we seem to see one form

dropped, owing to identity of meaning, in the case of the Geni-

tive and Locative of the a- and o- declensions, and the Latin

and Sanskrit Subjunctive and Optative, and possibly in some
forms of the Latin Aorist and Perfect. In fact it is just

within the limits of possibility that no form of the Instrumental

case has come down to us in Latin, i.e., no form can con-

clusively be proved to be Instrumental only. In Greek also

the comparatively few forms like irvKva are the only forms

which may perhaps be instrumental only, and these seem to

be no longer instrumentals like other instrumentals, but are

fossilised adverbs, and so would anyhow be most likely to be

preserved : v, further under the Cases.

However, this possibility can scarcely be called a pro-

bability, although it might be supported, in the case of the

Greek 'Dative' and Latin 'Ablative,' by

(a) the ultimate identity of the meanings of two or all of

the three cases, in many constructions, in Sanskrit and English:

[v. the criticisms of Monro's 'Dative' and Allen and Greenough's

'Ablative' further on in this Appendix, and also v. Appendix II.]:

(6) the process which must have taken place in some

other mixed or syncretistic parts of speech, viz. that phonetically

there was no identity, or practically no identity, of form, yet

that one of the two forms idtimately dropped out because
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of the original or ultimate identity in the meaning of the two

forms

:

also, in the case of the Latin ' Ablative/ by

(c) the fact that the -d of the Latin Ablative in the

o- declension was preserved in writing till historic times, and

therefore, probably, till not long before historic times in pronun-

ciation, and that this would prevent connexion of form between

the Ablative and the other two cases.

It is just possible then that pede' and other similar forma-

tions are e.g.

1. sometimes phonetically locatives only, sometimes pho-

netically instrumental s only : or

2. always phonetically locatives only, or else always

phonetically instrumentals only : or

3. a production arising from contamination of ablative^

^ As to the original Ablative form in this consonant-declension, v. the note

at the end of this Appendix. In the i-declension -i + ed might produce -id—*-i

[cp. filie~*-fill], hut in the consonant-declension itself are there any grounds for

suggesting a unique ending -id, as Brugmann does, rather than the ending -ed

-od -d (Ablaiit variations) which seem possible everywhere else? On the other

hand, where we do tind -id (? id) in Inscriptions it may be easily due (for, even at

this period of Latin, analogy had already accomplished the great feat of extending

the Passive -r) to the analogy of the i-declension; e.g. (?) turrem (accusative),

(?) turris (genitive), turri ('dative'), turri(d) ('ablative'), turribus may have pro-

duced for pedem, pedis, pedi, i^edibus a fourth form iiedi(d) (ablative), just as

these, and other forms, occasionally produced, by proportional analogies, genitive

plurals in -ium (not -um) belonging to the consonant-declension. (N.B. We do

not necessarily, on this account, postulate an original ending -ium for the con-

sonant-declension.) Secondly, granting the possibility of early Ablatives ped-od,

ped-ed (the strong form of the stem perhaps on the analogy of ped-em etc.),

what would they have become by individual phonetic development? I think

that this is one of those instances (hinted at in the Introduction) where we have

not sufficient grounds for postulating a hard and fast phonetic law: it miTst be

remembered that quid and quod are monosyllables, and might have influenced

aliquid, aliquod, quidquid, and even aliud etc., and that therefore peded and

pedod cannot he jDroved to have existed under exactly the same conditions as

these words, and, if they were influenced by any analogy, it would probably

have been the analogy of other Ablatives, like turri(d), equr)(d) etc., which lost

final -d by 'Phonetic Law'. I therefore suggest the possibility (no more than

that) of pedod, peded, if they ever existed, becoming pede by phonetic law : for

final -5 ^--e cp. perhaps legere beside {€)\ey€<7o -^.(€)\ey(o -^(i)\^yo}), if legerc

does indeed correspond to (e)Xe'7oi; and not to "Keyeai (active and inimary)^\^7a

(also used as 2nd person middle and passive).
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*ped-od(?)
with either or both of the Locative and Instru-

*ped-ed(?)

mental forms in some stage of development from pedi to pede,

and from peda to pede, respectively: and v. also at the end of

this Appendix,

The same will apply, mutatis mutandis, to words like Tt/i?}

in Greek.

The same will also apply to the Greek Genitive and

Ablative : some of the forms might possibly have been, and

have developed as follows, phonetically: (for a further account

v. at the end of this Appendix).

GENITIVE. ABLATIVE 1,

a-declension a + esJ -^ as-*- ??s a + ed^ ^ad ^> ?;s before dentals.

si df 1] otherwise.

? a + od -^Gd -^ us before dentals.

w otherwise.

o-declension

/

+ s + io .^^ 010-^ 00 -^ ov o + od _^rxl ^s-ws before dentals,

w otherwise.

o + ed ^»-oud^ -^ovs before dentals.

e + s + io-^€io^,€o) --^ev Ionic e + od —>oudj^ ov otherwise.

) -a>oi; Attic e + ed ^vd -^T^s before dentals.

Tj otherwise.

Consonant- X + OS ^ xos X + od ^^xos

1

before dentals.

declension xo otherwise.

It seems more natural to supj^ose that the ultimate identity

of the forms of Greek Genitive and Ablative, of Greek Dative,

Locative, and (?) Instrumental, of Latin Ablative, Locative, and

Instrumental, did probably accelerate and direct the fusion of

meaning. How far it did we cannot say.

4. I have already touched on the fourth objection to Allen

and Greenough's results. Supposing we find another language

connected with Latin perhaps as closely as early Sanskrit is,

or even more closely, and in a developed condition not very

unlike that of classical Latin so far as the use of prepositions

etc. is concerned, are we to refuse to use it in evidence ? Surely

there is a course to be steered between making it an absolute

test of what happened in Latin (this would be absurd ) and utterly

1 See Note at end of tliis Appendix.

M. T.
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ignoring its evidence. The Syntax of every cognate language,

especially of a language in a somewhat similar state of develop-

ment, is of some value, if we only recognise and do not over-

estimate its importance. If a construction occurs in Sanskrit, it

does not follow as a fact that it ever occurred in Latin, still

less that it was the one and only construction at all times in

Latin, but it usually follows that it may possibly have occurred

in the Latin of one period or another : beyond this we cannot

go far, until rue have the whole Jdsto7'i/ of Latin Syntax from
Indo-European times till Plautas as evidence. If we can make

this use of Sanskrit, we can make almost the same use of

English, which has, however, been largely influenced by other

lanauafjcs : if a construction occurs in Enejlish it does not follow

as a fact that it ever occurred in Latin, or that it was the one

and only construction in Latin, but it usually follows that it

may possibly have occurred in the Latin of one period or

another. A knowledge of other Indo-European languages,

which (with the exception of Greek), unfortunately, I do not

possess to any appreciable extent, can do nothing more than

give further possibilities or render more probable possibilities

already inferred : cp. Principle II.

To sum up, if we try to refer to Locative Instrumental and

Ablative origins the constructions of the Latin ' Ablative,'

I. Strictly speaking, the forms should be our guide, but

as pede which, as suggested above, may be possibly, in origin,

one of many things, and as domino, which in form may possibly

be both Ablative and Instrumental, show that the three forms

may be, and cannot be disproved to be, used with practically

the same meaning, we should have to be content with referring

every construction possibly to all three original sources and

suggesting, as far as we can, owing to what developments each

case-form might possibly have come to be used with most of

the meanings of the once separate three cases

;

II. Parallel constructions with prepositions are valuable,

but are not conclusive proof: fidere in aliquo is not conclusive

proof that the Locative was the only original case with verbs of

'trusting:' for all we know, the 'Ablative' in fidere aliqua re
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may originally have had a different meaning, and have been in

a different case, from fidere in aliquo ; of, also diffidere de

aliqua re

;

III. The appearance of one of the three cases in Sanskrit

tells us, not that this case actually was used, still less that it

alone was used, in this construction throughout the history of

Latin. It usually tells us that it might possibly have been

used in this construction in the Latin of some period or

another

;

IV. The appearance of an approximate equivalent to one

of the three cases in a construction in English tells us not that

this one case actually was used, still less that it alone was used

in this construction throughout the history of Latin, but it

usually tells us that it might possibly have been used in this

construction in the Latin of some one period or another

;

V. Greek, and other Indo-European languages, can simi-

larly give us further particulars as to possible Latin develop-

ments, or turn what are already possibilities into proba-

bilities
;

VI. In tracing prehistoric developments, as a rule we can

have no ground, or little ground, for asserting facts : we must

confine ourselves to suggesting possibilities and probabilities

until we have in our hands trustworthy records of the whole

history of the three cases, from Indo-European times down to

800 B.C.

In conclusion, I venture to suggest, how far is the dogmatic

and absolute treatment by Allen and Greenough (of the Latin

'Ablative') and by Monro (of the Greek ' Dative
')
justifiable if

any one of my four main arguments is correct ? I append a

criticism, suggesting some of the possibilities which Greek and

Latin and Sanskrit and English justify us in inferring and

suggesting. For details as to the logical development of the

Locative, Instrumental, Ablative, and Dative, v. Cbai^ter IV.,

the Cases.

Monro's Homeric Grammar, p. 135 foil. (New Edition).

" Conqjarison of the case-system of Greek with that of

Sanskrit shows that the Greek Dative does the work of three

b 2
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Sanskrit cases, the Dative, the Instrumental, and the Locative.

There is also reason to think that distinct forms for these three

cases survived down to a comparatively late period in Greek

itself. This is made probable

(1) by the traces in Homeric Greek of Instrumental and

Locative case-forms, and

(2) by the readiness with which the uses of the Greek

Dative (especially in Homer) can be re-apportioned between

the three cases, the original or true Dative and the two

others."

Before examining the instances, it may be as well to show

how far Mr Monro's positive statements, backed up by his great

reputation as a Homeric scholar, should be taken for granted, as

they are, by the majority of those who read his book.

1. The Greek ' Dative ' does not do the work of three

Sanskrit cases : it does some of the work of three Indo-

European cases extended by centuries of development : that

it does not do the work of three Sanskrit cases (does Mr Monro

think that Greek was directly descended from Sanskrit ?) is

clear when we consider that it rarely expresses the absolute

case, the object or purpose, the object of emotion with a sub-

stantive, etc., etc., etc. A comparison of the Sanskrit construc-

tions of Locative Instrumental and Dative will put this point

beyond doubt (v. Appendix II.).

2. As to Locative forms, in what declension do they not

survive as ' Datives ' (or rather, in what declension can they

be proved not to survive), except (possibly) in the o- declension,

where the few survivors have the meaning generally of ' place

where,' and 'place to which' (e.g. irol;), and in certain dialects

are used with the original meaning of genitives ? but v. further

at the end of Appendix V.

As to distinct forms for the Instrumental 'surviving down
to a comparatively late period,' are not the number of adverbs

in -rj, -&), and -a (which are in origin possibly Instrumentals,

though e.g. the first two might be sometimes, so far as we can

tell. Ablatives as well or only Ablatives) very small, and where.
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besides in adverbs (i.e. in case-forms originally instrumental in

meaning, but separated as a rule from other instrumentals by

becoming fo.ssilised and stereotyped and equal to our adverbs

in -ly), does the Instrumental certainly survive ?

Lastly, what certain traces have we of Greek Datives

throusrhout the lenorth and breadth of the consonant declension,

except the Infinitives in -ai, and e.g. Xvcrat, and -)(^afiai, which

have become to a large extent fossilised before historic times ?

How many centuries has it taken for the distinct forms for

these two cases to disappear and die out of use so thoroughly

in these declensions ? Mr Monro would seem to imply that

such a disappearance only takes quite a short time : but those

who know something about the extraordinary time which even

small changes require in language, and who realise that in these

declensions the case-forms mai/ be almost dead except where

they survive as fossils, will be somewhat doubtful as to the

conclusions formed.

I have here criticised Mr Monro's Philology as leniently as

possible: for he really does not seem to have realised or

seriously reflected on what the Problem is. But, even if one

judges by this cursory glance, it must be acknowledged that

those who cannot check these results of Mr Monro's even by

the most rudimentary elements of Modern Philology, and who
use Mr Monro's book as their text-book, will not obtain a very

comprehensive or clear or correct view as to the nature and

history of the Greek ' Dative.'

3. As to ' the readiness ' with which the uses can be still

re-apportioned respectively to one case alone, or to another

(not as well but) as an alternative explanation, wlience does it

arise ? From the forms ? If so, why assign anything worth

mentioning to the Instrumental, which perhaps survives in

adverbs only, and how distinguish between the case-meaning of

the Dative (e.g. \uy(p) and the Locative (e.g. p^fiaTi) ?

If from the meanings, tluni it will be seen, in the instances

below, how far Sanskrit, English, and Latin, tend to produce

this readiness ! It seems that Mr Monro, ' without attempting

to write a Comparative Grammar ' (v. his Preface) has, un-

knowingly, ventured to dogmatise where a minute knowledge
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of the whole history of the three cases in every other Indo-

European language could never justify dogmatic statements as

to the history of the three cases in Greek : and Mr Monro

evidently has and certainly displays a somewhat limited know-

ledge of Sanskrit case-constructions, and makes little use of

English or Latin, and ignores the /or«is of the Greek cases !

I select the instances that best illustrate my arguments and

in the treatment of instances I repeat a great deal of what is

given in the body of the work in order that a comprehensive

view of the Greek ' Dative ' may be obtained.

The constructions in Sanskrit, Latin, Greek, and English,

are suggested here as possible in the Greek of some one

period or another, and in some constructions, not necessarily

in all. The same must be understood of the constructions

suggested under the ' Instrumental Dative,' ' the Locatival

Dative,' and the Latin ' Ablative.' Moreover they are suggested

as additional, not as alternative origins, and as not neces-

sarily the ultimate meanings. And they are meant to

almost entirely ignore the present forms: [v. Appendix III.].

And, moreover, as I said at the beginning of this Appendix,

supposing a form A denoted meanings such as a + h + c + d + e,

and a form B denoted meanings such as e+f+(j + h + i, it is

possible that A used e as a stepping-stone on to the meanings

f+g etc., and B used e as a stepping-stone on to the meanings

d + c etc., so that both A and B at one time could perhaps

equally well denote a + b + c + d + e +/+ g + h +i and other

meanings as well : the problem is to find which or how many
of the meanings of A and B are represented by e, i.e. which

meanings actually were the stepping-stones by which A passed

on to B's land and B on to ^'s land. I have done wrong in

making nearly every meaning a stepping-stone, for

(a) The identities of forms probably did much to increase

the number of stepping-stones or identical meanings, and

(b) The reason why A came to denote i, and B came to

denote a was perhaps not the reason given below, but the fact

that A and B had the same meaning in seven constructions out

of nine, wlience it came to be used indifferently in the other
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two also. But as I cannot tell what meanings correspond to e,

and what meanings to a and i, I have adopted the safer plan of

the two, viz. that of putting almost everything down to e, with

the proviso that this is only the possible development.

'True Dative:^ rolacv a^eiXero'. the Dative would possibly

be largely due to the analogy of rolaiv ehcoKev, and, in Sanskrit,

with verbs of giving a Locative is often found : (what does

' took away for (i.e. from) them ' mean ?) for the possible Instru-

mental origin as well, cp. English ' parted with,' on the analogy

of ' (not) met with,' ' (not) joined with,' and Sanskrit Instru-

mentals with words meaning 'separated,' on the same analogy,

V. Principle V. A. 2 : and v. further the Cases in Chapter IV.

throughout.

Tt jJiOL epiho^ Kol dpcoyy'i ; the Dative of ' the Possessor

'

(or of the ' person concerned ') would perhaps be the name

given to this : fjr the possible Instrumental origin as well, cp.

English ' with me,' e.g. ' with Him there is no respect of

persons
:

' for the possible Locative origin as well, cp. English

' in me,' ' for there is no help in them,' and the Latin ' in me

'

occasionally, and Pindar's use of ev : v. further the Cases.

fitj fjboi, Tovv€K d/jLVfiova vecKee Kovprjv : according to one

interpretation of the passage, the Dative wovdd mean ' for my
sake:' for the possible Instrumental of cause or circumstance,

cp. 'let me not be the means, or circumstance, of your blaming:'

for the possible Locative, cp. the Sanskrit Locative of cause of

anger, etc., and our English ' find fault at or about ' = ' because

of,' and the Latin 'in me' = 'so far as concerns me.' But the

Greek admits of another interpretation which I do not discuss

here : v. further the Cases.

CO? fiTj Tt<f jJLoi dre/ji^ofxevo^ klol ia't]<i : the Dative of the

Agent was originally something like the Dative of ' the Posses-

sor,' but its meaning developed into that of the Agent, just as

' this thing is his deed ' developcs into ' this thing has been

done by him,' and tovt aurco Treirpajfievou ecrrt, originally (in

so far as it has an original Datival meaning) 'this is your deed'

into ' this has been done by you :
' for the Instrumental of the

Agent, cp. Sanskrit throughout, and English ' by,' perhaps : the

Locative, if ever used by development of meaning only, would
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be uu the analogy of plurals, perhaps, e.g. ' that thy ways might

be known among men, thy saving health among all nations,' cp.

also Pindar's use of iv, and Ta\,i]de<; dvOpwirotaiv ov^ evpia-

Kerau : v. further the Cases.

ra> Svo yeveal icfidlaTo : for the Dative not unlike that of

' the Possessor,' cp. ' he had had, or had seen, two generations

pass away :
' for the Instrumental, cp. ' with him ' =

' in his

time :
' for the Locative, cp. the Sanskrit use of the Locative to

express ' with,' which originated with plurals probably, e.g.

'with or in the assembly,' or cp. the Greek eVt = 'in the

time of
:

' v. further the Cases.

iTretyo/jiivoiari S' I'kovto : the Dative would possibly be like

our English ' to ' and the Sanskrit and occasionally the Zend

Dative to express ' motion to' or 'arrival at :' the Instrumental

would be like the Instrumental absolute to express circum-

stance ' with the enemy hard-pressed
:

' the Locative would be

either the Locative absolute with the same meaning, or the

Locative expressing ' place or person to whom '—cp. Sanskrit,

and our 'I aim at'= 'I aim towards,' 'I go there'
=

'I go

thither,' v. Principle V. B. 3.

Witli verbs of ' giving,' ' showing,' and ' telling,' Sanskrit

uses a Locative side by side with a Dative, something like the

, , . , , distribute] , .,,

cativc m the l?st instance, and cp.
'

^ ,,> among: with
^ show, tell)

words of 'being angry ' Latin uses a Dative of (?) the object of

the anger : the Instrumental might have expressed the means

or the circumstance that made one angry, cp. ' angry with,' and

the Locative might have corresponded to the Sanskrit Locative

of cause, etc. with some verbs of anger, especially in the Loca-

tive Absolute, and to our English ' angry at,' ' angry about.'

With verbs of 'giving commands' cp. above on words of

' giving,' etc.

With verbs of 'being king,' etc. the Dative might originally

have meant ' to be king > the people,' ' to be the people's

king,' cp. the Dative of the Possessor : the Instrumental ' to be

king with or among the people,' the Locative ' to be king

among the people.' The ' Dative of the Agent ' has already

been considered : v, further under the Cases.

L
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Tlie Instrumental Dative: (v. further the Cases, Chapter IV.).

(TL'yfj, crcwrrf}, al8oi, cnrovSr/, (^vyrj, KepSoavvrj, 'yeverj, as

Instrumentals might have expressed the circumstance, and cor-

responded to our ' with
;

' as Locatives, we should compare

Sanskrit Locatives, and our ' in :
' for Dative v. the Cases.

0? Tracrt SoXoiaiv dpdpcoTTOLcri /xe\a)—the avOpcoTToiai, may go

back to an original Dative ' am a care to men,' Locative 'among

men,' and Instrumental 'with men.' The BoXoccriv may possibly

go back to an original Dative like our 'for'—perhaps the

Dative may have been extended by analogy of the Dative of

the Agent, and from instnnces where it expressed both the

purpose and the cause or circumstance to instances expressing

the cause or circumstance only, cp. ' I sought it for money

'

= ' in order to gain money T sought it, money was my object,'

and 'money was the means of making me seek it :' the Locative

of cause appears most frequently in the Locative Absolute,

e.g. 'they were troubled at Caesar('s) departing:' the Instru-

mental might have expressed the cause, means, and circum-

stance of ' my being a care unto men :
' v. further the Cases.

6i'€iS€L0L<; iireeaai '^(jodpi^aovcn—here the Dative would be like

the Latin Dative, and our 'give way to:' the Instrumental

might have originally expressed the means or circumstance

that made them give way ; and the Locative would again

express ' cause,' 'give way at ' or be used with a Datival meaning
' to ' (v. Principle V. B. 8) : v. further the Cases.

r) S' edeev ^operj dvefiw : here the Instrumental might have

expressed the means or circumstance, and the Locative the

cause, something like our ' at the wind blowing.' Accompani-

ment is denoted in Sanskrit by a Locative as well as by an

Instrumental, as explained alxjve : v. further the Cases.

KVfJiaat 7re/A7re: the Instrumental, hardly of means perhaps,

but rather of attendant circumstance, and the Locative of

' place where,' like our ' on,' ' over,' etc, are here possible. For

the Dative expressing ' place where ' etc., partly owing to a

contamination of ' I go thither '
' I shall be there,' producing

'I shall be thither,' cp. the dialectic ' to-home ' = ' at home'

and Principle V. B. 3.

Tev')(^ecn TrafxcfiaLvcop : the Instrumental of means and cir-
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cumstanco, and the Locative like our ' glittering in their

weapons/ are here possible.

With verbs meaning to be with, to follow, to join, to agree

with, to be like, and adjectives meaning 'equal,' 'like,' the

Dative might correspond to the Dative frequently found in

Latin, and in English also: 'to be a companion,' 'to be a

follower' (though here we use the Genitive rather than the

Dative of the possessor), ' to join oneself to,' ' to agree to,' 'to be

like unto,' 'like to,' 'equal to,' the Instrumental might cor-

respond to the English 'with' and Sanskrit Instrumcutals, and

Latin phrases with cum, and Greek phrases with avv and (ifia.

The Locative might have been occasionally possible with

plurals, originally meaning 'among,' and then extended to

singulars — ' with,' or it may have extended over a Datival

meaning (v. Principle V. B. 8, and the Cases).

With verbs meaning 'to trust ' the Dative would correspond

to the Latin Dative and our 'to:' the Locative to the Latin

construction with ' in,' our construction ' to trust in,' and the

Sanskrit Locative: the Instrumental might once have expressed

the means or circumstance of the confidence.

With verbs meaning 'to be pleased' the Instrumental might

have corresponded to the Sanskrit Instrumental, and our 'to be

pleased with,' and have expressed the circumstance or means
;

the Locative might have corresponded to the Sanskrit Locative,

and our 'pleased at, or about:' for the Dative cp. SoXotaiv

above.

The 'Dative' of the 'way by which' may be possibly In-

strumental of circumstance (perhaps hardly of means) as in

Sanskrit, and (possibly) cp. our ' by,' and also Locative like

our ' in,' 'on :
' for the Dative cp. Kv^acn above.

vTreSe^aro KoXirw is possibly Locative like our 'in,' expres-

sing ' place where,' Instrumental like our ' with,' expressing the

1 T-w • 1-1 ,
iwto ] , • , ^

circumstance, and Dative like our , >, expressing place to
unto) ^ ° ^

which,' as it does in Sanskrit frequently.

With verbs of ' buying,' the Instrumental might have cor-

responded to the Sanskrit Instrumental, and to our 'with;'

the Locative to the Latin Locative forms magni, etc., and to
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our 'at;' we use also a Dative 'to buy for 6rf.,' perhaps partly

on the analogy of ' to sell for, i.e. in order to obtain, 6d.' (?) or

' for '
=

' in exchange for :
' could Greek have possibly had a

construction like this ? or cp. above on the Dative expressing

' cause :
' v. further the Cases.

With verbs of 'abounding' the Instrumental might have

corresponded to the Sanskrit, and to our ' with,' and have ex-

pressed the circumstance : the Locative to our ' in ' and to the

Latin Locative form seen in pauper aquae.

davov olKTiarw Oavdrw : the Locative might correspond to

our 'in'—cp. 'to sleep in slumber:' the Instrumental to our

' with,' expressing circumstance.

The Locatival Dative : v. further the Cases, Chapter IV.

irehifp, ^(Oovi: the Locative would correspond to the Latin

Locative, e.g. humi, the Sanskrit Locative, and our 'on,' etc.:

the Instrumental would express circumstance, and might have

been used, as in Sanskrit, in phrases like 'they ran on the

plain:' for the Dative cp. 'y^ajxai, and Kvfxaai ire/j.ire above,

and Principle V. B. 3.

epiSc ^vverjKe ^a^ecrdaL—As to epihi, is there here a trace of

a Dative like that of English, Latin, and Sanskrit, and the

Greek Infinitive in -at, meaning 'he brought them together

for strife, for a struggle '—the Locative might correspond to

our 'in strife,' and both Locative and Instrumental to the

Sanskrit forms which so often developed into adverbs.

Of the parts of a thing : &)'//&) and cw/Ltotcrt, Ke^aXfi, xpo'^>

KpaBlj), (fipeai, Bv/xm, aKpoTarj) Kopv(f)r, ea-^artf] TroXe/noLO,

fivx^p "Apyeo?, etc.: these would, as Locatives, roughly cor-

respond to our 'in,' 'at,' and to certain Locative forms like

animi in Latin, and also some Sanskrit Locatives : the lustru-

mentals might correspond to certain Instrumentals in Sanskrit,

and possible Instrumentals (like animo) in Latin, and to our

' with,' ' with respect to
:

' they would express generally the

circumstance rather than the means, perhaps. For a Dative

with Locatival meaning cp. above (TreSlo)) and Principle V. B. 3.

Of the part with which a person does a thing: e.g., %e/3a-iy

alpo). Here the Locative corresponds to some Sanskrit
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Locatives, to our ' in,' and to Greek phrases eV 'x^elpeaai \a^^

r]via : we see a possible extension of the Locative to express

something like means from a Greek phrase like ev o^daXfxolaiv

ISeadat, perhaps partly due to the analogy of ivl cfypeal ' within

their heart.' For Listrinnental and Dative cp. koXttw (above).

arrjXr} K€KXLfjbevn<t : an original Dative might have meant
' leaning on-to a pillar,' like the Latin Dative ; an original

Instrumental might have expressed the circumstance (possibly

the means) of leaning : and an original Locative the ' place

where,' like our ' on ' and the Sanskrit Locative—cp. also

haerere in Latin with its various constructions.

Oepel : as Locative it would correspond to the Sanskrit,

Latin, and English Locative of time when : an original In-

strumental of attendant circumstance (?) is seen occasionally in

Sanskrit, corresponding more or less to our 'by,' e.g. 'by day.'

TreScM vrecre : as Locative it would bo like our ' fell on the

ground,' and the Sanskrit Locative, explained above. As

Dative it would be like our ' fell to the ground ' and the

Sanskrit Dative ; it is also found in Zend.

irpoKaXecrcraTo '^dpixyy. a Locative might have been used

like our ' in battle,' or, as in the above instance, and like the

Sanskrit Locative and the Latin Infinitive, which is probably

partly a Locative in form, ' to battle,' cp. egit visere in Horace :

an Instrumental of circumstance is found in Sanskrit rarely in

this construction : a Dative ' to,' like the English and Sanskrit,

is also possible.

irdp efjiol je koI dWot : the Locative might have meant

'with me,' as in Sanskrit, and 'at my side;' the Instrumental

'with me' as in Sanskrit and English; the Dative might have

been a Possessive Dative, 'I have others,' as in English and

Latin.

Tolai K dveari-j : the Locative, as in English ' among,' and

in Latin and Sanskrit ; and the Instrumental, as in English

' with ' = ' among ' and in Sanskrit ; and the Dative, ' for them,'

like tlie Latin Dative, are all possible.

7rd(Tiv eXe'y')(^Larov Oefxevai [xepoTrea-ai ^porolai : for the

possible Dative cp. the Latin Dative of the person judging =

'for,' 'in the sight of:' for the Locative cp. the Sanskrit Loca-
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tive, and our ' among :' and for the Instrumental cp. our ' with
'

or 'among ' with adjectives denoting eminence.

A more thorough knowledge of Sanskrit syntax, and of the

syntax of other Indo-European languages, than I possess, would

probably improve this criticism in almost all its instances.

Before proceeding to the Latin 'Ablative,' I must, to avoid

any misapprehension, repeat what I have already said : the

instances here suggested are only suggested as possible in the

Greek or Latin of some one period or another, and in

some constructions, not necessarily in all. They are sug-

gested not as alternatives but as additional origins ; and

as not necessarily giving the ultimate as well as the

original meanings of the constructions: (v. Principle I.

of the Grammar).

Allen and Greenough, p. 245 foil: v. further Chapter

IV.

The table has already been given : it is only partially criticised

here, and many of the suggestions made here are repeated from

the Grammar. N.B. The views of A. and G. seem exactly

those of Delbriick.

1. Ablative (from) : for fuller details v. the Cases.

1. Of Separation, Privation, and Want.

With words of separation Sanskrit uses an Instrumental, on

the analogy of the case with words of 'joining,' etc. cp. English

'parted with' (v. Principle V. A, 2): with words of ' privation

'

an Instrumental might have been an extension from the case

with verbs of 'presenting,' etc., i.e. just as with the words of

separation—cp. English 'deprive him:' with words of want the

Instrumental might have originally expressed ' with respect to,'

or might also have been an extension from an Instrumental

like that with words of ' abundance ' in Sanskrit, and cp,

English 'abounding with,' 'teeming with:' we also use a

Locative' wanting, deficient, poor in,' and Latin used a Locative

form, in two declensions certainly, with words expressing

abundance and want, and possibly in the other declensions

also— e.g. pauper aquae, auxili egens, ope egens. It is to be

noticed that with all these verbs, etc. the idea of separation lies
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in the governing words, and may be, but need not necessarily

be, repeated (?) in the case-suffix—cp. ' he departed from there,'

and 'he departed from thence.' In a phrase like egeo medecina

possibly no 'from' meaning is present now, but an original

meaning of ' I am in want having-no-mediciuc ' is possible,

especially if the analogy of ' I am without-medicine ' be taken

into account : v. Principle XIII. 1.

2. Of Source (participles of origin, etc.).

The ' from ' notion needs no explanation : the ablative is

used in every language. In a few constructions like 'a voice in

heaven,' ' the river starts in Phrygia,' a Locative might possibly

have been used : and an Instrumental (or Locative) where the

source was also the means, etc.

Where the source dcvelopes into material, the Ablative

origin is clear, and the Instrumental is also sometimes possible

because the material is generally also the quality, which is

Instrumental in Sanskrit : as to the Locative in English we

occasionally use ' in ' to express the material and quality, e.g.

'a table, a statue, in marble,' 'a talent in gold.' In a phrase

like quid hoc homine faciatis ? the Latin equivalent with de

' what shall we make out of him ' suggests an ablative origin :

Sanskrit and our 'what will he do with it ?' suggests an Instru-

mental also ; the Latin equivalent with in ' in the case of this

man ' suggests a Locative origin also.

8. Of Cause (witii gaudeo, dignus, etc.).

How can the case with dignus be put down to ' cause'? As

to the case with verbs of rejoicing, etc. the ablative might have

expressed the source 'as the outcome of something I rejoice:'

the Locative possibly the sphere or cause; it is used in Sanskrit

and in English 'in,' 'at,' 'about,' e.g. 'I am glad about that.'

The Instrumental might originally have expressed that which

was the means of making one happy or a circumstance : in

Sanskrit we find it in a sentence like 'we pleased him with

sacrifices,' where an extension to ' lie was pleased with our

sacrifices' is easy.

It is to be observed that the ideas of cause and instrument

often meet on neutral ground, as in Sanskrit. The Locative

of cause is especially fre({uent in the Locative Absolute, and

cp. ' in my excessive joy I nearly went mad.'
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4. Of Agent (with ab after Passives).

The Ablative might have expressed the source from which

an action proceeded, and the ab might have been used e.g. to

bring out this idea more strongly: the Instrumental is found in

Sanskrit with the meaning of our 'by/ and to the Instrumental

an ab might have been added (?) to mark the agent, i.e. the

source and instrument in one ; for the possible development of

a Locative, especially with plurals, cp. ' that thy ways might be

known among men '
' discovered among the Indian tribes ' etc,

Td\r]de<i avOpooTTOKTiv ou)(^ eupiaK€Tai.

5. Of comparison (' than ').

Sanskrit uses an ablative, meaning originally, e.g. ' A is

greater starting from B, taking B as our standard of com-

parison,' or ' A is greater and not B,' like ' A is different and

not B, different from B, other and not B, other than B :

'

V. Principle I. 2. Sanskrit also (rarely) uses an Instrumental,

probably chiefly on the analogy of 'A is not equal with B,'

etc. A Locative e.g. extended by analogy from ' A is greatest

among them ' to ' A is greater among them ' is not absolutely

impossible in the case of plurals, and hence by analogy, with

singulars: cp. also 'superior, or lord, among them :' v. the Cases.

Instrumental Ablative (with) : for further details v. the Cases.

1. Of Manner, Means, and Instrument.

These ideas run into one another. All might have been

denoted by Instrumentals, as in Sanskrit, expressing the

means and circumstance, and roughly corresponding to our

'by,' 'with:' the Ablative of the Means and Instrument would

originally have expressed tliat as the outcome of which some-

thing is done, but is, in Sanskrit, occasionally extended to

Means and Instrument. The Ablative of manner might have

developed from e.g. ex more ' after the custom or manner,'

becoming ecpiivalent in meaning to ' in the manner,' and from

e.g. ex aequo, ' according to equality ' becoming equivalent to

'equal-ly; ' we find many e([uivalents to Ablatives expressing

manner in Sanskrit and Greek, e.g. e'^ laov, and in Latin many
analogical extensions took place, like aliqua ex parte: (v. further
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under the Ablative for another origin of this extension). The
Locative expresses these ideas occasionally in Sanskrit, and cp.

' in haste,' ' he sharpened the razor upon the strop,' etc.

2. Of Accompaniment (with cum).

Sanskrit also used Locatives, beside Instrumentals, origin-

ating probably with plurals, just as 'among them' = 'with them,'

but extended to singulars also : to both cases cum might have

been added (?) to strengthen and define the meaning.

3. Of objects of the deponents utor, etc.

With some words denoting employment Sanskrit uses an

Instrumental of circumstance (and possibly means) corresponding

roughly to 'employ oneself (have employment) with,' and also

a Locative (corresponding to our prepositions in English) with

words meaning 'occupied in,' 'engaged in,' 'intent on,' perhaps

originally giving the sphere of employment ; an Ablative might

have expressed the ' material ' of the employment, v. above.

With verbs like vescor the Ablative might have expressed

originally the source (like to 'feed off' in English), the Instru-

mental the circumstance of the meal, as in Sanskrit : the

Locative might have corresponded to our ' feed on.'

4. Of Degree of Difference.

The Instrumental is found in Sanskrit and corresponds

more or less to our 'by:' it expressed the degree of difference

perhaps rather as a cncumstance than as a means: i.e. in 'A is

taller than B by a foot,' a foot might possibly have been regarded

as the means of making A taller than B, but it was probably

regarded as an attendant circumstance of the superior height

:

it must be remembered that the Locative also expressed

attendant circumstance, and may possibly have expressed the

point at which the superiority ended, the limit of superiority,

though in English wo have no exact equivalent, I think.

5. Of Quality (with adjectives) :

The In.strumental is thus used regularly in Sanskrit, corre-

sponding more or less to our ' with:' where the Quality is also

the Material, Greek uses an equivalent to our Ablative ' out of,'

' from,' e.g. ef uXtj^, ' out of wood,' and Latin also, templum de

marmore ponam. We occasionally use a Locative in such
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instances, as shown under 'source:' and v. also under 'accom-

paniment ' (above). It is possible that Latin may have analogi-

cally extended Ablatives (and some Locatives) from instances

where they expressed both the source and quality to instances

where they expressed the quality alone, as, e.g. in ' a man with

a long beard.'

6. Of Price and Exchange :

In English we often use the Locative, and Latin uses a

Locative form in the a- and o- declension and pos.sibly in the

con.sonant-declension also : Greek occasionally uses a form which

must be Locative in the consonant-declension, and which ma}'

possibly be Locative in the a- declension : in Sanskrit the

Instrumental was the regular case: if it did originally denote

price as the means of obtaining something, then it must have

begun with ' I buy by means of Qd.,' and have been extended

to ' I sell at 6d.' and ' I value at 6d.' by analogy, just as ' I

buy for 6d.' was perhaps partly an analogical extension from
' I sell for, i.e. in order to get, 6d.' (when once this latter

form had come to mean not so much ' in order to get,' as some-

thing like ' at ' the price fixed on the article, and at which it

was valued) : the Ablative might have been used with verbs of

'buying' chiefly, perhaps meaning 'I buy and part with 6d.,'

and so might have been analogically extended, or it might,

not inconceivably, have meant ' I buy as the result of Gd.,' and

cp. the Ablative of Means and Instrument in Sanskrit : Greek
' Genitives ' may be referred possibly to Ablatives as well as

to Genitives, so far as the meaning is concerned : v. Principle

III, 2 and under the Cases.

7. Specification

:

In English we use the Locative, e.g. 'in mind,' 'at heart,'

and Latin used a Locative form in the o- declension and

possibly in the consonant-declension, and Sanskrit occasionally

uses a Locative = ' in mind,' etc., perhaps originally specifying

by giving the ' sphere ' or ' place where.' Greek occasionally

has a Locative form, e.g. (/)/3ei/i : Sanskrit uses the Instrumental,

corresponding more or less to our ' with,' ' with respect to,' and

Latin sometimes uses a form which may possibly be Instru-

M. T. C
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mental. An Ablative is not impossible, if we consider the

Plan tine phrases ab animo, etc. : perhaps one origin of them

was to express 'on the side of from the point of view not of

one's own position but of the position of the absent thing: just

as it is far from here to Rome and from Rome to here ; we can

compare also the phrase ex aliqua parte, etc., and the numerous

equivalents to original ablatives expressing manner, etc. as their

present meaning : v. under the Ablative, and Principle III. 1.

0. Locative Ablative (in, at, on): v. further in Chapter IV.

1. Of PLace where :

Occasionally the Place where is also the road by which,

when it was often expressed by the Instrumental, probably of

attendant circumstance, in Sanskrit, and in English we say ' by

the road,' 'to travel by sea:' with this we may perhaps compare

the Sanskrit and English Instrumental beside the Locative to

express, e.g. 'he decketh himself with light,' and 'in light.' Ana-

logical extensions are possible. The Locative corresponded to

the Sanskrit, English, Greek, and Latin Locative forms regularly

found, and needs no explanation. The Ablative is found in

certain phrases like ' a voice from heaven,' which is also ' a

voice in heaven,' and 'the river starts from, and in, Phrygia,'

i.e. where the ' place where ' is also the source : and if the forms

in -tos (e.g. eWo? 'within' intus, Sanskrit adverbials in-tas)

are really ablatives in origin, then we should see Analogical

extensions of the ablative to express 'place where:' but they

may possibly be Genitives (v. the note at the end of this

Appendix, and under the Ablative).

2. Idiomatic Expressions

:

pendemus animis has been already treated of under ' Speci-

fication.'

With verbs like gloriari, confidere, consistere, the same

suggestions which were given under ' Cause ' will apply, more

or less.

With sto, e.g. mediis consiliis stare, the Ablative might have

originally expressed that standard in accordance with which they

must act, or that they must stand on the side of the moderate

policy : the Instrumental might have been a kind of Instru-
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mental of accompaniment 'to stand with,' and the Locative 'to

remain firm at, in,' is quite clear.

3. Of Time and Circumstance :

'Time when' is in Sanskrit expressed by the Locative, corre-

sponding to our 'at,' 'on,' and occasionally by the Instrumental,

like our 'by:' a possible Ablative origin is suggested e.g. by the

construction with de, e.g. epulari coeperunt de die, ' they began

to feast beginning at day-time,' ' starting from day-time,' de-

veloping into ' by day.' ' Time within which ' is in Sanskrit

expressed by the Locative, of sphere originally, and by the

Ablative: e.g. 'he will have come after three days (at any rate)'

might, and perhaps does in Sanskrit, develope into meaning 'he

will have come within three days.' The Listrumental occasionally

expresses ' time throughout which ' in Sanskrit, and cp. Latin

per noctem, but, in a negative sentence especially, this idea

cannot be altogether separated from ' time within which,' e.g.

in ' she does not sleep by day
:

' the Locative also occasionally

expresses ' time throughout which ' in Sanskrit. ' Time after

which ' is expressed by an ablative as giving the starting-point,

e.g. ' ten years from to-day I will return ' means ' ten years

after to-day,' cp, e/c rovSe 'henceforth,' and the Imperatival

ending -rco{S), to(d), originally meaning 'henceforth:' this is

also expressed by the Locative in Sanskrit, perhaps just as

'hereupon,' 'thereat' mean 'after this,' and perhaps also because

' he will have come within three days '
=

' he will have come

after three days:' in certain expressions the Instrumental is

found, e.g. 'Grammar is learnt in or after 12 years' may be an

Instrumental of attendant circumstance, or possibly of means

'by means of 12 years' learning:' v. further the Cases.

Circumstance is expressed in Sanskrit by the Locative

corresponding more or less to our 'at,' 'on,' 'about,' etc.; by

the Instrumental corresponding more or less to our ' ^vith,' etc.

and expressing accompanying circumstance ; by the Ablative

where the circumstance is also the source and cause of the

action, and in some other constructions.

4. Ablative Absolute

:

(Allen and Greenough do not point out the exact advantage

of calling forms like illd dono acccptd Locatives only !)

c 2
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Originally, it seems that the Absolute construction con-

sisted of some case of a noun, used in one of its ordinary senses,

with a participle added : we can actually trace some of the

history of the Genitive Absolute in Sanskrit, for in Vedic we

find a noun depending in form (perhaps not altogether in

meaning) on a substantive idea, with a participle attached

:

then the meaning alters without the form altering, just as

'at-the-sun-shining-the-heat is great' might come to mean
' at-the-sun-shining the-heat-is-great ' and hence, by analogical

extension, 'at the sun shining it is hot:' it is unlike the Greek

'Genitive' Absolute in being rarely used except with a person

in the Genitive. Similarly, though besides the Genitive in

Sanskrit we only find a Locative (originally meaning 'in,' 'at,'

etc.) and an Instrumental (originally meaning ' with,' etc.) with

a participle which was originally attached to them, but soon

' at)
changed its meaning in many instances to, e.g. , . > the

shining of the sun,' yet Latin, to express cause or source of

action unmistakeably, may have used an Ablative also with a

participle attached, meaning ' as the outcome of, as the result

of, the sun shining it is hot
:

' and hence analogical extension to

any sort of ' Ablative Absolute ' is possible. Similarly, to denote

' time after which ' Latin rarely used a construction with ab, e.g.

ab urbe, and a participle, e.g. condita : v. further the Cases.

If the instances under the different headings in Allen and

Greenough be examined, many more examples will be found

where, whatever may be the ultimate meaning and form, we

cannot exchide the possibility of two or even all three origins',

1 One of the best illustrations is mea refert : mea rd fert might originally, so

far as the form of re goes, have possibly been 'It tends or goes' (cp. Greek

(pepei Kar ovpov) (a) Ablative: 'according to my interests' (cp. ex mea sententia),

'on the side of my interests' (cp. a te stat 'it favours you' etc.); (h) Instru-

mental: ' with my interests
;

' (c) Locative: 'in my interests.'

Similarly interest 'there is something between, there is a difference,'

(a) Ablative :
' according to my affairs, taking my affairs as the point from

which we regard things,' 'on the side of my affairs' (v. 'Specification,' above);

(b) Instrumental: 'with respect to my interests;' (c) Locative 'in, in the sphere

of, my interests.'

The ultimate difference may have been that, in connexion with interest

and re, mefi acquired a clear force, and so the expression of re became un-
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especially if we allow, as we must, for analogical extensions.

Of course it is to be regretted that such neat and compact

divisions of the uses of the Greek ' Dative ' and Latin 'Ablative

'

are not warranted either by the forms of the Cases in Greek

and Latin, or by the meanings in cognate languages ; it is to

be regretted that these temptingly simple-looking results must

give way to shadowy possibilities, and that the treatment of

the other compound or synci^etistic parts of speech must he some-

what similar: it must confine itself to suggesting probable de-

velopments and must not map out the development of centuries

as if all the evidence of it were in our hands. But is there not

a brighter side ? Does not the shadowy treatment reconcile

some otherwise irreconcileable views by saying that both are

equally possible, and does it not give the schoolboy some chance

of working out something for himself instead of learning every-

thing by heart ? Of course, as I have already said, I quite

realise that probably tlie developments given here did not all

actually take place in the loay described: it is very likely

that many of the neutral-ground uses of the three cases were

partly due to extensions from plurals to singulars and

vice versa, and

1. Proportional analogy of forms: e.g. supposing that

the ultimate forms of Listrumental, Locative, and Ablative

were all i in the i-declension, then in this i-declension the

forin i would be the same whether the meaning was Ablative,

Locative, or Instrumental: hence the tendency would be for

the form u to be the same in the u-declension, and the form

e in the consonant-declension, whether the meaning was Abla-

tive, Locative, or Instrumental

:

2. Proportional analogy of meanings: e.g. supposing

that, in seven constructions out of ten of those mentioned

above, two or all three case-forms would convey practically the

same meaning, and could be used indifferently, the tendency

necessary: cp. calida (aqua), (rerum) rcpetuudarum, r^ v^repaiq. {i^ijApq.); while,

the same might possibly have happened to mefi re fert, had uot re become,

as it were, glued to fert by constant association. For the alternation of ' Genitive

'

and Adjective in Caesaris and mea, cp. the Latin for 'my accuser,' and the

Greek for 'the might of Heracles.'
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would be to use them indifferently in the other three construc-

tions also: i.e. the three cases would often have the same

meanings, and so each case might use these same meanings

as stepping-stones on to the territories of the other cases, until

the territories of the three cases became (in certain declensions)

co-extensive.

As to the case-forms which survive in Sanskrit, Greek, and

Latin, I suppose that Brugmann's Table (on p. 786 of Vol.

II. 2 of the Grundriss) represents the Philology of the New
School ' up to date.' This table I shall here criticise in order

to suggest, by the way, what the surviving forms in Greek and

Latin may possibly be.

I begin with a general criticism of the method.

The first question is : What is Brugmann's method of clas-

sification, and, if he has only one, is it the right one? (To put

the question concretely, on what principle does Brugmann

classify Sanskrit ava, avau as Locatives of an i-stem, and mati

as Instrumental of an i-stem ?) So far as I can see, (a) in

resfard to Sanskrit, the Sanskrit Grammarians' classifications

rested on a compromise between present meanings and present

forms, and Brugmann has followed them almost implicitly

:

(h) in regard to Greek and Latin, the Grammarians' classifica-

tions rest on a (far more weird) compromise between present

meanings and present forms, and Brugmann has followed them,

on the whole, but has paid considerably more attention to forms

than they did.

Where the present meanings seem to Grammarians to-day,

or seemed to Grammarians (in comparatively modern times) to

be consistent with the present form, suggestions may perhaps

])(i called ' probable ' or ' highly probable ;' where the present

meanings seem to be incompatible with the present form,

can we admit the present meaning as our basis of

classification, and ignore the present form ? i.e. arc we

so absolutely certain that we know exactly where each case

stopped developing its meanings, and that we know exactly

what all its meanings were (and that no single one of them

tXade yei'u/jiepop), that we can confidently exclude, on the
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strengih of this knowledge of meanings, a Phonetic develop-

ment which has strong support ? e.g. can we be sure that the

Locative could never have come to express the case-meanings

which mati shows, and so sure that we can confidently deny that

mat! is Locative in form (stem mati + locative i —»- mati)? I

think that, if we look at Appendix II, and at the Cases, and at

the criticism of Allen and Greenough and Monro (above), we

cannot admit the present meaning as our basis of classification,

and ignore what Phonetics can tell us about the present form :

as a general rule, we must trust to forms alone as our basis,

and must label our results as 'some of the probabilities or

possibilities.' I now sum up the main objections to Brugmann's

Table : all of them I have tried to illustrate below.

1. It does not classify strictly by forms : once off this

ground we are on the ground of the Old School : e.g., suppose

regeres was really sigmatic aorist subjunctive in form (there-

fore in meaning), can we for one moment flatter ourselves that

we have explained its meaning adequately if we have taken as

our basis the meaning of an imperfect subjunctive or optative ?

A surprising number of people fail to realise that, supposing

regeres really was nothing but aorist subjunctive, then it had

the meanings of an aorist subjunctive always, however wide and

comprehensive those meanings might have been. If we take

the present meaning as the basis, then in some consecutive

sentences with ut we must surely, to be consistent, classify

reveres as aorist indicative, and irehloio as Locative and In-

strumental ! which is absurd.

2. It does not allow enough for Analogy, especially (a)

Proportiomd analogy (v. end of Appendix V. for the possibility

of \6^(p being sometimes as much Locative in form as %&j/3«),

and {jj) Contamination. And so later growths are put down as

Indo-European.

3. It ignores ' Heteroclisis :' i.e. an original rich and free

o-rowth,e.g. three stems, wliich ultimately left one stem supreme

(on the whole) but one or more isolated forms from another

stem surviving or supreme in one or more cases. The same

theory of ' Heteroclisis ' will alone explain many verbal forma-
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tions: e.g. of two or three verbal suffixes one is left supreme,

except in some tense or mood, where another verbal suffix is

left supreme.

4. It ignores some possible Syncretisms or 'Amalgamations'

of Cases: now Vedic Sanskrit is certainly old, but how much

older than Homer is a great question: I think that History,

Geography, and Archaeology will tell us that the subject-

matter is very very old: and the same may be said of some of

the forms and constructions. In Homer we find 'amalgamations'

(i.e. wherever these ' amalgamations ' are not really relics of an

original unity): e.g. probably, roughly speaking,

(a) The Subjunctive and Optative seem to have the same

meaning in not a few constructions:

(6) The Ablative and Genitive have partially 'amalgamated':

(c) The Instrumental, Dative, and Locative are partially

'amalgamated:' (especially the Dative and Locative Infinitives

except for distinctions of Voice):

In Latin we probably find a more or less close 'amalgama-

tion' of

(rt) Aorist and Perfect:

{h) Subjunctive and Optative:

(c) Ablative, Locative, and Instrumental:

(f^) Genitive and Locative:

(e) Infinitives (except for the Voice distinctions): perhaps

both Dative and Locative and Instrumental etc.

In Sanskrit we find, again and again, the following forms

with almost or quite identical meanings in some constructions:

(a) Subjunctive and Optative (especially):

(6) Aorist, Imperfect, and Perfect, and even Present:

(c) Locative and Instrumental:

(d) Locative and Dative (especially in the Infinitive)

:

(e) Locative and Genitive:

(/) Genitive and Ablative: and so on, with any two

' oblique ' cases.
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Now why should not these identities have affected the forms

in lire-historic Sanskrit, as well as in pre-historic Greek and

Latin? why should they not occasionally have produced

either

A. Contamination, or the blending of two forms into one

form (made up of elements of both), in one declension or more,

owing to a partial identity of meaning: or

B. Disappearance of one form, because its meanings could

be expressed by some other form or forms: one surviving form

would have some or all of its own old meanings and also some

or all of the meanings of the form which, except perhaps for

isolated constructions, disappeared: or

C. Differentiation: i.e. differences of meaning not due to

original differences of meaning so much as to what we may
almost call 'accident:' e.g. suppose a form A denotes (a) + (b),

and a form B denotes (a) + (b) also: suppose that in the majority

of A's constructions it happened, accidentally, that the meaning

(b) predominated, and, in most of B's constructions, the meaning

(a). Then it may have come about that A was regarded as the

proper form to express (b), and B to express (a). (Cp. one

possible history of the Genders.)

5. It often ignores the possible unity of formation of the

majority of case-terminations: it practically grants a unity to

the Accusative, but gives the other oblique cases in some one

declension forms which they do not ostensibly possess in other

declensions, but which some other case does possess in other

declensions and perhaps in the very declension in question: (e.g.

it gives to case A in one declension a form which in other

declensions case A does not possess, but case B does possess).

And this, too, in spite of the fact that these two cases (e.g. A
and B) in other declensions have many meanings in common.

The harm of all this absolutism is that one naturally looks

to Brugmann's Table or 'Abstract' for guidance— he is so great

a Philologist that ninety-nine out of a hundred rely implicitly

on his results. And so, looking at the criticism of Allen and

Greenough and of Monro (above) we see that it is possible that

the sphere of the Instrumental, Genitive, etc. has been terribly
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exaggerated, because what are here classed as Instrumentals

and Genitives are iu reality Locatives in form, and therefore

Locatives in meaning. As to the idea, so often and often

assumed as a fact, that whatever does not express ' place where,

time when, absolute construction,' cannot be Locative in spite of

its being probably sometimes or always Locative in form, it is

ridiculous when we look at the Locative in Sanskrit, and pro-

bably in Greek and Latin, and at the enormous ground covered

by prepositional equivalents in English, Greek, and Latin.

The assumption ignores Principles I. IV. V.

Another idea frequently assumed to be a fact is that the

very great majority of constructions which were created con-

veyed a new meaning, i.e. a meaning which was not conveyed

by any form at all before their creation. As a matter of fact

one grand feature of the growth of syntax is that new forms

and constructions are not always created because they

are absolutely required, but are created unconsciously and

unavoidably as it were : to suppose that, when once a meaning

was conveyed adequately by some one form, every one avoided

expressing it by any other form, is almost as ridiculous as to

suppose that a traveller coming from one direction would avoid

stepping upon the same side of the road as another traveller

who had come from a different direction. A form may be used

to express a meaning already adequately expressed by some

other form, from a different or scarcely different point of view:

e.g. 'parted from' is clear and seems to give all the essential

meaning: nevertheless from another origin, and with a rather

different shade of colouring, we also use ' parted with,' perhaps

chiefly because ' parted ' may sometimes be, in thought, nearer

to 'not united,' ' no longer united.' And v. the criticism of Allen

and Greenougli and Monro (above), and Appendix II., and the

Cases, for occasional jiossibilities like the following: ' place from

which '
^-

' place at which ' ' place to which ' (v. Ablative); ' place

or person to which' ^' place or person from which or whom'

'place at which' (v. Dative); 'place at M'hich' ^- 'place from

which' 'place to which' (v. Locative). These possible Local

developments show startling changes of meaning, and one more

possibility will prevent us from trying to classify by meanings
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and not by forms, where they seem to us to be incompatible.

In Greek or Latin it is possible that every case may be used in

one construction or more with the meaning of a Nominative

:

e.of.

Vocative: quibus, Hector, ab oris cxspectate]

us

Vocative).

Accusative : *eligur aliquos

j- venis ? (v. under

(v. under Voices).

rjSee dSeXcbeov] , , ^ , ^ ^
^ 009 eiToveLTo (v. under Accusa-

tive, and cp. ' whom say ye that I am ?')

Genitive : 'Wioo] ^ , ^ .
^ r^ ,

TTToXteUpov (v. under Genitive).

Dative : dulce est moril , „ . . , t -. n
- (v. runci pie i. 1).

s
j

Locative and Instrumental : dulce est concipere (v. Prin-

ciple I. 1).

dulcis est conceptio.

Locative and Ablative : difficile est conceptu (v. id.),

difficilis est conceptio.

Ablatival : ex piscibusl .

,

y quidam.
pisces

j

In the following criticism it is very very far frum luy

intention to suggest anything as certain : it must be clearly

understood that

(1) I only suggest possibilities:

(2) I only pick out a few instances out of many, from

three languages out of many, and only from the stems ending

in -0-, -a-, -i-, -u-, consonant.

(8) I do not consider the stem-variation : so much levelling

must have already taken place before the times of which wc

have evidence, so that it is possible that I have omitted many

important points—e.g. irarpl may really be not merely Locative,

for one might expect the Locative form to be irarepL, but a
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contamiuatiou of Locative irarepi with Instrumental irarpa

and Dative -rraTpat : so that the stem of irarpc would be mainly

from the Instrumental and Dative, and the case-termination

from the Locative. I fully realise the possibility.

(4) The Nominative, Vocative, and Accusative are not

considered here : N.B, if Sanskrit me, te, etc. are classified as

Genitives why are they not also classified as Accusatives ?

Even here Brugmann's Table is open to something more than a

query.

(5) The pronominal declension is not considered.

((J) Brugmann's results are put in Italics ; I. E, = Indo-

European : S. = Sanskrit : G. = Greek : L. = Latin.

(7) The distinction between i and i, and between u and u

is not denoted here. I here follow the Latin method, rather

than the usual method of the New school. To decide between

original i and i is not always so easy as the New School seem

to think : e.g. Genitive osio is far from being the only certain

form : might not the form have sometimes been osio ? cp.

silu(or u)a.

(8) The analytical metliod is adopted for the sake of con-

venience, although, in reality, cases were not as a general rule

formed by adding endings to stems, but by analogy (especially

proportional analogy) from some early formations.

(9) Often definite words (e.g. plus and turris) are chosen as

types of a class.

(10) I am oidy considering Brugmann's Table, apart from

the body of his work : I do this because the Table is the only

part of the book which most people would naturally refer to if

they wanted to classify a form.

o-stems

:

Genitive

:

I. E.: osio, esio, ei, oi{T) ; S. asya, (and ine); G. oco, ov, w,

Thessalian ot, Gi'eek jxol ; L. I and mi.

I. E. osio, esio ; S. asya ; G. oaio -* oio -^ ov look like

Genitives (formed by adding the Genitival -s to the stem) +
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the adjectival suffix io (which is so common in Sanskrit and

Greek) : possibly this double Genitival formation was not Indo-

European at all, but originally confined to one or two dialects,

e.o^. Sanskrit and Greek, whereas other dialects formed the

Genitive, in this declension as in other declensions, by adding

es, OS, or s ; if this was so, then this Genitive would perhaps

be like the future in -bo in Italic and Celtic, a dialectic

variety.

As to Greek oo-^ Attic w at a comparatively late stage of

development, it is very doubtful : early oo and Doric oo might

-^ CO, but would not later oo be expected to ~^ov, just as later

eo (from esio ^- eio) might have become ov ? For one possible

explanation of &> v. the Ablative (below).

Might we not suggest a possible Genitive formed by adding

OS, es, or s to the stem : e.g. o -f os ^- Greek &>?, e -h es ^- Greek

7^9, o + es-^ Greek ov<i, Italic ois (?) ^ eis (Italic), (even if some

of these forms rarely or never survived, being superseded by

other formations) ?

I.E. ei, oi ; S. me ; G. /zot (Thessalian oc) ; L. I

:

Why give the Genitive here a form which it need not have

in any other declension and which the Locative regularly has

both in this and in other declensions V The Locative can

extend over quite enough Genitive meanings to make ' amal-

gamation ' (i.e. a Locative form with some early genitive mean-

ings and some typically Locatival meanings) po.ssible here:

(v. under Cases, and Appendix II.).

Here again the Table postulates as I. E. what may have

been due to amalgamation in one or more languages after I. E.

times : thus Italic eis is possibly from stem o (or stem c), + es

(-*- is as in the consonant-declension, the analogy of which the

o-stems perhaps followed) ^- eis : or it may be a contamination

of Locative oi or ei and Genitive os or es or s.

Ablative:

I.E. (Id, ed ; S. ad; G. (L = unde ; L. d(d), e{d).

I.E. o -H ed and e-|-od are not considered: might they not

possibly have -^ Greek -onS, -* ou? before dentals, ov otherwise:

so Homeric ov mi^ht sometimes be Ablatival in origin beside
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Geuitival oio. o+od might -^ Greek (w8 ^ &><? before dentals,

ft) otherwise: (cp. ovTw<i beside ovrw, and perhaps our 'toward'

-^'towards' before dentals: though these original distinctions

between &>, to?, d, ds, may have been obscured in course of

time). In Latin o + od -^ od -^ o seems to give a partial

explanation of some adverbs of manner: e.g. modo ^- modo,

and hence perhaps some spondees by analogy of Iambic

words (cp. Instrumental, below).

e -f ed might similarly -*- Greek jjS-* 779, 77 un<ler the same

conditions: (cp. possibly e^/;? ' in order ' anil SittXt]). In Latin

e + ed -^ ed -^ e seems to give a partial explanation of e.g.

bene -^ bene, and hence perhaps some spondees (e.g. are ^- are)

by analogy of Iambic words (cp. Instrumental, below).

I cannot conceive how we can exclude these Adver])ials (of

manner, etc.) from an at least partially Ablatival origin (with

which cp, Sanskrit, and Latin ex aliquil parte, and Greek €k

fiipovi Ttj/09).

o + d might ^- Greek 08 -^ 09, o, similarly : might this

possibly partly explain a7ro(d?), vtto (d ?) etc., beside dative (?)

VTrai ?

Dative

:

I. E. oi, e(i); S. aya, ydi, yd; G. w; L. o, di:

S. aya : possibly a contamination of Dative o or e + ai -^ ai

and Instrumental a (for meaning v. the Cases, and the criticism

of Monro (above), and Appendix II.).

S. yai : possibly a contamination of the Dative of an o-stem

(ai) and Dative of i-stem (ye) : for possibilities of Heteroclisis

cp. au (given as Locative of an i-stem), perhaps really a

(Instrumental of a-stem or o-stem (?)) + u, or else the ' sufiixless

Locative ' of an u-stem.

S. ya : possibly Instrumental of an i-stem, borrowing its a

from vowel-stems : or, not impossibly, a contamination of

Locative i, and Instrumental a (of an o-stem).

G. ft) : possibly o 4- ai ^- ft)t ^- w.

L. oi: why di ?—does any Inscription prove the vowel o here

to be long ? I think not.

L. d : possibly o + ai might -* di -* d : it is not absolutely
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impossible for it to be an Instrumental with Dative meanings,

or even sometimes a Locative (v. the next clause).

Locative

:

I. E. 01, ei ; S. e ; G. oi, ei ; L. I:

This seems natural ; the possibility of a new Locatival « in

Greek beside ol, so as to =a, because e.g. the Locative Plural

ot? = ai9, is suggested at the end of Appendix V. (A Latin

Locative o beside i, by a not dissimilar proportional analogy, is

just conceivable.)

We might reasonably suggest that ^iol, irol ; ol (and Thessa-

lian -OL with some typical Genitival meanings), and Sanskrit me,

and Latin -i (e.g. domini) might be Locative forms extended

over some meanings once more typically expressed by the

Dative or Genitive (v. under Cases, and the criticism of

Monro, and Appendix II.): for in Sanskrit we have Locative

mayi often used with the meanings also expressed by the

Genitival mama.

Instrumental

:

I.E. o, e, bhi, mi, ehhi, emi ; 8. a, ena ; G. ttw, ttt], </>t ;

L. modo, are :

I.E. o, e; G. ttco, ttij ; L. modo, are: the Greek and Latin

forms might possibly also come from Ablatives o H- od ^ od -^ o,

e + ed -*- ed -^ e as well as from Instrumentals o + o -^ 0, e + a

-* e : V. Ablative (above).

I.E. bhi; G. cf)t: this form is universally classed as Instru-

mental, whereas -6i is classed as Locative ; I should class ^t as

possibly an alternative Locative ending with e.g. i and dc : the

meaning presents no difficulty (v. Cases and the criticism of

Monro, and Allen and Greenough (above), and Appendix II.),

and the use with some typical meanings of a Genitive (e.g. in

Greek) finds more parallels with the Locative form (cp. Thessa-

lian) than with the Instrumental. Latin (ti)bl looks like this

bhi -*bl by association with Locatives like domini and Datives

like pcdi : v. further under the Plural -bhi (below).
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Plural.

Genitive

:

I. E. dm, em; S. am., unTi/m; G. (ov ; L. iim (or'um from the

pronominal declension, with the long vowel parti}' from iirum

by proportional analogy, and also possibly from os, accusative

plural, and from contamination of o + som -^ orum and o + om

^-om): this termination was possibly of an adjectival nature

originally, cp. Sanskrit asmakaiii kuru sahayam 'do us a favour,'

where a possible origin is seen ; in the pronominal declension is

it possible that the s was the sign of the plural, and that s + om
was like the Locative Plural s + i ?

Locative

:

I.E. ois, sn, si; S. em; G. oi'i, oicn ; L. is {?), os.

I. E. ois ; G. 0L<; ; L. Is : look like the simple Locative

singular + the plural s, just as the Accusative looks like the

Accusative singular + the plural s. Why has the Table singled

out this exceedingly natural form for a query ? and wJii/ is

there no query against os ? There is one thing to note about

Latin is, that it may possibly go back to eis as well as to ois

(cp. ocKot, oiKec). If ois would not -* Latin is, but (?) ^- es,

then perhaps the obvious analogy of the Locative singular oi ^i
might have helped to produce is.

I. E. si ; G. oLat : this Greek form looks like the Locative

singular + Plural s + an additional Locative termination, perhaps

transferred by analogy from the consonant declension, where

possibly the Plural s was added to the stem, and then the Loca-

tive L [e.g. TToS-a-L, eVecr-cr-t] : SO that the Locative element may

occur twice here [for the repetition of an element cp. iirea-ea-ai

-^ eireeaat, and Sanskrit esu from (?) ois-u and eis-u]. So that

the (Ti might be Greek, and no more Indo-European than the

aspirated perfect was.

I.E. su ; S. esu : this Sanskrit form looks like the Locative

singular -|- the Plural s + the u which, added after a noun,

gave a Locatival meaning in Vedic ;
whether the Locative i was

a deictic particle originally, and added after a stem with the

same meaning which u had in Sanskrit, I do not attempt to
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say
: and it would also be hard to say whether i and u were

connected with the i and u at the end of tovtovl and dadfiu

etc. Whether this u occurs in fxera^v or whether we have

here a simple u-stem without case-ending, I do not attempt

to say.

L. OS ; how can we put it as a Locative, without a large

query ? oi -|- s might naturally -* Is, and in the a-declension ais

might possibly -^ as (but this is extremely doubtful), and
hence by proportional analogy, because e.g. Dative of a-stem
(a) = Dative of o-stem (o), the Locative Plural of the o-stem (Is)

might possibly have been remodelled to os in order to corre-

spond to as the Locative Plural of the a-stem(?). Then again, ds

might possibly be o + Instrumental a + Plural s ^6s, or might
arise by proportional analogies (v. end of Appendix V.) from the

a-stem (a + Instrumental a -|- Plural s ^as), or it might well be
Dative, formed by the Dative Singular in o and Plural s.

Lastly, one might reasonably add S. ebhis as a possible

Locative plural, i.e. Locative ei or oi + the possible Locative

ending bin + Plural s. This seems in every way natural, if

the Sanskrit e here is really the Locative Singular ending:

thus e (Locative Singular from oi, ei(?))-}-bhi (Locative (?)

ending) -f- s (Plural ending) would correspond to e (Locative

Singular) + s (Plural ending) -f u (Locatival). Granted that e

is Locative, then it seems natural that the termination (bhi)

added to e might be Locative also.

And so there may have been a variety in the formations of

the Locative Plural, e.g. it might have been formed by stem +
Locative i + Plural s, or stem -f i -F s -f- i, or stem + s + i, etc.

There can really be no certainty about what was Indo-

European.

Dative-Ablative

:

I. E. obh, om ; S. hhyus ; No Greek or Latin :

S. bhyas may have been the bhi, the ending of (^) the Loca-

tive (cp. above) -I- OS, es the sign of the Genitive: there is no

difficulty about supposing a Locative to extend, in the Plural,

over some meaning of a Genitive, and the Locative and Genitive

over some meanings of a Dative and Ablative (v. under the

M. T. d
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Cases and in Appendix II.), and also the Genitive to extend

over the Ablative meanings here, as perhaps in the Singular :

or else we may suppose that the a is the Instrumental ending

and s the Plural endinor; we might then have an Instrumental

ending added to the (?) Locative bhi which had extended

over some Instrumental meanings (v. under the Cases and in

Appendix II.).

G. and L. : it is quite possible that o + ai or e + ai (Dative

Singular) + Plural s, might ^- Ois or eis ^- ois or eis ^ Is, or

else ois or eis -^ os or es, either phonetically, or on the analogy

of the Dative Singular o(i) or e(i) : thus the Greek forms might

have been oi? (et<?, m?, 779), and the Latin forms is, os, (es).

Instrumental

:

I. E. ois, ohhi{s), iivts ; S. ais, ehliis ; 0. oi<=;, (deo-) (jtL

:

I. E. ois ; S. ais ; G. ot? : why should we give to the Instru-

mental Plural a form which it does not possess in the Singular,

and which exactly corresponds to the form which the Dative

(and Locative) do possess in the Singular ? If we do give it, we

should set a very large query against it ; a Dative Singular

o + ai or e + ai + Plural s as has just been shown, might

possibly ^ ois eis -^ S. ais, G. oi? (et?), L. is : for the possible

Locative origin of all these forms by proportional analogy,

cp. above under the Locative, and at the end of Appendix V.

I. E. obhis ; G. (Oeo-) ^i : this form may be possibly Loca-

tive—blii (-1- Plural s in Sanskrit). Is the Sanskrit e from stem

o or e + Locatival i ? Why not class Italian os here ?

As to the Latin bus, which occurs in every declension except

this, did it possibly arise from Locative bhi (cp. Celtic bis) or bh

(without the Locative i) -|- os (Genitive and, (?) before dentals,

Ablative) or else bh(i) -|- Ablative od + Plural s (I am very much
in favour of this possibility) ? or is the us not impossibly the

Sanskrit u added, with Locatival meaning, to bh or bhi, and

having the Plural s added to it ? (Could u -* dialectic o here

on the analogy of the o of the Genitive Plural om ?)

'

To sum up then, for the present

:

If we classify by meanings, Appendix II. and the criticism of

' Or could it be Loc. bhis + Instr. as ((?) —»- us) contaminated:'
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Allen and Greenough and of Monro (above) and the Cases (in

the Grammar) show that, as analogical extensions might po-

tentially occur in almost any direction to an enormous extent, we
are building our house (a very neat house, it may be, and a very

pretty house) on quicksand: if we classify by forms, and attempt

a really conscientious treatment, which makes allowance for a

certain amount of original uniformity of formation, for phonetic

possibilities, for (especially proportional) analogies, for contami-

nations etc. we may perhaps arrive at the conclusion that, as far

as this Table goes, at least in these plural cases, Brugmann has

possibly put his one query, and most of his brackets, and many
of his formations, in the wrong places, and besides this has left

out a great many exceedingly obvious possibilities.

The other stems can now be treated more briefly

:

a-stems :

Genitive

:

I.E. as; S. iiyds ; G. «?, ov ; L.Tis, ai, ae

:

I.E. as ; G. «9 ; L. fis seem natural, coming from a + es

or a + s.

S. ayas may possibly bo a contamination of stem sx +
Dative ai or Locative i and of Genitive as, -^ ayas (for the

meanings v. Appendix II and the Cases) : or cp. under the o-

.stems (Dative S. ayai), for y being possibly a kind of buffer to

keep the stem and termination from contracting, so that the

Genitive Singular and Nominative and Accusative Plural should

not have the same form : or for y coming, possibly, from the i-de-

clension : for the possibility of the converse cp. ava which has

come to be regarded by Sanskrit Grammarians as Locative of

an i-stem, but which, among other things, may possibly be

Instrumental (a -f- a) or ' suffixless Locative '

(?) of an a-stem.

G. ov seems to be transferred from the o-declension, perhaps

partly because ov was felt to be a more ' masculine ' ending

than a?.

L. ai, ae : here we have a problem—to realise this is half

the battle—and it will be best to consider it under the Locative

and Dative : nothing positively demands that we should set

down a form as a Genitive simply because its present meanings

d2
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seem partly geiiitival : many Sanskrit Locative (and Dative)

forms, which have meanings which seem partly genitival, we

should not dream of calling Genitives simply for that reason.

Ablative:

I. E. as ; S. ayas ; G. a^, ov ; L. d (d)

:

I. E. as ; G. rt? : on the question as to whether we are to

state dogmatically that originally a Genitive and Ablative had

the same form in every declension but one, v. the last page of

this Appendix : to our ideas the from-notion must have quite

early required an expression separate from the vague quasi-

adjectival notion, though the latter is shown to often extend

over, and to come to clearly express certain from-notions, in

course of time (v. Appendix II. etc.) : what objection can there

be to suggesting that possibly the Ablative had a uniformity of

formation, and generally ended in -od, -ed, -d (apart from dhe(n)

etc.) even if the Genitive form did ultimately sometimes extend

over some Ablatival uses, so that certain Ablative forms were

no longer necessary, and so dropped out ?

In Greek ad might ^- a? before dentals, etc., rl otherwise : cp.

(ovTO}<i, ovrco) and the same will apply to Latin (as) a, even if

as does not survive.

G. ov : the same explanation may hold good as for the

Ablative ov of the o-stems.

S. ayas : the same will hold good for this as for the Ablative

as (above), and cp. the ayas of the Genitive of these a-stems

(above). In Sanskrit it seems as if ad did not -^ as.

Dative :

I.E. di ; S. dydi ; G. a; L. a, ae:

I.E. ai ; G. a\ L, a, ae : it is possible that the stem a +
the Datival ai might -^ Greek ni -^ a, and Latin ai -^ a (cp.

Latin Dative o + ai ^- oi ^^ o e.g. domino (?)) : Latin ji may

be also or only Instrumental a + a^^ a, and for Ablative a from

a + (e)d V. above. But what did happen in Latin ? Did a

+ ai ^- a + I (natural), or was the form in fiT due to the

addition of Locative i from the o- or i-stems, or Dative I from

the i- or consonant-stems, to the stem a, or to the Dative (and
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Locative) ai ? Again was ai preserved as an archaism, whereas

phonetically it, or the Dative a + ai, would have become a or

ae, or are both a and ae Locative forms extended over the mean-

ings of the Dative, etc. etc. ? or, lastly, did the stem a + Locative

i or Dative ai ^^ ai, and was this form used mainly at the end

of lines and in positions where the metre allowed either a long

or a short vowel ? in this case the final i would have been short

originally, and perhaps it often is short still, even if e.g. the

analogy of the Locative i of i- and o- stems and the Dative i

of consonant and i- stems, has been at work.

S. ayai : is this a Locative and Dative ai + the addition

of an extra Datival suffix ai, pei'haps partly from the o + ai or

e + ai of the o-declension ? (cp. for tlie possible repetition of

the element, 'iTnTOLcn), or was the y put as a buffer to join ai

(Dative partly on the analogy of the o-declension (?)) to the stem

a, or is this form a contamination of stem a -F Datival ai -^ ai,

and of iai (dative of io or ia stem or Locative of ia, stem), or of

iai (Dative of i-stem, or Locative of io-stem) ?

The whole question is a maze, and it is folly to be dogmatic

or neat, and almost impossible to be clear.

Locative

:

I.E. ai ; S. dyam; G. <t*)i]^ai{'y€v>]i;), a; L. ae:

I.E. ai; G. a: this seems natural. For fjc^L v. below.

G. %i]^ai'y€vi]<i ; L. ae : what is the (Sij/Bjai- here? is it

Dative Singular (witli Locative meaning), corresponding to

Dative ')(^a/jiai? (v. Principle V. B. 3 for the meaning :), or is it

Locative by proportional analogies tlie converse of those suggested

at the end of Appendix V.: e.g. Dative a = Dative w etc. hence

a new Locative at, beside a, was formed on the model o)i (oIk)ol,

{olKjei, just like a new Locative {olK)(p, beside the old {olk)oi,

being remodelled on {)((op)a, Locative (N. B. perhaps a, -|-

Locative i^^at before words beginning with consonants, and the

analogy of the Plural ai<i might have been at work). Or was

HrjlSai- regarded as the Plural-stem ? ae may possibly be the

Phonetic resultant of a -f- Locative i : we have not enough data

for dogmatisms even here : e.g. p )ssibly before words beginning

with vowel ai -^ a (cp. {() amaio -^ amao -^ amO) while before
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some consonants, ai ^- ae ; or was ae (Locative) a new formation

beside the old a (Locative), on the analogy of oi, ei of the o-

stems, because e.g. ais (Locative plural) possibly corresponded at

that time to ois, eis (Locative plural) ?

S. ayam : is this a contamination of Dative a + ai and

Locative a -f i both -^fii, and of the Accusative a + m? or

was am (stem a + Accusative m) added to the a of the stem

with y as a buffer between ? or did the y arise from contamina-

tion with i, io, or ia stems (q. v.) or was it possibly adjectival in

origin (cp. asmfikam) ?

lustra iue)ital

:

I.E. a ; S. a ; G. d, i-j^l :

I. E. a. ; S. a ; G. d seems natural, arising from a + a. G.

7;</)i looks like an extra termination -</«. (Locative ?) added to an

Instrumental case-form, or possibly to the pure stem.

Why not put Latin a as possibly Instrumental, from a -I-

a -^ a ? Could Locative ai -^a before vowels ?

Plural

:

Genitive

:

I.E.?; S. diiam; G. dwv, wv ; L. (Irani: these seem natural,

especially if we suppose them to be possibly adjectival in origin :

the Greek dwv would perhaps be stem d-\- wv from the o-stems

(q. v.).

Locative :

I.E. as, dsa,asi; S. (76';(; G. dat, aicn, ul^ ; L. as:

I.E. as ; L. as : possibly Locative a + i + s or Dative a + ai

+ s might ^- as (cp. stem o + Dative ai ^- oi ^- o), but it is

far from certain, notably in Sanskrit : possibly we have here a

pure stem -i- plural s (for pure stems with Locative meaning cp.

Sanskrit vyoman 'in the sky,' and S6/jiev), or possibly only or

also a-f- Instrumental a + Plural s -^ as or Ablative iids ^-as.

However, possibly a + i -|- s might have become ais ^- is,

either phonetically (always, or before words beginning with

certain letters), or on the analogy of is the (?) Dative and

Locative Plural of the o-stems (v. above): for e.g. dulcibus
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feminine = dulcibus masculine—hence a new feminine is of the

a-stems beside the masculine is.

I.E. asu ; S. asu might admit of the same explanation : the

u might have been the u added to give a Locative meaning (cp.

Vedic Sanskrit).

I. E. asi ; G. dai, admit of the same explanation, except that

i was perhaps the Locative case-ending.

G. at?, aicTi : the Locative Singular jli, and possibly the

Dative also, + Plural s (-H Locative i) might -^ ai,(T{i), corre-

sponding to ota(L) : for ais -^ ais cp. Zt^ixi ^ Zei/9.

For the possibility of the bhy of Sanskrit abhyas, and the b

of abus, being partially Locative, v. under the o-stems.

Dative-Ablative

:

I.E. (ibli-, dm-; S. dhlnjas; L. dhus

:

S. abhyas : here ft may possibly be the stem Ji, or stem -f

Instrumental a ^ a, -I- bhi the Locative (?) ending, and as might

conceivably be either the Genitive (extended over some Ablatival

meanings) or the Instrumental a -h the plural s.

L. abus : possibly the stem a, or the stem 4- Instrumental a

-^a, -I- bus, for possible Ablatival origins of which v. under the

o-stems. Why could not stem a -|- Dative ai -|- Plural s possibly

-^ ais ->- ais -^ is, either phonetically, or by an analogy such as

that described under the Locative just above: i.e. if is (feminine

Dative) was formed from is (masculine Dative) because e.g.

dulcibus (feminine) = dulcibus (masculine) ?

Instruinental :

I. E. ahhXis), dmi{s) ; S. dhhis ; G. aa ; L. Is :

I. E. abliis ; S. abhis may possibly be stem Jl (or stem Ji

+ Instrumental a -> fi) + Locative (?) bhi -t- Plural s.

G. ai'?; L. is: cp. under o-stems: why should one give to the

Instrumental a form apparently inconsistent with its other forms,

and possibly identical with a regular Locative form? The mean-

ing can be no safe guide (v. Appendix II., and the Cases, and

the criticism of Monro and of Allen and Greenough, above), and

it is hard to see what grounds we have for a dogmatic classifica-

tion apart from meaning and form. For (fili)abus v. o-stems.
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Tlie same general criticism will apply here as under the o

-

stems : it is possible that most of these plural forms and most

of the brackets and queries are in the wrong places,

i-stems :

Genitive

:

I.E. ois, eis, ies, ios ; S. es, yas ; G. €0'i, eco<;, 7jo<i, lo^; L. is:

All these forms seem possible, the strong form appearing

beside the weak form : Latin is would be from strong ei, or

oi, + es {-* is), or s, or from weak i + es (-^ is): is the is which

we do find often used from weak i + s, or is this short vowel from

the consonant- declension by proportional analogies etc. (e.g.

turribus = pluribus hence turris—beside turris— = pluris) ?

Ablative:

Same as genitive, except Latin l{d): on the possibility of

these same original forms with d, not s, v. quite at the end of

this Appendix, and also cp. Ablative singular of o- and a-stems

and the footnote on p. xvi. Is id on Inscriptions id, not id

(from ed) ?

Dative

:

I.E. eiai, iai, I (?); 8. aye, ye, i; G. /Saal; L. turri:

S. aye, ye seem natural; aye may possibly go back to the

strong form ei + ai or oi + ai, and ye to the weak form i + ai.

S. i; G. /'; L. i: if Ave give the Dative an original form ai,

then Sanskrit and Greek i seem absolutely unnatural: where

else have we the slightest evidence for i + ai ^- Sanskrit and

Greek i (though there may have been some influence at work

which we cannot now realize) ? Latin i might possibly go back

to Stem i -|- Dative ai [-^i], or it may be a Dative formed, by

proportional analogies, from the consonant declension : e.g.

turribus = pluribus etc., hence turri, a new form on the model

of plurai ^ pluri, beside turriai ^ ? (similarly cp. ove beside

ovi on the model of plure;) or again turii may be only or also

Stem i + Locative i ^- i. Looking at the meanings of the Sans-

krit Dative and Locative, and the Cases, and the criticism of

Monro (above), and at the (possibly) Locative alteri etc. used
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with some typical meanings of* a Dative, can we not here suggest,

as almost probable, a Locative form, Stem i -f- Locative i ^" i,

both in Greek and Sanskrit, with some typically Datival

meanings ? Personally, I see no probable objection to Indo-

European i -f-
i -^ I, at any rate before words beginning with

certain letters, whereas I do see possible objections to Indo-

European i -|- ai ^o i in Sanskrit and Greek. For ifi, rj cp. below.

Of course, if it be thought that it is (in any sense of the

words) 'Comparative Philology' to start with the (supposed)

present Datival meanings of the form i, and then to pc^stulate

the form i as an Indo-European Dative form (with a query,

which, for some reason or for no reason, is not put against the

Sanskrit and Greek forms), tlien my objections fall to the

ground. Personally I fail to see how Brugmann's Table can

have been the result of any other method. I only submit, ' Is

it the right method ?

'

Locative

:

I. E. ei, e, ei (?), eii ; S. a, an, ayi (?); G. tfi, y, el, et ; L. e,

I. E. eii ; S. ayi ; G. et ; L. i seem natural, if we sujjpose

Stem ei + Locative i ^ eii -^ ei (intervocalic i disappearing)

-*• Greek et Latin i : in Greek it is not impossible that before

a word beginning e.g. with s, a Dative, ei or ei + ai ^- eai -^ rji,

might -^ €L (cp. Z77U9 -^ Zei/9). In Latin, Stem i + Locative i

-^ i seems natural,

I. E. ei ; G. 7]i, rj : how were these formed ? Were they from

stem ei -1- Loc. i -^ eii -^ ei, when intervocalic i disappears

^- Greek rjt ^^ ijl but tjl can also go back possibly to Dative

stem ei + Dative ai-^ -tjcac^rjaL-^iji-^rj. Or can it be that

the Greek ij'i, 77 is partly due to Heteroclisis with the a,-stems ?

i.e. that it is stem a + Locative i or Dative ai (for the possibility

of the converse Heteroclisis v. the a-stems) ?

L E. e ; S. a, fiu : how can tliese belong to i-stems ? i.e. is

it certain that the i could disappear thus, except perhaps before

words begiiniing with a vowel, where i may possibly have been

treated like i between vowels? evidently Indo-European e is as-

sumed to explain Sanskrit, where possibly a simple a-stem [used
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with Locative meaning] or Stem a or o + Instrumental a, or this

a + Locatival u, survives by Heteroclisis: lor the converse cp.

possibly sakhya given by Brugmann's Table as Dative of an

o-stem without a query. For another explanation of au as due

to Heteroclisis with a u-stem, or as transferred from the u-

declension v. Locative of u-stems (below).

L. e : possibly from consonant-stems by proportional analogy,

e.g. turribus = pluribus, hence turre on the model of pluri

^"plurc : for other possible explanations of this e of consonant-

stems V. Locative of n-stems (below).

L. i: this seems to come very simply from Stem i-f- Locative

i, and possibly we may here class Greek I (e.g. ^dal) and San-

skrit i, whether it has some of the present meanings of a typical

Dative or of a typical Instrumental. The Latin form i may

possibly be also Instrumental (i -|-c-^i) or Dative, or Ablative,

or sometimes one form sometimes another etc.

Instrumental

:

I. E. I ; S. %, yd, ina ; G. (Ionic) I ; L. i, qui, e.

I. E. i ; S. i ; Ionic I : why should we give to the Instru-

mental a form which it need not have elsewhere, and which

the L(jcative has elsewhere? evidently the meanings are the

starting-point, and they are 'guides which arc no guides' (v.

under Cases, and Appendix II., and the criticism of Monro and

Allen and Greenough, above). Granting that the Instrumental

ended in a, then could Sanskrit i -1- a or Greek i -f a -^ i (except

by such analogies as that of the a-stems, where a -f a-* a)? On

the other hand Stem i+ Locative i would naturally ^i in San-

skrit and Greek.

L. i, qui : i might arise from i -f i, or from Dative i -1- ai ^- i

+ i -3- i, or also or only Instrumental i -f a -^ i -t- c ^ i, or from

Ablative i + ed ^ id. qui may go back to one or more of the

following (apart from its possible origin through contaminations

of almost any two or more of the following), if we consider how-

much the stems ({ui- and ([uo- interchange in Latin: e.g.

1. quo or ({ue + Locative i -^ qui

quo + Ablative ed -^ quo + id (?) -^ (piid ^ (pii

quo + Instrumental a -^ quo -h e (?) -* (?) qui.
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2. ([ui + Locative i^- qui

+ Ablative ed ^ quid -^ <|ui

+ Instrumental a ^- quie ^ iiui.

That which enables one to put down qui to any single form

with certainty is still a secret undivulged.

L. e: from the e of consonant-stems this might be extended

to the i-stems by proportional analogy: e.g. pluribus = turribus,

hence turre (?) on the model of plure: for the e, v. under the

Locative of n-stems (below).

S. ya: a is perhaps transferred from the o- and a-stems,

with which perhaps the i-stems occasionally 'contaminated':

the tendency might have been to make all Instrumentals, of

whatever declension, end in a. It must be remembered that

' uniformity ' in declensions of nouns worked on at least two

principles

:

(rt) making the stem uniform : e.g. making the stem of

one noun the same throughout, as far as possible

;

(6) making case-endings uniform: e.g. making all Instru-

mentals in Sanskrit end in a instead of having some in a some

in a.

Plural

:

Genitive:

I.E. ioia; S. inani, Im; G. lwv, ewv; L. iuni, uni: these

forms seem natural (cp. the o- and a-stems, above): the long

vowel of Sanskrit might come from the o- and a-stems (q. v.).

G. €0)v might arise from eicov (strong stem), lav showing the

weak stem: L. ium might possibly arise from eiom (?) (with om
as the analogy of the o-dcclension), or eiom, -^ iom (possibly just

as deneuo ^-denuo), or from iOni or iom-* ium; the Latin um
might arise by proportional anah^gy, e.g. turribus = ducibus,

hence a new form (?; turrum beside ducum. For the converse

analogy, i.e. possibly the analogy of the Genitive plural in-

fiuencing the Locative plural, cp. Greek tac below.

Locative

:

I.E. is, isii, isi ; S. isii ; G. tat, eat; these seem natural, if

formed from Stem i -f Plural s {-\- Locative i, or Locatival u).
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G. eat seems evidently to borrow its e I'roiii the Genitive eicov,

-^ ewv etc. (cp. the e of (fjpeai partly due to the analogy of

(f)pev€^).

For the possibility of Sanskrit ibhyas, ibhis, and Latin ibus

being, at any rate partially, Locatival in form, v. under the o-

and a-stems (above).

Dative-Ablative

:

I.E. ihh-, ini- ; S. ibhi/as; L. ibiis : v. under o- and a-stems

(above) for some possible explanations of these forms as Abla-

tives etc.

Iiidni mental

:

I.E.ibhi{s), mis; S. ibhis: possibly Locative bhi -|- Plural s.

For -bus V. the o-stems.

u-stems :

Genitive

:

I.E. oics, ens, lies, aos ; S. <js, vas, uvas ; G. eo<i, eco?, 1*09; L.

us, %, aos, ids

:

I. E. ous, eus, ues, uos ; S. 6s, vas, uvas ; G. eo?, U09 ; L. uos,

uis seem natural, if we suppose the stem-variation (eu, ou, u)

and the termination-variation (es, os, s), either original or pro-

duced by the levelling process : e.g. strong eu + s, and ou -\- s,

and weak u + os or es. S. os could go back, p(jssibly, to eu -f s, or

to ou -f s, and vas to u -f es or u -f os, and possibly the double u

of uvas was like the (apparently) double i of Locative iyi of i-

stems: (it is not impossible that the difference between u and uv

originated in disyllabic and monosyllabic words, under such

influences as the preceding letter being a consonant etc.).

G. eo<f might go back to euos, and ew9 might arise, by
' metathesis of quantity,' from eu -f- os (e.g. ^aai\r]?o<; -^ ^aac-

Xewi) and the analogy of ei -f- os (cp. above under the i-stems).

L. uos could possibly go back to stem ou or eu or u -I- os ^^ u

+ OS (cp. deneuo -»- denouo -^ denuo) -^ u -f us (-^ us ?) : or was

us formed by proportional analogy: e.g. (?) Ablative manu(d)

= familia(d), and Accusative plural um -|- s ^^ uns-^- us = ams
-^ ans -^ as—hence a new genitive us (beside the possibly

regular formation uos) on the model of familias etc.
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L. uis: was it from u + es-^ii + is, or did the is come from

the analogy of the consonant-declension ?

L. i seems to have no place in this declension, for it seems

to be e.g. the Locative of an o-stem (o or e + Locative i ^1) or

Instrumental or Locative of an i-stem (i + i-*I, i + a-^ie ^1):

for the parallel forms of o- and u-stems cp. domni (Dative of

u-stem) beside domo (Dative of o-stem): out of two or more

stems one would naturally predominate eventually, but another

might leave one or two traces (cp. Plautus e.g. for verbs in -ere

beside those in ere: is it possible that the u of monul was partly

due to Heteroclisis with an u-stem ?).

Ablative—Same as Genitive, except Latin aid): for the pos-

sibility of original Ablatives in ed, od, d, v. the note at the end

of this Appendix, and v. also under the o-stems (above).

Dative

:

I.E. euai, uai; S. ave, ve; L. vi: these forms seem natural;

Sanskrit ave may possibly go back to euai and ouai with the

strong stem; whereas uai ^ve would have the weak stem. L.

ui might possibly go back to the strong eu or ou 4- ai -^ uai -^ ul,

or to the weak u -f ai ^- ui : it is not altogether impossible that

the i here might have been only or also like the i of natural,

i.e. possibly from stem u + Locative I (from o-stems, or from

i-stems) or Dative i (of i-stems, or consonant-stems).

As to Greek, is it not possible that Greek ev + at, before

words beginning with e.g. s, might ^- evai -^ eai -^ ?;/ (-* ei

before words beginning with letters like s) ?

Locative:

I.E. eu, ei(C?), eai; S. an., avi; G. T]?t (?), ei, ei; L. u:

L E. eu, S. au might possibly have been stem without case-

suffix (cp. vyoman 'in the sky'), but need we assume these forms

as necessarily Indo-European? can we not po.ssibly have here a

case of Heteroclisis ? e.g. here a form may have come to be

regarded as Locative of u-stems (cp. above on Locative of i-

stems), which was really il-stem (either pure, with a Locative

meaning, or -f- Instrumental a) or o-stem -F Instrumental a, with

the Locatival u appended, as in the plural.
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G. 7/Ft (?) might possibly be pure stem + Locative i. L. u

might possibly go back to eu or eu or 5u or ou (stem without

case-endiug, perhaps), or even to the weak stem u + Locative

i -*ue ^-11 either phonetically', or else by proportional analogy

from other stems: e.g. possibly with i-stems Accusative Plural

im + s -^ ins -^ Is = um + s ^- uns ^- iis, hence, beside i of the

i-stems, a Locative ii of the u-stems was formed ; or again e.g.

Accusative Singular u + m = Accusative Singular i + m of i-

stems—hence beside Locative i + i -a- 1 a new Locative u was

possible, etc.

L E. eui; S. avi; E. e'i, et: S. avi might go back possibly to

eui and oui; G. el, ei to eui.

Instrumental:

I.E. u; S. va, una; L. u:

S. va seems to be formed by the weak stem + Instrumental a,

apparently borrowed from the o-declension (o 4- a^ a) or from

the a-declension (a + a-^ a).

I.E. fi; L. u. It seems to be assumed that ii is certainly

Instrumental in Latin (whereas it may be only Locative, or

only or also Ablative, and not Instrumental at all, for all we

know), and this seems to necessitate the assumption of Indo-

European u, a formation apparently unlike other Instrumentals,

i.e. not ending in a: of course an analogical formation is possible,

e.g. Accusative Plural um -|- s -^ uns -^ fis = am -(- s -^ ans ^- as,

hence an Instrimiental manu formed on the model of fi-l-a ^a;
but this is very far from certain, and requires a large query.

Could not Latin ii (in so far as it is Instrumental) have been

produced, possibly, by stem u -f- Instrumental a ^ ua -^ ue ^^ ii,

either phonetically (cp. dictu + esom -^ dictum m^ (?)), or by

proportional analogy, e.g. from the i-stems : possibly Stem

i -I- Instrumental a ^- ia -^ ie -* i, hence an Instrumental u,

1 It is quite possible that dicturum is not from this Locative dictii + esom,

but is from the pure stem dictu + esum -^ dicturum. The normal compound

was formed from the stem and not from a case-form (i.e. a stem + case-ending).

In this case, the pure stem + some part of the verb 'be' might easily acquire a

future sense: cp. ama (pure stem) + bo (from (?) bhuio, or bhuti, almost = sum),

and Sanskrit bodhita or bodhita (cp. i7r7r6-ra) + asmi— 'I shall know.'
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because e.g. Nominative manus = turiis, and Accusative Plural

urns -3- nns -3- us = ims -^ ins -^ is.

Plural:

Genitive:

I. E. uoin; 8. unTlm, um; G. ecov; L. uum: these seem natu-

ral: the long vowel before m may possibly have come from the

o-.stems, i.e. stem o 4- Genitive om^-oni, and also from (?) the

a,-stems, a + om -^ om (?) (but Doric dv). Thus we may perhaps

give this Genitive Plural a possible uniform ending -om (like

the Instrumental singular a), and suppose that when om occurs

e.g. in consonant-, or i-, or u-stems, it is possibly tran.sferrud from

the o- and a-stems, so as to make all Genitive Plurals alike

(like the Sanskrit Instrumental Singular a in these stems, per-

haps transferred from the a- and o-stems, i.e., a -|- a -^ a, and

o -f- a ^- a).

As to Sanskrit iim is it due to proportional analogy with

e.g. a- and o- stems ?

It is not impossible that the uncontracted uum in Latin

(which should perhaps be spelt uom) differs from the Genitive

Singular uos -^ us (?) in having the long vowel, u + om (from the

o- and a-stems), which would perhaps prevent the contraction;

i.e., at the time when the Genitive Singular uos ^-uus (?) -^ us,

the Genitive Plural uom had not yet become uom, and so oc-

curred under a different phonetic condition and did not contract

to iim. However, we find manum (from manu + om ?) on an

Inscription.

Locative

:

I.E. us, Ksu, iisi; S. nsK ; G. ecri, evai: these would be like

other Locative Plurals, perhaps Stem u -f Plural s (-f- Locative i,

or -f- Locatival u).

G. evat may possibly have been Stem eu + Plural s + Loca-

tive i: Stem u -f s -|- i would ^- vcn, naturally. What is -ecril Is

it a new formation on the model of e.g. the Genitive euom -^ ewv,

hence ecn produced by association of evai, vai with ewp and

Locative Singular et? cp. (ppeaL beside Pindaric ^pacri (from

(hpnai) beside (f)peve<i and (f^peri and possibly eKarov by contami-
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nation of sem -^ e/i and of sm -^ a + kiitom, and k€ by contami-

nation of KCfjb -^ Kev and /cm -^ Ka.

In the Latin forms ubus ibus, u and i are perhaps modes of

representing unaccented u, a sound somewhere between u and i

(cp. e and i in Inscriptions representing ei, a sound somewhere

between e and i). The -bus may possibly contain a Locative

element bhi (but cp. under the o-stems).

Dative-Ablative

:

I. E. vbh-, wn- ; S. vhliyas ; L. ubxs, ibus : for some possible

explanations of these forms as Ablatives etc. v. under the o-stems.

Instrumental

:

I.E. vbJu(.^), vntis ; S. vbhis : cp. under the o-stems, for bhi

being possibly Locative as much as dhi (Greek -di), and not

Instrumental and v, id. fur -bus.

n-stems: (taken as types of consonant stems).

Genitive

:

I.E. es, OS ; S. as; G. 09; L. is: of the two terminations

es, OS it is possible that Sanskrit had both (both -^ as), whereas

Greek generalised the 09, and Latin, as a rule, the es -*- is

(except perhaps in the u-stems, e.g. senatuos, and cp. partus

from part-OS (?) on an Inscription). Is it possible that the

form -s occurs in noct -|- s ^- nox (cp. vvKr6<i = 'at night')

and that the i is partly from the i-stems, i.e. from Stem i

+ Genitive s ?

Ablatives same as Genitives, except L. id: for the possibility

of Ablatives originally ending in od, ed, or d, v. the note at the

end of this Appendix, and cp. under the o-stems. Could not ed

^id?
As to Latin Id, how can we conclusively prove that i is

long in conventionid, loucarid etc. ? why should one give the

Ablative here a different foim from that which it has else-

where ? It is possible that proportional analogy (e.g. turri

-f- Dative ai -^ ii -* I = plus + Dative ai^-plurai, and turribus

= pluribus) may have produced (?) pluri(d) on the model of

turri -I- ed -i- turrl(d).
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As to a natural formation in Latin of ed or od (Ablative of

consonant-stems) might it not ultimately have possibly become

e or o ^" e; for the Maw,' that final d is dropped after long vowels

only, has not enough data to be a Phonetic Law (it can at present

only be a ' Phonetic Law ' of the New School, and therefore not

necessarily invariable): the influence of the monosyllables quod

and quid and id, and possibly the accent, might have tended to

preserve the final -d of aliquod, aliud etc., whereas Ablative -ed

or -od of consonant-stems would have been more likely to have

been influenced by the possible Ablatives with a long vowel,

e.g. a(d), o(d), e(d), i(d), u(d), where d perhaps disappeared. Or

perhaps the -e of consonant-stems is due to a contamination of

Ablative -ed or od with both or one of the two cases, Instru-

mental a -s- e and Locative i ^>- e. In this case e would have to

be put down as at least partially Ablatival.

Dative:

I. E. ai; S. e; 0. at; L. % : all these seem natural: was the

Greek -at, in the Infinitive and Aorist Imperative Middle (e.g.

Xvaai) from the Stem -f- Dative ai only? could it not sometimes

have been from an a-stem, e.g. a -I- Locative i^ at before a word

beginning with e.g. s? or Locative from a consonant-stem by

proportional analogy? e.g. possibly Dative, Stem ji -[- ai ^^ ai -* a,

= Locative, Stem a-t-i^-a, and Dative Plural, a -h ai -|-
s -^ ais

-^ at? = Locative Plural a -I- i + s ^^ at?, and Dative o 4- ai -f s

-^ ois -* otv = Locative o -I- 1 + ? ^- ot?: hence, possibly, an occa-

sional creation, by proportional analogy, of

{a) Dative t in the consonant-declension = Locative t : and,

vice versa, of

{h) Locative at in the consonant-declension = Dative ai.

This would of course bo helped out by the many identities

of meanings (v. Appendix II., and the Cases, and the criticism

of Monro, above).

L. i may possibly be occasionally Locative, transferred by

proportional analogy from i-stems : e.g. pluribus = turribus,

hence a new form *pluri (?) (Locative) beside turri (Locative).

M. T. e
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Locative:

I.E. (men), (men), i ; S. (an), i ; G. (f^ev), {firjv), i; L. e:

I. E. (men) ; S. (an) ; G. (fiev) perhaps show the stem with-

out case-suffix, and used originally either

(a) with a meaning as Locatival as that of other Locatives

(e.g. those in -i) or

(h) without expressing a case-relation, but with a simple

Locative case-relation infused by the context: e.g. 'bird flies

sky '
-*

' the bird flies in the sky.'

As to I. E. (men); G. (ixrjv), it perhaps had the same history:

possibly the relation of Stem men to Stem men was that of

nominative on, en to vocative on, en.

I. E. i; S. i; G. l; L. e would be natural : Greek i may also

be possibly Dative occasionally (v. Dative above), and Latin e

may be, in origin, possibly Instrumental only, or Ablative only

(v. Ablative, above), or sometimes one case, sometimes another,

or a contamination of Instrumental and Ablative, or Ablative

and Locative, or Locative and Instrumental etc., or sometimes

one thing and sometimes another. If we look at the meanings

suggested in the criticism of Allen and Greenough (above), the

variety of possibilities (and which of them can we exclude ?) is

simply bewildering.

Instrumental:

I.E. a, (e ?), hh.i; S. a; L. e: bhi may possibly be a Loca-

tive ending (v. under o-stems).

S. a seems to come from the ii- and o-stems (possibly a-|-a

^^a, and o-|- a -*- a). For Latin e, v. also the Locative (above).

Plural:

Genitive:

I.E. dm; 8. am; G. cov: L. vm:

Possibly the o might have been transferred fi-om the o- and

(?) a-stems. L. um may possibly go back to dm or um.

The -ium, which we sometimes find, seems due to propor-

tional analogy—e.g. pluribus = turribus, hence plurium (be.side

the old form plurum) to correspond with turrium.
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Locative

:

I.E. s, su, si; S. su ; G. at, (e)ai, (a)at:

Here the Locative Plural might possibly arise from stem

+ Plural s (+ Locative i or Locatival u) : as to the Greek stem,

e.g. (f)p€(TL, cp. above under the Locative Plural of the i-stems.

For the possibility of Sanskrit bhis, bhyas, and Latin bus being

partially Locative, v. under o-stems.

Dative-Ablative

:

I. E. hh-, m-; S. hlnjas; L. bus : for these forms v. under the

o-stems. bus may possibly be Ablatival : the i which we find

in Latin before bus (e.g. pluribus) seems to have very likely

been the Indeterminate vowel (plurabus) inserted between the

stem and termination, perhaps in order to facilitate pronuncia-

tion.

Instrumental

:

I. E. bhi(s), nnis) ; 8. bhis ; O.^l: for the possible Locative

origin of the bhi v. under the o-stems, and for -bus v. id.

This is very very far from beivr/ a complete list ofpossibilities

:

perhaps, what we should never expect now-a-days has really

happened, i.e. the real past fact is a thing which we should

never be able (or dare) to guess; and, vice versa, what now-a-

days we should expect to have happened has not happened: for

we are necessarily quite impregnated with modern forms of

speech and modern ideas, and we necessarily know very little

about the great problems as to origins of constructions, especially

as to the great problem of how far distinctions of meaning were

original, and how far they were originally denoted by distinct

forms, and how far they were due to later developments, and

how far forms were differentiated to denote one one meaning

and one another meaning. (For developments which one per-

haps would not a priori expect cp. the r of the Latin Passive,

and amos -* amor, and the Genitive Absolute, and the Aorist

in -dijv.)

I do not wish it to be thought that I am going back to the

hap-hazan] metliods of the Old School: I would have as my

e2
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basis the very strictest Phonetic basis possible : I only

suggest tliese developmeuts as vague possibilities, and if any

one will prove that certain early formations here suggested are

impossible, because certain other early formations have de-

veloped differently under exactly the same conditions of accent

and of the following letters etc., and liable to similar proportional

analogies and contaminations, etc., I shall be only too ready to

admit their impossibility: at present, I think that the majority

of these suggestions, though they are not grounded on the basis

of meanings (a basis rather like quicksand) yet are justifiable

so far as possible developments of meaning are concerned.

NOTE ON THE ORIGINAL ABLATIVE TERMINATION.

Brugmann, in liis Table of Nouns, gives the Genitive the same

form as the Ablative (i.e. practically makes them one original case)

in every declension except the o-declension : I suggest my own

conviction (i.e. that, except by forms like dlie(n) etc., the -d

form, in one or more of its three Ablaut degrees of -ed, -od,

-d, was possibly an original Ablative form in every Noun)

MERELY AS A POSSIBILITY, and no more. If it be admitted that

the Genitive originally expressed any kind of relation in which a

substantive might stand to a substantive notion in the way of

definition, the question is something like this: Is it probable that

the expression ginio p^tres (1) was originally clear in the sense

of 'I go from my father' at a time when gratis p5tres might have

meant 'going to my father' as well as 'going from my father'? To

my mind, the supposition, that it was, is about as probable as tlie

supposition that rvTrro/Aai had two original meanings as distinct

as 'I strike myself and 'I sti^ike (someone else) for my own

interests.' Of course I may be absolutely wrong, for our ideas are

vastly different from Indo-European ideas.

I here suggest a few arguments out of many

:

(a) The 'from-' notion is a case-notion which it seems to me
must have originally required a form distinct from the form of that

case which probably defined a substantive-notion in any kind of

way, including the meanings of ' to ' and ' at ' (v. tlie possible original
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meaning of the Genitive). It must be remembered that probably

' prepositions ' were rare in the early stages of language. We must

also take into consideration the fact that possibly the notions of

'to' and 'at' had almost entirely separate forms of expression, in

early times, so far as we can tell : why should we put the Ablative-

form on a diffei-ent footing 1

(h) With regard to the other case-endings in the singular of

Nouns, it seems that (apart from extra suffixes like -bhi, -dhi,

etc. and ajmrt from the Ablaut-variations of the Genitive and

its form in the o-declension, which looks like the common adjec-

tival -io- added to a regular genitive in -o -t- s, -e -h s) a regular

ending runs through all the Declensions, Dative -ai. Locative -i,

Accusative -m, Instrumental -a, etc. Why put the Ablative on

a different footing ? The main objection is : How comes it that

we find in certain declensions in certain languages (e.g. Sanskrit and

Zend) an ending -s with functions that are apparently Ablatival as

well as Genitivan I should answer this question in more or less

the same way as I should answer other similar questions, e.g. the

question about the Instrumental in Greek.

(c) Neither Sanskrit nor Zend nor any other language of which

we have written records is the original Indo-European language :

some might hold that Vedic Sanskrit shows in its forms even more

changes from Indo-European than Homeric Greek does—it certainly

has gone through important changes of form, and, presumably, of

Syntax also. (For instance, according to the current view the Rela-

tive stem io- was originally Demonstrative : in Homer apparently it

is sometimes Demonstrative, but where in Vedic is it anything else

but Relative?) Let us then consider some case-forms in Homer. First,

as to Inst^'umentals : in no declension, I think, can we certainly pos-

tulate an original unity of the forms of (1) Instrumental and Locative,

or of (2) Instrumental and Dative, and again, in no declension, I think,

can their ultimate identity as the result of 'Phonetic Law' be proved

beyond question ; and yet, in no declension do we find Instrumental

forms (i)ossibly) except as stereotyped adverbs, e.g. (?) irrj; irvKva., which

seem to have been preserved because they have, as it were, drifted

from tln! main stream of the Instrumental on to a bank whei'eon they

have escaped the fate of the main stream, which seems to have been

(perhaps) swallowed up in tlie watei-s e.g. of the Locative and Dative.

In Latin also a not very dissimilar disappearance (possibly even more

complete) may for all we kiiow have been the fate of the Instru-
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mental : what exactly has happened, who can aayl If we suppose,

then, that in every Declension the Instrumental originally, or

in very early Indo-European times required, or at any rat(j had,

a separate form of expression in Greek and Latin to convey a

more or less separate meaning, and that, in Greek at any

rate, and conceivably in Latin also, this form regularly died out

in pre-historic times, not because ' Instrumental ' meanings had

disappeared, but mainly because they could be expressed otherwise

than by the Instrumental, then why should we not suppose that the

Ablative in Sanskrit etc. may have once had a distinct form of

its own quite as much as the Instrumental, but so often disappeared

mainly because the Genitive had come to express its meaning in

certain declensions ? Secondly, as to the Dative in the Greek con-

sonant-declension : are we to say that it never had a form distinct

from the Locative, in this great declension, merely because appa-

rently in our earliest written records it scarcely exists, except

in the Infinitives in -ai, and the ' Aorist Imperative Middle ' 1

Shall we })ut down -i as the original termination of the Dative

in this Declension in Indo-European ? or shall we nut rather say

that the Dative here, as elsewhere, originally required, or at any

rate had, a separate form of expression in Greek and Latin to

convey a more or less separate meaning, and that in this Declension

in Greek it died out if it did die out (v. Dative of i-stems above)

mainly because e.g. the Locative (partly the Genitive etc.) came

to express its meanings ? I will not prolong this note further

:

personally, I see nothing to disprove a suggestion that where, e.g.

in Zend, the form in -s has Ablatival as well as Genitival functions,

it may have the Ablatival functions mainly because the Genitive has

here come to clearly exjjress meanings originally expressed by the

form in -d'.

' It must be remembered that, it' Genitives originally ended in es, os, or s,

and Ablatives in ed, od, or d, then the instances of Genitives used with Ablatival

meanings in Sanskrit Grammars arc grossly inadequate: for instances of Genitives

should be taken from all 'Genitive' or 'Ablative' forms in -as, whereas they are

only taken from the o-stems, as a rule, where the Genitive had the extra adjectival

suilix io, and so would not so often extend over the Ablative (Sanskrit ild) as in

other declensions: i.e. the instances are taken from the very declension where

we should expect Genitives to have least of all extended over Ablatival meanings

:

it is, perhaps, exactly as if we were to take all our instances of the Greek

'Genitive' extending over Ablatival meanings from no Greek forms except

those like drjfx6a-co(s).
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Tn the following examples I have tried to give the nearest

equivalents, in English, of what are probably the present

meanings of some Sanskrit case-usages. I have not given the

Sanskrit chiefly because it would take up so much space, and

would be meaningless to so many, and, besides, is so easy to

obtain from the Grammars of Max Mllller (M.), Monier Williams

(M.W.), Whitney (W.) and from Nala, Books I.—XII. (N.), and

a very few of Delbriick's selected Vedic hymns (V.).

It must be clearly understood that

I. The headings are not mutually exclusive (v. e.g.

'cause' and 'instrument' and 'circumstance').

II. The examples placed under some headings may seem
to some inappropriately placed there : I should be the last to

insist 01) the correctness of the arrangement ; others could

arrange the examples far better.

III. My knowledge of Sanskrit is very small, and so

the instances hero given necessarily represent very inadequately

the valuable evidence which Sanskrit might atifbrd in the hands

of a good Sanskrit scholar, who could fill up many of the

gaps.

IV. Uf the most obvious constructions often one example

only is given.

V. The headings arc in no particular order.

VI. Examples are sometimes, but not always, repeated

when they come under two or more headings.

VII. Examples are classified according to their present

meanings and the cases are named almost entirely in accordance

with the names given in Sanskrit Grammars. Until the

results given at tlie end of Appendix I. be accepted as possi-

bilities, I can hardly do otherwise, though the present method
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of Classification is probably very incorrect and the import-

ance of this list must not be over-estimated.

1. Specijicatlun and Respect.

Instrumental :
' like the son of Aditi in brilliance ' (N.),

'change in form' (M.W.), 'by birth' (M.W.), 'a king surpasses

all beings in glory' (M.W.), 'by nature' (M.), 'you excel in that'

(M.), ' blind of an eye ' (M.).

Locative: 'like in beauty' (N.), 'supreme steadfastness in

duty' (N.), 'as for the rest' (N.), 'was competent to prevent'

(N.), ' I am of service in preserving the kingdom ' (M.W.).

Ablative: 'like Manu in presence' (N.).

2. Manner, Means, Instrument.

Instrumental :
' he sacrificed (with) the horse-sacrifice ' (N.),

' let us play at dice ' (N,), ' by her beauty she won fame ' (N.),

' by thy righteousness thou art well shielded' (N.), 'death by

the sword' (N.), 'blazing with beauty' (N.), 'thought out in

her mind ' (N.), ' went in that chariot ' (N.), ' his heart was torn

by anger' (N.), 'clad in half a garment' (N.), 'seized in the

grasp' (M.W.), 'in great intimacy' (M.W.), ' he goes on horse-

back ' (M.W.), ' he carried the dog on his shoulder ' (M.), ' hear

with our ears ' (W.).

Locative :
' did their utmost by revealing their marks ' (N.),

'seized by the end of his garment' (N.), 'thou shalt conquer in

the game of dice ' (N.), ' misfortune with the dice ' (N.), ' he was

held by the skirt of his garment' (M.W.), 'sit thou on a cushion'

(M.W.), 'he reclined on a seat' (M.W.), 'he seizes and drags

him by the hair' (M.W.), 'he slays the enemy by means of his

weak points' (M.), 'taking Sanjivaka by the left hand' (W.), 'be

generous to him in retainers, in horses, in cattle' (W.).

Ablative: 'injured by a curse' (N,), 'by the fury of his

thunderbolt he burst asunder ' (W.).

3. Circumstance and Adverhials (v. also 2).

Instrumental: 'shrilly' (N.), 'with gentle voice he com-

forted' (N.), 'thou dealest falsely' (N.), 'on a certain condition,

under certain circumstances (I will dwell with thee)' (N.)
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'swiftly' (M.W.), 'in great intimacy' (M.W.), 'in human form'

(M.W.), ' with the idea that ' (M.), ' with great pleasure ' (M.).

Locative :
' (like a wife) in all sorrows ' (N.), ' in sleep ' (V.),

' confidence in you ' (M.W.), ' with the consent of a son ' (M.W.).

Ablative :
' altogether ' (N.).

Genitive :
' confidence in women ' (M.W.), ' dependence on

me ' (M.W.).

Dative :
' he is angry with his son' (M.W.).

4. Quality (v. 3).

Instrumental :
' woods with trees ' (N,), ' mountain-mass

with many peaks' (N.), ' of steadfast limbs' (V.).

Locative : (?) ' a chariot of horses ; a horse-chariot ' (N,).

5. Accompaniment.

Instrumental :
' united unto steadfastness ' (N.), ' the father

went with his son' (M.) [with plurals often = 'among'].

Locative :
' I will be with thee ' (N.), ' staying-with-me she

will obtain...' (N,), 'to dwell with thee' (N.), 'yoked unto a

chariot' (N.), 'may the Gods be in, or with, the assembly' (W.),

'animals abide with him' (W.), 'living with a teacher' (W ).

Genitive :
' refuge with the gods ' (N.).

6. Cause (v. also 2),

Instrumental :
' owing to your power no one saw me ' (N.),

'I punish you on account of that transgression' (M.W.), 'through

your favour' (M.W.), 'through pity' (W.).

Locative: 'maddened by play' (N.), 'by whose doing (? for

whose sake) they did not show me hospitality' (N.), 'at my
departure there might be doubt ' (N.), ' in fury ludra slew the

dragon ' (W.).

Ablative : (?)
' for thy sake ' (N.), ' from fear of the rod (they

adhere to what is right') (N.), 'in her doubt she did not

recognise' (N.), ' by whose wrath I have fallen ' (N.), ' therefore
'

(N.), ' he blames his son because of his entering inopportunely

'

(M.W.), ' she eats the fiesh from greediness ' (M.).

7. Object or Purpose {pccasionalltj Predicative).

Instrumental : (?)
' entered his service in charioteering,'
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(meaning) 'so as to be charioteer' (N.), 'for a hindrance'

(M.W.).
^

Locative: 'choose in wedlock ' (N.), ' was undertaken by me
in order to help Nala' (N.), 'turned away so that he should

forsake ' (? so that he actually forsook) (N.), ' hastening to go

'

(N.), 'hasten to seek' (M.W.), 'him we beg for friendship'

(VV.), 'this means was devised by me for bringing thee hither'

(W.), 'a spy is (serves) for examining the territory of one's

enemies' (almost Predicative) (M.W.).

Dative : 'go to do this ' (M.W.), ' making an arrow for

hurling' (M.W.), 'not a herdsman for cheating, to be cheated'

(M.W.), 'arms and books (lead) to renown' (M.W.), ' nectar

(leads) to death, is death ' (M.W.), ' the king was not to her

liking' (M.W.).

8. Place to 'whiah, etc.

Instrumental : 'put on-to a balance' (W.).

Locative :
' go thither ' (N.), ' let thy mind turn to them

'

(N.), 'invited to the svayamvara' (N.), 'fell on-to the limbs'

(N,), 'let fall on his shoulders' (N.), 'may he sink down into

heir (N.), ' went thither (where...)' (N.), 'turning to thee' (or

'resting on thee,' cp. 'in him we have our being') (N.), ' having

sent to and set among my relatives' (N.), 'sat down on the

earth's surface ' (N.), ' fell to earth ' (N.), ' the eyes of men go

towards the sun' (V.), 'put your hand on-to the end of his

tail' (M.W.), 'he darts arrows at the enemy' (M.), 'that truly

goes to the gods ' (W.), ' putting on the shoulder' (W.).

For ' time for which,' cp. ' fixed for a certain time ' (N.).

Ablative : (with a) ' going (from the mountains) to the

ocean ' ( W.), and similarly of ' time up to which.'

Genitive: 'as messenger to whom I am wanted' (N.), 'the

road to Vidarbha' (N.), ' unexpected ills come upon corporeal

beings' (M.W.), ' the road to the city ' (W.).

Dative :
' (with which) thou shootest at the impious ' (W.).

9. Placefrom vjhich, etc.

Ablative: 'from behind' (N.), 'at a distance from thee'

(V.), ' far from the village ' (M.).

Genitive :
' these I desire to have from Rudra ' (V.), 'he is
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blessed fruin whom suppliants do not depart in disappointment'

(M.W.), ' far from the village ' (M.).

10. Place where, etc. (v. also 2 and 8).

Instrumental :
' went in that chariot ' (N.), ' clad in half

a garment' (N.), 'thou hast hidden thyself in the bushes'

(N.), seized in the grasp ' (N.), ' he goes on horseback ' (M.),

'he carried the dog on his shoulder' (M.), ' in the middle of his

task ' (V.).

Locative :
' the first chapter in (of) the Nala-story ' (N.),

'sitting on seats' (N.), 'like the stars in (of) heaven' (N.), (?)

' he placed the wood on his back ' (M.W.), ' he was held by the

skirt of his garment' (M.W.), 'he reclined on a seat' (M.W.)

' sit thou on a cushion ' (M.W.), ' taking Sahjivaka by the left

hand ' (M.).

Ablative :
' the mountain is at (or to) the East (of the vil-

lage) ' (M.), ' the wind spoke in the sky ' (W.).

Genitive : 'a banner over that forest' {N.j, 'wheresoever in

Kuruksetra' (VV.), 'in what spot on earth he may be born'

(w.).

11. tipace or Place alo)ig or through luhich.

Instrumental: 'went through the air' (N.), ' tliey brought

him bv water' (W.), 'come hither by god-travelled paths'

(W.).
"

Locative :
' through the whole world ' (N.), ' proclaimed

through the city' (N.), 'how can I go through the lonely wood?'

(N.).

12. Time when (v. also 13 and 14).

Instrumental: 'she does not lie down (at night), nor by

day'(N.).

Locative :
' at just that time ' (M.W.).

Genitive: 'at this time in the day ' (W.), 'by night' (W.),

'by day' (W.).

18. Time within which (v. also 12 and 14).

Instrumental: 'in a moment' (M.), 'she does not lie down

(at night), nor in the day-time' (N.), 'grammar is learnt in

twelve years ' (M.), ' I wish to go to Vidarbha in one day ' (W.).
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Ablative :
' within three fortnights ' (M.W.), ' within seven

days ' (M.).

Genitive: ' eight times within the month ' (M.).

14. Tiiiie after luhich (v. also 13).

Instrumental : (?)
' Grammar is learnt after twelve years

'

(M.), 'and they after a long time attained adolescence' (W), 'in

a moment ' (N.).

Locative :
' after twelve years he saw ' (N.), ' after a very

long time' (N.), ' he will dine again after three days' (M.).

Ablative :
' after separation from the body ' (M.W.), ' since

his arrival' (M.W.), 'seen after a long time' (W.).

Genitive :
' after a few days ' (M.W.), ' to-day is the tenth

month since my father's death ' (M.).

15. Time th7vughout luhicli (v. also 12 and 13).

Instrumental :
' she does not lie down (throughout the day)

or night' (N.), 'having traded for twelve years' (M.W.).

Locative : sometimes with negatives.

Genitive :
' for a long time ' (M. W.).

16. Absolute.

Instrumental :
' he went after this speech ' (N.), ' do it with

undoubting heart' (N.), 'spoke with eyes overflowing (with

tears)' (N.), 'with his heart delighted' (N.), 'with Dvapara for

companion' (N.), 'with voice indistinct (from tears)' (N.), 'only

with thy senses gone (if they were gone) couldst thou leave me '

(N.), ' what would happen to me were that done,' originally

' by the doing of that thing ' (N.), ' with me at hand thou

needest feel no anxiety' (W.).

Locative :
' wdth consent given by us ' (N.), ' there being no

harm done ' (N.).

Genitive: (?)'as they wandered about he caught one of

them ' (N.), (?)
' their gaze fell on her form, and did not leave it

as they gazed' (N.), (j')'as Puskara played his kingdom was

won from him ' (N.), (?)
' when thou art weary I shall not

soothe thy sorrow ' (N.), (?)
' as I weave my task let not my

thread be cut' (V.), 'while he thus spoke, the cow came from

the forest ' (W.).
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17. Recipient or Person Benefited and 'Remoter Object' etc.

(v. also 26).

Locative: 'he made known to Nala' (N.), 'having jDromised

to us' (N.), 'should help Nala' (N.), 'they did not show

hospitality to me' (N.), 'to make good unto me...' (N.), 'thou

behavest unto me' (N.), 'may he be gracious unto our steed'

(V.), 'a teacher imparts knowledge to an intelligent pupil'

(M.), 'upright towards friends' (M.W.), 'a hundred good offices

are thrown away upon the wicked ' (M.W.), ' this is the time

for battle ' (M.W.), ' a king who is equal to (a match for)

a great enemy' (M.W.), 'horses fit for the journey' (M.W.), 'he

applies his mind to virtue' (M.W.), 'sovereignty is suited to

you ' (M.W.), ' equal to toil ' (M.W.).

Ablative: 'on the day previous to that of the (^'raddha'

(M.W.).

Genitive :
' thou tellest me the way ' (N.), ' one should not

give to one what one promises to another' (M.W.), 'I will

do thee a service' (N.), 'they show hospitality to him' (N.),

'to them he did honour' (N.), 'doing what is unpleasant to

the gods ' (N.), ' evil shall not happen to thee ' (N.), ' having

given him (gifts)' (N.), 'let her punishment be great' (N.),

'there is food for me' (N.), 'medicine for a sick man' (N.),

'one's own life is dear to oneself (M.W.), 'a hundred yojanas

is not far for one carried away by thirst for gain ' (almost

'if one is carried away') (M.W.), 'what is unknown to the

wise ?
' (M.W.), ' what offence have I committed against the

king?' (M.W.), 'what can this man do to us?' (M.W.), 'he

is detestable to his ministers ' (M.W.), ' giving advice to others

is easy (to all men ')
(M.W.), ' worthy of happiness ' (M.W.),

'competent for duty' (M.W.), 'rather like the moon' (M.W.).

Dative :
' this lump of meat is produced for a hundred sons

'

(M.W.), 'he sets his mind on their destruction' (M.W.), 'he

owes money to Devadatta ' (M.W.), ' he promises a cow to the

Brahman ' (M.W.), ' he gives sweetmeats to his son ' (M.W.),

' that is pleasing to me ' (M.W.), ' I will declare this to my
pupils' (M.W.), 'be gracious as a mother to her sons' (W.),

'show the bow to Rama' (W.), ' Hari is equal to the demons'

(M.W.), 'he is angry with his son' (M.W.), ' I have no hopes
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for success' (M.W.), 'reverence to Gane^a, health to thee'

(M.W.), 'he makes known all to the king' (M.W.).

18. Agent.

Instrumental :
' it was said by him ' (M.).

Locative: (?) 'I am not to be slain by thee' (N.), and

perhaps occasionally with plurals.

Genitive : (?) ' the steeds much loved by Nala ' (N.), ' may
he be slain by me ' (N.), 'devised by physicians' (N.), 'came

into the power of (was overcome by) love ' (N,), ' what was

spoken by thee' (N.), 'what is unknown to the wise?' (M.W.),

' meat cooked by Nala ' (M.W.).

19. Members of a class: e.g. with Superlatives.

Instrumental :
' people well-read in books are best as-com-

pared-with-ignorant people' (M.W.), (?) 'a hero dearest even-

compared-with-Kunti ' (M.W.).

Locative: ' among the Yaksas was none with such beauty'

(N.), ' best of, or among, men ' (N.), ' the most powerful of men '

(M.W.), ' of all the sons Rama is dearest to me ' (M.).

Ablative :
' a store of grain is the best of all stores ' (M.W.),

' he slew one of the pair ' (W.), ' one of them ' (W.).

Genitive: 'pearl of maidens' (N.), 'best of bipeds' (N.),

' which of us ?' (W.), ' great among plants ' (W.).

20. According to.

Instrumental: 'I chose according to right' (N.), 'according

to rule' (M.W,), ' he acts according to ni}' opinion' (M.W.).

Ablative :
' they came according to Bhima's command ' (N.).

Dative: 'the king was not (according) to her liking'

(M.W.).

21. Price and Stake.

Insti'umental : 'for five Puranas he became a slave' (M.W.),

' they fight for great rewards ' (M.W.), ' a man should always

protect himself even at the cost of his wife and wealth ' (M.),

' (lot (^^abala be given me) for a hundred thousand cows ' (W.).

Genitive: 'time for playing for gold' (N.), 'the game for

DaniavantI ' ( N.).
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22. = Against.

Instrumental: 'play against Nala' (N.), 'vying with the

strong' (M.W.).

Locative :
' they were wroth against the king ' (M.W.).

Genitive :
' what offence have I committed against the

king?' (M.W.), 'saw an occasion against him' (N.).

Dative :
' he is angry with his son ' (M.W.).

23. Object of emotion.

Locative: 'affection for Nisadha's king' (N.), 'faithfulness

to Nisadha's King' (N.), 'devotion to playing' (N.), ' leniency

towards an enemy' (M.W.), 'compassion upon all creatures'

(W.).

24. POS-Lessor and defining a, substantive.

Locative: 'the first chapter of the Nala-story' (N.), 'in

whom is skill' (N.), 'the cause of a woman's chastity' (M.W.),

' the cause of his modesty ' (M.W.), ' the cause of the decline or

prosperity (of men) ' (M.).

Genitive: 'a book is mine ' (M.), 'let her punishment be

great ' (N.), (?) ' there is food for me ' (N.).

25. Source.

Ablative: 'from sin ruin results' (M.W.).

Genitive :
' one ought not to accept a present from any one

'

(M.W.), 'these I desire to have from Rudra' (V.).

20. (Many of these examples have already been given,

V. 17.) With words expressing

(a) Ruling.

Locative: 'lord among tlie people of Nisadha' (N.), 'thou

art king of this forest ' (N.).

Genitive: 'king among the people of Nisadha' (N.), 'king

of Nisadha' (N.), 'him who rules over this world' (M.W.),

'death overcomes us ' (M.W.).

(b) Difference.

Instrumental :
' there is a great difference between you and

the ocean' (M.W.).
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Ablative :
' other than thee ' (N.), ' differently from what

one has heard ' (M.W.), ' Krsna is different from Govinda

'

(M.).

Genitive :
' there is a great difference between the master

and the servant' (M.W.).

(c ; cp. also 19 above) Comparison.

Instrumental: 'not to be compared with the dust of their

feet' (N.), 'dearer than life' (M.W.). It is even used with

a positive and not merely a comparative :
' his wife is dear to

him as-life ' (M.).

Locative: 'a king who is a match for a great enemy'

(M.W.).

Ablative :
' more unfortunate than that misfortune ' (N.),

'mind is more powerful than strength' (M.W,); (and even with

a positive) (M.W.).

Genitive :
' equal to him ' (N,), ' rather like the moon

'

(M.W.), ' there is no one more unfortunate than I ' (W.).

Dative :
' Hari is a match for the demons ' (M.W.).

{(1) Being jileased or angry.

Instrumental: 'a low person is satisfied even with little'

(M.): so with verbs meaning 'disgusted' (M.): cp. also 'having

pleased by his words ' (N.), ' let us not anger by our worship

'

(V.).

Locative: 'she finds pleasure in eating' (N.), 'delighted

at thy words ' (N.), ' pleased at sacrifices ' (N.), ' he dehghts

in the good of all the world ' (M.W.), ' they were angry with the

king ' (M.W.), ' and even at an offence committed there is no

anger in me' (W.).

Genitive :
' pleased by, or at, DamayantI ' (N.), ' fire is not

satisfied with fuel ' (M.W.), ' he was angry at him ' (W.), ' enjoy

the juice ' (W.).

Dative: 'he is angry with his son' (M.W.): with words

of ' hating ' (M.).

(e) Being amazed.

Instrumental: 'amazed at the brightness' (N.), 'amazed at

tiie excollcuce (jf his beauty' (N.).
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(/) Obeying.

Genitive :
' obeying Puskara ' (N.).

{g) Eating and drinking.

Instrumental :
' feeding on water alone ' (N.).

Ablative : (?)
' having drunk of it ' (M.W.).

Genitive :
' drink the Soma ' (W.).

{h) Fearing.

Ablative :
' fear of tusked animals ' (M.W.).

Genitive :
' she did not fear anything ' (N.).

{i) Seeing.

Genitive :
' having observed her ' (V,).

(j) Disregarding, heing anxious (cp. t).

Locative: 'disregard for advice' (M.W.), 'what anxiety about

dying in battle ' (M.W.).

Ablative :
' he neglects his own interests' (M.W.).

{k) Filling.

Instrumental: 'they fill with noise' (N.), 'filled with the

tigers among men' (N.), 'ajar full of water' (M.W.).

{l) Hearing.

Ablative: 'having heard that from the troop' (N.).

Genitive: 'Indra listened to Vasistha' (W.), 'learn from me'

(W.).

{in) Depriving etc.

Instrumental: 'deprived of ornaments' (N.), 'destitute of

ornaments ' (N.).

Genitive : (?) ' stealing the king's eyes' (N.).

(?i) Separation.

Instrumental: 'separated from my husband' (N.), 'separated

from thee' (N.), 'he cannot endure separation from his father'

(M.), ' they cleanse him from evil ' (W.).

Ablative :
' he ceases from wickedness ' (M.W.), ' he ceased

from speaking' (M.W.), 'a virtuous son saves his father from

heir (M.W.), 'a friend guards one from evil' (M.W.), 'free from

grief (N.).

M. T. /
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(o) Waiit etc.

Instrumental :
' there is no need of me ' (M.W.).

Locative :
' what need is there of a boat ' (M.W.).

(/)) Skill and ability.

Locative: 'skilled in arms' (M.W.), 'wise in trifles' (M.W.),

' Rama is skilful at playing dice ' (M.).

Genitive :
' understanding the duties of a king ' (W.).

Dative :
' he has the power to kill me ' (M.W.).

{q) Trusting.

Locative : 'confidence in Nisadha's king' (N.).

Genitive :
' no one puts his trust in you ' (M.W.).

(?•) Envying.

Genitive :
' I envy men who possess eyes ' (M.W.).

Dative: (M.).

(s) Desiring.

Genitive : 'he should desire content' (M.W.), 'the soul longs

for love' (W.).

{t) Remembering, cp. ( j).

Genitive: 'that he may think of me' (W.), 'do not remember

heaven ' (M.W.).

{u) Forgiving.

Genitive :
' forgive them ' (M.W.).

{v) Striving and inciting.

Locative: 'he strives to suppress evil-doers' (M.W.).

Dative :
' he sets his mind on their destruction ' (M.W.),

'he incited them to the murder of their mother' (M.W.).

(w) Making trial of.

Locative :
' make trial of Vahuka ' (M.W.),

(x) Blaming (cp. (d).)

Locative :
' I will lay the blame on you ' (M.W.).

(y) Stvearing by.

Instrumental :
' I swear by Bharata ' (M.).

(z) Employment etc.

Instrumental :
' what is to be done with that cow ?

' (M.),

' what has a man, who is well, to do with medicines ?
' (M.W.).
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Locative :
' engaged in tlio acquisition of wealth ' (M.W.),

'do not busy yourself about other people's affairs' (M.W.), 'he

is addicted to objects of sense ' (M.W.) ;
' he applies his mind

to virtue ' (M.W. j.

(A) Being ashamed.

Instrumental (M.),

(B) Giving (a thing).

Genitive: 'give (us) immortality' (W.).

(C) Sharing.

Locative :
' he made to share in his prosperity' (V.).

(D) Telling and sho^uing.

Locative: 'he made known to Nala' (N.).

Genitive :
' thou tellest me the way ' (N.).

Dative: 'show the bow to Rama' (VV.), 'he makes known

all to the king ' (M.W.).

(E) Advising, teacJiing.

Locative :
' a teacher imparts knowledge to an intelligent

pupil' (M.).

Genitive: 'giving advice to others is easy (to all men')

(M.W.).

Dative : (?) ' I will declare this to my pupils ' (M.W.).

(F) Giving {to a jierson).

Locative :
' a teacher imparts knowledge to an intelligent

pupil' (M.), cp. 'should help Nala' (N.), 'a hundred good offices

are thrown away upon the wicked ' (M.W.).

Genitive :
' one should not give to one what one promises to

another' (M.W.), 'having given him gifts' (N.).

Dative :
' he gives sweetmeats to his son ' (M.W.).

(G) Promising (to a person).

Locative :
' having promised to us' (N.).

Genitive :
' one should not give to one what one promises

to another ' (M.W.).

Dative: 'he promises a cow to the Brahman' (M.W.), cp.

* he owes money to Devadatta ' (M.W.).

/2
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(H) Helping, Benefiting, etc.

Locative: 'should help Nala' (N.), 'they did not show

hospitality to me' (N.), 'to make good luito me... ' (N.), ' may
he be gracious unto our steed ' (V.).

Genitive :
' I will do thee a service ' (N), ' they show hos-

pitality to him ' (N,).

Dative :
' be gracious as a mother to her sons ' (W.).

(I) Injuring etc.

Locative :
' they did not show hospitality to me ' (N.).

Genitive (?) 'doing what is unpleasant to the gods' (N.),

(?)
' evil shall not happen to thee ' (N.), ' what offence have

I committed against the king ?
' (M.W.).

(J) Fitness etc.

Locative : (?)
' this is the time for battle ' (M.W.), ' a king

who is a match for a great enemy ' (M.W.), ' horses fit for

the journey ' (M.W.), ' sovereignty is suited to you ' (M.W.),
' equal to toil ' (M.W.).

Genitive :
' worthy of happiness ' (M.W.), ' competent for

duty' (M.W.).

Dative: 'he is rendered fit for immortality' (M.W.).

(K) Honouring and saluting.

Locative : cp. ' thou behavest unto me ' (N.).

Genitive: 'to them he did honour' (N.).

Dative :
' reverence to Gane^a, health to thee ' (M.W.).

(L) Hojnng.

Dative : 'I have no hopes for success' (M.W.).

(M) Pleasing.

Dative :
' tliis is pleasing to me ' (M.W.).
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On the possible original identity in Greek and, to a

certain extent, in Latin, of the Future Indicative and

the Present (Aoristic) Subjunctive'.

The discussion here is not by any means a full one : but if

its results hold good we shall cease to be surprised that e.g.

(a) the Future Indicative in Greek can be used in the

majority of constructions where the subjunctive is used, if we

may to a certain extent disregard the expression or non-

expression of civ or Ke(v) :

(h) there is no future optative in Homer

:

(c) scholars find a great deal of difficulty in deciding

whether certain Homeric forms (e.g. Ke'^oXoLXjeTai) are Future

Indicative or Aorist Subjunctive. (They usually decide for one

exclusively of the other.) If the wearyn)g disputes (about these

latter forms) in grammars and notes on Homer be reduced in

(juantity, if not completely stopped, something will have been

done to prevent much waste of paper and patience, and much

wear and tear of type.

A few words must be said by way of preftice, to prevent

misapprehension :

The suggestions are only suggestions of possibilities :

dogmatism is out of place, for, e.g.

(1) The person-endings are so obscure: e.g. when did

the first person singular end in -(3 (cp. (f)ep(o, fero), and when in

(-o)-mi (as so often in ' Aeolic '), and what was the difference

1 I hope I may be excused for using various forms of tvtttw which do not

exist (if only for the sake of Auld Lang Syne, and because tvtttu has the

luxury of two aorists !).
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between -men and -mes (-mos due to Ablaut variation) in the

first person plural ? (In the latter case perhaps we can only

say that ' Aeolic ' and ' Doric ' preferred to level forms to -/xe?,

and * Ionic ' to -^lev, and Latin to -mos -^ -mus. In this case

we may compare, for the alternation of n and s, at(F)ey beside

ai(F)e<?, and ^(^epiov -^ ')(elpov beside 'x^ep-tocr-e'i -^ 'x^elpov?, or is

it possible that n was once primary, and s secondary ?)

(2) It is doubtful if the two divisions of II. and III.,

which are given below, were originally distinct.

(3) The analytical method is inexact, strictly speaking

:

an aorist indicative was not formed by taking a root, prefixing

an augment, adding an s, and a person termination, but was

modelled by (e, g. proportional) analogies from a few primitive

types. The analytical method of splitting up words like

e . rvir . o" • m is often misleading, because it obscures pro-

portional analogies'. Still, if used carefully, it is convenient,

and probably indispensable.

(4) There has been an enormous amount of levelling in

pro-historic times, in order to bring words connected with one

another by some common meaning (e.g. futurity) into formal con-

nexion with one another—(somewhat as members of a club may
wear the same colours) : so that e.g. we may wrongly attribute

to an original third person singular subjunctive a vowel which

really was not originally in that third person, but was extended

to it from («) other third persons singular, or {h) other persons

in the subjunctive, especially in the same tense. The difficulty

is to tell whence the analogy has started, as, in Latin especially,

a grain of mustard-seed like the Passive -r has been known to

grow so enormously that some have stigmatised the true theory

about it as ridiculous: on the other hand, we may go too far in

the other direction, and e.g. put down to an analogy like the

one just suggested a vowel which was original.

(5) Next, we must realise that sometimes we cannot tell

' e.g. if we split up turii (Dative of an i-stem) into turri-i, we may forget

that the relation of e.g. turri and turribus to turrium may have helped to

produce plurium beside pluri (Dative of a consonant-stem) and pkiribus (from

plur-5-bus).
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which of two things has actually happened. To take a quite

imaginary instance, suppose that to denote an act as a necessity

there were originally two forms a and h, which were quite

distinct : It is possible that

I. Each originally had a distinct meaning, e.g. a meant

a future act regarded as a certainty, and b an act which was

incumbent, and a duty; these meanings might meet sometimes,

and here the distinctions between a and b would disappear, and,

because either form might be used indifferently here, it came

about that either form might be, by analogy, used indifferently

in some constructions where originally only one form could be

used : e.g. a might be sometimes used to denote a duty and b to

denote a future certainty : again, in other constructions the

gulf between a and h may have grown wider rather than

narrower. Or else

II. a and b were originally identical in meaning, ex-

pressing a necessity, and both could be used to express either a

future certainty or a duty : then, we may almost say ' by

chance,' in a large proportion of the constructions denoting a

future certainty a happened to be used, and in a large pro-

portion of the constructions denoting a duty b happened to be

used : and so there grew up a feeling that the distinction of

meaning was really not incidental to, but actually expressed by,

the distinct forms, and so in newly created constructions futurity

was regularly expressed by a, duty by 6\ Then came a

process like that described in I.; in spite of the partial

differentiation there would be some constructions where either

form might be used indifferently, and from these neutral

grounds or stepping-stones a might have analogically extended

over some constructions in which the use of b was by that time

stereotyped, and vice ver.sa : add to this the fact that in certain

constructions, sanctioned by long usage, and having their source

in the original identity of a and b, rather than in analogical

extension beyond what was sanctioned by long usage, c, some-

times expressed duty and 6 futurity.

We may, with advantage, apply the same method (the

' Cp., to some extent, one theory about the Genders.
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imaginary method), mutatis mutandis, to two always distinct

forms a and j3 ; for ' necessity ' we may substitute ' an action,'

and for 'futurity' we ujay substitute 'an act regarded as in

progress,' and for ' duty ' we may substitute ' an act regarded as

an act, or as a complete whole.'

(G) Lastly, what about Phonetic Laws ? The results of

the discussion in Appendix V. are almost the only positive

results in this whole work which I consider certain : briefly,

they are that we have not sufficient data for knowing how

far the 'Phonetic Laws' of the New School are to be applied, i.e.

how far the forms, on the strength of which a Phonetic Law is

' passed,' occurred under exactly the same conditions as the

forms which we wish to know about, or rather occurred under

so many similar conditions as to resist the diverse conditions,

and to produce the same ultimate form. The question is too

long to be treated here ; but, in case this dictum be thought

heresy, it may be merely suggested that to formulate a Phonetic

Law as a certainty presupposes a knowledge of all the important

conditions under which all the words which we bring under this

law, or put beyond the pale of it, were spoken by millions of

men for thousands of years, and that even ' heresy ' is better

than the assumption of such information ! ! ! To take one

instance, viz. a discussion of what the form ames is. Can it be

optative from ama-i-is (cp. sis superseding sies on the analogy

of the plural simus)? have we data in Latin for the change of

a-i-is ? We have ai (two syllables) in Plautus, but we can

scarcely say whether this is an original form (stem a, 4- Dative

ai -* i) or whether the i comes from the Locative of the o-

declension etc; v. Appendix I. p. lii. Again, did ai-^ae pho-

netically, or did ae (Locative) extend over the functions of both

as (Genitive) and ai (Dative), so that the preservation of the

form ai became unnecessary, and ai was later on only used as

an archaism, and so that we cannot tell what its final form

would have^been by phonetic development ? Again, would the

ai-i of amai-is develope in the same way as this ai of naturai ?

Again, would not the final -s constitute a different Phonetic

condition, if we suppose it to have (possibly) such an effect on

a forms mensa + is Xtopa + is (Locative) as to produce mensa
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+ is ;)(;a)pa + is^-mensais %(wpai<?^-mensis beside the singular

form without -s mensae x^P9 Again, was the word- and

sentence-accent demonstrably the same throughout the history

of the word amai-is as throughout that of any other word or

words for which we have 'Phonetic Laws'? The list of queries

might go on almost ad infinitum ! We might next, if we felt

we had time, consider what the possible Optatives amai-ies (cp.

s-ies, eacr]<i-^ei7]<;) and amai-ois (cp. (Repots) would have become,

phonetically, and add to queries like those above a further one:

if we compare ^epere ^epofxev with (f^epoire (j^epoL/xev, was (f>epeiTe

the original formation which, beside cfiepoifiev, and because of

the relation of Solyjre to Sot7]piev or Solre to Sol/j^ev, was levelled

to ^epotre ? so that we may add another possible optative

araai-eis: and then we should not have given all the optative

possibilities, for we have not yet considered e.g. the possibilities

of Heteroclisis, i.e. of parallel stems amoi, am-(root aorist), am
-I- thematic vowel (root aorist), etc., which might survive only or

mainly in the optative (cp. Plautus for e.g. verbs in -ere where

Classical Latin has -ere): then what would subjunctive forms

have become ? And was there ever a contamination of the

forms of subjunctive and optative? The fact is, we do not

know, and perhaps we never shall know, exactly how f;ir one

method of forming optatives and subjunctives (e.g. optative -ie-,

1, oi, ei, etc.) was more frequent than another method, either

in early times, or owing to the levelling system.

If then we realise (as we must sooner or later) that these

are only some of the difficulties, we shall be less likely to walk

into and through this Indian jungle with the idea that it is a

little field with a trodden path through it : as a matter of fact,

in the present state of our phonetic data as to the Latin sub-

junctive and optative, perhaps there are almost as many possi-

ble paths here as a small jungle admits of, if we consider that

by walking between two trees, instead of past both of them, we
alter our path : we might almost as well try to dogmatise as to

which was exactly the first path taken by the first man who
walked through the jungle, and by every body who followed

subsequently, on the strength of the present appearance of the
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jungle, and on the aualogy of" other jungles which were not

exactly the same as this one.

Some of the possibilities may now be suggested^ as to the

Greek types.

1. TVTT-aco -^ Tvyiro)

TUTT-cro/xai ^- rv'^ofjuai

to which we may add otlier forms (e.g. perhaps Te6v>]K-aw) due

perhaps to proportional analogies.

2. 6\-ea(o -»- oXeo) -^ o\m

6\-€cro/xai -^ oXeofxai ^- oXov/jiai.

3. (j>6vy-a-ecr-o/j,at -* (f)ev^€o/j,ac -^ (pev^ov/xaL.

This form 3 may perhaps be at once disposed of as due

to a contamination of 1 and 2: for formations containing almost

or quite the same element twice over, cp. dicturum esse [where

-rum from (?) esum almost = esse], iireeacn [where originally

forms like eirea-ai and iroh-ai -^ iroaal extended the -{e)aaL to

e.g. ')(eip-€(Tai, whence it returned to iirea-eaao^ eTrieaac].

Latin types are

1. legam leges leget, etc.

2, amabo amabis amabit, etc.: cp. monebo, and early Latin

audibo.

This form 2 may perhaps be at once disposed of as a later

formation to denote (on the whole) a future meaning rather

than those many other meanings of which a subjunctive like

feram, feras, ferat was capable (of which not the least import-

ant were ' result '
' characteristic '

' cause ' etc.). Of the various

explanations only one is accepted by the New School, I think,

viz., that the bo represents that bhuio which originally meant

'become,' etc., and which has cognates in fui and Greek 7re(f)UKa.

(The imperfect -biim would perhaps be the aorist of this form.)

The meaning seems perhaps not so satisfactory, from our point

of view, as could be wished: but this is not enough to condemn

1 As I have already said, above, for the sake of convenience the analytical

method is employed, in spite of its inaccuracy: and non-existing forms of ti^tttw

are given (partly for convenience, partly for Auld Lang Sync).
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the theory, and \vc find a similar combination of what was very

probably a stem + some part of the verb ' be ' or * become

'

developing a future meaning in bodhitasmi, ' I shall know,'

and dicturum (v. Appendix I. p. Ixii., footnote). Could bo bis

bit etc. be the subjunctive of a non-thematic bhu- (cp. e(pv

in Greek) ? The Phonetics are (pace the New School) not

unobjectionable, as we scarcely know for certain what would

happen to -bhuio under these conditions

\

In trying to explain these formations as Subjunctives (with

the exception of the -bo forms) I shall have to mention, inci-

dentally, other subjunctive forms which will be more fully

treated of in Appendix IV.

Perhaps originally future time required to be denoted:

Pi'oblem I, Was it expressed by

(a) a distinct form, or two or more distinct forms, which

originally expressed future time only, or

(b) a form, or two or more forms, not originally confined

to expressing future time (perhaps also expressing e.g. (?) pos-

sibility or a command or concession according to the context,

the tone, and particles etc. ?), but to a great extent differen-

tiated to express future time: i.e. of forms denoting e.g. both

futurity and (?) possibility and command and concession (ideas

which are often not distinct in negative and other sentences)

some were partially differentiated to express mainly a future

act, some to express mainly a command etc.

Leaving this unsettled, we may suppose that the idea of

1 One may here mention the attempt to connect the -b- with the b of bacuhim,

^aKTpov, or of bito, in which case perhaps amabo would have originally meant

'I go to love,' almost amatum co ; cp. je vais dire: and an attempt I once

thought feasible (but which Mr Moulton of the Leys School kindly told me could

not possibly explain the -b- of the Celtic future) to find in amabo, monCbo the

phonetic result of (?) ama-habo (aorist present to which habe(i)o was a parallel

form perhaps; cp. Hetcroclisis in Plautus) -*. am.lbo (cp. nihil '^- nil etc.),

mone-habo-^monc hebo^mouebo (and so for the imperfect), meaning origin-

ally perhaps 'I have to love' -^- 'I shall love' (cp. j'aimer-ai, j'aimer-ais) : a

partial parallel would be est mihi agendum 'I have a deed (to be done),' 'I have

to act,' and habeo diccre.
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future time had one or more fairly distinct ways of being ex-

pressed, either in Indo-European times, or very soon after.

Problem II. There are various ideas about an act, which

are more or less distinct now: e.g. the act may have been re-

peated or attempted, or it may have been regarded simply as

an act and as a complete whole, or as going on, or as resulting

in a certain state of affairs : ^vdth regard to such ideas as these

in future time, were they originally expressed by («) distinct

future forms, or by (6) future forms with mauy meanings all or

most of which meanings might potentially have been expressed

by any one of the forms equally well, but which, to some extent,

became respectively associated with certain forms ? And (c)

How far did these distinctions tend to disappear ?

This problem too we must to a great extent leave unsettled.

Supposing that, possibh', the idea of future time had one or

more ways of being expressed, we can imagine how there was

originally, or (perhaps still more easily) how there grew up, a

distinction, in some constructions only, between the ideas of

A. Futurity (mainly negatived by ov, non).

B. Command, Duty, etc. (mainly negatived by /i?;', ne).

The word ' necessity ' will almost express the meaning be-

tween the two ideas of futurity and obligation.

It is also possible that in some constructions this difference

of meaning would

(a) (?) originally, or by differentiation, be denoted by

separate formations, partially at any rate : this might have

been to some extent the case in Greek, and Latin: or

ih) require the creation of a new form mainly to express

A. (futurity): this might have been to some extent the case in

Latin (cp. Celtic).

It seems that there were perhaps tw'o methods, perhaps

three, of forming Subjunctives or Futures.

I. Where there was no 'Thematic vowel' immediately

preceding the terminations in the Indicative, the Subjunctive

had a Thematic vowel
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A. Greek—the bases are those of the sigmatic and root-

aorists : for which see Appendix IV,, and see the same Appen-
dix for the divisions of wXeaa into coXea-a and oiXea-a, and

for the proof that the aorist was not confined to past time.

Indicative. Subjunctive.

Secondary and Past Active. Primary Active.

W o-jXL or w

s e-<ri

i-Tvir-(T- -
T

/x€v or /nes

re

TVTT- a-
J

(Cp. XuCTio)

e-TL

o-jj-ev or /ies

e-xe

nr O-VTI.

Primary Active. Primary Middle.

fMl ' o-/xa.i

eV or ta-a- [the -ex- I <n iff- or iff-a- j e-aai

of the Aorist]
|
n (cp. oi/'o^at) €-Tat

I fiev or /i6s etc.
. o-jjiida

Secondary and Past Active. Primary Active.

ciX • e • (T- i m etc. (same as 6\ • e • (T- ( • //i or -w etc. (same as for

1 for i • TVTT • a • m) 1 rvw<7 • • /it or Tl'TT'O"' w)

As to the development in the Indicative, the -a- was finally

extended from the 1st person singular (m ~^a), and the 3rd

person plural {nr-^av), and the 'Infinitive' Xvcr-ac (?), to all

persons except the 3rd Singular, which took the -e (t) from the

Thematic tense (e.g. e-Tvir-e-r). But this process is not com-

plete in Homer's time, where some forms (of the Root-Aorist as

well as of the Sigmatic-Aorist) hover between the analogy of the

1st person singular and of the 3rd person plural, and the

analogy of the Tliematic Tense.

As to the Aorist Subjunctive here with the Thematic vowel,

it seems that it stood on the same footing as the Present Indica-

tive with the Thematic vowel, and that whatever causes pro-

duced Indicative tiittto), rvirreL'i, rvTTTei, etc., produced also

Tvslra), Tu\|/'et<f, rvyfrei, etc. In the three plural persons there

seems no difficulty, and the Indicative rvTrro) (cp. Latin fero)

Tvnrea-L -^ rvirrec, tvitt€tc -* TVirreat^ perhaps changed thus :

the relation of the Imperfect and Aorist Indicative iTV7r{T)ofjb,

1
(?)
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€TV7r(T)e<i, and (?) of the Subjunctive tvttq), tutt?;? or TV7rj}<;, to

TVTTTQ), rvrrret produced a 2nd person singular TUTrret?, like the

regular phonetic 2nd person singular rvirrei'^ and at the same

time like the Indicative 2nd person eTU7r(T)e?, and (?) the Sub-

junctive TVTrrjii or TV7rr]<i : then the relation of €TV7r(T)op,

6Ti'7r(T)e9, eTviT{T)e{r), and (?) of Tyvreo, rv7rrj<i or rv7rr]<i, TvirrjiT)

or TV7rr](T) to rvTrroi Ti^Trret? produced an obvious proportional

TV7rTet{T). (The plural also had its influence on the proportional

analogies.) This will apply to Tvyjrco, rvy^et'^, rv-^ec also.

B. In Latin there is much more uncertainty: the endings

(s, t, etc.) seem secondary endings, but the stem is doubtful:

i.e. we cannot tell how far it is aorist only, and how far aorist

+ perfect, for we can scarcely say whether Latin formed its

typical perfect with the vowel o rather than e (cp. TrelOa), ire-

TTOtOa, etc.), or vice versa (cp. (^evyw, irecpevya), whether the

latter forms were due to levelling with the present or not (e.g.

irecfiovya ~^7re(f)€V'ya so as to be like (pevyco, (f)ev^ofxai,, etc.): and

if we did know this, it would be almost equally hard (except

for the New School) to dogmatise as to the Phonetic resultant

of the o form ^.

It is possible that the stems are those of

(a) the sigmatic aorist + the perfect : e.g. amaues, moneues,

audiues, if u is a sign of the perfect'':

(6) the sigmatic aorist (+the perfect, if the stem-vowel is

wholly or partially from the perfect) -I- the sigmatic aorist s re-

peated (cp. above on (peu^ovfiai, eTrieaa-i, dicturum esse, etc., for

1 Was this differentiated and used as a Middle? Cp. the not absolutely

impossible equation legere = XeYetr: (not always Xeyecro -^Xeyeo ^Xeyov).

2 e.g. if uoiko -»- oT/co-s and uicu-s, and uoino- -* olvo-s and uinum, then one

might suggest uoid- ^- old-a and uld-i: but if we consider that Latin may have

preferred ueiko, ueino to the o-form, and that initial oi seems to become e.g. oe

in foedus and (?) fi iu piluire and unus, then an equation of uid-i to ol5-a needs

a query, whereas the equation of uidi to ueid- seems a little more probable, and

here again, was ueid- perfect as well as aorist? [Cp. iro8- ped- ; Xeyovr- legent-.]

- It is possible that the u is the u which appears in the Sanskrit third

person, e.g. dadau : but possibly it is partly due to heteroclisis of e-stems and

a-stems with u-stems (cp. kr in Sanskrit showing the theme kuru beside the

perfect cakara): the analogy of perfects of u-stems (e.g. statui) might also have

been at work.
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the repetition of an element: e7re(cr) eo-o-t would be especially

interesting as a parallel if the s of abstract nouns be identical

with the s of the aorist) : e.g. deikses

:

(c) the sigmatic aorist — some words here may possibly

come really under (a): e.g. ueides.

Possibly the original endings added to these stems might

have been, in the Subjunctive:

6 (cp. Greek co) or o-m-

e-s ^- is (cp. genes-es ^^ generi.s)

e-t -^ it

(?) o-mos

e-te, + s (from the 2nd person singular and 1st person plural),

^- itis

(?) o-nt

Were omos, ont, the early forms? i.e. did Latin, like Greek, use

o before m, and e elsewhere, as Thematic vowel, or did it use o

frequently? If we assume that Latin may possibly have here

used the vowels o, e just as Greek did, then did omus-^umus
(with u perhaps representing a sound between u and i—cp.

maxumus and maximus etc.), and then imus beside is, it, itis, or

did unaccented o regularly -* i, just as final o is supposed to

-^ e (cp. the possible equations Xeyofievoi = legimini, e-rreao

= sequere)? or did a contamination of optative imus, and the

subjunctive form (e.g. omus or umus) with a short vowel,

produce a form imus?

As to int, is it due to a levelling with is, it, itis, or is it from

the optative int^?

When s between vowels becomes r etc. we might possibly

have amauer-, monuer-, audiuer-, dixer-, vider-, + o, is, it, imus,

itis, int.

For the Optative v. Appendix IV.

We may now say a few words on Roby's 7 pages as to

whether dixerit (aliquis) is subjunctive or indicative: he as-

sumes (absolutely regardless of forms) that (a) dixer-(3, is, it, is

Future Perfect Indicative, and (b) dixerim, is, it, is Perfect

1 It is possible that the first person -im was partly subjunctive, and clue to

levelling with is, it, imus (?), itis.
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Subjunctive: he decides for dixerit here being (a). But if (a)

should prove to be in form (therefore in meaning) aorist (some-

times + perfect) Subjunctive always, or in some forms Optative,

and (b) the same, except for the first person, which seems to be

Optative, then what can be the exact value of proving (a) to be

future perfect Indicative?

It seems that this system (I.) of forming the Subjunctive

perhaps prevailed more in Latin than in Greek.

n. Where there was a Thematic vowel immediately pre-

ceding the terminations in the Indicative the Subjunctive

lengthened it: perhaps the Indo-European long of 6 was 6, and
of e was e.

Of course here again I am only suggesting some possibilities:

it is doubtful whether II. was originally distinct from III., or

whether II. arose from III., etc.

(A.) Greek.

Indicative.

Secondaiy and Past Active.

t-TVTT-
I

n-fx

e-S

e-T

o-jaec or o-yUf J

f-re

O-VT

Subjunctive.

Primary Active.

Tl'TT / W or U)-fll

r]T{i)

ufiev or w/ifs

uvt(i)

TVTTO), rvTrcofxev, rvTnjre, perhaps need no explanation : the

question is, Were the other forms primary here, e.g. TVTrrjai,

TU7rr]Ti, TvircovTt -* Tvircocn (?)? In this case the forms of rvTrrjat

-^TVTrrji-^ Tvirr) (was this latter form differentiated, and used

as subjunctive middle?), and TvTrTjTi-^rvTrijac^ were possibly

changed to tuttt^-?, TV7rr]{r) (which became Tvirrj^r) because of

TV7rrj<; etc.), on the model of eTUTre?, eTL'7re(T), because of the

relation of rvircofjueu to iTVTrofxeu and of TVTrrjTe to ervirere : or

were the forms here secondary, i.e. rvTrrj'i, rvirr] (with the i sub-

script from the Indicative TV7rr€i<i, rvTrrec (?) ), and the primary

TVTTToovTi -> TVTTTcoai ou the uiodcl of the Indicative ruTnovrt

Tvir-Q.
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-^Tv-TTTovatl We might possibly have here tvtto), ti/tt?;?, rvTrj),

TVircofiev, rvTrrjre, rvTTcoat.

(B.) Latin.

Indicative.

Secondary (?) and Present,

leg / o-m or G

e-s -^is

e-t -^it

o-mos -*- innis (either Phone-

tically, because unaccented o

-^~ e ^- i, or by levelling to

is, it, itis)

e-te ( + s from 2nd person singu-

lar and 1st person plural) -*

itis

i^ o-nt -* unt

Subjunctive.

, / o-m or 5
leg

[

e-s

I e-t^et
O-mos -^ umus

e-te-l-s-

*^ o-nt

etis

If early Latin had the same difference as Greek in the use

of the Thematic vowel (i.e. o before m, e otherwise), then per-

haps legomus, legont -^ legemus, legent by being levelled to

leges leget legetis: or else possibly early Latin often used e

rather than o : or else the e may really be, at any rate some-

times, Optative in origin\ originating perhaps only e.g. when oi

followed m or nt, but extended by the levelling process. We
might possibly have here lego leges leget (^ leget) legemus

legetis legent -»- legent.

IIL

The Subjunctive was formed perhaps by

(a) (?) putting a between the stem (without the Thematic

vowel) and the termination:

1 The chief phonetic evidence for the change of oi is the Locative (and (?)

Dative) plural in Is : but then («) perhaps this i conies from the singular i (where

original oi or ei was not followed by s), whereas the phonetic development of ois

might otherwise have been possibly different (es (?)), or again (h) the plural Is

may possibly go back to ei -t- s (cp. oiVet) and so be no evidence at all for ois -^-Is:

and ((•) granting the possibility of ois -^ Is, might not the following letter in oi-

m, oi-s, oi-t, oi-mos, oi-te(s), oi-nt constitute a different condition, and if any

one of these forms ^e, the u might possibly spread throughout the tense by the

leveUing process— (for the different effect of m and s, cp. em -* em beside es

^is).

M. T, 9
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(A.) Greek.

rvTT- ( a-/.t(i) or a-y

d-s(6)

I

a-fxev or ayues

d-Te

V a-}'T(t)

The secondary endings might have produced rvirrjix -^ rvTrrjp

or TUTTO), TVTTi]^, TV7n]{T), rvTrrj/juev, rv7rt]T€, rvirrjp. Then rvTrrj'i

TV7n](T) might have ^- tuttt;? Tvirrjlr) on the model of TUTrret?

rvrrrei, and rvTrrj/xev, tvtttjv (3rd person phiral) might have

-^ TVTrcofiep, TUTTcovTL -> TVTTCocn on the model of e.g. Tvirrofxev,

TVTTTOVTL -^ TVTTTOVat.

The primary endings might have produced rvTrij/xt-^rvTro)-

jxt by association with ervirov, tvtttq) etc. or tvtto), rvTrrjat

-^ Tvirrji -^ rvrrrj ^^ rv7rr)<i on the model of rvTrrei^ (?) ervTr{r)e<i

etc., TU7ri]Ti -^ TV7r7]cn -^ TV7rrj{T) by association with TV7rr]<i

TV7rT€c<i (?) and €TVTT{T)e{r) etc., TyTriiixev -^ rvTrco/xev by associa-

tion with eTVTTOfiev and rvTrrofxep etc., TVTrijvri -^ tvttcovti

-^ TVTTwat by association with tvtttovtl -^ rinrrouai.

So that here we might have, possibly, TV7r(o(/xi), Tvirrj^;, rvirr],

TV7rO)/X6V, TV7n]T€, TVTTWai.

(B.)

leg

Latin.

a-m

;T-s

a-t—*-at

a-mos ^amus
a-te ( + s from 2nd person singular and 1st person plural)

V a-nt

or else by

(h) putting S before or after the Thematic vowel

(A.) Greek.

Tvir-
I

o-a-jii(t), or a-w, or w-a (?)

€-a-s{i)

e-a-T(t)

o-a-fiev or o-a-fies

e-a-Te

atis
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becoming, if secondary, tvttwv or tvtto), rv7r7]<;, rvTrrjir), tvttw-

fieu, TVTTTjre, tvttcov^t): then possibly xfTrr;? Tvirrj^r) -^ Tii7rj)<i

Tvirrjij) by association with ruTrrei? TU7rTe4(T), and tvttwv

(3rd plural) ^ TVTrcovri -^ rv-rrcoac by association with tvtttovtl

-^ TVTTTOVat,:

if primary, TVTrcofii or ti/tto), Tvmjcrt, -^ TVirrji -^ tvttj] -»- rv-

7r?79 (by being associated with e.g. eTV'n{T)€<;), Tvinjri ^Tvinjac

-^TVTrr}{T) (by being associated with e.g. eTU7r(T)e(T), Tvirw/xev,

TV7rrjT€, TViraiai).

The same might possibly have resulted had a been put

before the Thematic vowel.

(B.) Latin.

leg / o-a-m or a-o-m

e-a-s or a-e-s

e-a-t or a-e-t

o-a-mos or a-o-mos

e-a-te( + s) or a-e-te( + s)

o-a-nt or a-o-nt.

I will not venture to say what these forms might have be-

come, for we know practically notliing about e.g. final and

unaccented ea or ae before t or s: it is conceivable that e.g. ae

or ea might possibly -^ a in certain positions or into e in certain

positions, and so spread the a or e: but our data are inadequate.

The suggestions might bo extended enormously, especially

if we suppose a third possible formation (instead of or besides

{a) and (6)) e.g. a put before or else after the Thematic vowel.

However, the suggestions here will be sufficient to show

that possibly

(a) Greek 'Future Indicatives' are almost all Sigmatic

Aorist Subjunctives: a few forms like e8-o-/xat (cp. Sanskrit

ad-mi), (f)d<y-o-/xaiy ecrofiai (when it is not from ea-a-o-fxat),

cp. erimus, o^fr-o-fiac are root-aorists Subjunctive:

(6) Latin 'Future Indicatives,' apart from the forms in -b-,

may be sometimes root-aorist Subjunctive, or possibly occasion-

ally Subjunctives of the progressive or imperfect tense:

on the other hand we cannot here exclude the possibility of

some form of an Optative series, e.g. legoim, Icgois, legoit,

i/2
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legoimos, legoite + s, legoint, resulting in e (from oi), and spread-

ing this e to some or all other forms by the levelling process:

(c) Latin 'Future Perfects Indicative' may be sometimes

Aorist or sometimes Aorist and Perfect Subjunctive : there

again we cannot exclude the Optative form e.g. it -*- it, int ^^ int,

and perhaps in other persons by proportional analogies.

It seems that in Greek the -<tw, -aei^, -aei form became to

a great extent (but far from entirely, and to a less extent than

the Latin (am) es, et) used to express futurity, whereas the

-o), -77?, -77 form became similarly used to express e.g. a command,

and was differentiated after Homer's time still more by having

av with it, and yu.?; to negative it, in many constructions, as

opposed to the -ao), -aei<i, -aei form without the dp and with ov

to negative it, in most constructions.

It seems that the aorist-subjunctive rv->\ru), -779, -77 is either

a new formation modelled on tenses which had the Thematic

vowel in the Indicative e.g. tvtttw, -779, -77, or else it possibly

was a doublet of -aw, -aet^, -a-ei, corresponding to a form of the

Sigmatic Aorist Indicative with the Thematic vowel.
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The Moods and Tenses.

In Appendix III. it has already been shown how to a certain

extent the distinction between moods and tenses is arbitrary :

e.g. the ' Future Tense ' (of the Indicative) possibly is not

altogether distinct from the Aorist Subjunctive in Greek and

Latin, and also the Aorist Optative in Latin: I have also shown
there and elsewhere how extremely difficult and hazardous it is

to map out a scheme of original forms and meanings, and of

subsequent phonetic and syntactical developments. As to the

Moods, I am not here considering the ' Imperative' (q.v.) which

mii,y 2^ossiblij he, in origin, sometimes Accusative or Dative of

an abstract verbal noun (e.g. Xvaov, Xvcrat, and (?) imperatival

legimini : the Indicative legimini may be participial in origin),

sometimes the pure verbal theme, with or without the Thematic

vowel, and so nearer in its origin to an exclamation, sometimes

the same with tOd ('henceforth') added to it (e.g. Xve, XveTM{8),

lege, due, legit6(d)) and sometimes formations modelled on these

by proportional analogies (e.g. Xuoutco : Xveroi = iXvovro : eXvero

and legunto : legito = legunt : legit). It has been observed

that the Imperative sometimes becomes equivalent to (a) Spdaai

Set, cp. olaO' hpciaov and v. the Introduction, or (6) the Sub-

junctive in its future sense, cp. (?) el he av /bi.ei^ fieu uKovaov eyoo

Be Ke roL Karake^w, if el is not exclamatory but means ' if,' or

(c) almost the protasis of a conditional sentence, cp. (f^pci^e koI

Treirpd^eTai.

Neither am I here considering the Infinitive : some of its

possible origins from an abstract verbal noun in the Dative

(e.g. Xvaac, morl), sufiixless 'Locative' (e.g. Xveiv), or possibly

Locative and Instrumental etc. (e.g. legere) have already been
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treated of under the Infinitive (([.v.). There remain the In-

dicative, Subjunctive, and Optative, and the tenses.

The following remarks are very tentative, and are meant to

suggest the problems rather than to attempt the solutions of

them.

First as to some of the ideas which we can uow-a-days

distinguish in at least some constructions:

I. Au act may be regarded as actually taking place or as

a duty etc. at a time contemporaneous with, or previous to, or

future to, the time of (a) the speaker, (6) an act which the

speaker mentions :

II. Such an act may be regarded simply as an act or a

complete whole, or as in progress, or as begun or attempted, or

as repeated, or as finished or resulting in a certain state of

affairs, or as a general truth, etc.

The problems are :

{a) to what extent were the distinctions between these

ideas originally felt, and to what extent did they not come to

be felt till later on, and to what extent did they tend to

increase or to disappear as time went on ? and

(6) to what extent were they originally expressed each by

one or more distinct forms, and to what extent were they

expressed by many forms, of which one or more came later on

to be more or less set apart to convey one idea, and others to

convey other ideas, and to what extent did the distinction

between these ideas subsequently decrease, so as to lead to the

partial or total disappearance of one form, or to a contamination

of two or more forms, and to what extent was such a result due

to the meanings having been originally identical ?

We have as our basis various forms. In the present state of

our Phonetic data it is often impossible to say to what group

of words a form really belongs, or if it belongs entirely to any

one group. When we compare two or more forms with one

another we see that they stand in various degrees between

conveying absolutely identical meanings and conveying ab-

solutely different meanings.

We must steer midway between the Scylla of saying that
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every form originally had its own single definite meaning, and

that no other form originally had that same definite meaning,

and the Charybdis of saying that every form originally meant

almost any number of things, and that when one form does convey

a meaning distinct from another form, it is entirely the result of

later differentiation and not a trace of original difference of

meaning.

Considering how hard it must be to think as Indo-Europeans

thought, and as early Greeks and Latins thought, and how

liable we must be to coast along near to Scylla when we should

be just skirting Charybdis (Charybdis is as a rule shunned, but

probably is really far safer than Scylla), I shall avoid dogmatism

almost entirely, and state as a vague suggestion of sorae pos-

sibilities the following consideration' of what forms originally

denoted, or came to denote, the above distinctions of ideas.

Perhaps a verbal root was originally of a flexible nature and

could adapt itself to form not only verbs but also other parts of

speech : by aid of modifications and additions it could become,

e.g. a substantive, or an adjective, or a finite tense. In itself it

was not necessarily confined e.g. to forming verbs, or to denoting

past time only—such ideas originally came by implication from

the context, and by implication or explicitly from e.g. the

augment (or sign-post which warned the hearer that past time

was being spoken of), from the modifications of the theme itself

(according to where the accent fell), and the addition of person-

terminations with or without some further element (e.g. i to

denote futurity, perhaps), and from certain particles etc. in the

sentence (e.g. words meaning ' perhaps,' ' already,' etc.).

We have, then, to consider the flexible and adaptable nature

of the verbal root : we have to consider the variety of forms,

and whether this variety (or the accent which produced it) was

originally a mode of expressing various shades of meaning (e.g.

the beginning, progress, completion, or repetition of the act),

or whether such shades of meaning were non-original, but be-

1 The analytical method is hoie employed, in spite of the fact that as a

general rule perhaps words were not formed by adding suffixes and endings etc.

to a stem, by a process of adding arms and legs to a stump, but were formed,

largely by proportional analogy, on the model of already existing unilics.
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came in course uf time associated with special forms as the

result of differentiation.

We have also to consider the same (question about the

variety of those further elements which may be called affixes

(such as the ' Thematic ' vowel, the -vv- of SeU-w-fiev, etc.).

Before we decide, we must realise that we may err by being

either

(a) too definite (if we assign original differences Avhere

there were none) or

{!)) too vague (if we do the reverse).

I shall here consider mainly the different modes of distin-

guishing an act as

I. (a) simply an act, or a complete unity, or

(6) as in progress, or

(c) as represented by the state of affairs in which it

results.

(I shall not consider other distinctions, such as an act

repeated, or attempted, etc.)

II. (a) as contemporaneous with, (b) previous to, (c) future

to, the time of the speaker's words or of some act which the

speaker mentions.

(I shall not consider other distinctions, such as a command,

duty, possibility, or desire, etc.)

What was the exact difference between the stems irecO-,

ireiroiO-, ttiO-, and 7rei6a- -^Treicr-? It is not a complete answer

merely to say that the ditFerence was originally one of accent

:

for we may suggest that a vowel was not pronounced e.g. in a

higher tone just for fun, but that the different accent perhaps,

at least sometimes, expressed a different shade of meaning.

It is not impossible that ttlO- and ireid-a- differed from one

another very slightly if at all : viz. that irid- denoted, or came

to denote, the verbal notion in its most simple form, as an act

or acts regarded merely as an abstract whole, whereas TrecO-a

differed from inO mainly in the addition of that (e)?, wdiich

denoted an abstract noun, and which appears e.g. in yevea-

[Latin geneses ^generis, Greek 7eyecro? -^ yei'Of?]: thus the
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relation between the root and sigmatic aorist iirLdovir) and

eVeto-nt -* eTretaav would be parallel to that between niori

(probably dative of the abstract mor-) and ama-(e)s-i etc. ^-

amare (Locative etc. of the root + abstract (e)s). As to the

Thematic vowel, when it appears in the root-aorist or in the sig-

matic aorist (cp. Homer for root-aorists without it, and sigmatic

aorists with it), it would be very hard to decide whether it

is more accurate to say that it belongs to the stem, or to the

interval between the stem and termination, or to the termina-

tion itself, and whether it made any dilference to the sense or

not : e.g. was the vowel e of w\eaa part of the stem (oXe) or of

the aorist suffix (oX-eo--), or did its insertion prevent tiie stem

oX and the aorist suffix from clashing together? and did the

tense meaning of diXeaa differ from that of eKcXaa ? It is

possible that the root- and sigmatic- aorist stems denoted

(originally or later on) an act as a complete whole. It is not

impossible that partly owing to differentiation from the root-

aorist {ttlO-) or the sigmatic aorist (Trecda-) stems like si- sto-,

Sl- S(o- etc., and 7r€i6{o) etc. came sometimes to denote an act

in progress or going on, and that ire-TroiO- denoted or came

to denote an act as finished (?) or as resulting in a certain

state of affairs. How many other ideas could be originally, or

later on came to be, dencjted by these and other forms (e.g. an

inceptive act by a suffix -sk-) it would be very difficult to say.

A. Now these original or subsequently developed dis-

tinctions between (a) an act simply regarded as a complete

whole, (6) an act regarded in detail or as in progress, and (c) an

act regarded as already finished (?) or as residting in a state of

affairs (to disregard tor the present the other ideas of e.g.

repeated or attempted action), might not originally exist at all

in some constructions, or in course of time might come to dis-

appear in some constructions : and on the other hand might

become more and more marked in some constructions, as time

went on, and so increase the gulf that lay between them.

Having thus considered some of the different ideas about acts,

we may now consider such things as the time of the action in

relation to the time of the speaker or of some act which he

mentions. As I said above, an act may be regarded, B. as
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actually taking place, or as possible, or as a duty, or as a general

truth, or as desirable, or as a concession, at a time previous

to, or future to, or contemporaneous with, the time of speaking

or of some act which the speaker mentions. So, by combining

these ideas, we have the possibility of many combinations : and

though at first it would seem as if any combination of one idea

from (A) and one idea from (B) would be distinct from any other

such combination, still as a matter of fact the ideas frequently

overlap. Two instances will suffice to make this clear.

It often makes little or no difference whether we express a

future act as certain to take place (aorist) or as certain to be

going on (progressive), or as certain to be finished (perfect;; and

a present, past, or future act as not possible, or as not an actual

act (as an act, or going on, or finished).

It is conceivable that an act or acts in the present or past,

when stated as certain, were expressed by the Indicative of the

Progi'essive, Aoristic, or Perfect, etc. tense : these ideas may

have been distinguished originally or else have come to be

distinguished later on : other ideas (such as repeated or

attempted action) may have been expressed by distinct forms

originally, or later on, or have been expressed e.g. by aoristic

forms extended to denote such meanings by contrast and thanks

to the context, etc. (v. Aoi'ist and Imperfect, and Principle X.).

It is possible that the distinction here between the action

regarded as an action, or as in progress, or as finished etc., would,

in some one or more languages, either not exist at all, or

scarcely exist, originally, or else disappear as time went on, in at

least some constructions, whereas in some other language or

languages, in at least some constructions, the ideas might come

to be contrasted more and more as time went on.

As to the method of forming the Indicative, it was possibly

that of adding terminations directly to the root, or to the root +
a suffix (and here we may possibly class the Thematic vowel)

:

to denote past time an augment might have been prefixed, but

perhaps was not absolutely essential to the idea of past time :

it is not impossible that this idea was originally expressed

(a) by other ' sign-posts ' also, e.g. particles meaning ' then,'

' formerly,' ' once,'
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(b) by the context and tone etc. [cp. Homeric forms],

until the idea of past time came to be more or less associated,

as it were by chance, with ceitain forms of the stem, certain

suffixes, and certain terminations.

It is possible then that in some languages there were origin-

ally, or came to be. Indicative forms expressing an act or acts,

in past, future or present, as in progress, or simply as acts, or

as completed (?) and resulting in a certain state of affairs, etc.

Similar possibilities apply to the Subjunctive or Future^

(whichever we like to call it) in one or more languages, whether

it was originally altogether distinct from the Indicative, or

differed from it by having an additional thematic vowel (or an

Indeterminate vowel, (?), which -^ Latin a, but in Greek fol-

lowed the character of the Thematic vowel), (v. Appendix III.)

And it is possible that this Subjunctive or Future origin-

ally (?), or later on, had certain forms expressing a duty or a thing

commanded, in some constructions where there was a distinction

between such ideas and mere futurity. For the possibility of

the Latin forms legam, legas, legat, etc., leges, leget, etc.,

legerim and legero, legeris, legerit, etc., and legerem, legeres,

legeret, etc., being Subjunctive in form v. Appendix III. We
may also add the ' pluperfect ' amauissem, dixissem, fuissem,

-es, -et, etc., possibly modelled on the sigmatic aorist and perfect,

or on only one of these tenses sometimes, in the Indicative

(e.g. fuesem (?), cp. wXeam -^ cokeaa) and the (e)sem of the

'Imperfect' Subjunctive, possibly really aorist Subjunctive

(e.g. regesem ^^ regerem, es-sem).

Thirdly it is conceivable that the Optative was (?) originally

distinct from the Subjunctive in meaning, and expressed e.g.

possibility, or was not distinct from the Subjunctive in meaning',

but was merely a bye-form expressing perhaps futurity, duty,

1 The Sanskrit 'Future' denotes e.g. 'will,' 'futurity,' 'promise,' 'threat,'

'desire,' the 'Subjunctive' and 'Optative' (very roughly speaking) 'will,' 'fu-

turity,' 'promise,' 'threat,' 'desire,' or 'obligation.'

- Arguments in favour of the Optative as well as the Subjunctive originally

meaning 'Futurity,' are, e.g.

{(I) In Sanskrit and Latin the meanings of Subjunctive (or Future) and
Optative forms are practically identical.

(h) In Homer there are not many types of constructions of the Subjunctive

where the Optative would not stand, and (to a less extent) vice versa.
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possibility, etc., and that, in sonic one or more languages and

constructions, it was sometimes differentiated to express the

simple occurrence of an act, or its progress, or its being finished,

etc., as a possibility, and that in some one or more languages

the same mood or one of its varieties may have originally or

later on expressed the same ideas as desirable or as a con-

cession. It is possible that the original or later developed

identities of meaning of the Subjunctive and Optative may
have resulted either in

(a) the partial or total disappearance of one form : or

{b) the amalgamation or contamination of the two forms

:

whereas on the other hand the original or later developed ^

differences of meaning of the Subjunctive and Optative may
have widened the gulf between the two moods, whether this

gulf was again bridged over or not.

The characteristic vowel of the Optative was i or i : one

question is, whether the e which we find combined with i in

sies, eVt?;? ^^ ei'r;?, syas, is an integral part of the Optative, or

whether it is the Subjunctive e- (cp. leges, XiyTjTe): in this case

this Optative might originally or later on have denoted a future

possibility (?) ; or was the e that vowel which appears in the

aorist, e.g. e/jbdvrjvl In this case this Optative might have de-

noted futurity etc., leaving the time at which the act was future

to be inferred from the context, etc. As to the o 4- 1 of Greek, is

the o an integral part of the optative, or is it the Thematic

(or Indeterminate (?)) vowel, perhaps generalised, and extended

trom e.g. (^epoifjn (^epoi^ev and {(f)epoii]pr ^^ (fiepoievr ^^ (f)epoi€v)

to (f)ep€i^, (fyepei, (^epene -»- (pepot^;, (f)epoi, (pepoLre'! The first two

(() Every mcaniog of the Optative can be ea.sily derived from that of

'futurity ' (in its various shades of meaning).

(d) In Sanskrit the Future Indicative (bhavisyfmii) is apparently a primary

Optative in form, and the unfulfilled condition in j^ast time (cp. Homeric

Optatives) is future in form. [As to Goodwin's hobby, that the 'Optative

represents a Subjunctive in the changed relation in which it stands when the

main verb becomes past instead of present,' it fails miserably in the face of the

Homeric d^w 'ifa d\(poi.s : Ouipov d ottl Ki [xol 5oiT]s Ket-fi-qKiov icjTui,^ Can we cp.

Doric futures with bhavisyruni?

' Felt more acutely by the subtle-minded Greeks.

* Whether tliis e be considered as original, or as due to levelling, in legemus

beside Xfyu/xtv.
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levellings of ei to ol would distinguish these forms from the

Indicative cfiepea, (pepec: in this case was the Thematic (?)

vowel the vowel of the Indicative (cp. (f)epofiev), denoting

merely a (?) possibility as actual, and leaving the time to be

inferred from the context, or expressed b}^ particles, etc., or

was it the vowel of the Subjunctive (cp. eSo/xat), denoting a

future possibility ? These are some of the suggestions as to

Greek forms.

As to Latin, the methods of formation are very obscure, and

any treatment must be very tentative and iucomplote. If we

suppose a more or less close connexion between the Greek and

Latin methods, which of the two methods shown above, viz. le

(i in the plural), and oi (or ei (?)), predominated either originally

or by analogical extension, and which method did not pre-

dominate, and how many amalgamations or contaminations of

the two forms were there ?

1. -le, -i-

siem

sies

siet

simus

sitis

sint, or si[i]nt -* sient.

Hence by levelling sim, sis, sit, sInt (?).

So (?) vellm, veils, vellt, vellmus, velltis, velint, and (?)

amauerim, viderim, etc. (such forms being sigmatic aorists only,

or aorist and perfect sometimes).

Here possibly Im ^ im, It -*- it, Int -^int may have levelled

is, imis, itis to is, imus, itis.

2. oi, or ei (?).

o

-s

-t

-mos

-te (+ s from 2nd person singular and 1st person

plural)

-nt.
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Here we have a series of queries : did Latin generalise o as

Greek may Lave done, or did it generalise e, or nse the In-

determinative vowel (a ? cp. dates -^ datus, 8ot6^) ? And then

what would unaccented ei, oi, or ai have become in Latin before

letters like m, s, t ? Our evidence is singularly inadequate here

—we have is in the plural of the a- and o- stems : but in the o-

stems does is come from Locative oi + s or ei + s, or Dative

o -f ai + s -* ois -^ ois ^- is, or is it the Locative singular i +
plural s (whereas oi + s might have become es), and in the a-

stems, is it from Locative a + i + s ^- ais -^ is, or Dative

a + ai + s -* {lis -^ ais -^ is, or is it transferred from the o-

stems (e.g. dulcibus feminine = dulcibus masculine : hence a

new form bonis feminine beside bonis masculine), whereas

otherwise a + ai + s or a + i + s might have ^- aes, or es, or as ?

I can only suggest the mere possibility of some of these

forms producing e.g. e before certain letters, and i before

certain other letters : then one or the other vowel might have

been generalised, and we should have as Optatives:

1. leges, leget, legemus, legetis, legent

:

[(?) root aorist optative : the so-called Future Indicative.]

2. legeses -^ legeres, legeset -^ legeret, legesemus, legesetis,

legesent, cp, esses

:

[Sigmatic aorist optative : the so-called Imperfect Sub-

junctive.]

8. Amauessem ^^ amauissem, es, et ^- et, emus, etis, ent

^- ent : cp. fuissem, dixissem, vidissem :

[Eitlier perfect, or perfect + sigmatic aorist, with an

additional aorist s—so-called Pluperfect Subjunctive.]

4. amauesim -^ amauerim, is, it -* it, imus, itis, int -*

iut : cp. fuerim, viderim, dixerim : hence possibly the i of im,

it, int was extended, so that is, imus, itis -^ is, imus, itis :

[Either perfect, or perfect -1- sigmatic aorist, with an

additional aorist s—so-called Perfect Subjunctive.]

5. Can we possibly class here sim, sis, sit, etc. velim, velis,

velit, etc. ?

As to the forms of the Latin Subjunctive or Future, there-

fore, with the exception of the forms in -bo -bis -bit, etc. (are
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these Subjunctives of (?) stem bhu (i) ?), and those in am, as, at,

etc. (which may be Subjunctives also), we may possibly refer

every Classical form to

(a) Subjunctive only: or

(h) Optative only:

(c) sometimes one, sometimes the other: or

(d) sometimes a contamination of the forms of Subjunctive

and Optative.

We may sum up a few of the possibilities, then, for

Greek and Latin, with regard to the act regarded as a complete

whole (Aoristic), or as in progress (Progressive) or as finished (?)

and resulting in a certain state of affairs (Perfect), in present,

past, or future time (the latter including also, to some extent,

the idea of command, duty, etc.), or (rarely) as possibilities

(including sometimes the idea of wish)

:

(a) In 'Present' time (as in Future time) in Greek and

Latin the Aoristic and Progressive are rarely distinct in form*

:

i.e. in meaning distinctions may have existed (originally (?) or)

later on, and have partially disappeared and have partially led

to still further distinctions—but such distinctions are not, to

any appreciable extent, expressed by distinctions of form. The
'Perfect' is very often distinguishable from these two ideas

in form or meaning, but more often is, originally or by later

development, indistinguishable from the Past Aorist (cp. the

amalgamation of the Latin Present Perfect, and Past Aorist, and
some uses of the Greek Classical Perfect, and the Hellenistic

Perfect).

(6) In Past time in Greek and Latin (the Latin form in

-bam is, perhaps incorrectly, called an Imperfect: it may have
been originally Aoristic: cp. the somewhat similar Sanskrit

Aorist or Perfect tokayamasa 'he thought,' and, later on, mainly
owing to differentiation with the Aorist, have .served to express

e.g. the Progressive where it was distinct from the Aoristic), the

Progressive and Aoristic seem far more distinct : they may or

(more probably) may not have been so distinct originally, but very

1 Goodwin practically ignores the Aorjst Present.
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likely the gulf between them widened and further distinctions

arose by contrast (v. Principle X. and the Aorist and Imperfect).

Sometimes however they cannot be distinguished without we

accept those excessively fine distinctions which delight the

grammarian and confound the school-boy : this identity of

meaning may have been original, or may have arisen sometimes

in negative sentences etc. As has been already paid in (a), the

Present Perfect is not (originally or later on) altogether distinct

from the Past Aorist in Latin especially, and to some extent in

Greek. And again, in both Greek and Latin we have many

instances where the Past Perfect* (or Past Perfect + Past

Aorist?) is not distinct from the Past Aorist (cp, postquam

venit or venerat: and with eVet sometimes in Greek).

(c) Li Future time in Greek and Latin (including the

Latin form in -bo, -bis, -bit), the Progressive and Aoristic are

rarely distinct in form: i.e. in meaning distinctions may have

existed originally or later on, and have partially disappeared

and have partially led to still further distinctions, but such

distinctions are not, to any appreciable extent, expressed by

distinctions of form. Again, those ideas are not always dis-

tinguished from the Perfect, or Aorist + Present Perfect (cp.

.

si venerit, dixerit, and si veniet, dicct, in so far as these forms

ai'e Future or Subjunctive: also comp. ireTrpd^erai and Trpd^erat

or 7rpa')(jdi^(TeraL).

(d) As to Command, Duty, or Potentiality in Greek in so

far as they were distinct from Futurity the Progressive and

Aoristic (e.g. cp. el iroiolfxi with el iroiVjaai/jit,) are not so often

distinct in meaning as the senseless hair-splitting of some gram-

marians would maintain : in Latin it is a question how far the

forms which may be Optatives (e.g. sis, esses) are Progressive,

and how far they are Aoristic, in their present meaning.

1 There seems to be, in the Greek 'Pkiperfect, ' an augment + a Perfect stem

+ an aorist e(r- + the secondary endings: e.g.

^€(T-m —*- €aa -*- ea —*- rj

ea-Oa -^>- -qada [with the long vowel from the first person]

, , , ; (Lffda [with the ft from the third person : e.g. fieiaOa]

e(T-e-T -*- eer ^ etr —*- et [with the Thematic vowel e- cp. Aro-e,

XAwe beside i\va-m. -^ ^Xvaa, XeXvK-m -*• XAi'/ca]

(..etc.
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Personally, I think that the almost invariable translation of

maneres by ' you should have been remaining ' is not warranted

by the form, and certainly not required by the meaning

(N.B. it is also clumsy). As to the Perfect in Greek, it may

to a great extent be distinguished from the Progressive and

Aoristic. In Latin the Aoristic may sometimes have been

purely Aoristic in meaning and sometimes have hovered be-

tween the Progressive and the Present Perfect (cp. tantus est

timor omnium ut nemo adsit, and tantus fuit timer omnium ut

nemo adfuerit or adesset).

These are only a very few of the possibilities ; a full dis-

cussion of all possibilities would fill a volume.

I hope I may be excused for having so often rej)eated

myself: it seemed so absolutely essential to insist on

(o) the inadequacy of our Phonetic Data, and the enormous

influence of Analogy, and the possibility of some of the results

which apparently it might easily have produced

:

(h) the difficulty of the problem as to how far Indicative,

Subjunctive, and Optative had originally distinct meanings, and

(to some extent) distinct forms, and as to how far such ideas

about an act as being simply an act, or as in progress, or

as (?) finished, were originally distinct, and were denoted by

distinct forms.

I may at some future time venture on the similar problems

about the act repeated, or habitual, or attempted, etc., or

regarded as a general truth : I have not considered them here,

but have touched upon them under the Aorist and Imperfect,

to which I refer for a brief suggestion of a few possibilities.

In conclusion I may suggest (cp. Chapter II.) the following

possibilities

:

(A) The Indicative once connected ' a person ' with ' an

action,' and might have meant {a) ' he is now doing, he always

does do, he did do,' (6) ' he will do, he is to do, etc'—the mean-

ing varied according to the tone and context, etc.

(B) The Subjunctive and Optative denoted {h) ' he will do,'

' he is to do,' etc. and to a great extent superseded the Indica-

M. T. h
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tive in denoting (b) : but the Subjunctive may have once been

only a form of the Indicative set apart to denote {h) (by

differentiation). Later on certain Subjunctive or Optative

forms were often set apart to denote 'futurity,' others to denote

'command, wish, etc'

(C) The Imper'citive— chiefly an exclamation giving a

command—was used beside the Subjunctive and Optative of

command, especially in Positive Commands.

To return to the Indicative, it was thus left to clearly denote

(a) ' he is now doing it,' * he always does do it,' ' he did it,' etc.

Naturally ' he did it ' came to be confined, to a great extent, to

different forms from ' he is now doing it ' or ' he always does it.'

As to the Tenses, the tense denoting an act might have

occasionally, especially in past time, had two shades of mean-

ing, e.g. 'he did it' {'Aorist' of Complete whole) and 'he was

engaged in doing it' {'Progressive'): these ideas might have

sometimes come to be denoted, (in some cases where they were

distinguisiied) the Aorist by one set of forms (e.g. the weak

root, or the root + s, etc.), the Progressive by another set of

forms (e.g. the strong root or the root + a suffix). As to the

'Perfect,' if originally a branch of this tense, it may have some-

times been differentiated to express a lasting state rather than

an act, sometimes to express a past act viewed in the light of

its result: or it may have originally had (in some forms at least)

the meaning of a state rather than an act.

Later on, further distinctions between the ' Aorist ' and the

branch of the same tense, not always distinct from the 'Aorist'

either in form or meaning, and called the ' Progressive,' may
have grown up partly by differentiation and contrast : or, on

the other hand, distinctions already existing may have dis-

appeared.
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On the extent to which the New School are justified

by the data which w^e possess in their present general

method of stating and applying Phonetic Laws.

The Introduction and Appendix III. (e.g. v. the discussion of

ames) have given some hint as to the results here suggested,

I have tried to everywhere avoid being dogmatic except where

I dogmatically insist on dogmatism being out of place ! and

before I begin this discussion, it is absolutely necessary that I

should clearly point out exactly how far I agree with the

general methods of the New School, and how little I sympathise

with the general methods of the Old School. The New School

have done an inestimable service to Philology, by (theoretically)

insisting on accuracy and refusing to accept 'random shots'

and, though my own stock of Philological knowledge is pain-

fully deficient, I have honestly done my best to accept no single

suggestion and to offer no single suggestion, either in Morphology

or Syntax, which has not a possible justification in a parallel

development or Principle of development, wherever such a

parallel was within my knowledge : and even here I have

usually insisted on the suggestion being a possibility or proba-

bility at the most : where it has seemed to me that our data

(or the small proportion of our data which I have mastered)

justify dogmatism (as in the statement that probably, in

the clause preceding the TrptV-clause, an expression of a Trptv,

TTO), irporepov etc. was usually essential to the meaning,

originally), I have nearly been dogmatic : but where it has

seemed to me that our data do not justify any dogmatic state-

ment, whether in Morphology or Syntax, I have considered

/i2
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it far more accurate, in every sense of the word, neither to

certainly deny, nor yet to certainly afifirm. But I have (miser-

ably inadequately, I know) tried to do what the New School

has to a great extent egregiously failed to do, to distinguish

between what is accurate, and what is definite. In my
opinion, the Phonetic Laws of the New School are as a rule

as definite as one could wish, the table of Nouns and their

Cases in Brugmann's latest volume seems definite to me (I

have not read this volume of his work, and so I apologise for

the mistake in case I am wrong), the table of the Latin

' Ablative ' in Allen and Greenough (v. Appendix I.) is definite,

and the statements of Monro on the Greek ' Dative ' (v. id.) are

exceedingly definite—few things could be more so: but none of

these things do I consider as certainties, neither do I think

that anyone, with the whole mass of possible extant data at

his control, could prove the greater part of them to be

certainties. Some of them may be certainties—this I do not

deny—what I do deny is the present possibility of proving

them to be certainties and the consequent inadvisability of

stating them, and using them, as certainties.

Secondly, in refusing to give the origins of Syntactical

constructions until a strict Phonetic basis has been established

as the sole basis on which to work, I am entirely at one with

the New School. Whatever objections one may make to their

definiteness where it is out of place, one can never sufficiently

thank them for their grand work here, without which we might

still have been blindly working away on the assumption that

we are to start with meanings and name forms according to

those meanings (e.g. call mensae and domini Genitives), rather

than start with the forms and do our best to find out their

original moanings by conjecturing from what original

meaning every present meaning may be best derived

either directly or in accordance with some Principles of

Development in language. Tliis I have tried to do : to

collect a group of instances, to classify them, to see the meaning

which might underlie the majority of them, to try if the

instances in which this meaning is not apparent invjJit go back

ultimately to tiie original meaning by some recognised process
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of development—has been my ideal : how far I have fallen short

of it, and have often miserably failed, and have suggested possi-

bilities where even that suggestion may really be going too far,

and how often I have omitted valuable data through ignorance

or have neglected them through forgetfulness, I am convinced

that no one could feel more keenly than I do (v. Appendix III.

for some of the difficulties which I have fully realised).

A word as to the Old School : I think (take them as a whole)

they did not err on the side of being dogmatic, in one I'espect

at any rate : for they always allowed enormous scope for the

suggestion of possibilities, even of the most contradictory

nature, and, as one or more members of the Old School usually

accepted that suggestion which seemed to him most probable,

the mere fact of the Old School being able to dogmatic-

ally assert either that black was originally black, or that black

was originally white or green, often excluded dogmatism.

Their fault lay in accepting syntactical suggestions (even the

wildest) as all almost equally probable, whether or not they

were backed up by Phonetics, the only real basis for a Syn-

tactical suggestion, or by some Principle of Development in

language etc. And their second fault lay in accepting in the

same way Etymological and Morphological suggestions (even

the wildest) as having an equal claim to be right, if they had a

merely apparent foundation in some general similarity of form,

provided that the meaning would ' do well enough :
' they began

with the meaning and treated the form as a secondary matter,

to be scarcely considered until a meaning had been found.

Thirdly, they probed within the Indo-European period, where

so much is really impenetrable darkness, and traced things

back to beginnings without sufficient grounds : some of the

results may be right, but few are demonstrably right in the

present state of oar evidence, and some are demonstrably

wrong (e.g. the explanati(m of the 07} of ^ervcpOqi' as connected

with TidijfMt, whereas it originated in the 2nd person, *eTV7r-6r]<;,

Sanskrit -thas, beside the 1st person *eTV7rr)v). Lastly, they

did not make sufficient allowance for the fact that language

expressed thought, and that changes of sound had other raisons

d'etre besides the fact that they were easier to pronounce.
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After thus deprecating any attempt that may be made to

identify my methods with the methods of the Old School, I

proceed to the subject of Phonetic Laws. The New School

have formulated some 'Phonetic Laws' which are invaluable,

and the debt of Philology to those who have strictly insisted on

Phonetic Law is immense. Strictly speaking there is no

exception to a Phonetic Law, if it be correctly formulated, and

if it be clearly understood to apply, properly speaking, to

words which occur under the same conditions: the caprice of

a pedantic tyrant, or the more extensive use of a word by the

lower orders than by the higher orders, or by people of one

district than by people of another district, are different con-

ditions. The letter which follows a vowel, the position of the

vowel, whether initial, medial, or final, the accent on the

vowel, and the groups of words which are associated in meaning

or function with the word in which the vowel occurs, constitute

different conditions (for others v. Introduction). We must

remember that language has been made by millions and millions

of men, with modes of thought, organs of speech, associations

etc. almost absolutely different from ours (and to me it seems

to some extent true that often, the more learned and cultivated

a man becomes, the more likely he is to alienate his ideas from

the ideas of these millions, and the less likely he is to see

things as they saw them). I therefore suggest that, even if the

New School have been working in the right direction, there is

more than one unanswerable objection to their practice

(not to their theory), which I will first state and then illustrate

by a very curious possibility (with regard to the Dative in

Greek), which would, if a reality, perhaps revolutionise almost

everything which Comparative Philology has stated about the

history of this Dative. (I am alluding to the simple Dative,

exclusive of Locative and Instrumental.)

The following case is purely imaginary: the method here

used is the ' analytic,' for the inaccuracy of which see III. above.

A certain termination is conjectured to be 'Indo-European,'

because it seems to survive as a heritage in every Indo-

European language, if we allow for its form being modified by

Phonetic change : let us suj)pose that in ' Greek ' it was added
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to 30 verbal stems, including some 'modified' and some
' unmodified ' stems, at different periods of the time when
Greek was still a dialect of Indo-European : let us suppose

that these 30 stems and terminations, i.e. the 30 words, lived

through the (?) thousands of years of the more or less individual

development of Greek, and that during that time some were

subject to seven hundred conditions, and some to three hundred,

and so on (v. Introduction and some of the conditions mentioned

above) : of which a certain proportion were common to all, a

certain proportion common to twenty, a certain proportion to

five, and a certain proportion peculiar to individual words. Let

us suppose that between twenty of them there was such a simi-

larity of condition as to resist the dissimilarity of condi-

tion, and to preserve (or analogically re-create) identity in the

terminations of these twenty words : let us suppose that five

others have become differentiated in form from the twenty, but

owing to conditions of which the most important are so natural

as to be obvious to us of the 19th century, can be connected

with the twenty : let us now suppose that with the last five the

different conditions were strong enousfh to resist the similar

conditions, that e.g. sentence-accent and preponderating fre-

quency of use among people of a certain class or dialect, and

the preservation of an archaism as a household word, and some

phonetic change (which we know nothing about to-day), e.g.

the union of a certain final letter of the stem with the initial

letter of the termination, etc. have all conspired to change the

five words to forms very different from those of the other

twenty-five and from those of each other : and let us suppose

that perhaps one form may be identical with a form with

which it had no historical Phonetic connexion : let us assume

that we know this for certain (just as in some stories we hear

of men travelling back in a flight of thought over the secrets

of the past centuries), and let us, in the light of this certainty,

look upon the dogmatic results of the New School : we may
suppose the following

:

(a) The 20 are put together in one class : in it final

x-^o'-i : hence a phonetic law is passed that final x-^Xr, always.

This is inaccurate, because all the conditions of these 20 words
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have not been the same. There has been a graduated scale,

and perhaps the first two words have had 80 conditions out of

every 100 in common, and the first and the third words 75 per

cent, in common, and the first and last words only 50 per cent,

in common : and the last word was only attracted to the other

19 by a magnet a millionth part more powerful, and was on the

verge of being phonetically different from the other 19. This

absolute classification is also dangerous, because the 20 words

form a large class—so large a class that they are made a crucial

test. It is as if one were to say that business-men usually

wear black coats, and that therefore men with light coats are

not to be classed as business-men, unless we can show the exact

motive for wearing the light coat.

(b) The 5 are put as an exception to the law, or as a bye-

law : strictly speaking there are no exceptions to any Phonetic

Law : the phrase of the New School ' any apparent exceptions

to our Phonetic Law are due to Analogy, etc' is wrong : for

these ' apparent exceptions ' are due to ' our Phonetic
Law' being wrongly stated and, therefore, to its not

being a real Phonetic Law at all ! In those 5 instances

some of the differences of condition which have caused (a) and

(h) to have different forms are apparent to us, and so it is

assumed that we know all about these words.

(c) The 5 words which have a different form from (a) and

(h) owing to differences of condition no longer perceptible to

the New School, now remain : one is put under a Phonetic Law
under whose influence it really never fell : e.g. a; -> ^j here, but

x^ was classed as coming from X, because X also -^£Cs, and the

meanings of these two ultimately identical formations were

similar : so this instance goes to strengthen the justification

of a Phonetic law to which it does not belong. It is as if one

were to set down as a credit to the Jewish nationality the

exploits of some one who happened to be like a Jew in appear-

ance. Perhaps some one with a true instinct suggests that ^.-3

may go back to x, and was once identical in form with the

20 + 5, but he confesses that he cannot see the conditions under

the influence of which the forms of (c) diverged from those of
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(a) and (b). The New School say that this suggestion is (not

probably but) certainly wrong because it opposes ' a Phonetic

Law :
' whereas we know that the exact opposite is the truth,

viz. that the statement of this ' Phonetic Law ' is wrong because

it is opposed by one or more instances.

I now suggest a possibility about the Greek ' Dative ' : it is

possible (v. Appendix L) that the only surviving forms of the

Instrumental in Greek are fossilised adverbs, i.e. Instrumentals

which are preserved more as fossils than as living and germina-

ting cases. Instances might be /xerd, irvKvct, SlttXt}, iravTrj, etc.

It is also not impossible (it is very far from probable) that the

only surviving forms of the Dative in Greek are fossilised, i.e.

Datives whicli are preserved more as fossils than as living and

germinating cases. Instances might be the Infinitives in -ai,

'X^a/iiai, irapal (beside Instrumental irapd), and also Xvaai.

Let us assume the possibility of

(1) -ai being a regular Indo-European termination of

Datives, and -i of Locatives, and

(2) proportional analogies,

(3) some levelling of various Ablaut stem-variations (cp.

(ppecrl beside cfipacrl),

(4) the extension of the Locative over every Datival mean-

ing (v. Appendix I., Appendix IT,, and also under the Dative

and Locative), and of the Dative over some Locatival meanings,

and the preservation of two forms to express the same meaning

becoming unnecessary.

We must admit the possibility (no more) of the ' Dative ' in

Greek being always phonetically Locative ; in the consonant-

declension especially (e.g. Trarp-i, with stem-levelling), and in

the u- declension, and in the i- declension (e.g. iroXei-i -^ -TroXel

-^ TToXet) and in the a- declension (e.g. '^(wpa-i-^x'^pa) the

possibility is obvious ; it is in the o- declension (e.g. Xoyw) that

it is not obvious—but here we have as strong an array of pro-

portional analogies as one could wisli for: we may see the

natural phonetic development in oI'ko-i, oI'k6-i, but, side by

side with this, we see a more or less close correspondence
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between various forms of the o- and a- declensions (in some
stage of development) to be possible:

Si}igular

Ablative: -w5-^w, us (before dentals) cp. a5 -s-d, ??, as, -qs, (before dentals)

Genitive : (?) -ws cp. as, -qs

Dative : -oj cj). a, -r)

Instrumental : -w cp. d, -17

Plural

Nominative : (?) -ws -ovs -ol cp. (?) -as, --qs -at

Accusative: -ovs^ ovs cjJ. -dvs -^ds
Genitive ; -uv cji. (?) -Civ

Dative : -wts ^^ 01s cp. -dts -^ ais

Locative : -ois cp. -ais

Might not a Locative formation -co have been possibly

formed in correspondence with -a -rj by proportional analogies

(e.g. \07ft) Locative: x^P?' Locative = Xd7o/<f Locative: x^pai^

Locative), at a time when the Dative X67&) had already been

almost wholly superseded by the Locative X070/. ? I would not

maintain the probability for one moment : I only suggest the

possibility, and the consequent possibility of the invariable

translation of every Greek ' Dative ' by " so-and-so, literally ' to
'

or 'for'" being dispensed with in some Private schools and

elsewhere: cp. Monro (p. 135) " rolacv a^eikeTo 'he took away

for (i.e. from) them '."

If my arguments as to Phonetic Laws hold good, then it

will not be a difficult change in Philology to use the words
' possible ' and ' probable ' instead of the word ' certain,' in

giving the pre-historic developments of words and constructions:

and, within due limits, to use the same words in condemning sug-

gestions. And it may be that this reservation will remind some
people 'that man's truest wisdom is the confession of ignorance,'

where ignorance (in one of its degrees) must exist so long as

man is man. The change would be a radical one (so far as the

practice, not perhaps the preaching of the New School is

concerned), and one which on the whole everyone, who ventures

on the ground of pre-historic developments, would have to adopt.

If, on the other hand, it should be proved that we have

sufficient data for stating and applying all the Phonetic Laws
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as absolutel}' as they have hitherto been stated or applied by

the New School, and for absolutely accepting or condemning

theories by them, then no one will be happier than myself at

being allowed to be definite. And if, when I gaze upon ames,

a hazy speculation should occasionally thrust itself unbidden

into my mind, as to what would have been the ultimate form

of ama-ies amai-ls amai-ies amai-ls amai-eis amai-ois amai-

eis amai-ois amai-es amai-es am-es and 7nany more forms,

created at various times and luith accents in diverse places, I

shall bless the New School for telling me that our data assure

us that at least twenty-five forms could not possibly have arisen

by analogy or otherwise, or else, if they had arisen, could not

possibly have become ames by 'Phonetic Law.'

To sum up, then, a single letter or sound cannot occur

under exactly the same conditions in any tw^o words.

No one who looks at the various conditions mentioned in the

Introduction can possibly deny this : no member of the New
School would deny it if for five minutes he quietly thought

about the problem. Therefore, in classing together any two

words as occurring under exactly the same conditions the New
School have been definite but undeniably inaccurate.

My view is that the words which they have grouped

together have (as a rule) probably or possibly occurred under

similarities of condition strong enough to resist the dissimilarities

of condition (v. p. cxix. above), but that in the present state of

our evidence it is often impossible to say whether a given word

has or has not occurred under so many conditions similar to

those of another word as to resist the numerous dissimilar

conditions.



ADDITIONAL NOTES.

The Additii)ual Notes treat of the following points

(a) Agreement of Adjectives (To p. 15)

(b) The ' Present' Indicative (To p. 19)

(C) The Future Infinitive and Participle (To p. 20)

(d) The Greek Aorist of ' the act of a moment ago ' (so-called)

(To p. 42)

(e) The expression of ' cause ' ' hindrance ' and ' conditions ' by

' Temporal ' sentences, the Locative case, and Participles (To p. 58)

(f) Finite verbs = verb ' be ' + a noun of agency (p. 61)

(g) Past Purposes in Greek (To p. 61)

(h) Optative in Unfulfilled Conditions in Homer (To p- 61)

(i) English Unfulfilled wishes (To p. 61)

(j) Past Tenses in Unfulfilled Present Conditions (To p. 61)

(k) ' Different forms have not always different meanings ' illus-

trated (To p. 70)

(1) The Future and Subjunctive (To p. Ixxxv)

(m) The Subjunctive and Optative (To p. cvii)

(a) p. 15, at the end of the page, add " Adjectives may have

come to ' agree ' with Substantives in the following ways, which are

roughly and inaccurately sketched here

—

(i) Sometimes ager Tiber ' a field that is fertility,' nomeii dulce

ovojxa yj^v ' a name that is sweetness ' (i.e. one Substantive in Apjjo-

sitiun to another), and Caesaris ager uber (est) ' Caesar's field is

fertility,' Caesaris nomen dulce (est) Katcrapos uvofxa t^Su (eo-ri)

'Caesar's name is sweetness' (i.e. one Substantive as Predicate to
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another), miglit -^ ' a fertile field ' 'a sweet name,' ' Caesai-'s field is

fertile' 'Caesar's name is sweet,' (i.e. an Adjectival qualifying a

Substantive) : hence by Assimilation or Px-oportional Analogy the

tendency would be to say agrum uberem not uber, puerum dulcem

not dulce, 7rat8a -q^vv not ySv, etc. etc. But this is probably not the

sole origin of dulcis and 7^'8t;9, any more than the sul)8tantival sense

of 'a deed' 'a doing,' in hoc est actum and agendum, tovto Trenpayjxivov

or TrpaKTcov ecTTi, ' this thing is a deed,' is the sole origin of actus

TreirpayfjLevo'i and agendus TrpaKxeos meaning ' done ' and ' to be done'

:

v. (ii) below.

Similarly, one origin of the ' agreement ' of the ' Article ' in

Greek and ille etc. in Latin may be seen in ol8e to 7rpay/xa, t6v avSpa,

tt)v yvvaiKa ' he knows it, viz. the thing, him (1) viz. the man, her (1)

viz. the woman' -^' he saw that thing, that man, that woman': hence

olSe TO w/xov, TO <fi(in'r]v ' he knows it, viz. the shoulder, he knows it,

viz. the voice,' would, by Proportional Analogy, give way to oTSi tov

tofJiov, T-^v <f)(t)i'r]v.

But we do find instances like triste lupus stal)ulis etc. which are

perfectly correct.

(ii) In ' Compounds ' like (jjfxoycpwv we see an Adjectival not

* agreeing ' with the Substantive which it logically qualified : there

might have been a tendency to give wfxo- an inflexion like that of

the word which it qualified, and to say wyuos yepwv etc.

(iii) Some Genitives might, by Proportional Analogy, take the

inflexions of Adjectives : perhaps the ' Genitive Plural ' was in early

times an Adjective qualifying an Accusative, e.g. nostrum librum

'our book,' and then when nostrum came to mean 'of us' it was

natural to say nostrum libri rather than nostri libri. Conversely,

supposing €/xos and mens (cp. ads tuos etc.) were Genitives of the

stems of ' I ' and ' thou,' e/xos tS/xos mens humerus would be quite

natural : hence, by Proportional Analogy, €/xoi/ Sifiov meuni humerum,

not tfj.6% mens.

There might be very much in favour of identifying the Genitive

es OS s with the es os s of Adjectives, but dogmatism is out of

place."

(b) P. 19 (The 'Present' Indicative), two lines from

the bottom, after the word "survive" insert " In.stances of

(3) will be found in some ' Historic Presents ' in Sanskrit, Greek

(unaugmented Aorist and ' Imperfect ' forms in Homeric and Tragic
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narrative may be instances), Latin, and English, and of (2) in

Sanskrit and on pp. 61— 63 (e.g. aweLfxi, dico, 'I go'), and of

(2) as a question on the same pages (cp. ' what do I do next "?
' quo

fugimus 1 fji€vofjLev ;).

The exact shade of meaning e.g. 'you did, will do, are doing,

are to do, etc' (and the same ideas put as questions,) had to come at

first from the tone, gesture, context, and particles like ' then,' ' some

day,' 'to-day,' etc."

(c) P. 20 (The Infinitive and Participles) : add " For

the Future Infinitive in Latin v, pp. Ixii and xc. : credo inimicos

meos hoc dicturos superseded dicturum (Gellius) on the analogy of

e.g. credo te hoc dicturum, where dicturum, once an Accusative of an

abstract verbal noun (meaning ' being about to say ') developed the

meaning, and had the form, of an adjective agreeing with te. The

adjective dicturus -a -um was then formed from such constructions.

In Gi-eek Xv(T£lv and Xvcrwv were formed by Proportional Ana-

logy, i.e. Xvo) \v€i<; Xvei : Avcrw XuVcts Xvo-ei (Aorist Subjunctive, v.

Appendix III) ;: Xvew Xvwv : x y. x = Xi;o-eiv, j = Xvawv."

(d) P. 42, Frincij)le V. B : Contamination: add "The

Greek Aorist which is said to expi-ess the act of a moment ago,

(e.g. cTTTyico-a really = ' I do at this present moment commend you,'

and cp. aVeTTTiJcra, iOavixacra, etc.) may be partly due to Contamina-

tion of e.g. 'You did or said something good or bad' + 'I now com-

mend etc. you.' A good instance would be eVr^veo-' Ipyov koX Trpovoiav

tjv eOov. Delbriick compares Sanskrit past Aorists which do some-

times express the act of a moment ago (e.g. 'the sun has just risen'),

without pioving that these Greek Aorists did express this idea (e.g.

'1 did just now commend etc. you')!"

(e) P. 58, Principle X: Implication: add "The ideas of

cause or ' hindrance ' or condition which are sometimes

expressed by quom eTret 'when' 'while,' and the Locative case in

Sanskrit Greek Latin and English, were in early times merely implied

(and sometimes strengthened bywords like 'therefore' 'nevertheless'

etc.) in the expression of 'time when': the development is seen in

'while the sun shines, at sun-shine,' ^-'because (or if) the sun shines'

in a context like 'it is hot,' and -^- 'although the sun shines' in a

context like 'it is cold': cp. (to some extent) these ideas expressed

by Participles."
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(f) P. 61, liue 1: add "cp., on Inscriptions, ioudicaverit ^ serve

as iudex^ appareat 'be an apparitor,' etc."

P 61, Principle XI. (Changes of Time) add

(g) Past Purposes in Greek.

" When aTTUfxi Iva tSto (Homeric i'8ot/xi also) ' I will go away that

I may see'-^^/^e abstract 'I will go away in order to see, for the

purpose of seeing' (= Infinitive of Purpose, like egit visere in

Horace) the Greeks coiild say, by analogy, aiTyjXOov Iva tSw (liardly

Homeric, perliaps,) or i8ot/xi 'I went away in order to see, for the

purpose of seeing' (= Infinitive of Purpose)—*-a past purpose 'I went

away in order that I might see.' What -proof have we of Goodwin's

dogmatic assertion that 'iva iSco was 'more vivid' than Iva lSolixlV

"(h) The Optative in Unfulfilled Past Conditions in

Homer was, perhaps, similarly developed. Kai vv Ktv (xttoXolto el /xtj

vo-qa-eie. 'he will perish if she shall (English 'does' or 'should') not

devise'^- ' his perishing (absti-act) would be the result if she should

not devise ' : hence Kai vv k€v tv6' airoXoiTo et ix-q vorjcre ' his perishing

then would be the past result (he would have perished) if she had

not devised.' The importance of evOa should be noticed : cV^'

diroXoLTo is like the Sanskrit augmented Conditional used with the

same meaning. For the idea of non-fulfilment v. p. 60."

(i) "The English idiom '/ loish he had come' might be partly

due to ' I knew he had come ' —*-
' I knew his past coming' (abstract),

whence, by analogy, 'I wish his past coming'^- 'I wish he had

come.'"

(j) Past tenses in Unfulfilled Present Conditions: (cp.

also p. 43).

" It is possible that such constructions do not exist in Homer and

Plautus, but at least we can see the germs of them there. In Greek

(ei TovTO eVotei r/SiKct av) Latin (si faceret erraret) and English (' if

he (?) were doing or had been doing this now, he (?) would be or

have been doing wrong') the development was perhaps ^Jartly : 'if

he had been doing it he would have been doing wrong' (past) -*-
' his

doing wrong (abstract) would be a consequence of his doiug this

(abstract)' ^- ' his doing wrong now would be a consequence of his

doing this now '
^-

' if he had been doing this now he would have

been doing wrong.' Observe the importance of the words 'now' (vvv,

nunc, hodie, etc.). For the idea of non-fulfilment v. p. 60."
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(k) P. 70, Principle XIV : {Different forms have not. always

different meanings): aftiT "regno ^" (six lines from the bottom of the

page) add "Can a difference be proved (not merely asserted) to

always exist between the meanings of to Trotetv and to TroLyjaai,

eXTTt^w iVTvxi]0'aL and evrvxV'^i'-v, fxr} ttoul and firj ttoit/o-j;?, et TroLrjcrei<;

or eav -n-oirjcrrfi and ei TroiT^'o-etas, a8t/<7/o-£ts and aSiKT^o-eias av (in

Apodosis), €t TToiOLt] and el iroi-r^o-euv, eav ttoiijo-tjs and edv ttoitj?, et Tts

ToiiTo 7ro67^'crti€v and Troiot'r; and liroUi and eirotrjaev and the same con-

structions with oo-Tts (in 'General' Conditions), and (in the Apodosis

of the same) 7]Slk€l and T/St'Kei av and T/jSUrjaev and ijSiKrjcrev av, et ris

toCto iroLOLT] (Homeric) and Trotct and eav Tts touto ttoltj and iroLrja-rj

and similar constructions with oVtis (in ' General ' Conditions),

Se'xou and Se'^at and SeSe^o (Homeric), /?ocuv and KCKpaycos (Homeric),

cyS?; and (3€(3/]Ket (Homeric), etc. etc.1 Latin constructions parallel

to some of these would also admit of the same query, e.g. can a dif-

ference always be proved to exist between si hoc faciat and faciet

and fecerit in Protasis and erret and errabit and erravei'it in Apodo-

sis, and between cum vidit and vidisset ?
"

(1) P. Ixxxv, line 9, after the words "avor Ke(v)": add "and

Latin constructions like legam and dixerit ('Future' and 'Subjunc-

tive'), iam faxo hie erit, etc."

(m) P. cvii, Footnote 2, 3 lines from the bottom of the page,

after the word "identical": add "in many constructions: cp. dixerit

a possible Subjunctive and a possible Oi)tative."



A. ENGLISH INDEX.

The following are the chief abbreviations :

^ = developed into

Abl. = Ablative (' from,' etc.)

'Abl.'^Latiu 'Ablative' (i.e. roughly speaking, Ablative and Locative
and Instrumental, etc.)

Gen. = Genitive (Adjectival, etc.)

Gk. ' Gen.' = Greek 'Genitive' (i.e. I'oughly speaking, Genitive and Ab-
lative)

Instr. = Instrumental (' by ' ' with ' etc.)

Loc. = Locative (' in ' ' at '
' on' etc.)

Dat. = Dative (' to ' ' for ' etc.)

'Dat.'= Greek 'Dative' (i.e. roughly speaking, Dative and Locative and
Instrumental)

Lat. 'Dat.' = Latin 'Dative' (i.e. sometimes Dative, but in the Plural
Dative and ' Ablative.')

P = Preface.

A= Ajipendices.

ABLATIVE ('from'—case in early
times)

forms: General Account A Ixviii

—

Ixx

10, 12, 13—14, 2G, 31, .3'2—3.5;

A iv—vii, xi, xiv—xvii, xviii,

XXXV—xxxvi, xliii

o-stems...A xlv—xlvi, xlix—

1

a-stems...A Hi, Iv

i-stems ...A Ivi, Ix

u-stems...A Ixi, Ixiv

n- or consonant -stems...A Ixiv

—

Ixv, Ixvii

meanings : v. under the foUoiving—
Absolute, ' According to,' (for Ad-

verbial V. Manner, for After v.

Time), Agent,
Cause, Circumstance, (for Com-

pass or Extent v. Specification,

for Concerned Part v. Specifica-

tion), Compared Thing,
(for Measure of Defect v. Measure,

for Degree of Difference v. Mea-
sure), Description, (for Direct
Object V. Object, for Measure of

Excess V. Measure, for Exchange

V. Price, for Extent v. Specifi-

cation, for From v. Place, for

Goal V. Place),

Indirect Object, Infinitive, Instru-

ment,
Manner, Material, (for Means v.

Instrument), Measure of Excess,
etc., (or Members of a Class v.

Partitive, for Motion from v.

Place),

= Nominative,
Direct Object, Object, (for Part

Concerned v. Specification),

Partitive, Place at which, from
which, to which, Price and
Value, Prepositional, (for Pur-
pose V. Object, for Quality v.

Description, for Eemoter Object
V. Indirect Object, for Respect
v. Specification, for Sejiaration

V. Place),

Source, Specification, (for Thing
Compared v. Compared Thing,
for Value v. Price),

Time at which, after which,
throughout which, within

M. T.
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which, (for \Yithin time v. Time,
for work Contemplated v. Ob-
ject).

V. also under Cases.

"ABLATIVE" (LATIN) v. further
under Ablative, Locative, and In-

strumental.

forms : 10, 13—14, 26, 28, 31, 32—
35 ; A iv—vii, xi, xiv—xvii,

xviii, XXXV—xxxvi, xliii

meanings : v. under the Udloicing—
Absohite, Accomx^animent, ' Ac-

cording to,' (for Adverbial v.

Manner, for After v. Time,)
Agent,

Cause, Circumstance, (for Com-
pass or Extent and Concerned
Part V. Specification), Com-
pared thing, = Condition, (for

Measure of Defect and Degree
of Difference v. Measure),

Description, (for Direct Object v.

Object, for Measure of Excess
V. Measure, for Exchange v.

Price, for Extent v. Specifica-

tion, for From v. Place,)

Hindrance,
Infinitive, Instrument,
Judging Person,
Manner, Material, (for Means v.

Instrument), Measure of Excess,

etc., (for Members of a Class v.

' Partitive,' for Motion from v.

Place),

= Nominative,
Object (direct),

'Partitive,' (for Person Judging v.

Judging), Price and value. Pre-

positional, Place at which, from
which, to which.

Quality, (for Eesiject v. Specifica-

tion, for Road by which v.

Space through which).
Specification, (for Sphere v. Space
and Time, for Stake v. Price,

for Thing Compared v. Com-
pared Thing),

Time at which, after which,
throughout which, within which,
(for Value v. Price, for Way by
which V. Space, for within Space
and Time v. Space and Time, for

Work Contemplated v. Object).

V. also under Cases.

Absolute Construction

:

Loc. 28, 30, 4G—47, A iii, ix, xxiv,

XXXV—xxxvi, Ixxv

Instr. 30, A iii, xxiv, xxxv—xxxvi,

Ixxv

Dat. A xxiv

Abl. 30, A xxxv—xxxvi

Gen. 28, A ix, Ixxv

"Dat." 46—47, 70, A xxiv, xxv
"Abl." 30, A iii, A xxxv—xxxvi

Gk. " Gen." 28, 46—47,70, A ix

Lat. " Dat." cp. A xxviii—xxix

Abstract important in history of con-

structions 16—21, 27, 29, 37—38,
61—65, 71—72

and Concrete 37—38, 39, 71—72
Accomiianiment

Loc. A iii, xxv, xxviii, xxxii, Ixxiii

Instr. 11, A iii, xxv, xxviii, xxix

—

XXX, xxxii, xxxiii
' According to ' (cp. Manner)

Loc. 34—35, A xxxvi—xxxvii

Instr. 34—35, A xxxvi — xxxvii,

Ixxviii

Dat. Ixxviii

Abl. 11, 34—35, A xxxvi— xxxvii,

Ixxviii

"Abl.'" 11, 34—35, A xxxvi—xxxvii

ACCUSATIVE
Absolute 38 -39
Adverbial 10

Of Adjectives 40
Agent 39
Anticipatory, or = Nominative, 38

Cognate 53

Compass or Extent v. Extent
Direct Object 10, 12

of Transitive Notion 39, 40
' Double ' 49—50, 60

(?) 'Esse omitted' cp. 71—72
Exclamatory 49

with Infinitive 49—50
Extent 10

in Time 53

in Space 10—11

External 53

Goal of Motion 51

= Imperative 51
= Infinitive A ix

Internal 53
Logical Subject 38
Manner 10

Motion to 51

Neuter Singular 15

Plural 15
= Nominatives 38 (cp. 15)

Object or Purpose 51

direct 10, 12

after transitive notions 39, 40
Oratio Obhciua 38, 49—50, 60, 71—

72
= other cases 12, 32, 38, 48, xliii

Place to which 51

Space 10—11

Specification v. Extent
Time 53
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With Infinitive 49—50, 60

in Exclamations 49—50
Participles= Infinitive (almost) 37,

38, 71, 72
contaminated with Oratio Ob-

liqua 46
' Prepositions ' 69, etc.

Transitive notions 39, 40
Active 16—18, 20, 21, 63—65, A ix

ADDITIONAL NOTES
(a) Agreement of Adjectives

To p. 15

(b) The ' Present ' Indicative

To p. 19

(c) The Future Infinitive and Par-

ticiple To p. 20
{d) The Greek Aorist of ' the act of

a moment ago ' (so-called)

To p. 42

(e) The Expression of ' Cause

'

' Hindrance ' and ' Condi-

tions ' by Temporal Sen-

tences, the Locative Case,

and Participles To p. 58

( / ) Finite verbs = the verb ' be ' + a

noun of agency To p. 61

((/) Past Purposes in Greek To p. 61

(//) Optative in Unfulfilled Condi-
tions in Homer To p. 61

(/) English UnfulfiUed Wishes
To p. 61

(j) Past Tenses in Unfulfilled Pre-

sent Conditions To p. 61

(/,) 'Different forms have not al-

ways different meanings

'

illustrated To p. 70

(I) The Future and Subjunctive
To p. Ixxxv

()/() The Subjunctive and Optative
To p. cvii

Adjective 11, 21, 37, 40, 58, 63—64, and
Additional Notes to p. 15

Predicative uses, 37—38

Adverb 23, 36, 40, 44, 66, A xxv, xxxi,

Ixxii-lxxiii and v. Manner and
Prepositions

Adverbial (v. Manner)
Accusative 10— 11, 40

After v. Time
= 'Against ' Loc. A Ixxix

Instr. A Ixxix

Dat. A Ixxix

Gen. A Ixxix

Agent Log. 35, A xxiii— xxiv, xxxi,

Ixxviii

Instr. 35, A viii, xxiii—xxiv, xxxi,

Ixxviii

Dat. 20, 35, 43—44, A xxiii— xxiv

Abl. A xxxi

Gen. 25, A Ixxviii

" Dat." 26, 35, A xxiii—xxiv
"Abl." 43—44, A xxxi

Gk. " Gen." 26

Lat. Dat. 26, 43—44
Allen and Greenough, P x, 6, A i

—

xxxviii (especially xxix—xxxviii)

Amalgamation 12—14, 31—36, 46

—

49, 71, A i—Ixx, cviii, cxxi—cxxii

American Journal of Philology P x

a feature of American work P vii

Analytical Method 9—10, A xliv, Ixxxvi,

ciii, and elsewhere.

AORIST
Hoio far ivas it di.'itinct from the Im-

perfecta 19, 21—23, 59, A Ixxxviii,

xcii, cii—cviii, cxi—cxiv and Ad-
ditional Notes to p. 70

and from the Perfect! 21--23, 36, A
xi—xii, ci—cxiv (esp. cxi—cxiv)

Future Indicative v. under Subjunc-

tive and Appendix III.

Past Indicative

(?) 'Act of a moment ago' v. Addi-

tional Notes to p. 42 and Per-

fect in present time 21—23, 36,

A xi—xii, ci—cxiv (especially

cxi—cxiv)

Conditions, Future 61

Unfulfilled Past 48, 60
Present v. Addi-

tional Notes to

p. 61

Epistolary 45
= Future 01

-^Imperfect v. above
Incejitive 60

on Statues
Progressive v. above
Purpose, unfulfilled past 43

'Repeated action' (Goodwin) 08

Successful act 59
Unfulfilled Conditions 48, 00, and

Additional Notes to p. 01

Purjjoses 43

Wishes V. Additional

Notes to p. 61

Wishes, V. Unfulfilled (above)

Present Indicative v. under 'Present.'

Infinitive Imperative and Participle

V. under these headings
Subjunctive and Optative (v. further

under these moods) 18— 19, 22, A
xii—xiii, Ixxxv—c, ci, cxiv, and
Additional Notes to p. 70

Apodosis V. Wishes and Conditions

Appendices A i—cxxiii

I. (On Amalgamated Parts of

Speech) i—Ixx.

II. (Some Sanskrit case-usages)

Ixxi—Ixxxiv

12
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III. (On the partial identity of

the Future and Subjunctive)
Ixxxv— c

IV. (Moods and Tenses) ci—cxiv

V. (Phonetic Laws) cxv—cxxiii

Article 8, 65, A vi, and Additional
Notes to p. 15

Authorities P ix— xi

'Benefited Person'
Loc. A xxiii, Ixxvii

Dat. 68, xxviii, Ixxvii

Gen, A Ixxvii

"Dat." A. xxiii, xxviii

Lat. Dat. op. A xxiii, xxviii

v. further 68
Bishop (C. E.) P xi

Brugmann P v—vi, ix, A xxxviii—Ixx,

cxv—cxxiii

Carter (F.) P x
CASES (v. also under Prejjositious and

the individual cases)

origins and endings '.I— 10, 31—36, A
xxxviii—xliv, etc.

early meanings 10—12
Amalgamations 12—14, 31—35, 46

—

49, A i—Ixx, (cp. Ixxi—Ixxxiv),

cxxi—cxxiii

later meanings 09—70 etc.

origin of new case-constructions 40

—

46, 70—71, A vii, xUii—xliv, and
V. under Analogy, Logical and
Formal Grammar, Implication,
Proportional Analogy, Sujiplying

words, etc.

and 'Prepositions' 7, 36, 43—44, 46,

49, 69—70, A V—vii, xviii—xix,

etc.

in Sanskrit Ixxi—Ixxxiv

fossilised 14, 17—18, 20—21, 36, 40,

44, 49—50, 51, 58, 60, 69—70, v.

further under Prepositions, Ad-
verbs, Conjunctions, Infinitive,

Imperative, and A ix, xliii, xlv

—

xlvii, liii, Iviii—lix, Ixiv, Ixv

With words expressing
Ability, v. Skill

Advising, Loc. A Ixxxiii

Dat. Ixxxiii

Gen. Ixxxiii

Agreeing, Loc. A xxvi
Instr. A xxvi
Dat. xxvi
'Dat.' xxvi

Amazed, Instr. Ixxx
Angry, Loc. 68, A xxiv, Ixxx

Instr. A xxiv, Ixxx

Dat. A xxiv, Ixxx

Gen. 68, A Ixxx

'Dat.' A xxiv

Gk. ' Gen.' 68
Anxious, Loc. A xxxii, Ixxxi

Instr. A xxxii

Abl. A xxxii, Ixxxi

'Abl.' A xxxii

Ashamed, Instr. A Ixxxiii

Being amazed, angry, anxious,

etc. V. under individual words
Beginning, Abl. 42

Gen. 42
Gk. ' Gen.' 42

Benefiting, Loc. A Ixxxiv

Dat. A Ixxxiv

Gen. A Ixxxiv

Blaming, Loc. A Ixxxii

Boasting, Loc. A xxxiv
Instr. A xxxiv
Abl. A xxxiv
'Abl.' A xxxiv

Buying, Loc. 34, A xxvi—xxvii,

xxxiii

Instr. A xxvi—xxvii, xxxiii

Dat. 42, A xxvi—xxvii

Abl. A xxxiii

'Dat.' A xxvi—xxvii

Abl. 'A xxxiii'

Gk. 'Gen.' 34
Lat. 'Gen.' 34

Caring for, Loc. A Ixxxi

Abl. A Ixxxi

Clinging, Loc. A xxviii

Instr. A xxviii

Dat. A xxviii

'Dat.' A xxviii

Comparison, Loc. A xxvi, xxxi,

Ixxx

Instr. A xxvi, xxxi, Ixxx 25—26
Dat. A xxvi, Ixxx
Abl. A xxxi, Ixxx, 2-5—26, 35

Gen. 25—'26, 35 A Ixxx

'Dat.' A xxvi

'Abl.' 25—26 A xxxi

Gk. 'Gen.' 25—26, 35

Depriving, Loc. A xxiii, xxix—xxx
Instr. A xxiii, xxix—xxx, Ixxxi

Dat. 42, 47, A xxiii

Abl. 47 A xxix—xxx
Gen. Ixxxi

'Dat.' 42, 47, A xxiii

'Abl.' A xxix—xxx
Lat. Dat. 42, 47

Desiring, Gen. A Ixxxii

Differing, Instr. 41, A Ixxix—Ixxx
Abl. 41, A Ixxix—Ixxx

Gen. A Ixxix—Ixxx

'Abl.' 41
Disregarding, v. anxious
Drinking, v. eating
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Eating, Loc. 54, 67—68, A xxxii

lustr. A xxxii, Ixxxi

Abl. 54:, 67—68 A xxxii, Ixxxi

Gen. 54, 67—68, A Ixxxi

'Abl.' A xxxii

Gk. Gen. 54, 67—68
Employment, Loc. 27—28 A xxxii,

Ixxxii—Ixxxiii

Instr. 27—28 A xxxii, Ixxxii

—

Ixxxiii

Abl. A xxxii

'Dat.' 27—28
'Abl.' 27—28

Envying, Dat. A Ixxxii

Gen. Ixxxii

Fearing, Loc. 12

Abl. A Ixxxi

Gen. A Ixxxi

Filling and Fulness, Loc. A xxvii,

xxix—XXX
Instr. A xxvii, xxix—xxx, Ixxxi

Dat. xxvii

Abl. A xxix—xxx
'Dat.' A xxvii

'Abl.' A xxix—xxx
Fitness, Loc. A Ixxxiv

Dat. 63, A Ixxxiv

Gen. A Ixxxiv

Lat. Dat. 63
Follow, Loc. A xxvi

Instr. A xxvi

Dat. A xxvi

'Dat.' A xxvi

Forgiving, Gen. A Ixxxii

Giving, (a thing) Gen. 67, A Ixxxiii

'Abl.' 67
Gk. ' Gen.' 67
(to a person) Loc. A xxiv, Ixxxiii

Dat. A xxiv, Ixxxiii

Gen. A Ixxxiii

'Dat.' A xxiv
Hearing, Abl. A Ixxxi

Gen. A Ixxxi

Helping, v. Benefiting

Hitting, Abl. 42
Gen. 42
Gk. 'Gen.' 42

Honouring, Loc. A Ixxxiv

Dat. A Ixxxiv

Abl. 42
Gen. 42 A Ixxxiv

Gk. 'Gen.' 42
Hoping, Dat. A Ixxxiv

Inciting to, Loc. A xxviii, Ixxxii

Instr. A .x.xviii

Dat. A xxviii, Ixxxii

'Dat.' A xxviii

Injuring, Loc. Ixxxiv

Gen. A Ixxxiv

Joining, Loc. A xxvi, xxix—xxx

Instr. A xxvi, xxix—xxx
Dat. A xxvi
Abl. xxix—xxx
'Dat.' A xxvi
' Abl. ' A xxix—xxx

Leaning, Loc. xxviii

Instr. xxxviii

Dat. xxxviii

'Dat.' A xxxviii

Making trial of, v. Trying
Obeying, Gen. Ixxxi

Origin, Loc. A xxx
Instr. A xxx
Abl. A xxx
'Abl.' A xxx

Perceiving, Gen. '28, 47, 68
Gk. ' Gen.' 28, 47, 68

Pleasing, Dat. A Ixxxiv

Being Pleased, Loc.Axxvi,xxx,lxxx
Instr. A xxvi, xxx, Ixxx
Dat. A xxvi, Ixxx

Abl. A xxx
Gen. Ixxx
'Dat.' A xxvi

'Abl.' A xxx
Promising, Loc. Ixxxiii

Dat. Ixxxiii

Gen. A Ixxxiii

Eemembering, Gen. A Ixxxii

Ruling, Loc. A xxiv, Ixxix

Instr. A xxiv
Dat. xxiv

Gen. 28, 40, 41, 47, 68

'Dat.' A xxiv

Gen. 28, 40, 41, 47, 68, A Ixxix

'Dat.' A xxiv

Gk. 'Gen.' '28, 40, 41, 47, 68
Lat. Gen.' 28, 40, 41

Saluting, Loc. A Ixxxiv

Dat. A Ixxxiv

Gen. Ixxxiv

Seeing, Gen. A Ixxxi

Selling V. Baying
Separating, Loc. A xxix—xxx

Instr. 41, A vii, xxix—xxx, Ixxxi

Abl. 41, xxix—xxx, Ixxxi

'Abl.' 41, A xxix—xxx
Sharing, Loc. A Ixxxiii

Dat. A Ixxxiii

Gen. Ixxxiii

Gk. 'Gen.' A Ixxxiii

Showing, V. teaching
Skill, Loc. A Ixxxii

Dat. A Ixxxii

Gen. A Ixxxii

Standing firm,

Loc. A xxxiv
Instr. A xxxiv

Abl. A xxxiv

'Abl.' A xxxiv
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Striving, v. Trying
Sui^eiiority, degree of, v. Measure
Swearing, Instr. A Ixxxii

Teaching, Loc. A xxiv, Ixxxiii

Dat. A xxiv, Ixxxiii

Gen. A Ixxxiii
' Dat.' A xxiv

Telling, Loc. A xxiv, Ixxxiii

Dat. A xxiv, Ixxxiii

Gen. A Ixxxiii

'Dat.' A xxiv

Touching, Abl. 4'2

Gen. 42
Trying, Loc. A Ixxxii

Dat. A Ixxxii

Trusting, Loc. 35, 36, A xxvi,

xxxiv, Ixxxii

Instr. 35, A xxvi, xxxiv
Dat. A xxvi
Abl. A xxxiv
Gen. A Ixxxvii

'Dat.' A xxvi
'Abl.' A xxxiv

Valuing, v. Price

Want, ace. 70
Loc. 30, A xxix—xxx, Ixxxii

Instr. A xxix—xxx, Ixxxii

Abl. 07, A xxix— xxx
'Abl.' 67, A xxix—xxx
Gk'Gen.'67

Categories of Grammarians 30, 52— 57
Causal 16— 17, and v. Additional Notes

to p. 58
Cause

Loc. A iii, xxiii, xxiv, xxv, xxvi,

xxx, xxxiv, Ixxiii, Ixxix—Ixxxii

and v. Additional Notes to jd. 58
Instr. A iii, xxiii, xxiv, xxv, xxvi,

xxx, xxxiv, Ixxiii, Ixxix—Ixxxiv

Dat. A xxiii, xxiv, xxv, xxvi, Ixxiii,

Ixxix—Ixxxiv

Abl. 12, 35, A iii, xxx, Ixxiii, Ixxix

—

Ixxxiv

Gen. 12, A Ixxiii, Ixxix—Ixxxiv

'Dat.' A xxiii, xxiv, xxv, xxvi
'Abl.' 35, A iii, xxx

Changes of Time: 27, 29, 43, 45, 50,
61—63, A ci foil (esiDecially cxiii

—cxiv), and Additional Notes to

p. 61
Changes of Voice 16—18, 20, 63—65
Circumstance

Loc. A xxv, xxvi, xxxvi, Ixxii—Ixxiii

Instr. 11, A xxiv, xxv, xxvi, xxxvi,

Ixxii—Ixxiii

Dat. A Ixxiii

Abl. A xxxvi, Ixxii— Ixxiii

Gen. A Ixxiii

'Dat.' A xxv, xxvi

'Abl.' A xxxvi

Classical Review P ix—xi

Classiiicatious (according to Original

and early meanings) 30, 52—57
'Cognate' Accusative 53
Comitative: v. under Accompaniment

and Instrumental.
Commands 18, 19—20,44, 51, A Ixxxvii,

xci, ci, cvii—cviii, cxii—cxiv

Indirect 49—50, 62, A ix

Commodi et Incommodi (Dative etc.)

68, A xxiv, Ixxvii—Ixxviii, and v.

Benefited Person
Comparative, cases after 25—26, 35

—

36, A xxxi, Ixxix—Ixxx
contaminated with Superlative 46,

A xxxi
Comparative Syntax, methods of, 4—

6

Compass or Extent v. Specification

Accusative 10—11

Concerned Part v. Si^ecification

Concessions 18, 27, 36, and v. Ad-
ditional Notes to p. 61

Concrete and Abstract 37—38, 39, 71
—72

CONDITIONS
General 27, 29, 61, 68
Ordinary 67
Unfulfilled in Present Time 43 and

Additional Notes to p. 61

Unfulfilled in Past Time 48, 60, 63,

and Additional Notes to p. 61
Wishes 50, 72, and Additional Notes

to p. 61

Expressed by Temporal Particles v.

Additional Notes to p. 61

by tiie Locative v. Additional

Notes to p. 61

by Participles v. Additional Notes
to p. 61

Conjunctions 23, 26, 36, 67, 69
' Consecuiive Subjunctive' 48, 58
Contamination (v. further under Ana-

logy) 13, 31, 36, 42—46, 71, A x,

xi—xii, xvi—xvii, xli, xliii— xliv,

1, Ixvi, cviii

Context; influence of context, tone,

gesture etc. 9, 11—12, 18—21, 36,

42, 49—51, 56, 58—61, 61—65,
72, A ciii, cvi—cvii, cxiii—cxiv

Convenience, a sacrifice to, 33, A xviii,

xxii, xliii—xhv, Ixxi, Ixxxvi

Conway (li. S.) P ix, xi, 45
Cooksou (King and) P ix—xi, A i

—

xxxviii (especially ii)

Cowell (Prof. ) P ix

Criticism, a modern tendency of, P vii.

of Monro etc. v. under individual

names
Curtius P X
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DATIVE ('to-' or 'for-' case, in early

times)

forms: General Account A cxxi

—

exxii

10, 12, 13—14, 31, 3'2—35, 41, A
ix—X, xiv, xxi— xxii, xliii—xliv

o-stems...A xlvi—xlvii, xlix—

1

a-stems...A lii—liii, Ixxxviii

—

Ixxxix, Iv

i-stems ...A Ivi—Ivii, Ix

u-stems...A Ixi, Ixiv

n-(consonant-) stems 51, A Ixv,

Ixvii, Ixx

meanings: 11— 1'2, xix—xxix, and v.

further under Absolute , Accord-
ing to, = ' Against,' Agent, Bene-
fited Person,

Cause, Circumstance, (for Corn-
modi et Incommodi v. Benefited

Person, for Direct Object v.

Object),

Ethic, (for Exchange v. Price, for

Goal V. Place,)

— Imperative, = Indicative, Indi-

rect Object, Infinitive, Instru-

ment,
Judging Person, for Means v.

Instrument, for Motion to v.

Place,

Object or Purpose, Object (direct),

(for Person Benefited v. Bene-
fited Person, for Person Judg-
ing V. Judging Person,)

Place at which, from which, to

which. Predicative, Possessor,

Price and Value, Prepositional,

(for Purpose v. Object, for Ke-
cipient v. Indirect Object, for

Kemoter Object v. Indirect Ob-
ject, for Koad by which v.

JSpace.)

Space, Specification, (for To v.

Place,)

Time at which, (for Way by which
V. Space, forWork Contemplated
v. Object).

'DATIVE' in Latin v. Dative (above)

for a rough account, and also 13,

14

'DATIVE' in Greek (v. further under
Dative, Instrumental, and Loca-
tive) :

forms: 10, 13—14, '28, 31, 32—35,
44, A ix—X, xiv, xx—xxii, xliii

—

xliv, cxxi—exxiii

meanings: 11— 12, xix—xxix, and
V. under

Absolute, Accompaniment, (lor Ad-
verbial V. Manner), Agent,

Benefited Person,

Cause, Circumstance, (for Corn-

modi and Incommodi v. Bene-
fited Person, for Compass or

extent v. Specification, for Con-
cerned Part V. Specification, for

Measure of Defect and Dif-

ference, and Degree of Dif-

ference, V. Measure),
Direct Object
Ethic, (for Measure of Excess v.

Measure, for Exchange v. Price,

for Extent v. Specification, for

From V. Place, for Goal v.

Place),

= Imperative, Indirect Object, In-

finitive, Instrument,
Judging Person,
Manner, (for Means v. Instru-

ment), Measure of Excess etc.,

(for Motion from v. Place),

= Nominative,
Object of Purpose, Object (Direct),

(for Part Concerned v. Specifi-

cation, for Person Benefited,

Coucerned, Judging v. Benefited,

Concerned, Judging),

Place at which, from which, to

which. Possessor, Prepositional,

Predicative, Price, (for Purpose
v. Object, for Kespect v. Sjjeci-

tication, for Remoter Object v.

Indirect Object, for Koad by
which V. Space),

Source, Space through which etc.,

Specification, (for Sphere v.

Space, for Stake v. Price, for

To V. Place),

Time, after which, at which,
throughout which, within
which, (for way by which v.

Sjjace, for within Space and
Time v. Place and Time, for

Work Contemplated v. Object).

Defect (Measure of) v. Measure
Defining Substantives

Loc. A Ixxix

Gen. 11—12, and v. Genitive
throughout

Degree of Difference v. Measure
Delbriick P v, vi, 6, 30—31, A i—

xxxviii, and v. Additional Notes to

p. 43
Deliberative Subjunctive, and Opta-

tive 36, 42, (32

Indicative 01—62.

Descriijtion v. Quality.

Dialectic variations A iii—v, xiii, xiv

—

xlvi, xcvii

Dialects of Indo-European A iii—iv
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Difference of form and difference of

meaning 70—71, A xlii—xliii and
Additional Notes to p. 70

Difference (Degree of) v. Measure
Different Conditions of Different words

2—4, A cxix—cxxiii

Direct Object v. Object

Dogmatism out of place P. vi, viii, 2,

6, and throughout (especially A
xxviii—Ixx, Ixxxv—xc, cxv

—

cxxiii),

' Double Accusative ' 56
Dual 7, 15

English ill-treated by Grammarians
and others P viii, G2

parallel constructions 11, 24, 41, 45,

48, 50, 51, 58, 59, 60, 61—62, 63,

64, 67, 6',)—70, and throughout
(especially A xvii—xix, xxi

—

xxxviii), and Addenda
a characteristic of English work P

vii

a characteristic of English criticism

P vii

Epistolary Aorist and Perfect 45
Ethic case

Loc. A xxiii, xxiv

Instr. A xxiii, xxiv

Dat. A xxiii, xxiv

Dat' A xxiii. xxiv

Excess, Measure of, v. Measure
Exchange v. Price

Exclamations
(Accusative) 41)

(Accusative and Infinitive) 49—50
' (jenitive ' 49
ut with ' Subjunctive' 50
wishes 50, 72

(xj/a and English parallel, 49
Extent 10—11, 5.H v. further Specifica-

tion

'External Accusative' 10—11, 53

'Facts,' expression of, 18—20, 21—22,

48, 58—59, 60, A cii foil.

Feminine 14, 15, 42, A Ixxxvii

Formal and Logical Grammar 36—40,

71—72
Forms, only starting-point in Syntax

P v—vi, 32—33, A i—iii, iv—v,

ix— xxii, XXXV, xxxviii—Ixx, and
throughout,

uncertainty about, v. under Phonetic
Law.

a concession to convenience 33, A
xviii, xxii, xliii—xliv, Ixxi, Ixxxvi

concrete form preferred 37— 38, 39,

71—72

different forms and different mean-
ings 70—71, A xlii—xliii

proportional analogy of, 13, 15, 17

—

18, A xxxvii, xlvii, xxxix, cxxi

—

cxxii

'Fossilised' Case-forms 14, 17—18, 20
—21, 36, 40, 44, 49—50, 51, 58,

60, 69—70 : v. further under
Prepositions, Adverbs, ' Conjunc-
tions,' Infinitive, ImiDerative and
A ix, xliii, xlv— xlvii, liii, Iviii

—

lix, Ixiv, Ixv

French Genders 42
on dit 45
plus qu'il n'avait 46
Prei^ositions 70

From v. Place
Future Tense (v. further under Sub-

junctive and Optative) 18—20,

Ixxxv—xc
Commands 18—21, xci—xcii, c

Concessions 18

Conditions
Future 27, 61
General 27, 61

Purpose V. Additional Notes to p. 61

wishes 18—19
Infinitive and Particii)le v. under

these headings
Future Time 7, 18—23, and Additional

Notes to pp. 19 and 20, 27, 29, 36,

41—42, 45, 58, 60, 61—63, 68-69,
A Ixxxv—c (esp. xcii— xciii), cii,

cvii—cxiv

Genders 7, 14—15, 39, 42, A Ixxxvii

General Conditions 27, 29, 61, 68

GENITIVE (case which defined sub-

stantive ideas, in early times)

forms: 8, 9—10, 12, 13—14, 28, 31,

y2—36, 46—47, A ix—x, xiii,

xvii, xli^xliii

o-stems...A xliv—xlv, xlviii

a-stenis...A li, Iii, liv

i- stems...A Ivi, lix

u-stems...A Ix—Ixi, Ixiii

n- (consonant-) stems A Ixiv, Ixvi

meanings: 11—12

V. further under
Absolute, Accompaniment, 'A-

gainst, ' Agent,
Benefited Person,

Cause, Circumstance, Compared
thing.

Defining substantive, Description,

Excess (measure of) (v. measure).
Instrument, Indirect Object

Manner
— Nominative
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Object or Purpose, Object (Direct)

Part coucernetl, (v. Specification)

Partitive, Place at which, from
which, to which

Possessor, Prejjositional, Price

and value, Purpose.
Source, Space through which,

Specification

Time after which, at which,
throughout which, way by which,
within which.

'GENITIVE' (GEEEK) v. further un-

der Genitive and Ablative
forms: 9—10, 13—14, 28, 31, 32—35,

46—47, A ix—X, xvii, xliii

meanings: v. under
Absolute, After (v. time). Agent
Compass or Extent (v. Specifica-

tion), Concerned part (v. Specifi-

cation), Compared thing
Description, Direct Object
Material
= Nominative
Object or Purpose, Object (Direct)

Part Concerned, Partitive, Place
at which, from which, to which.
Possessor, Prepositional

Sjjace through which, Specifica-

tion.

Time at which.
'GENITIVE' (LATIN) v. further un-

der Genitive and Locative

forms: <) 10, 13—14, 31, 32—35, A
xiii, xli—xlii

meanings: v. under
Description

Exclamation
= Nominative
Object or Purpose, Object (Direct)

Part Concerned v. Specification,

Partitive, Possessor
Specification

Time at which.
German work, a characteristic of some

of it, P vii

(v. further under Brugmann, Del-

briick, Grimm etc.)

Gerund and Gerundive, 5, 21, 39, 57,

64, 65
Gesture, v. under Context
Gildersleeve (B) P xi, 25
Goal v. Place

Goodwin P x, 68—69, A cxi, and Ad-
ditional Notes to p. 70

Graecisms 57—58

Greek, closely connected with Latin
57—58

desire for change! 70
perception of fine shades of meaning
39—40

Differentiation as opposed to Latin
Amalgamation 19

different conditions of Greek and
Sanskrit and other languages 30
-31, A i—ix

Greenough, v. Allen.

Grimm 54—55, 68

Hadley (J.) P x
Hale (W. G.) P x, 5

•Hanssen P xi

Henry (Victor) P ix

Hindrance (Locative) v. Additional
Notes to p. 58

Historic Infinitive 51
Homer: some Syntax characteristics

7—8,65—67, and Addenda
'Dative' in Homer A xix—xxix
Subjunctive and Future in Homer A

Ixxxv foil.

Amalgamations in Homer A xl—xli

some early features 65—67, A xl

—

xli

Hypotaxis v. under Parataxis

IMPEEATIVE 5, 17—18, 19, 26, 44,

51, A ci, cxiv

ofcr^' 6 dpaffov 5, 26
'Imperfect Subjunctive' in Latin, v.

under Aorist Subjunctive
IMPERFECT (or Progressive)

How far was it distinct from the

Aorist? 19, 21—'23, 59, A Ixxxviii,

xcii, cii—cviii, cxi—cxiv

Indicative

Attempted Act 59, xcii, cii—cviii,

cxi—cxiv

Conditions, unfulfilled in Present
and Past Time 48, 60, 63, and
Additional Notes to p. 61

Epistolary cjJ. 45
Inceptive 59 (cp. 60)
On Statues 60—61
'Rei^eated Action' (Goodwin) 68
Unfulfilled, v. Conditions
= verb 'be'-i-a noun of agency 39
_40, 60—61

Subjunctive and Optative and. Infini-

tive V. under these Moods
Im25lication 58—61, and Additional

Notes
Inceptive Aorist 60

Imperfect 59, (cp. 60), xcii, cii, cxi

—

cxiv

Indeterminate Vowel v. Corrigenda
INDICATIVE (v. further under Aorist,

Imperfect, Perfect, Present, Fu-
ture) 7—8, 18— '20, 32—33, 58, A
Ixxv— c, ci—cxiv (especially cxi

—

cxiv)
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Cause V. Additional Notes to p. 58
Conditions 23, 67

Unfultilled -43, 60, 63, and Addi-
tional Notes to p. 61

Deliberative 61—62
'Extended over' by case-forms 21

—

22

(?) Imperative 17—18
Infinitive 49—51, 60
Optative and Subjunctive 32—33,

41, 42, 45, 61, 62, and Addi-
tional Notes to p. 61

Participles 18, 51, A ix

= Future 61, 62, and Additional
Note to p. 11)

Hindrance v. Additional Notes to p.

58
Purposes (unfulfilled) 43
Questions 23, 60
'Supposition' 67
Time-notions v. pp. 61—63 and Ad-

ditional Notes to p. 61
Unfultilled v. Conditions and Pur-

poses
Wishes v. Additional Notes to p. 61

Indignation, Expression of, 49—50, 69
Indirect Commands 46, 49—50, 60, 62,

A ix

Questions 42, 50, 62, A ix

Statements 46, 49—50, 60, A ix

Indirect Object

Loc. A xxiii, xxvi, Ixxvii, Ixxix

—

Ixxxiv

Instr. A xxiii, xxvi, Ixxix—Ixxxiv

Dat. 11, 63, A xxiii, xxiv, xxvi,

Ixxvii, Ixxix—Ixxxiv

Abl. A Ixxvii, Ixxix—Ixxxiv

Gen. A Ixxvii, Ixxix—Ixxxiv

'Dat.' A xxiii, xxv, xxvi

'Abl,' A Ixxix,—Ixxxiv

Lat. 'Dat.' 63, A xxiv

Indo-European race A iii—iv

INFINITIVE P v—vi, 7, 20, A xxi,

xxviii, (cp. Ixvi), xliii, ci—cii, in

Sanskrit A ix

Accusative and, 49—50
in Exclamations 49—50

Active and Passive 20, 63, 64

Aorist and Progressive v. Additional

Notes to p. 70
Exclamatory 49—50
Future, in Latin A Ixxii, xci, and

Additional Notes to p. 20

in Greek, v. Additional Notes to

p. 20

(Expressing) Future Time, 62 and
cp. Additional Notes to p. 61

Historic 51
= Imperative v. Imperative, esp. 51

^Indicative 17—18, 51

' Indirect Commands ' 49—50, 60, 62

'Indirect Statements' 49—50, 60, 62
Object V. Purpose
Passive and Active 20, 63, 64

Past time 62
= Predicative Dative (almost) 55

Present Time 60, 62
Purpose 40, 44, 46, 47, 60, 62, 63,

64, and Additional Notes to p. 61,

and v. under Object or Purpose
Eesult 58—59
With fir, 37—38, 71

dicTTe 58—59
INSTKUMENTAL ('by-' 'with-' 'with

respect to- ' case, in early times)

forms: 10, 13—14, 26, '28, 31, 3'2—

35, A iv—vii, xi, xiv—xvii, xviii,

XX— xxii, XXXV—xxxvi, xliii

—

xliv

o- stems...A xlvii, 1

a-stems ...A liv, Iv

i- stems ...A Iviii—lix, Ix

u-stems...A Ixii—Ixiii, Ixiv

n-(eonsonant-) stems A Ixvi, Ixvii

meanings: 11 and v. under
Absolute, Accompaniment, Ac-

cording to, 'Against,' Agent
Cause, Circumstance, Compared

thing.

Description
Ethic
Indirect object. Infinitive Instru-

ment
Judging Person,

Manner, Material, (v. also Descrip-

tion), Measure of Excess etc.

= Nominative to.

Object or Purpose, Object (direct)

Partitive, PrejDositional, Price and
value. Place at which, from
which, to which

Source, Space through which, Spe-

cification

Time, after which
throughout which, way by which,
within which

Instrument and means
Loc. A xxiii, xxv, xxvi, xxvii—xxviii,

xxxi, Ixxii

Instr. 11, 12, A xxiii, xxv, xxvi, xxvii

—xxviii, xxxi, Ixxii

Dat. A xxvi

Abl. A xxxi, Ixxii

Gen. 12
' Dat. ' A xxiii, xxv, xxvi

'Abl.' 52—53 A xxxi

'Internal Accusative' 10— 11, 53

Judging i^erson

Loc. A xxviii, xxix
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Instr. A xxviii, xxix

Dat. A xxviii, xxix

'Dat.' A xxviii, xxix

Kennedy (B. H.) 68, 71—72
King (and Cookson) P ix—x, A i

—

xxxviii (especially ii)

Latin closely connected with Greek
57—58

different conditions of Latin and
Sanskrit and other languages 30

—

31, A i—ix

amalgamation as opjDOsed to Greek
differentiation 19

Leaf (W.) 66
'Literal Translations' 29
LOCATIVE ('in-' 'at-' 'on-' 'over'

'about-' 'by-' 'among-' case, in

early times)

forms : P V— vi, 7, 9—10, 13—14, 26,

28, 31, 3'2—35, A iv—vii, xi, xiii,

xiv—xvii, xviii, xx—xxii, xxxv

—

xxxvi, xxxviii, xli—xUi, xliii

—

xliv

0-stems. . .Axlvii, xcvii, cxxi — cxxii,

xlviii—xlix

a- stems...A liii—liv, Ixxxviii—
Ixxxix, cxxi—cxxii, liv—Iv

i- stems ...A Ivii—Iviii, lix—Ix

u-stems...A Ixi—Ixii, Ixiii—Ixiv

n-(consouant-)stems...Alxvi,lxvii.

meanings: 11, and v. under
Absolute, Accompaniment, Ac-

cording to, Against, Agent
Benefited Person
Cause, Circumstance, Compared

thing. Condition
Defining Substantive, Description
Ethic
= Indicative, Indirect Object, In-

finitive, Instrument
Judging Person
Manner, Material (see also Descrip-

tion) Measure of Excess
— Nominative
Object or Purpose, Object (Direct)

Partitive, Person Benefited, Con-
cerned, Judging (v. judging) (v.

Benefited) Place at which, from
which, to which. Possessor, Pre-

dicative, Prepositional, Price

and value, Purpose (v. Object)

Source, Space through which,
Specification,

Time, after which, at which,
throughout which, within which.

Loijicul (irammar as opjjosed to Formal
Grammar 36—40, 48, 65, 71—72,
and elsewhere

Madvig P X
Manner Loc. 36, 44, A xxv, xxxi, Ixii

Instr. 36, A xix—xxi, xxv, xxxi, Ixxii

Dat. A Ixxviii

Abl. '29, 36, A xxxi, Ixxii
' Dat.' A xxv
'Abl.' 29, 36 A xxxi

Masculine 14— 15, 42, A Ixxxvii

Material (v. also Description)

Loc. A XXX, xxxii

Instr. A XXX, xxxii

Abl. 52, A XXX, xxxii
' Abl.' A XXX, xxxii

Gk. ' Gen.' 52
Meanings, original and early 9—23,

24—30, and elsewhere (v. e.g.

under cases etc.)

not a safe guide apart from forms
P V—vi, 32—33, A i—iii, iv— v,

ix— xxii, xxxv, xxxviii—Ixx

different forms and different mean-
ings 70—71, A xlii— xliii

Ijroportional analogy of meanings
13, A xxxvii—xxxviii

method of arriving at meanings 5,

A cxiii—cxv
Means v. Instrument
Measure of Excess, etc.

Loc. A xxxii

Instr. A xxxii

Abl. A xxxii
' Abl.' A xxxii

Meiosis 59
Members of a Class v. ' Partitive

'

Middleton (G.) P x
MIDDLE VOICE 7, 16—18, 63—64
? ' Modest Assertion ' in Latin 36
Monro P x, 6, 48—49, A i—xxix (es-

l^ecially xix—xxix)

Moods (v. further under Individual

Moods) 18—21, A Ixxxv—cxiv

Motion from v. Place

Motion to v. Place
Miiller (Iwan) P ix

Miiller (Max) P x

Neil (E. A.) P ix

Neuter Plural 7, 14—15
of Participles etc. 21

Singular 14—15, 40
New matter of the work P viii—ix

NEW SCHOOL P v—viii, 1—4, 6,

31—40, A i—Ixx, Ixxi foil., cxv—
cxxiii (v. further under Delbriick,

Brugmann, etc.)

NOMINATIVE
forms 9, 14—15

meaniwis and construcliuiiii 10, 12
= other cases 12, 32, 48, A xliii

logical subject 38
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agreeing with logical subject 38
plural agreeing with neuter singu-

lar 39—40
in ' Oratio Obliqua ' with Parti-

ciples 38, 71—72
(?)

' esse omitted ' 71—72

Adjectives v. Additional Note to

p. 19

Non-expression of words v. under
Supplying words

Non-finite verbal forms 20—21 : v.

fxirther under Infinitive, Parti-

ciple, Gerund and Gerundive, Im-
perative, Prepositions etc.

Noun (v. under Cases, Genders, Num-
bers, Stems etc.) 7, 9—15, 20—21

Numbers 7, 14—15, 39—40

Object (Direct) Ace. 10—11, and v.

Accusative
Loo. 28, A xxiv, xxvi, xxxii, Ixxix

—

Ixxxiv

Instr. 28, A xxiv, xxvi, xxxii, Ixxix

—Ixxxiv

Dat. A xxiv, xxvi, Ixxix—Ixxxiv

Abl. 42, 67, A xxxii, Ixxix—Ixxxiv

Gen. 12, 28, 29, 40, 41, 42, 47, 54,

A Ixxix—Ixxxiv

'Dat.' 28, 55, A xxiv, xxvi
' Abl.' 28, G7, A xxxii

Gk. 'Gen.' 28—29, 40, 41, 42, 47,

54, 67
Lat. 'Gen.' 28—29, 40, 41

' Objective Genitive ' 11— 12, 53

Object or Furpose (v. further the In-

finitive)

Log. 44, A xxvii, xxviii—Ixxiv

Instr. A Ixxiii—Ixxiv

Dat. 12, 47, 55, 58, A xxv, Ixxiv

Abl. cp. A xxv
Gen. 12, 47, 57
' Dat.' 47, A xxvii

'Abl.' 20
Gk. ' Gen.' 12, 47, 57

Lat. ' Gen.' 12, 47, 57

Lat. ' Dat.' 12, 47, 58

Oblique Speech v. Indirect State-

ments etc.

' Omission ' of words v. under Supjjly-

ing words
OPTATIVE v. Subjunctive

Oratio Obli(iua v. Indirect Statements
etc.

Original and Early Meanings 9—23,

24—30, etc.

method of arriving at, 5, A cxiii—cxv
Original Indo-European race A iii—

v

OlilGINS of new constructions 40

—

46, 70—71, A vii, xliii—xliv, and
V. under Analogy, Logical and

Formal Grammar, Implication,

Proportional Analogy of forms
and meanings. Changes of Time
and Voice, Supplying words, etc.

PAEATAXIS and Hypotaxis 8, 22—
23, 25, 26, 27, 42, 58, 60, 61, 62,

63, 66—67, A vi, ix

Part concerned v. Specification

PARTICIPLES
' Present ' and Aorist

Hoio far does the Aorist differ in

meaning from other tenses? v.

Additional Notes to p. 70, and
also under the Aorist

Absolute 28, A iii, xxiv, xxxv

—

xxxvi, Ixxvi

= Active and Passive develop-

ments of, 64

^Adjective 20, 27, 63
= Adverb 65

Causal V. Additional Notes to p.

58
Concessive v. Additional Notes to

p. 58
Conditional v. id.

Contemporaneous Time (cp. 62),

64, 65
Differentiation 21

(?)
' Esse omitted ' (Kennedy) 71—
72

Expressing Cause, Hindrance, and
Conditions v. Additional Notes
to p. 58
Contemporaneous Time 64, 65

Future Time 21, 38, 64, (cp.

62, 65)

Manner 65

Past Time 64, 65, (cp. 62)

= Finite verb 18, 51, A ix

Flexible Meanings 20—21, 65
Future Time 21, 38, 64, (cp. 62,

65)

Gerundive 21, 37, 65

Hindrance v. Additional Notes to

p. 58

(?) = Imperative 18

Indeclinable A ix (cp. adversus in

Latin)
= Indicative 18, 51, A ix

= Infinitive 37—38,46, 65, 71—72
in -tus, (-Tos) 21, 64
Manner 65
Neuters of ParticiiDles 21, 65

(?)
' Omission of esse ' (Kennedy)
71—72

Original flexible meanings 20—21,

65

Passive and Active Developments
64
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Past time 64, 65, (cp. 62)

Predicative uses (mortuos Caesar
etc.) 37, 65, 71—72

Predicative uses (tovto fxoi ^ov\o-

jxivw icrri etc.) 55

Present Time 64, 65, (cp. 62)

Time Future 21, 38, 64, (cp. 62,

65)

Past 64, 65, (cp. 62)

Present or Contemporaneous
64, 65, (cp. 62)

Timeless (cp. 38) 65
= verb ' be ' and a noun of aReucy
60—61

Future Participle (Greek) v. Ad-
ditional Notes to p. 20, and cp.

p. 62
(Latin) v. Additional Notes to

p. 20, and A Ixxii, xciv

Perfect v. Additional Notes to ji. 70,

and Aorist Participle in -tus 21,64
Particles, their influence, v. iindcr con-

text

v. under 'Prepositions,' 'Adverbs,'
' Conjunctions,' ' Augment ' etc.

' Partitive ' Loc. 54, 07—68, A Ixxviii

Instr. A Ixxviii

Abl. 54, A Ixxviii

Gen. 54, 67—68, A Ixxviii

Gk. ' Gen.' 54, 67—08
Lat. 'Gen.' 67—68

Passive 7, 16—18, 45, 63—65, A xliii

(Latin) 16—18, 45

Past Time v. Corrigenda, and 18—22,
61—63, 65, cii—cxiv (esp. cxiii

—

cxiv), and Additional Note to p.

19

(?)
' Act of a moment ago ' v. Ad-
ditional Note to p. 43

Attempted Action 59
Augment 62, cxiii—cxiv

Condition unfulfilled 60, and Ad-
ditional Notes to p. 61

general 29, 61
Duty A cxiii

-^Future Time 61

-»- Present Unfulfilled Conditions 43,

and v. Additional Note to p. 61

Inceptive 60, (cp. 59), and Present
State of affairs 36, cxiii—cxiv

Purpose V. Additional Notes to p. 61
unfulfilled 43

Unfulfilled Conditions 43, 60 and
Additional Notes to p. 61

Unfulfilled wishes v. Additional
Notes to p. 61

Wishes unfulfilled v. Additional
Notes to p. 61

Paul 6, 53
Peile (Dr) P ix

PERFECT
was it originally distinct in meaning
from the Aorist ? 8, 22, 36, A xi—
xii, XV, xcii, cii—cviii, cxi—cxiv

Indicative

Epistolary and Aorist amalgam-
ated 36

Deliberative 62
Participle and Infinitive and Sub-
junctive and Optative and Impera-
tive V. under these headings and
also V. Additional Notes ad fin.

Person Benefited v. Benefited Person,

Concerned v. Indirect Object,

Judging V. Judging Person
PLACE at which Loc. 11, 12, 28, 43,

46—47, 70, A XXV, xxvii, xxxiv,

Ixxv
Instr. A xxvii, xxxiv, Ixxv

Dat. 43, 44, A xxvii

Abl. 46, A xxxiv, Ixxv

Gen. 12, '24, 28, 46—47, Ixxv

'Dat.' 43, 44, 46—47, 70, A
xxvii

' Abl.' A xxxiv
Gk. 'Gen.' 12, 24, '28, 46, 47,

70, A ix

Lat. ' Dat.' 43, 44
from which etc. Loc. A xxiii, xxix

—

XXX
Instr. 41, A vii, xxiii, xxix—xxx
Dat. 42, 47
Abl. 11, 12, 41, 47, A xxix—xxx

Ixviii—Ixx, Ixxiv

Gen. 12, A Ixviii—Ixx, Ixxiv
' Dat.' 42, 47, A xxiii
' Abl.' 41, A xxix—xxx
Gk. ' Gen.' 12, A Ixviii—Ixx

Lat. ' Dat.' 4'2, 47
to iv}iicli Loc. 43, A xx, xxiv, xxv,

xxvi, xxviii, Ixxiv

Instr. A xxvi, xxviii, Ixxiv

Dat. 11, 43, 44, A xxiv, xxv,

xxvi, xxviii, Ixxiv.

Abl. A Ixxiv

Gen. A Ixxiv
' Dat.' 5, 43, A xxiv, xxv, xxvi,

xxviii

Philology, its methods 1—6: v. also

New School and Phonetic Laws
PHONETIC LAWS P v—vi, viii—ix,

1— 6, 32—34, A ix—x, xvi—xvii,

xxxviii—xxxix, xliii, xliv—Ixx,

Ixxxvi, Ixxxviii—Ixxxix, xcvii,

xcix, cix—ex, cxv—cxxiii (es-

pecially cxxiii)

Pluperfect cvii— cxiv and Additional
Notes

:

Sul)junctive and Optative, v.

under these headings
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Plural 14—15, 39—40
(neuter) 7, 15

Possibility, expression of, 18, 25, 55,

59, 63, and v. Predicative

often the final result of investiga-

tions, V. passim
Postgate (J. P.) P X, xi, A Ixii

Predicative Case (Dative and Locative
etc.) 55, 58, A Ixxiii—Ixxiv

'Predicative' uses of Adjectives and
Participles 37—38, 51, 71—72 A ix

Preface P v—xii

PEEPOSITIONS and Cases 7, 36, 43
—44, 46, 49, 69—70, A v—vii,

xviii—xix

Prepositional equivalents to simple
cases V. throughout, compounded
with verbs 40

'PRESENT' Tense 18, 21—22, 65—67,
A xci—xcii, ci—cxiv

Aoristic and Progressive 18, 21—22,

xci—xcii, ci—cxiv

Lmlicative

Attempted Act cp. 59
Cause V. Additional Notes to p. 58
Conditions General v. Additional

Notes to p. 70
Ordinary 67

Future 62
Deliberative 19—20, 61—62, and

Corrigenda
^- Future Time v. Corrigenda, and
19-20, 61—63

General Conditions v. Additional

Notes to p. 70
Hindrance v. Additional Notes to

p. 58
Inceptive cp. 59, 60
-^Past Time v. Corrigenda, and
19—20, 61—63, and Additional

Notes to p. 19

Questions 19—20, 60, and Addi-

tional Notes to p. 19

For the other Moods v. under the in-

dividual Moods.
Present Time v. Corrigenda, and 18
—22, 61—63, cii—cxiv (esp. cxiii

—cxiv), and Additional Note to p.

19

Conditions 67

Present State of affairs 36, cxiii

—

cxiv
-^- Future Time 61—63, Past
Time 61—63

Inceptive cp. 59, 60
Attempted Act cp. 59

Principles (and details) P vii—viii, 4

PRINCIPLE S of Comparative Syntax
1—6, 24—72, A i—Ixx, ci—cxiv,

cxv—cxxiii

I. Early as opposed to Later Mean-
ings 24—30

II. Developments in one language
are not necessarily exactly pa-
rallel to those in another 30

—

81
III. Amalga7nated Parts of Speech

31—36
IV. Logical and Formal Grammar

36—40, 71—72
V. Analogy and Contaniination 40

—46
VI. Amalgamated Parts of Speech

have not amalgamated entirely

47—49
VII. Supplying Definite Words 49

—51, and 72
VIII. Categories of Uses 52—57
IX. Close Connexion between Greek

and Latin 57
X. Implication 58—61, and Addi-

tional Notes.
XI. Changes of Time and Voice

mostly through the Abstract
61

—

\So, and Additional Notes
XII. Intermediate Constrrictio)is be-

tween the Old andNeiv 65—67
XIII. The ineaning of the Governing

loord Important 67—70
XIV. Different forms have not al-

ways different meanings 70

—

71, and Additional Notes.
Addenda to IV 71—72
Additional Notes to X, XI and XIV.

Progressive v. under Imperfect
Purpose, Unfultilled 43

Past (in Greek) v. Additional Notes
to p. 61

with oTTws 69
Infinitive of, 44, 47, 60, 62, 63, 64,

and Additional Notes to p. 61

v. further 44, 46, 49—50, 51, 55, 58,

60, 62, 63, 64, 65 A Ixxiii—Ixxiv
and under Object.

Quality v. Description
Questions 18

Indirect 42, 50
— facts 60

Recipient v. Indirect Object

Reflexive 16—17, 63, 64—65
Relative 22—23

Remoter Object v. Indirect Object
Respect v. Specification

Road by which v. Space
Roby P X, 63

Sanskrit, its value as evidence, P vi,

30, 69, A i—xix, xl—xli
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early features of A v—viii

Case-usages A Ixxi—Ixxxiv

Subjunctive and Optative and Future

and ImiDerative A xii—xiii, cvii

—cviii

characteristics of Sanskrit as opposed

to Greek and Latin A iv—v, viii

—

ix

and other Indo-European races iv

as treated by Delbriick, Allen and
Greenough, and Monro v. under

these names
Schmidt (J) 14

Sentence 8, 22—23, and v. Parataxis

Separation v. Place

Sidgwick (A.) P xi

Singular 7, 15, 39—40
Source

Loc. A XXX
Instr. A XXX
Abl. 35, A XXX, Ixxix

Geir. A Ixxix

'Abl.' 35, A XXX
Space through which etc.

Loc. A X, XXV, xxvi, Ixxv

Instr. A XXV, xxvi, Ixxv

Dat. A XXV, xxvi

Gen. A x
Gk. 'Gen.' Ax
Dat. A XXV, xxvi

Specilication

Loc. 12, 30, 34, 35, A xxvii, xxix,

XXX, xxxiii, Ixxii

Instr. 11, 35, A xxvii, xxix—xxx,

xxxiii, Ixxii

Dat. A xxvii

Abl. A xxix—xxx, xxxiii, Ixxii

Gen. 12, 24, 34
' Dat.' A xxvii

'Abl.' 35, A xxix—xxx, xxxiii

Gk. 'Gen.' 12

Lat. 'Gen.' 12, 24

Sphere v. Space and Specification and
Time

Stake V. Price

Statements, direct v. under Facts in-

direct 49—50, 60

Stems 9, A xi—xii, xliii—xliv, Ixvi,

Ixxxvi, ciii—cv, cxxii—cxxiii

'Subjective Genitive' 11— 12, 53

Subject 10

Logical 38—39

v. further Nominative
SUBJUNCTIVE and OPTATIVE and

LATIN 'SUBJUNCTIVE'
forms: 18—19, 27, 31—33, 3G, 48,

58, 61, A ix—X, xii, Ixxi—Ixxxiv,

cvii—cxiv

Sanskrit A xii—xiii

constructions and meanings :

Aorist and Progressive and Perfect

V. Additional Notes to p. 70
Cause V. Additional Notes to p. 58

Commands 18, A xci—xcii, cvii

—

cxiii etc

Indirect 42, 46, 50, 62
Concessive 18, 27, 36, 48, and Ad-

ditional Notes to p. 58

Conditions
Future 27, 29, 61, 68

General 27, 29, 61, 68
Past Unfulfilled 60, and Addi-

tional Notes to p. 61

Present Unfulfilled 43, and Ad-
ditional Notes to p. 61

and wishes 50, 72

'Consecutive' 48, 58
Contamination 45
Deliberative 36

dixerim, and dixerit aliquis 36

Duty, past A cxii—cxiii

Exclamatory 50, 69
of facts 42, 48, 58

Future and Subjunctive and Op-
tative 18— 19, Ixxxv to c, ci,

cxiv, and Additional Notes to

p. 70
General Conditions 27, 29, 61, 68
'Imperfect' A cxiii

Indirect Commands 42, 46, 50, 62
Questions 42, 50, 62

Statements 50

Wishes V. Additional Notes to

p. 61

Oratio Obliqua v. Indirect (above)

Past duty A cxii—cxiv

Facts 42, 50, 62

Purpose 43, and v. Additional

Notes to p. 61
Conditions 60, and Additional

Notes to p. 61

Purpose 69, and v. Additional

Notes to p. 61

Questions 18—19, Indirect 42, 50,

62
Statements, Indirect 50
Unfulfilled Conditions 60, and Ad-

ditional Notes to p. 61

Purposes 43, and v. Additional

Notes to p. 61
=

' will prove to be ' 45
wishes 50, 72
loith 5idoiKa fxr) 25, 59

donee 48

eav and et in Conditions 27, 61,

68 and v. Additional Notes to

p. 70
fl in wishes 50, 72
(Va of purpose
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oTTws of purpose
OV yli7?

Trplv

quamvis 27, 36
quauquam, 48
qui 41, 58

ut in Exclamations 50, 69
in ' Consecutive ' Sentences

48, 58
Suffixless Cases 9— 10, Ixvi

Superlatives, contaminated with Com-
paratives 46

Supplying words 34, 49—51, 69, 72
Syncretism v. Amalgamation
Syntax, Comparative v. under Com-

parative

Divisions of 7—

8

Taylor (Isaac) P x

Thematic A xciii—

c

Thing Compared v. Compared thing
Thompson (F, E.) P x
Timeless Aorist 65, and v. 18—23,

61—63
Time v. Present, Past, Future, and the

Tenses
Time after whicli

:

Log. A xxxv, Ixxv

Instr. A xxxv, Ixxv
Abl. A xxxv, Ixxv

Gen. A Ixxv
' Abl.' A xxxv

(It wJiich :

Loc. 11, 12, 28, A ix, xxviii, xxxv,

Ixxv
Instr. A xxviii, xxxv, Ixxv

Abl. A xxxv
Dat. A xxviii

Gen. 12, 28, Ixxv

'Dat.' 70, A xxviii

'Abl.' A xxxv
Gk, 'Gen.' 12, 28, 70, A ix

Lat. 'Gen.' 12

througliout which :

Loc. A xxxv, Ixxv

Instr. A xxxv, Ixxv
Abl. A xxxv
Gen. A Ixxv
'Abl.' A xxxv

within which

:

Loc. A xxxv
Instr. A xxxv, Ixxv

Abl. A xxxv, Ixxv
Gen, A Ixxv
'Abl.' A xxxv

Tone, its influence, v. Context
To v. Place
Transitional uses 65—67

Value V. Price

Verb (v. further under Voices, Moods,
Tenses, Participle, Infinitive, Ge-
rund and Gerundive, etc.) 7—8,

16—22, Ixxxv—cxiv

Vocative, forms 9

meanings 10, A xliii

Voices (v. further under Active, Middle,
Passive, Causal, Reflexive, Ab-
stract etc.) 7, 16—18, 63—65

Way by which v. Space
Weymouth P xi

Wheeler (B. L.) P xi, 2

Whitney (W. D.) P ix, A Ixxi—Ixxxiv
Williams (Monier) P ix, A Ixxi—Ixxxiv

Wishes 18—19, 43, 50, 72, A cvi

Within Space v. Space
Time v. Time

Work Contemplated v. Oliject.
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-a Instrumental A xiv, xv, xxi—xxii,

Ixix

Neuter Plural 14—15
Aorist A xi, xciii

-a Stems A xiii— xiv, xvii, A li—Ivi,

cxxi—cxxii

Instrumental A xiv, li—lii, liii

-ct 'Dative' 14, A xiv, lii—liii

-dd A xvii, li—lii, Ixviii—Ixx

-ai Dative, Imperative, Infinitive 10,

20, 33, A xxi, liii, Ixv, ci

Middle 16—17
•ats 14, A xiv, liv—Iv, cxxii

ttf 00, A Ixxxv, and v. Additional Notes
to p 70

-as 14, A xvii, li—lii, Ixviii—Ixx

-5 Ablative Ixviii—Ixx

-e(T) 3rd Person Singular A xcv—

c

-et 3rd Person Singular 16— 17
Locative A xiii, xiv, xliv—xlvii,

Iviii—lix

MiMle 2nd Person Singular
16—17, A xcv—

c

Pluperfect A cxii

et = if 60, 61, and v. Additional Notes to

pp. 61 and 70
-eti' Infinitive 20

eis 2nd Person Singular A xcv—

e

Pluperfect A cxii

-T] Adverbial A xiv, xvii, xx, xiv— xlvii,

11—lii, Ixix

Aorist v. Corrigenda
Pluperfect A cxii

77 'Dative' A xiv, lii—liii

Subjunctive 2nd Person A xcv—

c

Subjunctive 3rd Person 8, A xcv—

c

• rjs ' Genitive ' A xvii, li— lii, Ixviii—Ixx

-r](Tda A cxii

-d-rjv A cxvii

M. T.

-£ Optative A xcix—c, cix—ex
-L Locative 10, 14, 33, A ix, xiv,

xxi—xxii, xliii—xliv, Ixv, Ixvi

i-stems A Ivi—Ix

ha V. Additional Notes to p. 61

Keiv) A Ixxxv

fjiev, fj.es A Ixxxvi, xcv—

c

/u,-f, 37—38, 71

n-stems A Ixiv—Ixviii

-V Accusative 9, 15
Locatival 20, A Ixv

Neuter 15

1st Person Singular A xi, xciii

o-stems A xliv—li, cxxi—cxxii

•00 A xvii, Ixiv—Ixv, Ixviii—Ixx
OL Locative A xiii, xiv, xliv—xlvii

-01 023tative A Ixxxviii—Ixxxix, xcv

—

xcvi, cix—ex
-ots 14, A xiv, xlviii—

1

-oi> 9, 15

-OS Adjectives v. Additional Notes to

p. 15

'Genitive' 9, 14, A ix, xvii, Ixiv

—

Ixv, Ixviii—Ixx

offio 32, A X, xvii, xliv—xlv

ou 'Genitive' 14, A ix, xiii, xvii,

xliv—xlvi, li—lii

'Middle' 16—17, A xvi

Trpb 8, 23, 66

-s Plural 15, A xlviii, and throughout
Nominative 9

2nd Person Singular A xi, xcv—c,

cix—ex
Aorist 21, Ixxxiv—c, civ—cv

Future Ixxxiv—c, civ—ev

-(Tat A xciii

-o-et;' v. Additional Notes to p. 20
-(Tfix 8, A Ixxxv—

c



ex I VI

-CL Locative Plural 14, A xlviii

•2nd Person Singular 10—17, A
xcv—

c

-0-0 10—17, A xvi

-aov Imperative 20, A ci—eii

-irw 8, Ixxxv—

c

-T 3rcl Person Singular A xi, xcv—c,

cix—ex

TL 3rd Person Singular A xcv—

c

I'Stems A Ix—Ixiv

ROUGH GREEK INDEX.

(pi 10, A xlvii

-w 1st Person Singular 20, A Ixxxv,

and foil.

Adverbial A xiv, xvii, xx,

xliv—xlvii

Subjunctive 20, A Ixxxv, and foil.

-oj 14, A xiv, xxi, liii, exxi—cxxii

-we 'Genitive' Plural A xlviii, Ixiii

-ojs Adverbial A xvii, xiv—xlvi
U!(JT€ 58



C. EOUGH LATIN INDEX.

-a Instrumental 10, A xiv—xv, v. fur-

ther -e 'Ablative'

1st Person Singular xi

Neuter Plural 14—15
-a 'Subjunctive' A x, xcv—c, and

Corrigenda

-a 'Ablative' A lii, liv, Ixiv—Ixv,

Ixviii—Ixx

-ad A li, Ixiv—Ixv, Ixviii—Ixx

-ae 14, A ix, xiii, A li—liii, Ixxxviii

—

Ixxxix

-ai A li— liii, Ixxxviii—Ixxxix

-am, -as, -at 'Subjunctive' A xcv—c,

and Corrigenda
-arum A liv

-as A xiii, li—lii, liv—Iv

-a stems A 1—Ivi

-bam A cxi

-bo A xci

-bus 15, A 1

-d Ablative 9, A Ixiv—Ixv, Ixviii—Ixx

Neuter A xvi

donee v. ' Subjunctive ' with donee

-e 'Ablative' P v—vi, 14, 20, A xi,

xiv—XV, xvi, Ixiv—Ixvi

Neuter Singular 40
Adverbial A xlv— xlvii

•cs, -et 'Subjunctive'A Ixxxviii—Ixxxix,

xcv—c, cix—ex

-e(d) Adverbial A xlv—xlvii, Ixiv—Ixv

-i Locative 10, A xv—xvi, xlix

/-stems A hi—Ix

-i Dative, Infinitive, Imperative 17-18,

A xvi, Ixv

'Ablative' A xvi, Ivii—lix, Ixiv

—

Ixv

Locative 14, 33, A ix, xiii, xlv,

xlvii, Ivii—lix

Middle 16, A xi

Participle 17—18
-id A xvi, hi, Ixiv—Ixv

-im, -is 'Subjunctive 'A xcv—c,cix—ex

interest 34—35, A xxxvi—xxxvii

is Genitive 14, A Ixiv—Ixv

2nd Person Singular A xcv—c,

cix—ex
-is Dative and 'Ablative' Plural 14, A

xlviii, liv—Iv

-issem A ex

-mus A xi, Ixxxvi

-m Accusative 9, 15

1st Person Singular A xi, xciii

Neuter 15

n-stems A Ixiv—Ixviii

o-stems xliv—li, cxxi—cxxii

-u 'Ablative' 14, 32, A xlv—xlvi,

Ixiv—Ixv, Ixviii—Ixx

1st Person Singular 20, A Ixxxv

and foil.

'Dative' 14, A xlvi—xlvii

-od A xlv— xlvi, Ixiv—Ixv, Ixviii—Ixx

-orum A xlviii

-us Instrumental etc. A xlviii—xlix, 1

quamvis 27, 38
quanquam 38
qui 23

-r Latin Passive 17, 45

-re Infinitive P v—vi, 20, A ci

(?)' Middle
'I

2nd Person 16—17, A
Active \ xvi

' Middle ' Imperative A xvi

rrfert 34—35, A xxxvi—xxxvii

-rem 'Subjunctive' P v—vi, A xcv—c,

cix—ex

-rim ' Subjunctive' A xcv— c, cix—ex

-ru xcv—

c

-s Aorist A xi, xciv, civ—cv, ex— cxii

Plural 15, and passimA xliv—Ixviii

Abstract A civ—cv

Nominative 9
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2nd Person Singular A xi, xciii, -u-stems A Ix—Ixiv

xcv—c, cix—ex -u ' Ablative ' 32, A Ix—Ixiii

Future A Ixxxv—c, civ—cv -ui Perfect A xciv

-urn Neuter 15
-t 8rd Person Singular A xi, xcv—c, Genitive Plural A xvi, xlviii, Ixiii

cix—ex -us Adjective v. Additional Notes to

-tis 2nd Person Plural 18, A xcviii p. 15

-turum Ixii, and v. Additional Notes Genitive A Ix

to p. 20 Nominative 9

camukidge: printed by c. j. clay, m.a. and sons, at the univeksiiy pkess.
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